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Summary

This thesis analyses the novels o f Charles Robert M aturin in order to highlight
the author’s engagem ent with contemporary literary forms, including the Gothic, the
national tale, and the historical novel. By first offering a biographical account o f the
author’s life and works, it emphasises the ways in which M aturin’s background as an
Irish Anglican clergyman contributed to his fascination with literary forms concerned
with the resolution o f personal and national alienation. Then, through a detailed
comparison o f M aturin’s novels with the national tales o f M aria Edgeworth and
Sydney Owenson, and the historical novels o f Sir W alter Scott and John Banim, it
suggests a reconsideration o f generic conventions understood to characterise these
forms. Specifically, it argues that an implicit violence ultimately underm ines the
apparently happy, allegorical marriages that conclude works such as The Wild Irish
Girl (1806), The Absentee (1812), and Waverley (1814), challenging the equation o f
happy marriage with happy national union often taken for granted in these novels. The
following chapters are devoted to detailed discussions o f each o f M aturin’s six novels.
Outlining the author’s response to, and transformation of, both the national tale and
the historical novel, these chapters suggest the ways in which M aturin both employed
and dramatically skewed the generic conventions o f the national tale, the historical
novel, and the Gothic in order to suggest, much more forcefully than do his
contemporaries, the difficulties attendant to arriving at a reconciled identity, either
personal or national.
Given the lack o f scholarship devoted to Maturin relative to his Irish
contemporaries, this thesis has drawn on a wide range o f historical and cultural
sources in order to formulate and explain its central ideas. Such breadth o f
background research has allowed for deeper comprehension of, as well as expansion
from, the facts o f M aturin’s life and works offered by earlier studies. A t the same
time, it underlines the need for further study o f this often overlooked author.
Accordingly, the thesis concludes with a call for increased critical attention to
Maturin, given both his transform ative effect on contemporary literary forms and his
continued influence on Irish and European literature throughout the nineteenth
century.
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‘A Very Insignificant Personage’: Rediscovering Charles Robert Maturin

They have printed it [Bertram] as acted, and, if I may be allowed a coined and
apparently affected expression, have un-Maturined it completely, they have
broken my wand and drowned my Magic Book, and Prospero himself, without
his storms, his Goblins, & his Grammary, sinks into a very insignificant sort of
Personage.'

In the ‘D edication’ to his third novel. The M ilesian C h ief { \ ^\ 2) , Charles Robert
Maturin lamented the negative reviews his first two novels, F atal Revenge', or the
Family ofM ontorio (1807) and The Wild Irish Boy (1808), had received. His
disappointment in this instance was coupled with an indirect criticism o f the reviews
and reviewers themselves; they informed him, M aturin wrote, that he was “a bad
writer” but refused to say “why, or how, or in what m anner [he] was to become
better”.^ In so doing, they “graciously” left to Maturin the m atter o f his improvement
as a novelist {Milesian C h ief \\\n). W hy this should be such an evident source of
resentment for M aturin is clear in his continued critical failure as an author. Unable to
produce the equivalent o f a modern-day bestseller, M aturin turned the blame on
circumstances around him. He was, as he wrote to his friend and benefactor. Sir
W alter Scott, shortly after the publication of The M ilesian C h ief “a disappointed
Author” .^ This was so because his talents went unrecognised in Ireland; “there is no
excitement, no literary impulse in this Country”, M aturin complained, “my most
intimate acquaintances scarcely know that I have written, and they care as little as
they know” .'*
If only his reviewers had been more constructively critical, if only he had had
a more receptive audience, M aturin’s comments suggest, his literary prowess would
not have gone so long unappreciated. As it was, M aturin rem ained largely ignored and
critically unpopular. Keenly aware of this lack of success, M aturin devoted the

' Letter from Charles Robert Maturin to Sir W alter Scott dated 2 July 1816, Fannie E. Ratchford and
Wm. H. M cCarthy, Jr., eds., The C orrespon den ce o f S ir W alter S co tt a n d C h a rles R o b e rt M aturin,
With a F e w O th er A llie d L etters (A ustin, TX: U niversity o f T exas Press, 1937) 59.
^ Charles Robert Maturin, The M ilesian Chief, introd. Robert Lee W olff, 4 v o ls. (1 8 1 2 ; N e w York:
Garland, 1979) l;iii. Future references are to this edition and are given parenthetically in the text.
’ Letter dated 11 January 1813, Ratchford and M cCarthy 9.
“ Ibid. 10.
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preface o f his fourth novel, Women; or Pour et Contre (1818) to an explanation o f the
“critical animadversion” engendered by his earlier novels.^ These earlier works
wanted “effect”, Maturin explained, expressing him self “not at all surprised at their
failure” {Women l:v, iv). That they had failed was obvious in Maturin’s mind: “none
o f them arrived at a second edition; nor could I dispose o f the copyright o f any but o f
the ‘Milesian’, which was sold to Colburn for 80/. in the year 1811” {Women 1:iii).^
What is arguably most striking about Women's preface is not the concentration
on Maturin’s literary failure, but the fact that it replaced an earlier one rebutting
Samuel Taylor Coleridge’s vitriolic attack on Maturin’s first play, Bertram; or the
7
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•

Castle o f St. Aldobrand (1816). Presented with huge success at Drury Lane m May
1816, Bertram was Maturin’s greatest dramatic, if not literary, success. It had been
accepted largely through the efforts of Scott and Lord Byron, and featured the
renowned Edmund Kean, also the producer, as the eponymous hero.^ Most
importantly, however, Maturin’s play successfully appealed to the popular tastes o f
the day; it was, as Massimiliano Demata has maintained, both “the greatest dramatic
success o f the 1815-16 season”, and “one o f the most significant dramatic products o f
the age”.'° Further, it was not only an “unequivocal success” on the stage, but also in
print, going through seven editions by the end o f 1816 and selling a total o f 6,750
copies."

^ C harles R obert M aturin, W omen; o r P our et Contre, introd. R obert Lee W olff, 3 vols. (1818; N ew
York: G arland, 1979) l:v . Future references are to this edition and are given parenthetically in the text.
* The editors o f the 1892 edition o f M elm oth the W anderer (1820) erroneously observed that M aturin’s
preface w as incorrect, for the second edition o f The W ild Irish B o y (1808) had been published in 1814
by C olburn; see ‘A List o f W orks by C harles R obert M aturin, W ith T ranslations and A daptations by
O ther A uthors’, M elm oth the W anderer, b y C harles R obert M aturin, 3 vols. (London: R. Bentley,
1892) 1 :lx. In fact, how ever, the second edition o f The W ild Irish B o y appeared in 1824.
’ M aturin w as advised to rew rite his preface by both his publisher, A rchibald C onstable, w ho thought
the preface as it stood w ould be “productive o f m uch harm to the w o rk ” , and Scott, w ho sim ilarly
argued that the preface w ould “greatly prejudice the w o rk ”; letter from C onstable to M aturin dated 13
February 1818, quoted in D ale K ram er, Charles R o b ert M aturin (N ew York: T w ayne, 1973) 84; letter
from Scott to M aturin dated 26 February 1818, R atchford and M cC arthy 89.
®See C harles R obert M aturin, Bertram ; or, The Castle o f St. A ldobrand; A Tragedy in F ive A cts
(London: John M urray 1816). M aturin’s other plays, M a n u el (1817) and F redolfo (1819) w ere, in
contrast, hugely unsuccessful. See C harles R obert M aturin, M anuel: A Tragedy in F ive A cts (London:
John M urray, 1817), and C harles R obert M aturin, Fredolfo: A Tragedy (E dinburgh: A rchibald
C onstable, 1819).
^ For the roles played by S cott and B yron in the selection o f M atu rin ’s play, see K ram er 59, and
M assim iliano D em ata, ‘The D ram a o f Publishing: A “L ost” E pilogue to M atu rin ’s B ertra m !' G othic
Studies 3.2 (2001): 170-171.
D em ata, ‘T he D ram a o f P ublishing’ 170. See also D aniel P. W atkins, “ ‘T enants o f a Blasted W orld” ;
H istorical Im agination in C harles M aturin’s B ertra m ', K ea ts-Shelley R eview 4 (1989): 80 for an
identification o f B e rtra m 's “ am azing popular reception”.
" D em ata, ‘The D ram a o f P ublishing’ 171.
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M aturin’s perceived need to counter Coleridge’s response to his play, despite
Bertram 's evident success, attests to the vigour with which Coleridge undertook his
attack. Much to C oleridge’s chagrin, Bertram had been chosen for production over his
own play, Zaploya (1817).'^ Even worse, a combined review o f Bertram and
C oleridge’s Christabel (1816) in the August 1816 edition o f The British Review,
found the latter “a w eak and singularly nonsensical and affected performance”, but the
former “a production o f undoubted genius” .'^ In response, Coleridge wrote a scathing
critique o f Bertram, in the form o f five consecutive letters to the editor of The
Courier, printed on 29 August, and 7, 9, 10, and 11 Septem ber 1816, and later
compiled as the concluding chapter o f his Biographia Literaria (1817). To his mind,
M aturin’s play was “an insult to common decency”, for it displayed a “shocking spirit
o f Jacobinism” and “familiarity with atrocious events and characters” that should have
struck a feeling o f “m ingled horror and disgust” in its audience. Bertram him self was
a “m onster” - a “loathsome and leprous confluence o f robbery, adultery, murder, and
cowardly assassination”, whose “best deed” was to kill himself, “sav[ing] his betters
from the degradation of hanging him ” .'"^
Partisan as it may have been, Coleridge’s evident moral outrage evocatively
voiced the general critical understanding o f Bertram as scandalous, immoral, and
potentially subversive. As Dem ata has noted, the play was “heavily criticised because
it avoided any edifying m orals” .'^ In particular, criticism singled out Bertram him self
for, as despicable as he was, this “fe lo de se, and thief-captain”,'^ he nevertheless
represented for the audience “an object o f admiration and pity, and not o f hatred and
execration” . T h i s was particularly detestable, at least in one review er’s opinion, for
its encouragement o f “treason, piracy, adultery, and m urder” as subjects o f applause
as long as they were accompanied by “bursts of stormy grandeur, indignant feeling,
and sublimity o f soul” .

18

The M onthly Review's, critique similarly argued that Bertram

was guilty o f “exciting undue compassion for worthless characters, [and] unjust
Ibid.; Kramer 1 4 8 -1 4 9 n l0 .
‘R eview o f C h rista b el, by Sam uel T aylor C oleridge, and B ertram , o r the C a stle o f St. A ld o b ra n d ; a
T ragedy in F ive A c ts, by Charles Robert M aturin’, The B ritish R e v ie w 8 (1 816): 80.
''' Sam uel Taylor C olerid ge, B io g ra p h ia L ite ra ria ; or, B io g ra p h ic a l S ketch es o f M y L ite ra ry L ife a n d
O pinion s, ed. Jam es E ngell and W. Jackson Bate, 2 vols.. The C o lle c te d W orks o f Sam u el T aylor
C o lerid g e , gen. ed. K athleen C ob um , vol. 7 (London: R outledge and K egan Paul, 1983) 2:229, 233.
Dem ata, ‘The Dram a o f P u b lish in g’ 174.
Coleridge 2:233.
‘ R eview o f B ertram , o r the C a stle o f St. A ldobran d, a T ragedy in F ive A c ts, by Charles Robert
M aturin’, The B ritish C ritic 10 (1816): 508.
Ibid.
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admiration of fierce and unchristian qualities”. For this critic, Bertram possessed
“considerable merit”, with some scenes “powerfully excit[ing] our interest”. Yet it
could not be too heartily recommended due to its blatant reification of detestable,
even criminal, behaviour.
In the mind of the Monthly Review's critic, Bertram attested to “the most
dangerous symptom in the literary taste of the day”. This was, as he defined it, the fact
that literary works could remain popular even as they placed “the most abandoned
characters of both sexes” in the sympathy of their readers.^® That the popular taste
could accept and even glorify immorality was dismaying in the extreme. In Maturin’s
case, this entwinement of popularity and immorality was one that would re-emerge
with the publication of his fifth and most widely-acclaimed novel, Melmoth the
Wanderer (1820). While it was, and remains, Maturin’s most widely-read and
influential novel. The Monthly Review declared that Melmoth invited outrage for its
many “revolting liberties”, an inexcusable excess, the reviewer asserted, even in the
insanity of a fictional character.^' Critics focused specifically on the novel and its
“extravagances” as the "'unseemly” product of an Anglican clergyman. 22 Maturin
apparently anticipated this response, writing in his preface to Melmoth that he could
not again “appear before the public in so unseemly a character as that of a writer of
romances, without regretting the necessity” that compelled him to do so.^^ Further, in
the midst of the Wanderer’s highly unflattering representations of religion and society
in the ‘Tale of the Indians’ - one of the novel’s many interpolated narratives Maturin attached a footnote meant to excuse him from Melmoth’s sacrilege:

As, by a mode of criticism equally false and unjust, the worst sentiments of
my worst characters (from the ravings of Bertram to the blasphemies of
Cardonneau), have been represented as my own, I must therefore trespass so

‘R eview o f B ertram , o r the C a stle o f St. A ldobran d, a T ra g ed y in F iv e A c ts , b y C harles Robert
M atu rin ’, M on th ly R e v ie w n.s. 80 (1816): 179, 180, 179.
“ Ibid. 179.
‘R e v iew o f M elm oth the W an derer, by Charles Robert M aturin’, M o n th ly R e v ie w , 2"“* ser. 94 (1821):
81 -9 0 , B ritish F iction , 18 0 0 -1 8 2 9 D a ta b a se 15 June 2 0 0 6 <http ://w w w .british fictio n .cf.a c.u k /rev iew s/m elm 2 0 -5 1 .htm l>: 89.
‘Extract from the P ortfolio o f a M an o f the W orld’, The G e n tlem a n 's M a g a zin e 25 (1 846): 468; J.W.
Croker, ‘R ev iew o f M elm oth th e W an derer, by Charles Robert M aturin’, The Q u a rte rly R e v ie w 24.48
(1821): 311.
C harles Robert M aturin, M elm oth th e W anderer, ed. D o u g la s Grant, introd. Chris B aldick (1820;
Oxford: O xford U P , 1998) 6. Future references are to this edition and are giv en parenthetically in the
text.
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far on the patience o f the reader as to assure him, that the sentiments ascribed
to the stranger are diametrically opposite to mine, and that I have purposely
put them into the mouth o f an agent o f the enemy of mankind. {Melmoth 303)

For M elm oth's reviewer in the January 1821 issue o f the M onthly Review, these
comments were obviously prompted by the response engendered by Bertram. M aturin
was, this critic opined, “very harshly treated” ; even if his play was justly condemned,
M aturin should not have been “deprived o f the means o f subsistence in his profession
for a literary offence of that nature”. However, the review continued, “the frequent
use, or rather abuse, of sacred names and things”, even from the m outh o f the enemy
o f mankind, can benefit neither hearer nor speaker.^'^
Despite this mutually disadvantageous profanity, M elm oth’s public reception
was overwhelmingly positive. As fellow author Mary Russell M itford argued,
M elmoth was “a most extraordinary book, full o f power - terrible pow er - but with
>1 25

some most splendid painting and touches, that go quite to the heart .

Even reviewers

critical of M elm oth's impropriety recognised M aturin’s literary skill. So, for instance,
while one reader deemed M aturin “evidently mad”, it was nevertheless “the m adness
o f great genius” ; his ‘Tale o f the Indians’ was, in particular, “beautifully told”, and the
novel’s evocation o f the Inquisition and its prison “wrought up with a pow er that is
m ore like Dante than any other writer I have ever read” .^®
Aside from such comments attesting to M elm oth's appeal, its almost
immediate republication in 1821, coupled with its translation into both French and
German, also in 1821, cemented the novel’s renown. The interest

called

forth seemed to awaken renewed attention to M aturin’s other publications, especially
following his death in 1824. If, in 1818, none of his novels had reached a second
edition, by 1824, M elmoth, Fatal Revenge, and The Wild Irish Boy had all been re
published.^^ In addition, French translations o f five o f M aturin’s six novels were
published in the years 1821 to 1828: M elmoth in 1821 as both Z,’//om w e du Mystere,
ou I ’Histoire de M elmoth le Voyageur, and Melmoth, ou I'H omm e Errant, Fatal

‘R eview o f M elm oth' 83. The review er m istakenly believed Maturin had lost h is curacy in the w ake
o f B e rtra m 's production.
Letter from M ary R ussell M itford to Barbara H ofland, 7 February 1821, L etters o f M a ry R u ssell
M itford, S eco n d S eries, ed. H enry Chorley, 2 vols. (London: B entley, 1972) 1:101-102, B ritish F iction
1 8 0 0 -1 8 2 0 D a ta b a se 15 June 2006 < h ttp ://w w w .b ritish -fiction .cfac.u k /an ecd otal/m elm 20-51.h tm l>.
‘Extract from the P ortfolio o f a Man o f the W orld’ 468.
The secon d editions o f both F a ta l R even ge and The W ild Irish B oy appeared in 1824.
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Revenge in 1822 as La Famille de Montorio, ou la Fatale Vengeance', The Albigenses
(1824) in 1825 as Les Albigeois, Roman Historique du X llle Siecle; The Wild Irish
Boy in 1828 as Le Jeune Irlandais, and The Milesian C hief also in 1828 as Connal, ou
les Milesiens. Women; or, Pour et Contre (1818) had already been translated into
French as Eva, ou L ’Amour et Religion prior to Melmoth's publication, in 1818. It was
again translated in 1820 as Les Femmes, ou Rien de Trop.
These translations attest to the lasting attraction Maturin held for the French.
Melmoth, in particular, was highly influential in France, arousing, as Catherine
Lanone has recently argued, “a fascination which was to last for more than a
century”. This popularity is evident in the translation history of the novel. In 1821
alone, three separate editions of the novel were published: Madame Emile Begin first
translated the novel as L 'Homme du Mystere, ou I ’Histoire du Melmoth le Voyageur.
She then offered a subsequent version entitled Melmoth, ou I ’Homme Errant. Perhaps
unhappy with Begin’s versions, Jean Cohen published his own liberally translated,
six-volume (in comparison to Begin’s three) version o f the novel, also entitled
Melmoth, ou I ’Homme Errant}"^ After this flurry o f activity, no new translations seem
to have been produced until 1867, when Maria de Fos published her own greatly
altered and condensed version, Melmoth, I ’Homme Errant.
Such an extended gap between the early translations and de Fos’ suggests that
Maturin’s “meteoric rise to fame”, as Rosemary Lloyd has called it, was followed by
“an equally swift fall, if not from public favour, at least from critical acclaim”. If
Melmoth, as well as Maturin’s other works, continued to be read in translation by the
French public, critical attention was nevertheless lacking. As Lloyd has observed,
aside from a lengthy biographical notice in Ferdinand Hoefer’s Nouvelle Biographie
Universelle (1852-66) in 1860, the only other major French essay devoted to Maturin
after an initial twelve-year period of fame appeared in 1833, when Gustave Planche
published a review entitled ‘Poetes et Romanciers Anglais: Maturin’, in the Revue des

Catherine Lanone, ‘V erging on the G othic: M elm oth’s Journey to F ran ce’, E uropean G othic: A
Spirited E xchange J 760-1960, ed. A vril H om er (M anchester: M anchester U P, 2002) 73.
On the liberality o f C o h en ’s translation, see T erry H ale, ‘T ranslation in D istress: C ultural
M isappropriation and the C onstruction o f the G o thic’, E uropean G othic: A S p irited E xchange 17601960, ed. A vril H o m er (M anchester: M anchester U P, 2002): 28-31.
For the argum ent th at de F o s’ translation differs m arkedly from C o h en ’s and consists “alm ost
entirely o f p arap h rase”, see H ale 3 6 n l7 .

6

Deux Mondes.^^ Later re-published in Planche’s Portraits Litteraires (1836), the
critique claimed that Melmoth had not yet been translated “pour les lecteurs serieux”.
It also insisted, however, that “la rehabilitation de Maturin ne saurait tarder
32

longtemps’ .

In response to Planche’s analysis, the twentieth century saw renewed critical
attention to Maturin and his Melmoth, as evidenced by vivid re-publication and re
translation activity. In 1954, Jean Cohen’s 1821 translation was re-published with a
preface by Andre Breton. Breton again added prefatory comments to a new translation
- marketed as the ‘premiere traduction fran9aise integrale’ - by Jacqueline MarcChadoume in 1965. Although Chadoume’s translation is, as Terry Hale has
maintained, “more complete” than Cohen’s, it is the latter - reprinted in a Gothic
compilation entitled Romans Terrifiants (1984) - that is currently the most common
edition available in F rench.N evertheless, Marc-Chadoume’s translation has been
repeatedly reprinted since its original publication - in 1978, 1988, 1996, and 1998.
Additionally, de Fos’ version was republished in 1967 in both Belgium and France.
Despite its gaps, Melmoth's, translation and publication history in France
suggests the novel’s overwhelming appeal to French readers. In fact, on translation,
Melmoth became, in Victor Sage’s phrase, “all the rage in France”, and, following
Maturin’s death, numerous French authors “enthusiastically plundered Maturin”,
whom they had raised to iconic status.M atu rin’s tremendous popularity with the
French had much to do with social and political circumstances in early-nineteenth

R osem ary L loyd, ^Melmoth the W anderer: The C ode o f R om an ticism ’, B a u d e la ire, M allarm e,
V alery: N e w E ssa ys in H o n o u r o f L lo y d A ustin , ed. M alcolm B o w ie , A liso n Fairlie, and A lison Finch
(Cam bridge: C am bridge U P , 1982) 84.
Q uoted in L loyd 84.
” H ale 3 6 n l7 .
Inform ation about M elm oth ’s translation history, as w ell as the publication history o f all o f M aturin’s
works in both E nglish and French, is available, in varying degrees, from several different sources.
These include M ontague Sum m ers, ,4 G oth ic B ib lio g ra p h y {London-. Fortune Press, 1941); Peter
G arside, Jam es R aven, and Rainer Schow erlin g, eds., The E nglish N o v e l 1 7 7 0 -182 9 : A B ib lio g ra p h ica l
S u rvey o f P r o s e F iction P u b lish e d in the B ritish Isles. Vol. II: 18 0 0 -1 8 2 9 (O xford: O xford U P , 2000);
Peter G arside, Jacqueline Belanger, and Sharon R agaz, eds., B ritish F iction , 1 8 0 0 -1 8 2 9 D a ta b a se ,
2 0 0 4 < h ttp ://w w w .b ritish -fiction .cfac.u k > , and the online card catalogu es o f the British Library, the
B iblioth eq ue de France, and the Library o f C ongress. T hese last three appear on each library’s w eb
page - < http://catalogue.bl.uk>, < h ttp ://bn f fr>, and < http ://catalogu e.loc.gov> , respectively. A nother
valuable source is the L oeb ers’ recently published G u ide to Irish F iction 1 6 5 0 -1 9 0 0 . A lthough it
initially and m istakenly asserts that Maturin wrote seven n ovels, it then g o e s on to correctly identify
each o f M aturin’s n o v e ls, g ivin g b rief plot sum m aries as w ell as lim ited publication and translation
inform ation; see R o lf and M agda Loeber, A G u ide to Irish F iction 1 6 5 0 -1 9 0 0 (D ublin: Four Courts
Press, 2 0 0 6 ) 876-880.
V ictor S a g e, ‘Diderot and Maturin: E nlightenm ent, A utom ata, and the Theatre o f Terror’, E uropean
G othic: A S p irite d E xch an ge 1 7 6 9 -1 9 6 0 , ed. Avril H om er (M anchester: M anchester U P, 2 0 0 2 ) 55.
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century France; unsettled by the violence of the Revolution, the Napoleonic wars, and
the coming to fore o f a new bourgeois order, French readers found Melmoth and its
“apparent chaos” resonant.^^ Although the political situation simultaneously prompted
French translators to downplay Maturin’s anti-Catholic virulence, as Hale has argued,
Melmoth nevertheless proved immensely influential.
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Certainly, the mixed “fear and fascination” inspired by Melmoth emerged in
the works of many nineteenth-century French authors, including, among others,
Honore de Balzac (1799-1850) and Charles Baudelaire (1821-1867).^* For the former,
Maturin’s influence is apparent throughout his career, from early works such as Le
Centenaire (1822), with its focus on, in Patricia Coughlan’s terms, “a ghastly threehundred-year-old geriatric who needs to ravish fresh young corpses regularly to
sustain his life”,

to later works like Illusions Perdues (1837), which mcludes several

references to Maturin’s Bertram!^'^ Melmoth, in particular, was an evident source of
both ‘fear and fascination’ for Balzac, for it both impelled and impeded his endeavour
to establish realism as the guiding light in his fiction. As Lanone has argued, the
French realism Balzac strove for was built on “the very ruins of Gothic”. As a
corollary, Lanone contends, Balzac was forced “to exorcise the shadowy ghost of
Melmoth before he could find his own voice”. Accordingly, his sequel to Melmoth Melmoth Reconcilie (1835) - attempts to do just that by powerfully suggesting “the
devaluation of Gothic cliches”.^' In the end, however, M elmoth’s bargain for eternal
life becomes “just another commodity to be exchanged on the ‘Bourse’”, emphasising
not the displacement of M elmoth's Gothic horror, but its replacement with the horror
of modemity.^^
Although Balzac’s enthusiasm for Maturin was, in Lloyd’s phrase, “[m]ore
exuberant” than Baudelaire’s, the later author betrays a similar fascination with

K athleen F ow ler, ‘H ieroglyp h ics in Fire: M elm oth th e W a n d erer', S tu d ies in R om an ticism 25 (1986):
522.
” H ale 28-30.
Lanone 72.
Patricia A . C oughlan, ‘T he R ecy c lin g o f M elm oth . “A V ery G erm an S tory” ” , L ite ra ry
In terrelation s: Irelan d, E n g la n d a n d th e World. Vol. 2: C o m p a riso n a n d Im p a c t, ed. W olfgan g Zach
and H einz K o so k (T ubingen: Narr, 1987) 183.
Lloyd 87. Illu sio n s P e r d u e s w as in itially published early in 1837, w ith continuation s appearing in
1839 and 1843.
Lanone 75, 78.
James K elly, ‘Q u estio n in g A gen cy: Charles Maturin, the N ational T ale, and the Cultural Production
o f Identity’, unpu blished PhD thesis, U n iversity o f Edinburgh, 200 4 . 251.

Maturin."^^ At least as early as 1848, Baudelaire had come to regard M aturin as one of
the few he considered “romanciers forts’’.'^ He further considered M aturin’s M elmoth
“the epitome o f the romantic outcast”/^ W hile Baudelaire’s references to Melmoth
date from throughout his creative life, Les Fleurs du M ai (1857) insightfully
highlights B audelaire’s deep interest in the figure o f the wanderer. And it does so,
intriguingly, by constructing an image o f two lovers living out their lives exiled in an
Eastern paradise strikingly similar to the Indian isle o f M elm oth's ‘Tale o f the
Indians’.
To concentrate on M aturin’s legacy in France, as I have done here, is not to
ignore the lasting, but often overlooked, impression he made in Britain and, further
abroad, in America, after his death. Focusing again on M elmoth, the posthum ous
popularity M aturin enjoyed is clear. Not only republished in 1821, M aturin’s novel
also appeared in further reprints in both America and Britain throughout the
nineteenth century. A four-volume edition o f the novel was published in Boston in
1821, for instance, and an illustrated version appeared in London in 1885. Later, in
1892, an edition appended with a memoir and bibliography o f M aturin’s works was
printed by London’s R. Bentley and Son and claimed the authoritative assistance o f
M aturin’s descendants, including his great-nephew, Oscar Wilde.'*® More than that,
several dramatic interpretations of the novel underscored British and American
attraction to M aturin’s Gothic tale. These works included M elmoth the Wanderer: A
M elo-Dramatic Romance, in Three Acts, by B. West, which was first performed at the
Royal Coburg Theatre, or, more familiarly, the Old Vic, in 1823. It was later
published in London by J. Duncombe, although the exact publication date is unclear,
and in Am erica by Baltim ore’s J.Robinson in 1831. Another ^\&y - M elmoth the
Wanderer; A Play in Five Acts - by Gustav Davidson and Joseph Koven, was
published in Boston in 1915.
Alongside these editions and renditions o f M elmoth, the traces o f M aturin’s
influence evident in the works o f authors as diverse as James Clarence M angan (1803-

L lo y d 87.
Ibid. 81,
L an o n e 74.
K ra m e r 158.
B o th th e 1892 e d itio n o f M e lm o th the W a n d erer a n d M o n ta g u e S u m m e rs’ b ib lio g ra p h y o f G o th ic
w o rk s lists th e p u b lic a tio n date as 1825, but th e o n lin e c a ta lo g u e s for the B ritish L ib ra ry and T rin ity
C o lle g e D u b lin library, w h e re co p ie s o f the p lay are held, list an u n certain 1830; se e ‘A L ist o f W o rk s
b y C h a rle s R o b e rt M a tu rin ’ Ixii and S u m m ers 407.
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1849), Nathaniel Hawthorne (1804-1864), Edgar Allan Poe (1809-1849), and Joseph
Sheridan LeFanu (1814-1873) confirm the novel’s lasting mark in nineteenth-century
Britain and America. Mangan’s interest in his fellow Irishman and the Faustian figure
of Melmoth the Wanderer was evident in his decision to translate Balzac’s Melmoth
Reconcilie, though his re-reading purposely highlights M elmoth’s ridiculousness
when brought into contact with urban modernity.

4 ft

•

Entitled ‘The Man in the Cloak’

and published in the Dublin University Magazine in November 1838, M angan’s
version of the tale makes no reference to Balzac and changes the setting from Paris to
Vienna. Nevertheless, Mangan’s debt to the original is obvious."*^ While he would
later claim in his ‘Sketches and Reminiscences of Irish Writers. No. 1: C.R. Maturin’
that Melmoth was “a bore o f the first magnitude, who is always talking grandiloquent
fustian, and folding his cloak about him”,^*^ Mangan’s adaptation o f Melmoth is not so
much a revision as a precision. By rewriting Melmoth as both “a daemon and a
trickster, a mocking tease and a tormented isolate”, Mangan only highlighted the
duality Maturin him self had focused on in Melmoth the Wanderer
Approximately ten years earlier, Nathaniel Hawthorne was similarly
pondering M elmoth’s significance in his New England home. His novel, Fanshawe
(1828), based on his experiences at Bowdoin College and published at his own
expense, suggests Hawthorne had been heavily influenced by his early reading of
Melmoth the Wanderer. As Jesse Sidney Goldstein has convincingly argued, not only
is a character in the book name Dr. Melmoth, but “the source of the bulk o f the
incident in Fanshawe and more specific models for the main characters” arguably
derive from Maturin’s Melmoth. This connection to Maturin is further reinforced,
Goldstein maintains, by the use o f a quotation from Bertram as the epigraph to
chapter eight.

52

Later, Hawthorne’s study o f the repressive legacy o f Puritan intensity

in New England, The Scarlet Letter (1850), would also tellingly reveal Melmoth’s
haunting presence. The novel’s many Gothic elements - Mistress Hibbins’ supposed
witchcraft, the forbidding and darkly magical realm of the forest, the scarlet letter that
Patricia A. Coughlan, ‘“Fold over Fold, Inveterately C onvolv’d”: Som e A spects o f M angan’s
Intertextuality’, Anglo-Irish and Irish Literature: A spects o f Language and Culture, ed. Birgit
Bramsback and Martin Croghan, 2 vols. (Stockholm: Almquist and W iksell, 1988) 2:195.
Coughlan, ‘The R ecycling o f M elm oth' 183-184.
James Clarence Mangan, ‘Sketches and R em iniscences o f Irish Writers. N o. 1: C.R. Maturin’, The
Irishman 1.12 (1849): 187.
Coughlan, ‘The R ecycling o f M elmoth' 189.
Jesse Sidney Goldstein, ‘The Literary Source o f Hawthorne’s F anshaw e', M odern Language Notes
60.1 (1945): 1-8, JSTOR 4 Oct. 2006 < http://uk.jstor.org>: 2.
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appears in the sky and becomes inscribed on Reverend D im m esdale’s chest - suffuse
the narrative with an overt Gothic tone and setting that suitably prepare the reader for
its prim arily psychological message. One already extensively investigated by
Melmoth, this message is, as Allan Lloyd-Smith has argued, the fact that horror
proceeds from within.
Haw thorne’s indebtedness to M aturin is one that proved m ore problem atic for
his fellow American and contemporary author, Edgar Allan Poe. The allusions to
M aturin in P oe’s journalistic writing emphasise, as Rosemary Lloyd has claimed, the
hostility Poe felt for the fantastic, as a genre he him self often grappled with.^"* In these
personal musings, M aturin is depicted as a less than skilful storyteller, and his
M elmoth scathingly described as “labor[ing] indefatigably through three octavo
volumes, to accomplish the destruction o f one or two souls, while any comm on devil
would have demolished one or two thousand”. T h i s scorn notwithstanding, Poe’s
tale ‘The Pit and the Pendulum ’, first published in The Gift: A Christmas and New
Year's Present (1842), bears no small resemblance to the study o f the Inquisition and
its terrors in M elm oth's ‘Tale o f the Spaniard’. Similarly, ‘The M an o f the Crow d’
(1850) betrays a keen interest in the politics o f the self and its competing desire for
solitude and companionship. Forever inserting him self into the throng, the eponymous
‘man o f the crow d’ vividly contrasts with the solitary presence that is M aturin’s
Melmoth. Yet, at the same time, P oe’s epigraph to the tale - “ Ce grand malheur, de
ne pouvoir etre seuF' - hearkens back to Melmoth the Wanderer and its repeated
insistence that one must fear one’s self above all.^^
Back in Ireland, Joseph Sheridan LeFanu was continuing the revivification of
the Gothic and its application to an Irish context o f ongoing repression and political
strife arguably initiated by M elmoth the Wanderer. Drawing m uch from the example
set by M aturin, LeFanu’s early Gothic tales, ‘The Purcell Papers’, published
anonymously in the Dublin University Magazine between 1838 and 1840, display a
narrative style characterised, like M aturin’s in M elmoth the Wanderer, by interpolated
A llan L loyd-S m ith , ‘N ineteenth-C entury Am erican G othic’, A C om pan ion to the G oth ic, ed. D avid
Punter (O xford: B lack w ell, 2 0 0 0 ) 117.
''' L loyd 87.
Edgar A llan Poe, ‘Letter to B The S e le c te d W ritings o f E d g a r A llan P o e , ed. G .R. T hom p son
(1831; N e w York: W .W . N orton, 2 0 0 4 ) 590. ‘Letter to B - ’ w as first pu blished as the preface to P oem s
(1 8 3 1 ) under the title ‘Letter to Mr. — ’. The text reprinted in The S e le c te d W ritings and quoted here is
that from the version that appeared in The Southern L ite ra ry M e ssen g er in 1836.
Edgar A llan Poe, ‘The M an o f the C row d’, The S elected W ritings o f E d g a r A llan P o e , ed. G.R.
T hom pson (1842; N e w York: W .W . N orton, 2 0 04) 232.
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tales and elaborate frames.^’ Although LeFanu’s two early novels, The Cock and
Anchor (1845) and Turlough O 'Brien (1847), largely eschewed overt Gothicism in
preference for a historicity modelled on that o f Scott’s historical romances, a Gothic
undertone continued to colour the author’s perception of Ireland. In later works, an
increasingly emphasised sense of the Gothic supernatural supersedes these texts’
description o f historical reality, and, as David Punter remarks, manifests itself in
“established Gothic motifs”.^* In this turn to the Gothic, M aturin’s influence is
notable. The Rose and the Key (1871), for instance, sets out to investigate the horrors
of the lunatic asylum, much as Maturin had done with Stanton in Melmoth the
Wanderer. And, in the tales collected in the volume In a Glass Darkly (1872),
LeFanu’s typical plot suggests a marked affinity to that of Melmoth. As described by
Punter, this plot centres on a protagonist who “opens his mind in such a way as to
become subject to haunting by a figure which is unmistakeably part of his own se lf’.^’
In other words, just as Melmoth stalks the world persistently reminding his victims of
the evil within, so too do LeFanu’s monstrous creations.
In many ways, it is but a small step from LeFanu’s early doppelgangers to
those insistently peopling the texts of the late Victorian Gothic in Britain. R.L.
Stevenson’s Dr. Jekyll and M r Hyde (1886), Oscar W ilde’s The Picture o f Dorian
Gray (1891), H.G. Wells’ The Island o f Dr. Moreau (1896), and Bram Stoker’s
Dracula (1897) all urgently explore, through the figure o f the grotesquely divided
individual, the horror of degeneration. Impelled by what Byron Glennis has called
“the spectacle o f dissolution - the dissolution o f the nation, o f society, o f the human
subject itself’, these novels plot “national, social, and psychic decay” against a
background removed neither by time nor place. In this context, as Glennis has aptly
remarked, the British city becomes a landscape just as terrifying as the scenes of
foreign repression and forbiddingly labyrinthine castles in the Gothic at the previous
fin de siecle.^^ Yet, while these novels evolve and transform earlier Gothic
precedence, they remain inherently indebted to eighteenth-century works firom Horace
Walpole’s The Castle o f Otranto (1764), through Clara Reeve’s The Old English

V ictor S age, ‘Irish G othic: C.R. M aturin and J.S. LeFanu’, A C om pan ion to th e G o th ic, ed. D avid
Punter (O xford: B la ck w e ll, 2 0 0 0 ) 88.
D avid Punter, The L ite ra tu re o f T error, 2 vols. (2"‘* ed.; London: Longm an, 1 9 96) 1:201.

^Mbid. 1:202.
G len n is Byron, ‘G othic in the 1 8 9 0 s’, A C om pan ion to the G oth ic, ed. D avid Punter (O xford:
B la ck w ell, 2 0 0 0 ) 133, 134,
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Baron (1778),^’ Ann R adcliffe’s The M ysteries ofU dolpho (1794) and The Italian
(1797), and M atthew L ew is’ The M onk {1196). Further, they consistently reveal the
tell-tale sign o f M elm oth's mark in their fearful investigation o f the m onstrous Other
lurking m enacingly within both the individual psyche and the British nation.
O f course, the figure one most immediately calls to mind when thinking about
M aturin in late-nineteenth century Britain is Oscar W ilde (1854-1900). M aturin’s
nephew through marriage, W ilde adopted the name ‘Sebastian M elm oth’ during his
exile abroad after his im prisonm ent for gross indecency.®^ His choice o f pseudonym
was unquestionably significant, functioning not only as a useful cover for his real
identity, but also as “a form o f homage paid to his most famous ancestor”.®^ It further
pointed to W ilde’s personal fascination with the themes and ideas raised in M elmoth,
a fascination m ost readily apparent in his only novel. The Picture o f Dorian Gray.
Much like M aturin’s national novels, Dorian Gray acts, as Darryl Jones has recently
claimed, “as a kind o f parable o f [the author’s] divided identity” .®'* For Maturin, as I
shall argue throughout this thesis, the divisions o f his identity rested on both personal
and national identifications - clergyman/author/playwright but also English/Irish. The
same was true for W ilde. As an Irishman and an Englishman, as well as a married
man attracted to other men, W ilde was forced, like M aturin, to negotiate between and
attempt to reconcile a m ultiplicity of identities.®^
Fittingly, as M aureen O ’Connor has argued, M aturin’s character of M elmoth
the W anderer figured quite prominently in the creation o f Dorian Gray; the
“unbearable im m ortality” in which he is frozen in M aturin’s novel receives an ironic
twist in W ilde’s later work, as Melmoth is, in a sense, reincarnated and immortalised
in Dorian Gray.®® M aturin, too, like his famous W anderer, is trapped in an immortality
that is, in his case, made unbearable precisely because it fails to do him justice.

This w a s first pu blished under the title The C ham pion o f Virtue: A G oth ic S to ry in 1777.
For the M arquess o f Q ueen sberry’s insulting accusation that W ild e w as a sod om ite, W ild e ’s
ultim ately u n su ccessfu l attem pt to sue him for lib el, and h is subsequent arrest, trial, and im prisonm ent,
see the m ost recent edition o f the W ilde trials, M erlin H olland, Irish P e a c o c k a n d S c a rle t M a rq u ess:
The R e a l T rial o f O s c a r W ilde, foreword b y Sir John M ortim er (London: Fourth Estate, 2003).
M arie-N oelle Zeender, ‘John M elm oth and Dorian Gray: T he T w o-F aced M irror’, R e d isc o v e rin g
O sca r W ilde, ed. C. G eorge S an du lescu (Gerrards Cross: C olin Sm ythe, 1994) 432.
Darryl Jones, H o rro r: A T hem atic H isto ry in F iction a n d F ilm (London: Arnold, 2 0 0 2 ) 23.
Ibid.
M aureen, O ’Connor, ‘ The P ic tu re o f D o ria n G ra y as Irish N ational T a le ’, W ritin g Irish n ess in
N in eteen th -C en tu ry B ritish C u ltu re, ed. N eil M cC aw (A ldershot: A shgate, 2 0 0 4 ) 197. S ee also Zeender
432 for the argum ent that M aturin’s influence on W ild e’s n ovel is “ far from b ein g in sign ifican t”, and
that M elm oth, “the rom antic satanic hero”, and Dorian, “the f in d e sie c le dandy”, have m ore in
com m on than m ight be expected.
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Focused on his disappointments rather than his successes or his evident legacy,
critical reception and consideration in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries has
rarely accorded Maturin the attention he deserves. The early-twentieth century saw
some attempt to explain Melmoth the Wanderer's irresistible pull as well as
contextualise it within biographical accounts of Maturin’s life and works. These
works included Niilo Idman’s Charles Robert Maturin (1923) and Willem Scholten’s,
Charles Robert Maturin: The Terror-Novelist (1933).^^ Although now dated, both
texts are valuable for their early gestures toward M aturin’s central placement among
his contemporaries. Scholten’s monograph, in particular, by focusing on Maturin’s
final novel. The Albigenses, suggests the merit even M aturin’s most overlooked novel
holds for scholarship on late-eighteenth and early-nineteenth century Irish fiction.
Following on these works, The Correspondence o f Sir Walter Scott and
Charles Robert Maturin was published in 1937. Despite M aturin’s apparent
prominence, the collection represented for its editors, Fannie Ratchford and William
McCarthy, Jr., a way of providing the public with “a penetrating and vivid selfportrait o f Scott” . In comparison to the benevolent and gracious Scott - obviously
greatly respected, even revered, by Ratchford and McCarthy - Maturin emerges as
merely an “impecunious Irish author” with negligible literary fo rce.B ack g ro u n d ed
in this way, Maturin remained very much a marginal figure in literary analysis for
several more decades.
Admittedly, a handful of journal articles devoted to Maturin’s works appeared
in the 1950s and ‘60s. These included ‘Maturin the Innovator’, by H.W. Piper and A.
Norman Jeffares, which appeared in the Huntington Library Quarterly in 1958, and
Leven M. Dawson’s "Melmoth the Wanderer. Paradox and the Gothic Novel’, which
was published in Studies in English Literature, 1500-1900 in 1968. Yet only in the
1970s did interest in Maturin seem to revive with the publication o f several biographic
works apparently intended to re-introduce Maturin as an important literary figure.
Among these are Dale Kramer’s Charles Robert Maturin (1973), Claude Fierobe’s
Charles Robert Maturin: L 'Homme et L 'Oeuvre (1974), and Robert Lougy’s Charles

See Niilo Idman, Charles Robert Maturin (Helsinki: Centraltryckeri, 1923), and Willem Scholten,
Charles Robert M aturin: The Terror-A^ove/w/(Amsterdam: H.J. Paris, 1933).
Ratchford and McCarthy viii.
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Robert M aturin (1975).^^ O f these three, Fierobe’s 748-page tome draws attention for
its sheer volume and the evident effort that went into producing a minutely detailed
analysis o f M aturin and his works. Divided into two prim ary sections, the study
begins with a biographical detail o f M aturin’s life, which simultaneously attempts to
contextualise M aturin and suggest the reasons behind his lasting fascination with
themes o f identity conflict, religious persecution, and social alienation. Detailed
summaries and analyses o f M aturin’s complete works, including novels, plays,
poems, short stories, and sermons, follow this introduction. The result is a systematic
study that rem ains to this day the most thorough source o f M aturin’s life and works.
Fierobe’s other works, including several essays on M aturin’s use of the
Gothic, both complement and refine arguments presented in Charles Robert M aturin:
L ’Hom me et L ’Oeuvre.
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Further, his latest book, De M elmoth a Dracula (2000),

though not specifically about Maturin, highlights his central role in the developm ent
o f the Gothic genre in Ireland.
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Next to Fierobe’s oeuvre, the volumes by K ram er and

Lougy appear slight. Largely repetitive o f earlier scholarship, with m uch room taken
by plot summary, these slim, student-orientated works offer comparatively little to an
understanding o f Maturin and his place in nineteenth-century British literature. They
are nevertheless important in their indication of the increased attention M aturin
deserves as an important figure in the history o f Irish literature. The re-publication o f
M aturin’s ‘Irish’ works by Garland in 1979 as part o f a series entitled ‘Ireland, from
the Act o f Union, 1800, to the death o f Parnell, 1891’, as well as the publication o f
several doctoral theses on M aturin by The Am o Press in 1980, suggested that this call
•

•

•

for consideration did not go entirely unheeded.
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Yet scholarly attention to M aturin

rem ained sparse and sporadic throughout the 1980s and ‘90s.

See C laude Fierobe, C h arles R o b e rt M atu rin : L 'H om m e et L 'O euvre (L ille: U n iversite de L ille,
1974); Kramer, C h a rles R o b e rt M aturin, and Robert E. L ougy, C h a rles R o b e rt M aturin (L ew isbu rg,
PA: B ucknell U P, 1975),
™ S ee, for instance, Claude Fierobe, ‘A Propos de Maturin: N i Vrai N i Faux, M ais Fantastique’, E tudes
Irla n d a ises 3 (1974): 23-28; Claude F ierobe, ‘C.R. Maturin: N ationalism e et Fantastique’, E tu d es
Ir la n d a ises 9 (1984): 4 3 -5 5 , and Claude Fierobe, ‘A G othic-H istorical Serm on: M aturin’s Last N o v e l,
The A lb ig e n s e s ', Irela n d a n d F rance, A B ountiful F rien dsh ip, ed. Barbara H a y ley and Christopher
M urray (Gerrards Cross: C olin Sm ythe, 1992) 47-56. A nother essay, published in 1974, exp lores the
place France occu p ies in M aturin’s novels; see Claude Fierobe, ‘France in the N o v e ls o f Charles
Robert M aturin’, C a h iers Irlan dais 2-3 (1974): 119-131.
S ee C laude Fierobe, D e M elm oth a D ra cu la : La L ittera tu re F a n ta stiq u e Irla n d a ise au X I)C S iecle
(Rennes: Terre de Brum e 20 0 0 ), esp ecially 31-48.
” T h ese th eses, published by N e w Y ork’s A rno Press in its G othic Studies and D issertation s series,
include John B. Harris, C h arles R o b ert Maturing Judson Taylor M onroe, T ragedy in the N o v e ls o f the
R e ve re n d C h a rles R o b e rt M aturin, and Sh irley Clay Scott, M yth s o f C o n scio u sn ess in the N o v e ls o f
C h arles R o b e rt M aturin.
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More recently, Katie Trumpener and Ina Ferris have focused on Maturin’s
works as an important and influential contribution to the canon o f Romantic Irish
national and Gothic writing.’^ Even in their discussions, however, Maturin remains
marginal, as he does in the most recent works devoted to Irish literature. Jacqueline
Belanger’s The Irish Novel in the Nineteenth Century: Facts and Fictions (2005), for
instance, lists only three of Maturin’s works in its index: Bertram, Manuel (1817), and
Melmoth the Wanderer?^ Individual essays in the collection mention M aturin’s name,
but none accords him more than a sentence or two. Similarly, in The Cambridge
History o f Irish Literature (2006), the sole references to Maturin occur in Claire
Connolly’s essay, ‘Irish Romanticism, 1800-1830’.’^ Citing The Wild Irish Boy, The
Milesian Chief, m d Melmoth the Wanderer, Connolly suggests that Maturin’s novels
chart the evolution of the Irish Gothic as a genre in which “excessive forms of
subjective experience (passion, terror, starvation) compel the invention of new
structures o f feelings within which political affiliation can be reimagined”.
James Kelly’s 2004 PhD thesis, ‘Questioning Agency: Charles Maturin, the
National Tale, and the Cultural Production of Identity’, comes perhaps closest to the
necessary re-visitation of Maturin and his life and works envisioned here.

77

•

Focusmg

specifically on The Wild Irish Boy, The Milesian Chief, Women, and Melmoth the
Wanderer, Kelly works from the theories o f Pierre Bourdieu and Jurgen Habermas to
investigate M aturin’s understanding and critique of the national tale as presenting a
culturally-determined notion o f national identity. Kelly’s arguments are compelling, if
only for their attempt to rescue Maturin from his marginalised position in the annals
of Irish literary history. Yet they remain incomplete in their analysis o f Maturin’s
novels, failing as they do to consider either Fatal Revenge or The Albigenses.
This study attempts to answer the demand for renewed critical analysis of
Maturin’s novels hinted at, but never fully replied to, in recent years. By first
outlining the details of M aturin’s life, and situating him in the context of lateeighteenth and early-nineteenth century Irish society and its ongoing identity

See Katie Trumpener, Bardic N ationalism (Princeton, NJ: Princeton UP, 1997), and Ina Ferris, The
R om antic N ational Tale an d the Question o f Ireland (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 2002).
See Jacqueline Belanger, ed., The Irish N ovel in the Nineteenth Century: F acts and Fictions (Dublin:
Four Courts Press, 2005).
See Claire Connolly, ‘Irish Romanticism, 1800-1830’, The C am bridge H istory o f Irish Literature,
ed. Margaret Kelleher and Philip O ’Leary, vol. 1 (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 2006) 407-448.
Ibid. 418.
See Kelly, ‘Questioning A gency’.
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negotiations in Chapter one, I highhght the divisions o f identity anim ating M aturin’s
life. In so doing, I hope to emphasise the importance with which such issues are
invested in M aturin’s novels. Chapter two, ‘“A New Literary Schizophrenia” : Maturin
in C ontext’, places M aturin among his Irish and Scottish contem poraries. In this
chapter, I argue that M aturin’s search for identity in his novels was one particularly
suited to the forms he chose - the national tale, the historical novel, and the Gothic. In
their struggle to reconcile competing identifications, these forms, as manipulated in
such works as O w enson’s The Wild Irish Girl (1806), Edgew orth’s The Absentee
(1812), Scott’s Waverley (1814), and Banim ’s The Boyne Water (1826), attempt to
establish unified personal and national identity. Yet, as I m aintain, the continued
violence underlying concluding marriages supposed to emblematise the hero’s
discovery o f his ‘true’ self, and, by extension, that o f the nation, suggest the
superficiality o f often-times optimistic endings.
I devote each o f the following six chapters - chapters three to eight - to a
single novel by Maturin. These six chapters look in detail at each o f M aturin’s novels,
investigating the ways in which Maturin both employed and dram atically twisted the
generic conventions o f the national tale, the historical novel, and the Gothic in order
to suggest, m uch more forcefully than do his contemporaries, the difficulties attendant
to arriving at a reconciled identity, either personal and national. In each chapter, I
examine the ways in which M aturin’s novels simultaneously engage with
contem porary works by Edgeworth, Owenson, and Scott, and forge a new way
forward. Often accused o f mere mimicry, M aturin’s works, upon closer inspection,
reveal a m anipulation and transformation o f existing generic conventions in order to
better express the doubt about Union that forms such an im portant undercurrent in the
works o f his contemporaries. By way of frequent reference to the works discussed in
Chapter two, and those by other late-eighteenth and early-nineteenth century authors,
these analyses further place M aturin in context. As they do so, they assert the
fundamental importance to Irish literary history o f an author far too long considered ‘a
very insignificant sort o f Personage’.
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‘The Work of a Clergyman’: The Competing Loyalties of Matm*in’s Life

The description of the author as ‘a very insignificant sort of Personage’ was
Maturin’s own. Accordingly, when the opportunity arose, he took full advantage o f
the advice and patronage offered by so eminent and long-respected a poet and novelist
as Sir Walter Scott. Having favourably reviewed Maturin’s first novel, Fatal Revenge
(1807), in an 1810 edition of the British Review, Scott received the first of many selfeffacing letters from the struggling Irish author.' Eager to assist a novelist in whom he
detected many signs o f talent and genius, Scott continued his correspondence with
Maturin until the latter’s death, sometimes sending money and often personally
endeavouring to better M aturin’s situation, both as a clergyman and as an author. By
the time the two authors began exchanging letters in 1812, however, it had become all
too apparent that M aturin’s career in the Church had suffered from the controversy
surrounding his publication o f several romantic tales. It is for this reason that, writing
to Maturin in September 1813, Scott counselled his Irish correspondent to “lock up”,
at least temporarily, the book of sermons he proposed to publish.^ In Scott’s mind,
these sermons represented potentially dangerous ground; as he explained, “bigotted or
interested persons” might very well depict Maturin as “differing from the received
opinion of the majority of the Church o f England”. This was a possibility to be
guarded against with all vigilance.
Despite this cautious stance toward the Church, however, Scott further
suggested that Maturin gather the “materials for a novel or romance”, which he could
surely “sell to advantage”.^ Proposing a work similar to those already proven
injurious to Maturin’s professional advancement, Scott betrayed only a partial
understanding o f the fundamentally problematic nature of Maturin’s double
profession. In Maturin’s case, failure to grasp the complexity of his situation was a
luxury he could not afford to indulge, for the conflict between his professional
ambition - to write publicly acclaimed fictional works - and his position as an
impoverished Anglican curate was one that crucially informed his public and private
lives. Tellingly, an attentiveness to the apparent incompatibility o f his dream and his
' See Sir W alter Scott, ‘R e v iew o f F a ta l R even ge, by D enn is Jasper M urphy’, Q u a rte rly R e v ie w 3.6
(1810); 3 3 9-347.
Letter dated 1 Septem ber 1813, Ratchford and M cCarthy 21.
^ Ibid. 21-22.
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reality relentlessly underwrites all o f M aturin’s novels. As a result, a profound
concern with contrasting identities - one true, one false - can be found from
M aturin’s first romance, Fatal Revenge, to his last, The Albigenses (1824).
This identity-anxiety prominently announces itself in M aturin’s choice o f
genres - romance and its offshoot, the Gothic - within which to work. As Northrop
Frye has cogently argued, romance is essentially a fable o f identity in which the hero
or heroine endures a process o f confusion and alienation only to re-emerge with a
firmer and more complete knowledge o f him- or h erself The Gothic, in its turn,
deconstructs rom ance’s generally successful struggle towards identity, plotting
instead a fable about the collapse o f identity.^ Often intentionally referring to his
novels as ‘rom ances’, therefore, and even specifically subtitling three o f his novels,
‘A R om ance’, M aturin forcefully emphasised his fascination with the issue o f
troubled identity.^ Such identifications clearly participate in a broad delineation o f the
prevalence o f romance, rather than historical reality, in M aturin’s texts, but they also
hint at the author’s personal struggle to define his own identity. Indicatively, in his
first letter to Scott in December 1812, Maturin purposely distinguished him self as a
romance-writer; “I am an obscure Irishman - the author only o f two trifling
performances, the Romance of ‘M ontorio’ and o f the ‘M ilesian’” .^
Deliberately describing him self as an author o f romances, and pointedly
omitting any reference to his position in the Church, M aturin underlined the ongoing
difficulties he had in reconciling his two professions. His choice o f the term ‘obscure
Irishm an’, moreover, compellingly commented on his sensitivity toward the
continuingly problematic idea o f Irish Anglican identity in the late-eighteenth and
o

early-nineteenth centuries. It was an issue that had been plagued with difficulty for
centuries. Arguably, settlers from England had faced the prospect o f defining their

Northrop Frye, The S ecu la r Scripture: A Stu dy o f the S tru ctu re o f R o m a n ce (C am bridge, MA:
Harvard U P , 1976) 54. S ee also W illiam Patrick D ay, In the C irc le s o f F e a r a n d D e sire (C hicago:
U n iversity o f C h icago Press, 1985) 6, for a description o f Frye’s rom ance as “a fable o f identity, even
if the identity achieved by the hero and heroine is iron ically qu alified ”.
^ D ay 6.
* T hese three n o v els are F a ta l R evenge, The M ilesian C ///e /(1 8 1 2 ), and The A lb ig en ses.
Letter dated 18 D ecem ber 1812, Ratchford and M cCarthy 6.
®In ack n ow led gm en t o f the internal splits w ithin the Protestant Church both in England and Ireland,
and sp ec ific a lly , the anxiety over the dissenting Presbyterian tradition in Ireland and its threat to
the pow er o f the Established Church, I shall use the term ‘A n g lic a n ’ throughout this chapter. T his
designation distin guishes betw een dissenting traditions, such as the Presbyterians, and the m ainstream
Protestant tradition em bodied by the A nglican com m unity later em ergin g as the Church o f Ireland.
M oreover, I shall generally use ‘Irish A n g lica n s’ as an alternative to the u n w ield y ‘A n glican s in
Ireland’. A s I shall argue later in this chapter, the former com bination o f term s does not n ecessarily
present a contradictory pairing.
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national identity in Ireland as early as the twelfth-century advent o f the AngloNormans.^ In the sixteenth century, the split between Roman Catholicism and
Protestantism after Henry VIII’s declaration o f himself as Supreme Head o f the
Anglican Church complicated questions o f identity still ftirther, adding religion to the
existing issues o f political loyalty, geographic location, acculturation, and changing
socio-political circumstances. The ongoing reflection on, and revision of, Irish
Anglican identity ensured that it remained in a state o f constant flux, as Irish
Anglicans asked themselves questions that were invariably answered equivocally.
Were they Irish or English? What was the position o f the Church o f Ireland and its
people in and to the Church o f England? Where was home, both geographically and
spiritually?
Without a doubt, this sense o f conftised and ambiguous identity formed the
basis for Maturin’s personal and literary struggles for identity. As Ina Ferris has
cogently argued, authors such as Maturin and Owenson constantly grappled with a
‘hyphenated’ existence directly proceeding from their hyphenated Anglo-Irish
identity." In Maturin’s case, such hyphenation was ftirther compounded by
conflicting career choices as well as a discrepancy between his financial means and
his desire for affluence. Bom in Dublin on September 25, 1780, Maturin began life as
one o f six children in a comparatively wealthy family.
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His father, William Matunn,

’ On the problem atic equation o f ‘A nglo-N orm an’ w ith ‘E nglish’, see, for instance, N orm an D avies,
The Isles: A H istory (L ondon: M acm illan, 1999) 340-346, w hich argues that the equation o f the
N orm an invasion w ith the start o f the ‘English conquest’ o f Ireland is m isleading. See also F.X. M artin,
‘A llies and an O verlord, 1169-72’, A N ew H istory o f Ireland, ed. A rt C osgrove, vol. 2 (O xford:
C larendon Press, 1987) 67 for a consideration o f the ‘A nglo-N orm ans’ as m ore p ro p erly defined as
‘Cam bro-N o rm ans’.
For a consideration o f Irish A nglican identity over the course o f th e seventeenth, eighteenth, and
nineteenth centuries, see, for exam ple, N icholas Canny, ‘Identity Form ation in Ireland: T he Em ergence
o f the A nglo -Irish ’, C olonial Identity in th e Atlantic World, 1500-1800, ed. N ich o las C anny and
A nthony Pagden (P rinceton, NJ: P rinceton U P, 1987); C lare O ’H alloran, “ ‘T he Island o f Saints and
Scholars” : V iew s o f th e E arly C hurch and Sectarian Politics in L ate-E ighteenth C en tu ry Irelan d ’,
E ighteenth-C entury Irela n d 5 (1990): 7-20; S.J. C onnolly, Religion, Law , a n d P ow er: The M aking o f
P rotestant Irela n d 7(5(50-7 7(50 (O xford: C larendon Press, 1992); C .D .A . L eighton, C atholicism in a
P rotestant K ingdom (B asingstoke: M acm illan, 1994); T ony C laydon and Ian M cB ride, eds.,
P rotestantism a n d N a tio n a l Identity: B ritain and Ireland, c. I650-C.I850 (C am bridge: C am bridge UP,
1998); T oby B arnard, Irish P rotestant A scents a n d D escents, 1641- 1 770 (D ublin: Four C ourts Press,
2004); C lare O ’H alloran, G olden A g es a n d Barbarous N ations: A ntiquarian D eb a te a n d C ultural
P olitics in Ireland, c. 1750-1800 (Cork: C ork U P, 2004), and Jarlath K illeen, G othic Ireland: H orror
and the Irish A ng lica n Im agination in the L o n g Eighteenth C entury (D ublin; F our C ourts Press, 2005).
'* As Ferris w rites, M aturin and O w enson “ cam e to live the hyphen o f th eir existences n o t so m uch as a
bridge betw een nam es as a slipping out o f the nam e [A nglo-Irish] altogether” ; see Ferris, The R om antic
N ational Tale 15.
The date o f M atu rin ’s birth h as been contested, w ith som e scholars listing 1782 and som e 1780.
M oreover, som e have said Septem ber 25*’', others Septem ber 28*. W hile the ex act day m ay seem
som ew hat inconsequential, N iilo Idm an has argued that the 1782 date pro b ab ly derives fi'om M aturin’s
com m ent in the preface o f his first novel. F atal Revenge, dated D ecem ber 15, 1806, that he w as
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worked for the postal service, an occupation he entered only after his ambitions for a
literary career ended with the death o f his possible patron. Between 1770 and 1780,
W illiam M aturin took the position o f Clerk o f the M unster Road, which allowed him
a considerable social ranking while also providing his family with a life o f luxury.
This affluence was not to last, however. Beginning in 1802, W illiam M aturin’s salary
was greatly compromised, and, in 1809, he found him self com pletely ruined due to a
scandal in which he was implicated. Eventually, he cleared his name but never fully
recovered from the financial ramifications of the situation. The effect o f the resulting
reduction in living standards haunted W illiam ’s son, Charles, for the rest o f his life.
By the time the M aturin fam ily’s financial problems came to a head, Charles
M aturin had relinquished his childhood desire to become an actor out o f concern for
the difficulties o f the profession and in deference to the doubts o f his family. Instead,
he entered Trinity College, Dublin in Novem ber 1795 and soon distinguished him self
as a scholar, graduating in 1800. Having abandoned the stage for a career in the
Church o f Ireland, he was ordained as a curate in 1803, shortly before his marriage, in
October 1803, to Henrietta Kingsbury. M aturin’s decision to enter the orders hinged
on his desire to ensure his financial independence, a concern he shared with his
increasingly impoverished father. His professional choice, however, also had some
precedence in his family. His grandfather, Gabriel James M aturin, had held the
deanery o f Kildare and that o f St. Patrick’s Cathedral in Dublin after Sw ift’s term
there. Gabriel Jam es’ father, Pierre, was a chaplain at the French parish o f St. Patrick
and St. M ary in Dublin before becoming Dean o f Killala, while his father before him,
Gabriel Maturin, was a French Huguenot pastor who had brought his family to Ireland
after experiencing religious persecution in France. Following his ordination, M aturin
served for two years as curate o f Loughrea, a small village in Galway. In 1806, he left
to serve as curate o f St. Peter’s in Aungier St., Dublin - a position he maintained,
without ftarther preferment, until his death in 1824.
W hile St. Peter’s parish consisted o f generally affluent m em bers o f the
bourgeoisie, M aturin’s annual salary peaked at £100. As suggested by research
completed by Richard W oodward, Bishop o f Cloyne, in 1787, this was generally in
line with the average annual income o f Dublin clergymen - £115. At the same time.

tw enty-four years old. T he M atriculation B ook o f Trinity C ollege, h ow ever, lists M aturin’s entrance in
1795 and his age given as 15, thereby supporting the 1780 birth date; see Idman 312n6.
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however, Maturin’s £100 was almost 25% below the national average - £133 16s.’^
More than that, it was only half of the £200 Bishop John Kaye argued in 1834 was the
absolute minimum annual income that a clergyman required simply to perform his
duties, not to mention support his family.'"* Certainly, in M aturin’s case, the demands
o f a large and growing family required more than the Church provided, compelling
him to seek other methods o f guaranteeing his financial security. One such method
was the opening o f a preparatory school for young men intending to take exams at
Trinity. This was, as Maturin wrote to Scott, “a source o f subsistence which
unbeneficed Clergymen often Resort to in Dublin”. Unfortunately, Maturin continued,
“as all the fellows o f that university are in the same line”, students were difficult to
come by and even more difficult to keep.'^
To alleviate what he termed “the ‘Variety of wretchedness’ attendant on this
line of life”, Maturin turned to his pen.'^ Although this too was an inconsistent line of
work, promising little financial security, Maturin persevered, producing six novels,
four plays, and two volumes of sermons over the course of his religious career.'^ Two
poems are also credited to his name - Waterloo (1816), also known as Lines on the
Battle o f Waterloo, and The Universe (1821). His authorship o f both, however,
remains dubious. The former was apparently prompted by a poetical competition
announced by Trinity College to celebrate Wellington’s victory over Napoleon in
1815. The only proof of Maturin’s authorship of the winning poem is an article
appearing in the New Monthly Magazine in 1827, which claimed that Maturin easily
won the competition, presented the poem to a favourite pupil of his, and absolutely

Woodward com piled the earnings o f parish clergymen in Ireland and found the follow ing figures for
the annual incom e per Irish clergyman:
Raphoe
£ 250
Clogher
187
Cloyne
180
Cork and R oss
150
Waterford and Lismore
125
Killaloe and Kilfenora
120
Dublin
115
Clonfert and Kilmacduagh 116
Killala and A chonry
90
For these figures, as w ell as W oodward’s calculation o f the national average, see Donald Harman
Akenson, The Church o f Ireland: E cclesiastical Reform and Revolution, 1800-1885 (N ew Haven, CT:
Yale UP, 19 7 1 )6 1 .
Frances Knight, The N ineteenth-Century Church and English Society (Cambridge: Cambridge UP,
1995) 131-132.
Letter dated 1 1 January 1813, Ratchford and McCarthy 9.
Ibid. 10.
” For Scott’s understanding o f literature as “a wretched crutch for those who relied upon it entirely for
support”, see his letter to Maturin dated 23 December 1812, Ratchford and McCarthy 8.
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refused any profits from its publication. The latter appears to have been at least a
partially collaborative effort with a little known poet, James W illis.'*
Two other largely forgotten works include a Gothic short story entitled Leixlip
Castle, an Irish Fam ily Legend (1825) and a play called Osmyn the Renegade (also
known as The Siege o f Salerno). The second, begun possibly as early as 1818 but only
published in 1830, was successfully presented, first in Dublin in 1830 and then in
Edinburgh in 1831.
Next to these little known works, M aturin’s novels are more readily
recognised, if only slightly m ore so. His first, Fatal Revenge; or the Family o f
M ontorio was published in 1807 under the pseudonym, Dennis Jasper Murphy. This
Gothic tale m et with a favourable reception from Sir W alter Scott, who, in an 1810
review appearing in the Quarterly Review, lamented the novelist’s imitation of the
Gothic but also revealed that he was “at times impressed with no common degree of
respect for the powers o f the author”. For Scott, M urphy’s “ strong and vigorous
fancy” and “great comm and o f language” were so striking, that he exhorted the author
to “seek one on whose taste and judgm ent he can rely” in order to harness and give
order to the literary powers evident in Fatal Revenge. Scott concluded on an
optim istic note; “there is much in these volumes which prom ises a career that may at
some future time astonish the public”.'^
Despite the relative success o f Fatal Revenge, M aturin’s next two novels. The
Wild Irish Boy (1808) and The Milesian C/ize/(1812), were largely dismissed as
“opportunistic”, and less appealing, imitations of O w enson’s The Wild Irish Girl
(1806).

20

Their poor reception led Maturin to try his hand at drama. Bertram; or the

Castle o f St. Aldobrand (1816), was, as I have noted, a considerable success, despite
the general accusation o f immorality levelled against it. In keeping with a nature often
regarded as impetuous and irrational, Maturin responded exfravagantly to his
newfound fame. Prem aturely assuming his continued literary success on the basis o f
his friumphant play, M aturin became convinced, as an obituary published in The
G entlem an's M agazine in 1825 scathingly declared, that he could henceforward write

On th ese p oem s and their publication, see Scholten 6, and Idman 1 0 4 -1 0 5 , 27 1 -2 7 6 .
Scott, ‘R eview o f F a ta l R e v e n g e ’ 342, 347.
N ic o la J. W atson, R evo lu tio n a n d the Form o f the English N ovel, 1 7 9 0 -1 8 2 5 : In te rc e p te d L etters,
In te rru p ted S edu ction s (O xford: Clarendon Press, 1994) 116. T hom as F lan agan’s influential, i f
partisan, account o f early-nineteenth century Irish literature is even less flattering, calling both The
W ild Irish B o y and The M ilesia n C h ie f “h iz a n t im itations” o f The W ild Irish G irl; see T hom as
Flanagan, The Irish N o velists, I 8 0 0 - I 8 5 0 (N ew York: C olum bia U P , 1958) 46.
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“any number o f plays he pleased, each yielding him a pecuniary return at least equal
to the first”. What was worse, for this critic at least, M aturin’s arrogance prompted an
insulting display of prodigality; he had scarcely arrived back in Dublin after
Bertram'’^ presentation, “when tradesmen of all hues and callings were ordered to
York-street, to paint, furnish, and decorate, with suitable taste and splendour, the
21

mansion of the great new-born tragic poet o f Ireland”.

With more than a touch of sarcasm, The Gentleman’s Magazine reviewer
accurately highlighted Maturin’s understanding of his well-deserved but longwithheld literary triumph. Unfortunately for Maturin, however, Bertram's success was
short-lived. His next play, Manuel (1817), was a tremendous failure. Again starring
Edmund Kean, the play was written in response to the actor’s request for the role of a
madman. 22 Maturin’s haste in writing the play, both to satisfy Kean and to capitalise
•

•

on Bertram's success, resulted in an oftentimes haphazard and confused play.
Disappointed with the drama and his role in it, Kean “merely walked through the
play” in four o f the five performances of the play’s run.^^ Even more disastrous than
Kean’s apparent betrayal was the fact that Maturin received nothing from the
production, although his publisher, Murray, gave him all the profits from the play’s
publication. That Maturin was unhappy with both the performance and publication of
his play is evident from his letters to Scott around this time. Although Scott had
written to Maturin after reading the published version of M anuel that, in his opinion,
it equalled, if not excelled, Bertram, Maturin was not to be consoled.^'' He understood
the published version to be merely a “pantomime” printed under the name o f Manuel.
Scott’s “favourable mention” of the “illfated Manuel” was, as Maturin saw it, a kind
but transparent attempt to console “a disappointed Author”.
Following on the frustration oiM anuel, Maturin’s fourth novel. Women; or
Pour et Contre (1818), was not only reviewed favourably by Scott but also relieved
Maturin’s immediate financial worries.^^ Still disappointed by the failure o f Manuel,
however, Maturin wrote a new tragedy, Fredolfo (1819), determined to avoid the
errors that had condemned Manuel. Yet Fredolfo was similarly unsuccessful, closing
‘O bituary o f C harles R obert M atu rin ’, The G entlem an's M agazine 95 (1825): 84-85, 85.
Kean w anted to perform K ing Lear but w as denied in deference to G eorge I l l ’s illness; see K ram er
71.
K ram er 71.
L etter dated 10 A pril 1817, R atchford and M cC arthy 73.
L etter dated 19 A pril 1817, R atchford and M cC arthy 76.
See Sir W alter Scott, ‘R eview o f Women: or P o u r et Contre, by C harles R obert M aturin’, Edinburgh
Review 30.59 (1818): 234-257.
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after only one performance and offending the actors and audience alike.

"2.1

•

W ith the

upsets o f his plays fresh in his mind, M aturin published the first edition o f Sermons
(1819), containing twenty-three o f his own sermons, and, the following year, his bestknown and m ost widely-read novel, Melmoth the Wanderer (1820). W ith the latter,
M aturin m ade a lasting impression, though he never again experienced the
unquestionable acclaim that accompanied Bertram. His final novel, The Albigenses,
appeared in 1824 and was originally meant to form the first part of a trilogy dealing
with ancient, medieval, and m odem manners in Europe, though M aturin’s death
prevented the completion o f the second and third parts. The same year, his second
collection o f sermons. Five Sermons on the Errors o f the Roman Catholic Church
(1824), was published and commended by one reviewer for its “brilliance”, “energy”,
28

“originality”, “eloquence”, and “genius”.

As the limited success o f most o f his works suggests, M atiirin’s plans for
financial abundance proceeding fi"om his writing largely failed, and M aturin died on
October 30, 1824, never having gained the wealth and prosperity he desired. Although
no proof existed to substantiate the rumour, the acknowledged disappointm ent o f his
life and career prompted many to talk o f suicide at the time o f his d e a th .F u e llin g the
gossip mill were M aturin’s own comments on suicide as an end he could see for
himself. The author of the eulogic ‘M emoranda o f M aturin’, published in 1846, for
instance, wrote that he remembered Maturin

once arguing that suicide was not positively and expressly condemned in any
passage o f Scripture, and declaring, that he conceived to pass away from the
sorrows o f earth to the peace o f eternity, by reposing on a bed o f eastern poppy
flowers, where sleep is death, would be the most enviable mode of earthly exit;
but this he uttered altogether as a doctrine of opinion, and not o f purpose.

W hether a ‘doctrine o f opinion’ or one ‘o f purpose’, M aturin’s thoughts on suicide obviously informing both The Wild Irish Boy and The Albigenses - tellingly

Kramer 76.
‘R eview o f F ive Serm ons on the E rro rs o f the R om an C ath o lic Church, b y Charles Robert M aturin’,
The G e n tlem a n 's M a gazin e 94 (1824): 348.
See Idman 3 0 8 for the argum ent that M aturin’s doctors, including Sir Charles M organ, S yd n ey
O w e n so n ’s husband, w ere alarmed about his health at least four w e ek s prior to his death, with M organ
w riting to a friend on O ctober 5 ‘'’ to say that Maturin w as “sev erely ill”.
‘M em oranda o f M aturin’, D o u g la s J e rro ld 's S h illin g M a gazin e 3 (1846): 131.
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emphasised Maturin’s naturally melancholic disposition. On this, no doubt, his
consecutive disappointments, his financial straits, and his apparent inabilit>' to live up
to the potential others saw in him, weighed heavily. It was not, however, as may be
expected, Maturin’s literary failure that seemed the author’s primary concern in his
lifetime. Though he bitterly lamented the public and critical disdain for his works,
Maturin was more vocal, especially in his letters to Scott, about a financial situation
that, in his representation, both compelled his literary career and was fundamentally
hindered by its failure. Steadfastly denying writing for his own pleasure, despite the
evident appeal writing held for him, Maturin insisted that he wrote only out of
necessity. He thus indicatively averred to Scott that he would be happy to publish his
sermons “if it was only to prove I can do something beside write Romances, and
never did that voluntarily” ^^ Maturin’s deliberate, if disingenuous, distancing of
himself from his literary career owed much, in all probability, to his compromised
position in the Church of Ireland.
For his part, Maturin represented his lack of preferment in the Church as
deriving from his controversial theological beliefs. As he wrote to Scott in 1813,
“from the Church I have no expectations, for, exclusive o f the loss o f my father’s
former interest, I am a high Calvinist in my Religious opinions, and therefore viewed
with jealousy by Unitary Brethren and Arminian Masters” .^^ M aturin’s styling of
himself as a ‘high Calvinist’ was, for Dale Kramer, a curious move: “He evidently
meant that he was a Trinitarian, as opposed to his ‘Unitarian Brethren’, and a behever
in predestination, as opposed to his ‘Armenian [sic] M asters’ who held a more lenient
view of man’s control over his fate”.^^ Claude Fierobe has similarly understood
Maturin’s divergence fi-om Church leaders as one reliant on M aturin’s Calvinistic
conception of grace and predestination, but Fierobe also observes that Maturin’s
adherence to Calvinistic doctrine was conditional.^'* This is suggested in his Five
Sermons on the Errors o f the Roman Catholic Church, where Maturin lamented “the
Calvinist straining [of] the celestial harmony of the Gospel to the high and discordant
key of irresistible grace, absolute election and unconditional reprobation” .^^

Letter dated 17 July 1813, R atchford and M cCarthy 20; m y em phasis.
Letter dated 11 January 1813, R atchford and M cCarthy 10.
“ Kramer 151-152n 5.
Fierobe, C h a rles R o b e rt M atu rin 5 7 2 -5 7 3 .
Charles Robert M aturin, F ive S erm o n s on the E rro rs o f the R om an C a th o lic C hurch (D ublin:
W illiam Folds and Son , 1824) 12-13.
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Although M aturin distanced him self from severe Calvinistic doctrine, the
argument that he distinguished him self from his brethren in his conception of
predestination is compelling. Calling him self a ‘high Calvinist’, a position not at odds
with his fam ily’s Huguenot history, M aturin asserted his com m itm ent to a
supralapsarian position, voicing his belief that God decreed the election and
reprobation o f humans before A dam ’s initial fall from g r a c e .T h e n , purposely
coupling the oppositional position o f infralapsarianism, or Low Calvinism, with
prominent dissenting traditions within the Anglican Church - Unitarianism and
Arminianism - M aturin highlighted the dissension within the early-nineteenth century
Church o f Ireland. His purpose? To not simply de-emphasise his own subversive
nature as an eccentric socialite, playwright, and author, but also to construct him self
as a guardian o f the Church, its fraditional hierarchy, and its continued Ascendancy in
Ireland.
Depicting him self as the Church’s defender in his supralapsarian position,
M aturin drew upon the history o f the Church and its shifting com m itm ent to Calvinist
doctrine on predestination and election. Originally, as Alan Ford has noted, the Irish
Anglican Church was founded upon a Calvinist theology heavily influenced by the
works o f Cambridge theologian and supralapsarianist W illiam Perkins (1558-1602).
Combining Perkins’ teachings with that o f Calvin’s immediate successor, Theodore
Beza (1519-1605), the Irish Articles o f 1615 committed the Church to a strict
‘Calvinist’ interpretation o f predestination, which resolved the ambiguity o f the
English Thirty-Nine Articles o f 1562, and clearly defined the elect and the
reprobate.
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Despite this com m itm ent to supralapsarianism, however, over the next

two decades, the Church effectively moved away from “the Calvinist extremes o f its
earlier confession” through the imposition o f the Thirty-Nine Articles and the Irish
Church’s subsequent adoption o f the English Canons.

Infralapsarianism, in contrast, teach es that this decree w as m ade after hum ans had irrevocably fallen.
A lan Ford, The P ro testa n t R efo rm a tio n in Ireland, 1590-1641 (2"“* ed.; Frankfurt: V erlag Peter Lang,
1987) 2 0 2 -2 0 4 .
Ibid. 198. On the contradictions o f the use o f the term ‘C alvinist’ to refer to the “intellectual
tradition” underwriting the Irish A rticles, se e Ford 202. In fact, as Ford observed, very little sp ace w as
accorded the matter o f predestination in C a lv in ’s Institute o f the C hristian R eligion (1559; 1600), It
w as B eza w h o m ade predestination the distinguishing mark o f C alvinism in his attem pts to differentiate
its th eo lo g y from that o f Lutheranism and Rom an C atholicism , initiating a continued em phasis on and
debate over the issu e in the fo llo w in g centuries.
Ford 269. A royal proclam ation o f 1626 m ade the Thirty-N ine A rticles bin ding not on ly in England
but also in Ireland. Subsequently, in C on vocation in 1634-5, the Church o f Ireland adopted both the
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These steps were taken at the same time that a particular threat to the Calvinist
theological position - the Arminianism Maturin referred to and specifically set
him self against - was proving increasingly influential. By 1618, the spread o f the
teachings of the Dutch theologian Jacob Arminius (1560-1609) had become alarming
enough to prompt the Dutch Reformed Church’s Synod o f Dort, a national synod with
international participation and ramifications.'*'* Proposing to ‘correct’ Reformed
doctrine, Arminianism posed a severe challenge to “the Calvinist world picture”, and
was, therefore, condemned by the Synod.^’ Although the Synod issued a five-point
rebuttal of Arminian theological doctrine, it ultimately failed to eradicate the
Arminian influence, either in the Dutch Church or in the European Reformed
churches. This failure had direct and important consequences for the Anglican
churches in both England and Ireland. While the English delegates sent to the Synod
under King James I were, as Nicholas Tyacke has suggested, chosen “with an eye to
their generally Calvinist views” to reflect James’ then condemnation o f Arminianism,
a shift in opinion was registered only a few years after the Synod’s conclusion. From
m id-1622, Tyacke further maintains, James continuingly moved in an Armininian
direction, and, when faced with calls for the legal ratification of the Dort canons in
England in early 1624, refused to grant his approval. James’ successor, Charles I,
proved no more willing to recognise the Dort canons, and, as Tyacke argues, it
became increasingly clear that “the monarchy now favoured a radical departure from
Calvinist orthodoxy” .
Progressively more influential in England under Charles and his like-minded
archbishops, including the powerful William Laud (1573-1645), Arminianism spread
to Ireland, largely effecting the displacement of the Calvinism of the Irish Articles of
1615. With the help and support of Charles, Archbishop Laud undertook a mission to
enforce conformity throughout England, Ireland, and Scotland. In Ireland, Laud’s
leadership brought about the conferral of Irish preferments on English Arminian
clergymen as well as the reorganisation of Trinity College to reflect Arminian

The Synod w as called in order to settle the controversy within the Dutch Church caused by
Arminianism, but representatives from the Reformed churches in eight foreign countries, including
England and Scotland, were also invited.
N icholas Tyacke, Anti-C alvinists: The Rise o f English Arminianism c. 15 9 0-1640 (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1987) 247. Arminian doctrine countered Calvinist teachings o f unconditional
election, limited atonement, human depravity, irresistible grace, and perseverance o f the saints. Its
specifics were drawn up by Arminius’ followers in the Arminian A rticles o f Rem onstrance in 1610,
thus explaining their comm on appellation as Remonstrants.
Tyacke 100, 105. For the history o f James’ religious oscillations, see Tyacke 88-106.
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theological teachings."*^ That Arminianism remained a controversial subject, however,
was reflected in the violent response to Charles’ attempt to impose the Anglican
liturgy and the Laudian prayer book on the Scottish Kirk in 1637. The Scottish
National Covenant was drawn up in 1638, and resistance to C harles’ interference with
religious m atters came to a head in the Bishops’ W ars o f 1639-1640, an event that
helped propel the English nation into the political turmoil o f the 1640s and 1650s.
M aturin’s purposeful separation of him self from Arm inianism in his
comm ents to Scott reflects the theology’s controversial history. It also, more
specifically, highlights Arm inianism ’s re-emergence and revival as an influential and
powerful religious force in eighteenth-century England and Ireland. John Wesley, the
founder o f the m ovem ent now known as M ethodism, taught a theology based on
Arm inian principles emphasising free will and individual responsibility in personal
salvation. From his first arrival in Ireland in 1747 until his death in 1790, W esley
m ade twenty-one trips to Ireland, during which time, according to Irene Whelan,
M ethodism was transform ed from “the ‘enthusiastic’ fringe” to an influential and
respectable, if still controversial, force in Irish religious life."'"' M ethodism ’s appeal attested to by its trem endous growth during the late-eighteenth and early-nineteenth
centuries - as well as that o f the wider Evangelical m ovem ent in which it participated,
has often been attributed to socio-political and economic situations which made the
Evangelical ideology particularly attractive.'*^ For David Hempton, the exponential
increase o f Irish M ethodists at the turn of the century owed largely to timing; the
failure o f the 1798 Rebellion, followed by the threat o f famine, resulted in “fertile
soil” for M ethodist preachers who “ ‘denounced the judgm ents o f heaven against the
crimes o f a guilty nation’” . S t e w a r t Brown has posited a sim ilar theory in arguing
that the social and pohtical unrest of the 1780s and ‘90s directly contributed to the
growth and spread o f Evangelical dissent in Ireland.'*^

T yacke 269.
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expansion in this period; see Stewart J. Brown, The N a tio n a l C hu rches o f E nglan d, Irelan d, and
S co tla n d 18 0 1 -1 8 4 6 (O xford: O xford UP, 2001) 49, and David H em pton, M eth odism : E m pire o f the
S oirit (N e w H aven, CT: Y ale U P, 20 0 5 ) 28.
H em pton, M eth odism 28. In an earlier work, how ever, H em pton cautioned against the sim plistic
equation o f M eth odist growth with periods o f econ om ic depression and/or political radicalism ; see
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As Maturin’s extended investigation of Methodism and Evangelicalism in his
fourth novel, Women, would make clear, this growth could be seen in a threatening
light. His attack, as I shall argue, revolves around the subversive elements o f
Methodist practice. Although the novel attempts to rehabilitate Methodism as a
properly submissive theology o f the heart on which to base Maturin’s vision o f the
ideal Irish nation, it ultimately fails to do so precisely because Methodism’s
threatening radical sensibility proves too powerful. Fittingly, both Hempton and
Brown have understood the growth of Evangelicalism as a socially disruptive
element, “undermin[ing] the Established Church, religious deference and traditional
systems o f dependency which had been at the heart o f the older order in Church and
State”.'** Ironically, while the Evangelical movement was often perceived o f and
condemned as socially disruptive, it also heralded an important era o f reform in the
Anglican Church. Therefore, it was welcomed, if ambivalently, by a Church that was,
for all intents and purposes, in serious decline at the close of the eighteenth century.''^
Faced with the threat o f a Catholic majority arguably gaining ground against
an Anglican Church in what Alan Acheson has called “grave danger” at the turn of
the nineteenth century, members o f the Church hierarchy realised the need for
Episcopal refo rm .A lth o u g h they could be hostile or suspicious toward the
Evangelical movement that had begun to develop concurrently with demands for
reform, many Church figures intent on reform embraced Evangelicalism and its
potential for change. In fact, as Irene Whelan has cogently argued, the late-eighteenth
century rise o f Evangelicalism amongst the Irish Protestant population relied on its
appeal to members o f the Established Church.^’ This orthodox support of the
Evangelical perspective, Whelan claims, came to be symbolised by the Bethesda
Chapel, opened in 1786. Although denied a licence by the Archbishop o f Dublin,
thereby forcing the chapel’s registration as a Dissenting place o f worship, Bethesda
Chapel nevertheless maintained close ties with both Trinity College and the
Established Church. Moreover, in its Calvinistic Methodism, it held firm to “an
underlying foundation o f clerical orthodoxy and Episcopal allegiance”; as such, it
served as a spiritual home for members of the Church o f Ireland persuaded by
Hempton, R eligion an d P olitica l Culture 33; Brown 37-38.
The necessity o f reform at the turn o f the century, as w ell as the progress made after the Union, has
been w ell documented in A kenson’s The Church o f Ireland, and in Alan A cheson, A H istory o f the
Church o f Ireland 7<5P7-2000 (Blackrock: Columba Press, 1997).
A cheson 110.
Irene Whelan 17.
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Evangelicalism ’s “new spirit o f enquiry” but unwilling to renounce their ecclesiastical
allegiance.
Despite the inroads it made into the Anglican Establishment, the Evangelical
movement continued to be perceived as a threatening force. This was so largely
because o f its perceived schismatic nature: not only did it divide the Church, it also
correspondingly undermined the fight against Catholicism, which required, it was
argued, Anglican unity and solidarity. It is from this sense o f Evangelical divisiveness
that the hero o f Eyre Evans C row e’s novella, Old and New Light (1825), can lament
the religious dissension vitally weakening the Protestant battle against its Catholic
foe: “Heavens ... what a land ... discord and dissension are its very elements ... the
very Protestants split instantly into parties ... forgetful o f the common enemy that
rages around them ”.^^
Even the Evangelical m ission’s commitment to Catholic conversion could be
interpreted in an ambivalent and hostile manner. For its opponents, it was understood
to contribute to the consolidation and strengthening o f embattled Catholic forces,
more firmly united in their resistance to concerted conversion attempts.^'' Further, it
placed the Evangelicals fundamentally at odds with the C hurch’s long-held practice o f
endorsing Irish Catholic conversion without ever pursuing it “with any m eaningful
purpose”.^^ The mission o f conversion, or, specifically, the lack thereof, was m erely a
means of upshoring the C hurch’s imperial position, justifying its presence in Ireland
while effectively maintaining the Catholic population as “perm anently subordinated
inferiors”. O n the one hand, as evidenced by the Second Reform ation m ovem ent in
the 1820s, the Evangelical missionary efforts encouraged the belief that the
Established Church could eventually break the Catholic Church’s hold over the Irish
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people, bringing them under the authority of the Church of Ireland/’ On the other,
however, the hostility with which the Irish Catholic population met the redoubled
conversion efforts o f the Second Reformation sponsored an intensification o f political
pressure for Catholic Emancipation.

eg

,

In this way, the Evangelical commitment to

Catholic conversion in the early-nineteenth century ultimately served to highlight the
Evangelical movement’s essentially disruptive nature.
M aturin’s comments to Scott purposely underscore this subversive threat of
the Evangelical movement by allying (Wesleyan) Methodism, by way o f its Arminian
principles, with the dissenting Unitarian position. Signifying, in Stewart Brown’s
terms, “radical political opposition”, Unitarianism represented a very real danger to
the convergence o f Church and State in the late 1780s and 1790s. It embodied
“rational Dissent” which, like the emotive “Evangelical Dissent” symbolised by
Methodism, posed “a serious challenge to the Church-State connection in England”
and Ireland.^^ By identifying himself in opposition to his ‘Arminian masters’ and
‘Unitarian brethren’, therefore, Maturin very specifically alluded to twin elements of
‘rational’ and ‘Evangelical’ dissent disrupting the Church of Ireland at the end o f the
eighteenth century and the beginning of the nineteenth. In so doing, he deliberately
distanced him self from this dissident religious and political influence, effectively
positioning him self as the conservative upholder of a beleaguered Irish Anglican
Church and its privileged but continuingly threatened position.
Arguably, Maturin’s motivation for such self-representation had less to do
with his own theological beliefs, than his awareness, most likely already distinct by
1813, that he was himself perceived as a threat to the security of the Church in
Ireland. Despite the author’s suggestions to Scott, however, critical attention focused
not so much on Maturin’s apparent tendency for theological deviation but on his
evident delight in fashionable life and his authorship, both of which were seen as
indications o f M aturin’s improper conduct as a clergyman. Highlighting M aturin’s
taste for social refinement and polish - one invariably juxtaposed with his tendency
for an eccentricity bordering on insanity - contemporary critics condemned Maturin

” See Brown 98 for the argument that the Second (or N ew ) Reformation saw Evangelical and High
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for his apparent transgression o f social and cultural boundaries. One writer for The
G entlem an's M agazine accordingly described M aturin as characterised by
“affectation”, “eccentricity”, and “folly”; his evident love for singing and dancing
became a m ark o f the “Reverend Gentleman[’s]” arrogance, presum ption, and social
transgression. Desiring to be “better than any other divine”, M aturin only succeeded
in proving him self a foolish social climber lacking “the refinem ents o f a correct
taste” .®°
The ‘M emoranda of M aturin’ appearing in the Douglas Jerrold's Shilling
M agazine in 1846 less caustically noted M aturin’s “extremely polished tastes, and
elegant habits”. Despite the gentler tone, however, the ‘M em oranda’ included a latent
condemnation o f M aturin’s presumptive styling o f him self as a gentleman o f means.
Describing M aturin’s fondness for “the splendour and elegance” he had observed in
London while there for Bertram 's production, the author observed that M aturin
“imagine[d]” he could transfer this grandeur to his own home and becom e “the cause
and centre o f pursuits and pleasures similar to those that had attracted him ” . Caught in
these delusions, M aturin’s perception o f his impending “fame and profit” - eventually
proven false - made him forget “the dictates of prudence”, and, what was worse, “the
necessary restrictions o f his profession”. Placing “the gratification o f his passion for
the refined and splendid” before his responsibilities as a m inister in this way, Maturin
evinced an astonishing clerical impropriety.^'
The ‘M em oranda’ repeatedly returned to this issue o f M aturin’s indecorous
behaviour. Despite being “universally beloved” by his parishioners, it remarked,
M aturin’s attraction to “public amusements, his eccentric dress, and his passion for
dancing” provided incontrovertible proof o f his lack o f “correct taste” as a
c l e r g y m a n . I n the context of late-eighteenth and early-nineteenth century critical
discourse, both fictional and non-fictional, on the ‘proper’ decorum o f clergymen,
M aturin’s transgression is clear. James Bosw ell’s The Life o f Sam uel Johnson (1791),
for instance, noted Johnson’s expectation o f “the highest degree o f decorum ” from
bishops as well as his demand that all clergymen display a “particular decorum and
delicacy o f behaviour” . M embers o f the clergy, Johnson believed, “should be
somewhat more serious than the generality o f mankind, and have a suitable
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composure o f manners”.S im ila rly , Edmund Bertram in Jane Austen’s Mansfield
Park (1814) opined, “A clergyman cannot be high in state or fashion. He must not
head mobs, or set the ton in dress”. Edmund further argued that the clergy should not
act as “the arbiters o f good breeding, the regulators o f refinement and courtesy, the
masters o f the ceremonies of life”, but should concern themselves instead with
ordering and ensuring the good conduct of their parishioners. To do so effectively, he
continued, clergymen must themselves possess good conduct: “it will, I believe, be
every where found, that as the clergy are, or are not what they ought to be, so are the
rest o f the nation”.^"*
In Maturin’s case, misconduct was not solely related to his attraction to the
fineries and entertainments o f high society. Instead, his authorship and, perhaps more
specifically, the genres he leaned towards, exposed “the false direction” o f his
talents.®^ Forced to abandon his protective pseudonym in order to reap the financial
benefits o f Bertram’’s success, Maturin exposed himself to the disdain of critics and
the wrath o f his religious superiors. While his chances of promotion at the vicarage of
St. Peter’s had been undermined for years, the play, as well as the knowledge of
Maturin’s other literary endeavours, effectively destroyed any possibilities for further
advancement. Indeed, Maturin was actually in danger o f losing his living.
The response engendered by Maturin’s revelation of his authorship is
indicative o f the extent to which the public figure o f the clergyman was restricted in
terms of literary production. Here again, eighteenth- and nineteenth-century discourse
on the matter proves helpful. Insofar as literary definitions of clerical conduct, such as
those voiced by Johnson and Austen, comprised outlines o f character and appropriate
action, they commented on the ‘proper’ activities, including authorship, o f a ‘good’
clergyman. Johnson’s sketch o f the Reverend Mr. Sachariah Mudge, as provided by
Boswell, clearly restricted the scope of a clergyman’s literary production to sermons
and theological treatises. According to Johnson, novels and plays were not considered
appropriate subject matter for the right-minded clergyman. Tellingly, upon the
publication o f Tristram Shandy (1759-1767), Laurence Steme encountered a
disapproval focused on the impropriety of his work as the product of a clergyman.
Jam es B osw ell, Life o f Johnson, ed. R.W. C hapm an, introd. Pat Rogers (1791; O xford: O xford UP,
1980) 1123, 1124.
Jane A usten, M a n sfield Park, ed. Jam es K insley, introd. M arilyn B utler (1814; O xford; O xford UP,
1998) 83, 84.
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Although Tristram Shandy m et with an initially eager and generally complimentary
audience, despite its recognised coarseness, circumstances changed drastically upon
the revelation that the author was, in fact, a clergyman.^^ The criticism levelled
against Sterne highlighted the elevated standards o f decorum and morality to which
clerical authors were expected to adhere, in contrast to their lay counterparts. The
creation o f literature containing levity, not to mention lewdness and suggestiveness,
offended propriety and transgressed the demands of a clergjonan’s religious
profession. W ith Tristram Shandy, therefore, Sterne was guilty o f offending religion
and o f penning obscenity; Bishop W illiam W arburton accordingly advised him to use
his writing to educate, as well as to amuse, his readers, a project dependent on
Sterne’s awareness o f and respect for “decency” and “good m anners” .^*
A short time later, Richard Graves’ The Spiritual Quixote (1773)
acknowledged the social restraints on clerical authorship active in Sterne’s critical
censure by including an ‘Apology or A W ord to the W ise’. Presumably written by the
clergym an-author o f the ensuing manuscript, an allegorical representation o f Graves
himself, the apology defends moralistic literature, his included, as an important tool in
the upshoring o f its readers’ moral characters; “for I can see no more harm in a Fable
o f this kind (if properly conducted) than in any other either m ythological or
parabolical representation o f truth” . G r a v e s ’ insistence on the moral rectitude o f his
work, however, relied on the didactic nature o f the text in question. As Sterne’s case
had illustrated, perceived frivolity or crudeness could not be endured, be it in the form
o f a novel or, what was even worse, a play.
The particular censure reserved for clergymen who wrote for the theatre is
clear in M aturin’s case. Although M aturin’s novels invited outrage because o f their
glaring “ imprudence”,™ contemporary discourse on theatre and its impropriety
ensured that his plays courted special indignation. In this, M aturin was not alone. The
Scottish clergyman John Home, for instance, met severe disapproval in the m id
eighteenth century for his tragedy Douglas. Staged first in Edinburgh in 1756 and
then in London in 1757, the play was undoubtedly highly regarded. Nevertheless,
H om e’s contemporaries felt a clergyman writing for the playhouse was completely
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inappropriate.^* Such censure relied not only upon the restrictions limiting a
clergyman’s appropriate literary output, but also upon an understanding o f the theatre
as a site o f particular immorality and impropriety. As the many objections to the
enactment of The Lovers ’ Vows voiced by Edmund Bertram and Fanny Price in
Mansfield Park suggest, theatricals, whether in the family home or on the public
stage, retained an air o f scandal, not least because o f their encouragement o f socially
improper behaviour and relationships.

In its condemnation o f such productions,

Mansfield Park followed that set forth in Edgeworth’s Vivian (1812), which described
the intended staging o f Nicholas Rowe’s The Fair Penitent (1703) at Glistonbury
Castle. The proposed appearance o f the young lady Julia as Calista with the tale’s
eponymous hero playing her love interest, Lothario, becomes a question o f propriety;
Lord Glistonbury’s lack o f “parental prudence” in allowing his daughter to appear “in
public at her age, in such a character, before a mixed audience”, is suitably
lamented.’^ Ultimately, the sexual licence suggested by the plays in both Mansfield
Park and Vivian is denounced and contained by the final abandonment o f the plays
and a corresponding return to and validation of moral normalcy.^'*
In contrast to Edgeworth and Austen, Maturin refused to condemn the social
and sexual impropriety o f the theatre - spectacularly so in Bertram's depiction of the
adultery between Lady Imogine and the eponymous hero. As a result, he underscored
his resistance to and non-compliance with the demands o f clerical decorum. More
than that, he highlighted the threat he was seen to pose to the Anglican Church. If, as
Richard Foulkes has maintained, the eighteenth-century Anglican Church’s attitude
toward the theatre was relatively “quiescent”, this laxity was lost in the earlynineteenth century, as the Established Church attempted to reassert its authority in the

Ian Campbell Ross, Laurence Sterne 229.
For the argument that, as late as the Victorian era, theatre proponents were having to defend the
theatre against long-standing assertions that theatre was “intrinsically wrong” in its imitation o f life and
its depiction o f “necessarily corrupting” im ages o f immoral men and wom en, see Richard Foulkes,
Church and Stage in Victorian England (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 1997) 19.
Maria Edgeworth, Vivian, ed. Claire Connolly and Marilyn Butler, The N ovels an d Selected Works o f
M aria E dgeworth, vol. 4 (1812; London: Pickering and Chatto, 1999) 206.
In their introduction to Vivian, Claire Connolly and Mariljm Butler have noted that R.L. Edgeworth
criticised private theatricals for their encouragement o f improper gender relations. In fact, his M em oirs
record his personal experiences with a private enactment o f The F air P enitent and his ensuing b elief
that “amateur theatricals license sexual intrigue”; see Claire C onnolly and Marilyn Butler,
‘Introductory N o te’, Vivian, by Maria Edgeworth, ed. Claire Connolly and Marilyn Butler, The N ovels
and Selected Works o f M aria E dgew orth, vol. 4 (London: Pickering and Chatto, 1999) xxii.
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face o f threats from other denominations.’^ Consequently, M aturin’s public
playwriting not only implicated him in the immorality associated with the stage; it
also concomitantly suggested a lack o f solidarity with his fellow clergymen in their
attempts to ensure the Church’s dominant position in Irish society.
Given related discourses on clerical decorum and fictional literature on the one
hand, and the impropriety o f theatre on the other, it is altogether unsurprising that
many of the objections voiced against Maturin, his novels, and his plays attacked the
author’s lack o f seemly conduct. J.W. Croker, writing a review o f M elmoth in 1821,
for example, was particularly vitriolic about M aturin’s indecency in writing such a
novel. Asserting that “our respect for good manners and decency obliges us to
denounce” the novel, Croker argued that M elmoth “makes the m ost violent assaults,
not merely on common sense and the English tongue ... but on decency, and even
religion” . C roker’s evident offence over M aturin’s authorship emerged clearly in his
repetition and italicisation of the word ‘clergyman’, a rhetorical device forcefully
emphasising the perceived discord between M aturin’s religious profession and his
fiction. Finally, Croker voiced a loud and unequivocal'approval o f M aturin’s lack of
preferm ent in the Church:

We, and all the world except Mr. Maturin, can see very good reasons why his
profession will not afford him the means o f subsistence - he designates
him self as the author o f Bertram, a play; we hear o f his sermons only as the
foundation o f an unseemly novel, and then, forsooth, this labourer for the stage
and the circulating library, wonders that the Church does not provide
subsistence for him l’^

In sympathy with Croker, the author o f a running column in The G entlem an's
M agazine in 1846 mentioned M elmoth in order to note its “extravagances and utter
want o f decorum ”, which, he argued, “quite confound one, when one considers it as
the work o f a clergym an!”

F oulkes 22. F oulkes also notes tw o other reasons for the increasing religiou s fe elin g against the
theatre in the early-nineteenth century: grow ing urbanisation and the potential m ultiplication o f theatres
after the 1832 S elect C om m ittee recom m ended more.
Croker 3 0 3 -3 0 4 , 311.
‘Extract from the Portfolio o f a Man o f the W orld’ 468.
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Such responses were not solely confined to Maturin’s most famous novel. An
early reviewer o f Maturin’s Five Sermons, for instance, applauded the author’s
decision to publish his theological works and expressed the hope that the Sermons
might signal a welcome change in his literary habits;

[W]e have been sorry to see publications by Mr. Maturin, which, without
illiberality, have committed him in relation to his clerical character; for, if he
expects preferment through that profession, he ought not, in prudence to have
written inconsistent books. Tragedies and Novels, published by Clergymen,
. . .

.

should be mtended for high moral or religious impression.

78

The sympathetic author o f ‘Memoranda o f Maturin’ summed up the situation by
admitting that, Maturin’s zeal as a curate notwithstanding, “the peculiar nature o f his
literary productions prevented his advancement in his profession”. This was so
precisely because “tragedies and romances are not esteemed by the public the best
•
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preparation for a bishopric”.

While Maturin’s ‘literary productions’ fundamentally restricted his position in
the Church, his opposition to the 1801 Union between England and Ireland just as
effectively undermined his suitability for preferment in the Church. For various
different reasons, the Church hierarchy had overwhelmingly supported the Act of
Union o f 1800, with just two members voting against. Although individual support of
the Act could be self-serving, Maturin’s anti-Unionist stance highlighted his
perceived lack o f support for the maintenance of a political structure upon which the
authority o f the Church of Ireland was based.**’ Described by his biographers as a
“fervent” or “ardent” nationalist, Maturin was evidently influenced by and attached to
Q1

the idea of an independent Ireland.

While he was, as Idman has claimed, “by

temperament, nothing o f a politician”,

Maturin’s engagement with the aesthetic

nationalism o f Irish folklore, antiquities, and the early history o f Ireland in his novels
‘R eview o f F ive Serm ons' 348.
‘Memoranda o f Maturin’ 128.
A kenson 73. On the advantages to be had as an Irish bishop in voting for the U nion, as w ell as the
use o f borough compensation, patronage, and British secret service m oney in the passage o f the Act,
see Patrick M. Geoghegan, The Irish A ct o f Union: A Study in High Politics, 1 798-1801 (Dublin: Gill
and Macmillan, 2001), especially chapters 4 and 5, and Patrick M. Geoghegan, ‘The Making o f the
U nion’, A cts o f Union: The Causes, Contexts, and Consequences o f the A ct o f Union, ed. Daire Keogh
and Kevin W helan (Dublin: Four Courts Press, 2001) 40-45.
Kramer 12; Idman 8.
Idman 8.
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is clear. M ore than that, his fictional characters often voice nationalist ideas and
tendencies seemingly contrary to M aturin’s Protestant Ascendancy background.
Although this hesitancy toward the Union was arguably no different than that
exhibited by many Irish Anglicans toward the U nion’s potentially perm anent denial o f
an independent Ireland, it nevertheless must have hinted at M aturin’s latent
subversion o f the very religious and socio-political system he was m eant to support.
At the same time, however, M aturin was very much an adherent to the dominant
Protestant m indset, firmly supporting Anglican ascendancy in Ireland.
Correspondingly, even as his nationalist sympathies contributed to his lack of
religious preferm ent, they symptomatically revealed the divisions animating his
personal life but also fundamentally disrupting Irish Anglican identity.
Straddling the imaginary divide between England and Ireland, Maturin, like
his fellow Irish Anglicans, was engaged in a continuous struggle to reconcile the
ambiguity inherent to his hyphenated, Anglo-Irish existence. As might be expected,
religion occupies a pivotal position in much o f his work, highlighting M aturin’s
attempt to mediate between his political beliefs and his position as an Irish Anglican
curate. At heart, his concern with Catholicism and dissenting Protestant traditions,
made evident in works as diverse as Five Sermons on the Errors o f the Catholic
Church, Women; or, Pour et Contre, and Melmoth the Wanderer, emphasises the
central role religious loyalty invariably took in the ongoing negotiation o f the Irish
Anglican identity. English Protestant settlers arriving in Ireland from the latesixteenth century onwards faced the daunting prospect o f living in the midst of, while
asserting superiority over, a Catholic majority comprising Irish natives and members
o f w hat they called the ‘Old English’ - descendants o f settlers who had arrived in
Ireland from W ales, Normandy, and England after the twelfth-century conquest o f the
country and who had adopted m any Irish customs and practices, including
Catholicism. This constant combat with Catholicism, while m arked by periods of
eased relations and relaxed attitudes, ensured the basic insecurity o f the Anglican
position in Ireland and greatly complicated the construction o f an Irish Anglican
identity. Internal divides betw een Anglicanism and dissenting traditions such as
Presbyterianism and even, in a way, the Evangelical m ovem ent, further underm ined a
cohesive Irish Anglican identity throughout the seventeenth, eighteenth, and
nineteenth centuries. These divisions within Protestantism in Ireland, an issue often
eclipsed by the attention paid to the essential difference betw een Protestantism and
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Catholicism, represented a very real obstruction to the unity many believed vital in the
battle against Catholicism.*^ In fact, as Jeremy Black has observed, the split between
Anglican and dissenter was a basic and ideological one; it was, moreover, one which
effectively negated the possibility of a Protestant consensus and a correspondingly
unified Anglican identity.
Adding to the strife within the Church was its basic separation from the
English Church, a division of which Maturin, the clergyman, must have been acutely
aware. With the geographical distance between England and Ireland, the continuingly
differing conditions in which the Anglican Church operated in both countries, and the
internal divisions o f Anglicanism itself, a perceived disconnect between the English
Anglican and the Irish Anglican Church naturally emerged. 85 Despite the slippage
made by some commentators between ‘Church of Ireland’ and ‘Church o f England’,
one for which Maturin him self displayed a tendency,*® the fact remained that the
Church of Ireland failed to mirror the Church of England. Even with the Union of
1801, which officially established the United Church o f England and Ireland, a
division between the two churches continued to exist. The change in names was, in
reality, a superficial alteration, which left the Irish Church intact and distinct as an
administrative system.*^ Further, it did little or nothing to alleviate perceived and real
British governmental ambivalence and inequity towards the Church o f Ireland and its
needs and demands.
These divisive elements intrinsic to the Irish Anglican Church over the
seventeenth, eighteenth, and nineteenth centuries - the threat of Catholicism, the

T oby B arnard, ‘P rotestantism , E thnicity and Irish Identity, 1660-1760’, P rotestantism and N a tional
Identity: B ritain a n d Ireland, c. 1650-C.I850, ed. T ony C laydon and Ian M cB ride (C am bridge:
C am bridge U P, 1998) 208. B arn ard ’s essay refers specifically to the eighteenth century, but these
internal divisions rem ained a constant feature o f Protestantism in Ireland and posed a problem to the
unity o f Protestants in Ireland both before and after the eighteenth century.
Jerem y B lack, ‘C onfessional State or Elect N ation? Religion and Identity in E ighteenth-C entury
E ngland’, P rotestantism and N a tio n a l Identity: B ritain and Ireland, c. 1650-c. 1850, ed. T ony C laydon
and Ian M cB ride (C am bridge: C am bridge UP, 1998) 60-61. A lthough B lack speaks o f the Protestant
position in eig hteenth-century E ngland, his argum ents apply equally to the Irish C hurch, w hich w as
also tom by internal divisions.
E vidence o f this divergence included the Irish A rticles o f 1615, w hich depended a great deal on the
English T hirty-N ine articles o f 1562 but w hich also m ade som e significant chan g es and em endations.
M ore than that, the attem pt in the early-seventeenth century to curb the independence o f the Irish
C hurch by m aking it adopt the T hirty-N ine A rticles as its confession rather than the Irish A rticles
clearly attested to the recognition o f grow ing differences betw een the Irish and E nglish A nglican
C hurches. The Irish C h u rc h ’s distinctiveness, how ever, w as not com p letely eradicated until, as T oby
B arnard has claim ed, th e Irish A ct o f U niform ity in 1666, w hich effectively abolished the Irish
C hurch’s independence; see B arnard 227. On the T hirty-N ine A rticles, see Ford 194-201.
See, for instance, M atu rin ’s F ive Serm ons, w hich consistently refers to the A nglican C hurch in
Ireland as the C hurch o f England.
A kenson 72.
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d isunity created by P rotestant sects, and the differences betw een the C hurch o f Ireland
and its E nglish counterpart - necessarily influenced M atu rin ’s life, as w e have seen.
M ore broadly, though, they fundam entally affected the construction and m aintenance
o f an essential Irish A nglican identity. U ntil the m id-seventeenth century, A nglicans
in Ireland h ad envisioned them selves according to the version o f P rotestant identity
espoused in E ngland. W ith the rebellion o f 1641, how ever, A nglicans reaUsed that
th eir situation differed drastically from that o f Protestants in England and therefore
required specific adaptation o f the English P rotestant identity m odel.

88

Jarlath K illeen

has recently argued that Sir John T em ple’s account o f the rebellion. The Irish
R ebellion, p u b lished in 1646, acted as the central tool in this “redefining process” and
pro v id ed the A nglicans in Ireland w ith “a narrative and m ythology o f their ow n
id en tity ” . W o rking from the idea o f the E nglish P rotestant nation as the new Israel,
T em ple helped foster the Irish A nglican nation by im aging Irelan d ’s A nglican
p o p u latio n as a chosen people w ho had, in K illeen ’s w ords, suffered “m ore than any
oth er C h ristian com m unity” , and were, as a consequence, “a p a rticu la rly defined
com m unity, defined by their suffering at the hands o f Irish C atholics and their
QQ

survival o f this suffering in Ireland".

The deliverance o f the P rotestants from the

C atholics and their rebellion in T em ple’s account w as likened to the em ancipation o f
the Israelites from E gypt and slavery; as such, it w as a special blessing given by G od
to his chosen people.
T em ple w as not the first to articulate this idea o f A nglican chosenness. Earlysev enteenth century A nglican preachers had sim ilarly sought to create a distinct
identity for the Protestants in Ireland w hich relied on the notion o f the English in
Irelan d as a m odern-day Israelite com m unity.^’ This ideology o f chosenness allow ed
for the co nstruction o f a clear distinction betw een P rotestant and C atholic, w here the
Irish becam e idolators and the Protestants, a chosen com m unity, w hich could be
adm o n ish ed for its sins secure in its special position in G o d ’s eyes.
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This discourse o f

divine election w as not an unusual configuration o f A nglican identity. R ather, it
echoed the general depiction o f B ritish P rotestants as beset by the evils o f C atholicism
K illeen 29.
Ibid. 30, 36.
Ian M cB ride, ‘“The C om m on N am e o f Irishm an” : Protestantism and Patriotism in EighteenthC entury Ireland’, P rotestantism and N ational Identity: Britain and Ireland, c. 1650- c. 1850, ed. Tony
C laydon and Ian M cB ride (C am bridge: C am bridge UP, 1998) 239.
Ford 244.
Ibid. For a sim ilar identification o f British Protestants as “G o d ’s elect” and the “ new Jeru salem ”, see
Linda C olley, B ritons: F orging the Nation 1707-1837 (New H aven, CT: Y ale U P, 1992) 18-43.
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but firm in their “resolute faith” and “common steadfastness”, and ultimately blessed
with God’s special favour.’^
For Maturin, Temple’s articulation of his specific Irish Anglican identity proved
influential, at least indirectly. In his deployment of the Gothic mode - most explicitly
in his plays, and his two overtly Gothic novels. Fatal Revenge and Melmoth the
Wanderer, but also consistently, if more subtly, in his other novels - Maturin relied
on an oppositional construction of Protestantism and Catholicism fundamentally
informing the Gothic genre o f the late-eighteenth century. Yet late-eighteenth century
Protestant writers such as Ann Radcliffe and Matthew ‘M onk’ Lewis were, in their
turn, simply re-articulating earlier sixteenth- and seventeenth-century visions of
Catholicism as the seat of slavery, superstition, barbarity, and idleness, and
Protestantism, by distinction, as the guardian and guarantor o f freedom, reason,
civility, and industry.^"* The similarities between eighteenth-century British Gothic
and earlier discourse on Protestant ‘chosenness’, however, reached beyond a mere
repetition o f images. In arguing for a specific Irish Anglican identity centred on the
distinction between the Anglican Self and the Catholic Other, both Gothic novelists
and writers such as Temple were seeking the unified Anglican S elf As they did so,
they simultaneously and paradoxically highlighted the breakdown o f borders inimical
to its establishment.
For Temple, Irish Anglican identity revolved around the idea that the injuries of
the past incurred by the Protestants at the hands of the Catholics would be resolved by
the eventual extermination of the Irish Catholic Other.^^ The irony o f this Anglican
identity model lay in its elision or denial of the ineluctability o f the Self/Other
contrast in identity formation and maintenance. If, as Peggy Phelan has argued,
echoing a variety of theorists across a broad range of academic fields, “ [ijdentity is
perceptible only through a relation to an other”, the Self is fiindamentally dependent
on the Other.^® Deprived of the Other, the Self has nothing to which to compare and

C olley 28.
McBride 239. On the construction o f this contrasting relationship, see also Colin Hayden, ‘“I Love
my King and m y Country, but a Roman Catholic 1 Hate”: Anti-Catholicism, Xenophobia and National
Identity in Eighteenth-Century England’, Protestantism and National Identity: B ritain an d Ireland, c.
I650-C. 1850, ed. Tony Claydon and Ian McBride (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 1998) 34-35.
Killeen 46-7.
Peggy Phelan, Unm arked (London: Routledge, 1993) 13. See also, for exam ple, other feminist
investigations o f identity such as Sim one de Beauvoir, The Second Sex, trans. and ed. H.M. Parshley
(London: Jonathan Cape, 1953); Julia Kristeva, D esire in Language, ed. Leon S. R oudiez, trans.
Thomas Gora, A lice Jardine, and Leon S. Roudiez (N ew York: Columbia UP, 1980), and Judith Butler,
B odies that M atter (N ew York: Routledge, 1993).
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from which to distinguish itself. Because o f this need for the Other, identity becomes
a process of, in Phelan’s terms, “both resisting and claiming the other, declaring the
boundary where the self diverges from and merges with the other” . As such, it makes
evident what Phelan has called the “loss” o f identification - “the loss o f not-being the
97

other and yet remaining dependent on that other for self-seeing, self-being”.

Inevitably, the recognition o f loss suffuses the identity process with a sexualised
desire to overcome the loss, thereby allowing the Self to fully become the Other.
Undermining the project o f extermination initiated by Temple, therefore, was
not only the S e lfs basic reliance on the Other, but also the contradictory mix o f desire
and repulsion underlying the identity process. Similarly, the Gothic genre, as an
exam ple o f what Rosemary Jackson has called, “a literature o f desire, which seeks
QQ

that which is experienced as absence and loss”,

presents a repulsive but also

irresistible anti-rational (Catholic) world o f disorder and illegality that m irrors but
also transposes the rational (Protestant) world. In so doing, it powerfully voices the
inescapable and oppositional relationship o f simultaneous repulsion and attraction
characteristic o f all Self/Other relationships. That this relationship can never be
overcom e is clear in the G othic’s final insistence on irreparable disunity,
fragmentation, and incoherence.
Dependent on the impossible eradication o f the Irish Other, the Gothic form
M aturin adopted in m uch o f his writing recalls Tem ple’s formulation of Irish
Anglican identity but also suggests its basic, underlying insecurity. As might be
expected, the Irish Anglican identity from the sixteenth century onwards was one
characterised by a certain m alleability and looseness concerning its exact boundaries
and confines. Protestants in Ireland continued to define themselves situationally, as
Ian M cBride has shown, envisaging themselves as ‘Irish’, ‘English’, or ‘B ritish’
according to the c o n t e x t . E v e n when they could nominally decide on a term or
definition to use, the reality was that the categories from which they were choosing
were not altogether separate and distinct. Instead, they contam inated and bled into
each other, frustrating any attem pt to identify with known categories.
W hile this pliability attests to the basic instability o f the Anglican identity, it
also correspondingly highlights the ways in which identification could be manipulated
” Phelan 13.
R osem ary Jackson, F antasy: The L iterature o f Subversion (1981; London: R outledge, 2003) 3.
” M cB ride 245.
K illeen 66.
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for political purposes. With very real significance, the term ‘Irish’, despite its
association with the Catholic perpetrators of the 1641 rebellion and, later, the
rebellious Jacobite cause o f the late-eighteenth century, was gradually adopted by the
Irish-bom Protestants and used through much of the eighteenth century.'®' This was,
as Nicholas Canny has maintained, a move that both recognised Irish Anglican
geographical and cultural attachment to Ireland and protested against apparent British
hostility to Irish Anglican concerns. Certainly, as Canny further argues, the banding
together o f Catholics in the 1641 rebellion disrupted the ‘Irish’ identity the Anglicans
had been building until that point, prompting a reversion to the term ‘British’ and a
renewed emphasis on the barbarity o f the Irish population. At the same time, however,
the Anglicans in Ireland retained their attachment to the local, materially and
emotionally linked to the lands they had inhabited, developed, and i m p r o v e d . N o t
only that, but for many Anglicans in Ireland, the rebellion o f 1641 indicated the
failure of the British project in Ireland, not because of the indisposition or laxity o f the
Protestant settlers themselves but because o f the inadequate and wrong-sighted
methods of the British government. Without the permission and proper authority from
the government, the Irish Anglicans could not effectively civilise the native Irish
people. The rebellion of 1641 was consequently understood as a direct result of the
British government’s failure to allow the Irish Anglicans to do their job.
The wars between James II and William of Orange from 1689-91 similarly
highlighted disillusionment with the British government in Ireland. The unsatisfactory
Treaty of Limerick that followed the decisive Battle of the Boyne, was, for many of
the country’s Anglican inhabitants, far too lenient on the rebellious Catholic
population. Although Irish Catholics ultimately gained very little from the settlement,
Irish Anglicans found the treaty’s overly generous terms emblematic o f British
betrayal of the Anglican interest in Ireland. Some critics even argued that the
opportunity to ensure the permanent security of the English Protestant interest in
Ireland had been lost through the refusal to completely suppress the Irish.

Canny, ‘Identity Formation in Ireland’ 201.
Ibid. 201, 198.
Charles I’s efforts to ally h im self with Continental Catholic monarchs were further seen to oppose
and subvert the Anglican project in Ireland; see Canny 199.
See J.G. Sim ms, Jacobite Ireland, 1685-1691 (Dublin: Four Courts Press, 2000) 257. On the
Jacobite/W illiamite Wars and the Treaty o f Limerick, see also David Dickson, N ew Foundations:
Ireland 1660-1800 (2"“* ed.; Dublin: Irish A cadem ic Press, 2000), and Eamonn 6 Ciardha, Ireland and
the Jacobite Cause, 1685-1766 (Dublin: Four Courts Press, 2002).
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Dissatisfaction with the solutions to both the 1641 rebellion and the JacobiteW illiamite wars forcefully underlined the politically complex relationship between
Irish Anglicans, their Catholic brethren, and the British government. Never
completely happy with England, the Irish Anglicans were, nevertheless, continuingly
frightened and appalled by the Irish Catholic majority. So m uch so that the prospect
o f an Irish Anglican population more in tune with ‘Irish’ rather than ‘English’
concerns was no m ore a worrying prospect in England than it was to the Irish
Anglicans themselves. The approximation of the Anglicans to an ‘Irish’ identity
implied a blurring o f boundaries, a potential merging o f the Self and the detested
Other. In order to m aintain a secure identity, the Irish Anglicans had to reinforce and
emphasise the ineluctable differences between settler and native/O ld English. This is
perhaps why, in The Wild Irish Boy, Maturin placed potentially nationalist arguments
in the mouth o f an Irish hero initially identified as ‘English’, despite his Irish
p a r e n t a g e . W h i l e this distinction may, at one level, suggest M aturin’s attempt to
present a conservative rather than radical form o f Irish nationalism, at another, it
emphasises the continued importance of distinguishing betw een the native. Catholic
interest in Ireland and that o f the Anglican population. In basic terms, this
differentiation boiled down to religion and a corresponding search for a particular
myth o f origin - the two factors Ian McBride has recently identified as underpinning
the m odem nation.
Despite, but also because of, their growing immersion in Irish society from the
sixteenth century onwards, Irish Anglicans were forced to underline their essential
religious difference from the Irish Catholic majority. This was a project
fundamentally intertwined with a concomitant attempt to establish the ‘true’ origins of
the Anglican Church in Ireland. In recent years, Clare O ’Halloran has deftly
investigated the significance o f the coupled issues of religion and origins as they
emerged in the antiquarian discourse - Protestant and Catholic - o f the late-eighteenth
century. In both “ ‘The Island o f Saints and Scholars” : Views o f the Early Church and
Sectarian Politics in Late-Eighteenth Century Ireland’ and Golden Ages and
Barbarous Nations, O ’Halloran argues that a subtext o f religious discourse underlay
almost all antiquarian discourse in the eighteenth century. W hile this antiquarian
The hero in question, O rm sby B ethel, begins the narrative o f his life as “ Le petit M ilor A n g lo is” .;
see Charles Robert M aturin, The W ild Irish B oy, introd. Robert Lee W o lff, 3 vols. (1808; N e w York:
Garland, 1979) 1:78. Future references are to this edition and are given parenthetically in the text.
M cBride 237.
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literature might simplistically be categorised along sectarian lines, O ’Halloran
contends that such basic distinctions elide the “confusion and inconsistency”
characteristic o f the historical narratives produced by Catholics and Protestants
alik e.'"
As O ’Halloran observes, despite divergent and oppositional interpretations of
past events, both Catholic and Protestant communities shared a belief in “an Irish
religious golden age” .

108

This idea of ‘the island of saints and scholars’, was central to

the identities of both Protestant and Catholic communities and was integrally linked to
the origins o f the present-day Irish Protestant and Catholic Churches. In this location
of a religious golden age, eighteenth-century scholars were heavily influenced by the
works o f Archbishop James Ussher of Armagh (1625-1656) and Geoffrey Keating
(C.1569-C.1644). The former’s A Discourse o f Religion Anciently Professed by the

Irish and the Scottish (1622), and the latter’s For as Feasa ar Eirinn - written circa
1634 and first published, in English, in 1723 - helped determine the three central

issues O ’Halloran identifies as essential to the eighteenth-century antiquarian debate
about the history o f the early Christian Church in Ireland. In addition to positing the
idea of early Christian Ireland as a religious golden age, these seventeenth-century
texts pointed to the early Church’s supposed independence fi'om Rome as well as to
an understanding o f the role o f the papacy in the twelfth-century invasion of the
A n g lo -N o rm an s.P ro testan t and Catholic considerations o f these three interrelated
issues obviously differed, as each religious community sought to locate, identify, and,
most importantly, privilege, its origins in Ireland to prove its authority and legitimacy.
With reasoning that would influence countless theorists after him. Archbishop
Ussher argued that the Church o f Ireland was not just an offshoot o f the Enghsh
Church but actually the church that had been introduced to Ireland by St. Patrick,
cleared of its corruption by the Reformation. ’ The original church Patrick brought to
Ireland, in Ussher’s mind, theologically approximated the modem day Established
C hurch.'" For Ussher, Patrick’s mission and teaching attested to the early church’s

O ’Halloran, ‘“Island o f Saints and Scholars’” 7. S ee also O ’H alloran, G o ld en A g e s 5
Q ’Hai]oran, G o ld en A g e s 73.
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Isles, c. 1650-c. 1 7 5 0 ’, P ro testa n tism an d N a tio n a l Iden tity: B rita in a n d Irelan d, c. 1650-c. 185 0 , ed.
T on y C laydon and Ian M cB ride (Cam bridge: C am bridge U P , 1998) 157-158.
Canny 196.
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Protestant nature; Patrick was, in this way, a kind of “proto-Protestant” .
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Irish

Cathohcs m et U ssher’s arguments, and those like his, with assertions o f the prim acy
o f Christianity in Ireland. The Catholic antiquary Sylvester O ’Halloran (1728-1807),
author o f An Introduction to the Study o f the History and Antiquities o f Ireland (1772)
and The General History o f Ireland (1778), for instance, highlighted Ireland’s history
of druidism and the ways in which it presaged Christianity. Connecting the druids to
the Christian priesthood, O ’Halloran argued that the many scholarly institutions
founded by the druids later became Christian seminaries.
For O ’Halloran, the druids combined with the more traditionally Christian
figure o f St. Patrick in order to assert the primacy of Catholicism in Ireland. Far from
representing an odd pairing, O ’Halloran’s coupling o f the druids with St. Patrick
suggests the widespread manipulation, on the part o f Catholics and Protestants alike,
of history and historical figures for particular ideological ends. In this ontological war,
St. Patrick becam e, as Clare O ’Halloran observes, one o f the few historical figures to
command the mutual respect o f Catholic and Protestant comm unities alike.
Appropriated by writers from both religious traditions, Patrick came to serve as
evidence o f the early origins o f their respective religions.

These w riters’

preoccupation with Patrick and the nature o f his work in Ireland reveals a more
general and underlying concern with key issues troubling the establishment o f either
Protestantism or Catholicism as Ireland’s ‘true’ religion. Namely, scholars faced
difficulties when attempting to deal with the exact nature o f the relationship between
Patrick - i.e. the early church - and Rome. This was an issue centrally tied to
discourse on the character o f Patrick’s church but also fundam entally linked to ideas
o f Catholicism ’s perceived absolutism and the Catholic inability to separate religious
loyalty from political loyalty. W riters also had to negotiate differing perceptions of
pre-Christian Irish society and the extent to which the conversion to Christianity
civilised the natives.

B ridget M cC orm ack, P erceptions o f St. P atrick in E ighteenth-C entury Irela n d (D ublin: F our C ourts
Press, 2000) 21. The exact dates o f the birth and death o f Ireland’s patron saint prove difficult to
establish, although he can be placed in Ireland w ith certainty some tim e in the fifth century. D etails o f
his life are sim ilarly vague and am biguous, the sole contem porary testam ents o f his life and w orks
being tw o Latin texts Patrick h im self wrote. M oreover, his role in the conversion o f the pagans in
Ireland rem ains contentious; see Patrick J. Corish, The Irish C atholic E xperience: A H istorical Survey
(Dublin: Gill and M acm illan, 1985), especially chapter 1, and B rendan L ehane, E arly C eltic
C hristianity (London: Constable, 1994) 44-49.
O ’H alloran, “ T h e Island o f Saints and Scholars’” 7.
Bridget M cC orm ack 20-21; O ’H alloran, Golden A ges 81-82; O ’H alloran, ‘“The Island o f Saints and
Scholars’” 9-10, 12-13.
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For both sets o f writers, these issues remained problematic throughout the
eighteenth century. The Church of Ireland’s desire to establish the Irish Church’s
descent from an early church independent of Rome and introduced by Patrick, for
instance, clashed with the concomitant support of the papally-approved AngloNorman invasion in the twelfth century."^ Similarly, for Catholics, the civilisation
factor remained a sticking point, especially in the latter decades o f the eighteenth
century, as evidenced by Sylvester O ’Halloran’s arguments about the druids and the
highly civilised pagan society existing before Christianity’s arrival. In such
arguments, the advent o f Christianity became a force o f confirmation o f the already
extant Gaelic traits of civility and piety rather than one o f civilisation.
As these complications suggest, neither the Anglican nor the Catholic
construction o f their religious myths of origin was completely satisfying. Reliant on
the same starting points for their arguments, both sets of writers not only competed
with each other for dominance of the discourse but also dealt with internal
discrepancies threatening to scupper their interpretations and projects of
legitimisation. This seventeenth- and eighteenth-century debate on religion and
origins, one which certainly bled into the nineteenth century and its religiously and
politically contentious Act o f Union, serves to underline the ongoing negotiation and
re-negotiation of identity, both Anglican and Catholic, before and during Maturin’s
literary career. Certainly, Maturin engaged, if indirectly, with eighteenth-century
antiquarian discourse and its attempt to establish the ‘true’ Church in his Five
Sermons on the Errors o f the Roman Catholic Church. Determined to examine “the
leading errors of [the Catholic] Church” in Ireland, Maturin specifically set out to
counter the Catholic Church’s assumption to be the ‘true’ Church. If the existence of
“the true Church", as “a community or body of Christians, all professing the pure
faith o f the Gospel, and all walking uniformly in the spirit of that Gospel, and
according to the precepts of its Author”, was, in essence, “impossible from the very
nature and constitution o f man”, Maturin nevertheless equated the Anglican Church
with the closest possible approximation. Accordingly, Maturin’s sermons describe the

O ’Halloran, Golden A ges 82. See also O ’Halloran, ‘“Island o f Saints and Scholars’” 7-8. On
Laudabiliter, the papal letter authorising Henry II to invade Ireland and reform the corrupt Christianity
already in place there, see F.X. Martin, ‘A llies and an Overlord’ 89. See also, F.X. Martin, ‘Diarmait
Mac Murchada and the Coming o f the A nglo-Norm ans’, A N ew H istory o f Ireland, ed. Art Cosgrove,
vol. 2 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1987) 57-59, for a discussion o f the Irish bishops’ attitude towards
Henry’s intervention and intended reform o f the Irish Church.
O ’Halloran, Golden A ges 80.
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Church o f England - a term he used to both refer to and include the Church o f Ireland
- as “in purity o f doctrine, and general morality o f practice, approach[ing] the nearest
to the standard” ."^
While the Irish Catholic population remained in error in its understanding o f
the Catholic Church as the ‘true’ Church, Maturin nevertheless believed in the
potential for the reform of this wrong-mindedness and a subsequent rehabilitation o f
the Irish Catholics. Responding in part to the early-nineteenth century campaign for
Catholic Emancipation, M aturin’s sermons, and, indirectly, his last novel. The
Albigenses, suggest that Irish Catholics seek not political emancipation but religious
and spiritual emancipation - “the only true Catholic Emancipation, the emancipation
o f the intellect and the conscience” .
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In so doing, M aturin m aintained, they would

inevitably be led to the truest church there was, the Church o f Ireland. Not only that,
but the mass conversion o f Irish Catholics would help effect the goal sinisterly lurking
behind M aturin’s conciliatory words - the complete and utter destruction o f the
Roman Catholic Church. Indeed, quoting extensively from Revelations, M aturin’s
sermons envision the final downfall o f the Catholic Church as m erely the “true and
righteous” judgm ent o f God (Rev. 19:2)."^
This feeling o f justified condemnation suffusing M aturin’s sermons, as well as
their plan for wholesale Catholic conversion, tellingly reveal his fundamental fear o f
the Irish Catholic majority. Urging the Catholic people to enfranchise themselves by
defying their priests and asserting their desire to think for them selves, to read both the
Scriptures and history, and to see for themselves the errors o f the Catholic Church,
M aturin underscored the Irish Anglican fear associated with the Catholic Church and
•

•

•

its tyrannical hold over the Catholic poor.
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•

•

By breaking the Catholic Church’s

power through a specific course o f education and conversion, the ‘Catholic problem ’
in Ireland - the spectre o f the fractious Catholic majority hovering threateningly over
the Irish Anglican presence - could be, M aturin’s sermons suggest, effectively
exorcised.

Maturin, Five Serm ons 29, 30, 31.
Ibid. 28.
For Maturin’s use o f Revelations in these sermons, see Maturin, F ive Serm ons 162-163.
The devotion o f the Catholic people and the strong influence wielded by the clergy, was, as S.J.
Connolly has observed, a source o f impressed respect but also significant fear for the Irish Anglican
population. Indeed, throughout the seventeenth, eighteenth, and nineteenth centuries, Irish Catholic
clergy often became the object o f Protestant ire in the wake o f Catholic uprisings undertaken, it was
believed, by parishioners purposely incited to revolt; see Connolly, Religion, Law, and P o w er 154.
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It was this perceived need to deal effectively, once and for all, with the
menacing Irish Catholic majority that rendered Maturin’s support for the 1801 Union
conditional. While he recognised the difficulties Ireland faced in providing for itself
as an independent nation, Maturin nevertheless felt the Union shortsighted and
ineffectual in its treatment of Irish Catholicism and its position in relation to
Anglicanism. Informed by the Irish Anglican’s simultaneous desire for and repulsion
toward the native Catholic, Maturin’s novels display a marked ambivalence and
ambiguity towards union, both literal and metaphoric. Consistently refi'aining from
endorsing the symbolic marriages (not unproblematically) concluding fiction by
contemporary, nation-minded authors such as Edgeworth, Owenson, and Scott, these
works underscore M aturin’s understanding o f the fundamental and arguably
inescapable fragmentation of Irish national identity. As we shall see, however,
Maturin’s pronounced hesitancy toward reconciliation or mediation of the many
oppositions o f identity in his novels presents a less radical departure from the
superficially unifying ‘fables of identity’ written by his Irish and Scottish
contemporaries.
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‘A New Literary Schizophrenia’; Maturin in Context

In his second novel, The Wild Irish Boy (1808), Charles M aturin
conspicuously linked his hero’s ‘fable o f identity’ with his suggestions for the Irish
nation’s wellbeing. Listing the faults he found with the current curriculum at Trinity
College, M aturin underlined the national importance of education: “I believe in the
present, or indeed in any state of the country[,] in the hands o f the national instructor
o f youth, are the issues almost o f national life and death” {W ild Irish Boy 2:257).
Fittingly, M aturin’s narrative enacts a journey o f self-discovery fundamentally
centred on the h ero’s re-education; Ormsby Bethel’s excessive sensibility - his ‘folly’
and ‘m adness’ - necessarily gives way to a rationality ultimately fitting him for
domestic life and the proper management o f his west-Ireland estate. From neglected
orphan, ignorant o f his family history, Ormsby becomes reunited son, contented
husband, and happy father. Moreover, from a nomadic existence in France, London,
and Dublin, Orm sby resumes his rightful place in his ancestral castle surrounded by
his family and fi-iends. ‘Recovering’ his identity, Ormsby becomes, for all intents and
purposes, “a dom estic...a happy man” {W ildIrish Boy 3:181). As such, the novel
suggests, he is finally able to contribute meaningfully to his country’s wellbeing.
In this conclusion, the issue o f O rm sby’s confused identity becomes one of
national import: the newfound knowledge o f his role in life - as the head o f his family
and a respectable landowner in Ireland - enables a peaceful domestic settlement
intended to m irror that o f the Irish nation, newly immersed in a controversial union
with England. This concern with identity is one The Wild Irish Boy shares with other
early Irish national tales, such as Sydney Ow enson’s The Wild Irish Girl (1806) and
Maria Edgew orth’s Ennui (1809). As Jacqueline Belanger has cogently argued, the
national tale specifically privileges the nation as the locus o f individual identity.' Not
only that, but it equates the two; the discovery and establishm ent o f personal identity
becomes analogous to the settlement o f national confusion caused by the angst o f
Anglo-Irish Union. Correspondingly, both The Wild Irish Boy and M aturin’s next
novel. The M ilesian C hief {\%\2) - M aturin’s most overtly ‘national’ texts - centre

' Jacqueline B elanger, ‘Introduction’, The Irish N ovel in the N ineteenth Century: F acts and F ictions,
ed. Jacqueline B elanger (Dublin: Four Courts Press, 2005) 12.
^ T rum pener, B ardic N ationalism 142.
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primarily on an essential search for individual identity and the concomitant quest for
national identity. In this, they echo a similar narrative end depicted in the national
works of Maria Edgeworth, Sydney Owenson, Sir Walter Scott, and the Banim
brothers, among others - the creation of, in Northrop Frye’s terms, romance’s
constitutive fable o f identity.^ Characters such as Edgeworth’s Lord Glenthom and
Harry Ormond, Owenson’s Horatio Mortimer, Maturin’s Ormsby Bethel and Armida
Fitzalban, Scott’s Edward Waverley, and John Banim’s Robert Evelyn must all
resolve their own identities before the schisms of the nation can be happily resolved.
Only once they have assumed their proper roles in life can the unifying symbol of
allegorical marriage reconcile the segregations o f the nation.
This correlation of domestic and national politics, and the resolving symbol of
marriage, is a hallmark of the early national tale. Following the example set by The
Wild Irish Girl,^ and picking up on the theme of conciliation sounded by the
eighteenth- and nineteenth-century tour-text, the early Irish national tale consistently
repeated the same essential plot: an English character, typically male, travels to
Ireland expecting to find a cultural void.^ Instead, he learns to appreciate Irish culture
through exposure to its people and their ways, under the tutelage o f a learned friend,
and often decides to settle permanently in Ireland. He cements his cultural
‘conversion’ through his marriage to a native Irish woman, thereby confirming
Ireland’s suitability for union with England and also allegorically and idyllically
uniting the two countries.®
Marriage, in this context, becomes a method o f proclaiming the resolution of
both personal and national divisions. As a result, novels like The Wild Irish Girl and
The Milesian Chief, may be understood to engage in “a complicated political

^ Frye 54.
For the identification of The Wild Irish Girl, rather than Edgeworth’s Castle Rackrent (1800), as the
first national tale, see Ferris, The Romantic National Tale 50-51, and Trumpener, Bardic Nationalism
132. For a consideration o f the earlier precedence for both The Wild Irish Girl and Castle Rackrent, see
Ian Campbell Ross, ‘Fiction to 1800’, The Field Day Anthology o f Writing, gen. ed. Seamus Deane,
vol. 1 (Derry: Field Day Publications, 1991) 682-759, and Ian Campbell Ross, ‘Irish Fiction before the
Union’, The Irish Novel in the Nineteenth Century: Facts and Fictions, ed. Jacqueline Belanger
(Dublin: Four Courts Press, 2005) 34-51.
British tour-texts on Ireland fi-om the late-eighteenth and early-nineteenth centuries include, among
others, Richard Twiss, A Tour in Ireland in 1775 (1775); Arthur Young, A Tour in Ireland, with
General Observations on the Present State o f That Kingdom: Made in the Years 1776, 1777, and 1778
(1780); Daniel Augustus Beaufort, M emoir o f a Map o f Ireland, Illustrating the Topography o f That
Kingdom, and Containing a Short Account o f Its Present State, Civil and Ecclesiastical (1792); John
Carr, The Stranger in Ireland, or A Tour o f the Southern and Western Parts o f That Country, in the
Year 1805 (1806), and Edward Dubois, M y Pocketbook, or Hints fo r 'A Right M errie and Conceitede'
Tour in Quarto (1807).
^ Trumpener, Bardic Nationalism 141.
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reconciliation process” whereby the national marriage plot famously deployed by
Jonathan Swift in ‘The Stoiy o f the Injured Lady’ (1707; pub. 1746) is fundamentally
rewritten in order to reconcile both Ireland and England to U nion7 The same is true
for the historical novel, a genre initially fostered by the national tale and its
articulation o f allegorical national division and subsequent synthesis. W orks like
M aturin’s The M ilesian C h ief and Scott’s Waverley (1814) - the two novels credited
with inaugurating the national tale’s transformation into the historical novel - reiterate
but also transform the national tale by, in Trum pener’s words, “historicizing its
allegorical fram ework” . Although these novels disrupt the organic national society
evoked by the early national tale by concentrating on the ways in which cultures
change in response to historical events, they nevertheless stress the final construction
o f a similarly unified national community. Not only that, but they often rest such
resolutions, like those o f the national tale, on an allegorical national marriage.
Even so, the marriage between Edward W averley and Rose Bradwardine in
Waverley, or Robert Evelyn and Eva M ’Donnell in John B anim ’s The Boyne Water
(1826), is no schematic reprisal of the national tale’s apparent “Glorvina solution” , as
Robert Tracy has called it.^ For her part, Trumpener has argued that the
transform ation o f the national tale into historical novel was m arked by the emergence
o f “a new literary schizophrenia” . T h e national tale’s essential equation o f personal
and cultural identity became increasingly problematised by the dislocations o f a
violent history and the ensuing disruption o f the national character. In this scenario,
m arriage, and its symbolic reconciliation o f personal and national strife, began to
break down, as evidenced, for example, by the tragic conclusion o f M aturin’s The
M ilesian Chief. Similarly, as it evolved as a genre, the national tale m oved from a
position o f “celebratory nationalism ” to one o f increasing alienation and estrangement
from the idea o f reconciliation." As was the case with the historical novel, the symbol
o f marriage fundamentally registered this growing disillusionment.
If, however, the troubled, complicated, and failed m arriages o f the later
national tale and the historical novel voice an evolving political understanding, they

^ Ibid. 137. See Jonathan Swift, ‘The Story o f the Injured L ady’, Irish Tracts 1720-1723, ed. H erbert
D avis (1746; Oxford: Blackw ell, 1968) 3-9.
* Trum pener, B ardic N ationalism 141.
^ R obert Tracy, ‘M aria Edgeworth and L ady M organ: Legality V ersus L egitim acy’, N ineteenthC entury Fiction AQ.\ (1985): 10.
T rum pener, B ardic N ationalism 142.
" Ibid. 146.
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should not be understood as discontinuous with the earlier national tale. Too much
emphasis on the reconciling nature of the national marriage plot has devalued
consistent elements of continuing discord to the point of inconsequence. What is
more, the attention paid to the conciliatory marriage plots of the national tale has
backgrounded earlier, less pacifying versions of symbolic marriage, such as those
found in the The Triumph o f Prudence over Passion (1781?) and The Fair Hibernian
(1789), both anonymously published. Marriage in these novels is never simply “a
sweet, if schematic, accord”.'^ It is, instead, a highly fraught political symbol that
never fiilly or effectually “complete[s] the Union”, as Scott desired to do.'^ This is the
case for the national tale, even in its earliest manifestations, just as it is for the
historical novel that grew out o f it. Superficially happy allegorical marriages aside,
texts like The Wild Irish Girl, The Absentee (1812), The Milesian Chief, and Waverley
illustrate the persistent fear that the authors’ fictional attempts at identification and an
ensuing symbolic national reconciliation will remain just that - fictional. As a result,
marriage functions less as a sign of corresponding personal and national accord than
as a subtle disclosure o f the ongoing violence and discord marring national union.

The 'Glorvina Solution?’: Redefining the National Tale

In his conclusion to The Wild Irish Boy, Maturin provides a seemly starting
point for a discussion o f the romantic unification projects o f his peers, Maria
Edgeworth and Sydney Owenson. Freed from his “night world” of confused and
alienated personal identity, Ormsby Bethel looks forward to a future o f domestic
bliss:''*

‘And when we return to Ireland’, said [Ormsby’s] father... ‘and when once more
in the castle of your ancestors, you are surrounded by me, by Lady M., by
Hammond, and Sybilla, and Mr. Corbett, will you have a wish ungratified, a
recess in your heart unoccupied?’ {WildIrish Boy 3:405)

Seamus Deane, Strange Country (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1997) 32.
Sir Walter Scott, W averley, ed. Claire Lament (1814; Oxford: Oxford UP, 1986) 352, Future
references are to this edition and are given parenthetically in the text.
Frye 54.
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The rhetorical question assumes, of course, a negative response, but Ormsby still
registers a lack; without his wife by his side, the picture of future happiness is, in
O rm sby’s mind, incomplete. It is only with Athanasia’s entrance that Ormsby can rest
easy in the prospect o f ensuing domestic peace and comfort.
Highlighting the central image of husband and wife in this way, M aturin
placed marriage at the very heart o f his text’s resolution o f confounded identities. As
he did so, he crucially conflated public and private, locating in his happy couple the
reconciliation o f conflicting identities animating both his personal circumstances and
those o f a country recently ‘w ed’ to England. N ot only that, but by stressing O rm sby’s
need and desire for Athanasia’s presence for his future happiness, M aturin drew
attention to the contemporary ideology o f companionate m arriage, which
fundamentally inform ed much of eighteenth- and nineteenth-century literature.'^
Emphasising, in the end, O rm sby’s affection for and attachm ent to his wife, The Wild
Irish Boy follows the example set by works as diverse as R ichardson’s Pamela; or,
Virtue Rewarded (1740), Sm ollett’s The Adventures o f Roderick Random (1748),
Fielding’s The H istory o f Tom Jones, a Foundling (1749), and Hannah M ore’s
Coelebs in Search o f a Wife (1808). These novels inscribe a model o f marriage
founded upon a m ore or less egalitarian relationship in which both parties are
understood to benefit equally, albeit in the different realms o f public and private life.'^
For M aturin and other national novelists, this notion o f mutuality in marriage
was o f utmost importance. Echoing the essential opposition o f marriage and continued
independence established in Sw ift’s ‘The Story o f the Injured L ady’, many
eighteenth- and early-nineteenth century Irish works engaged in an ongoing debate
over a Union often envisioned as a marriage. Acrimoniously responding to the Union
o f 1707 between England and Scotland, for instance. Swift landed firmly on the side
o f independence; with her “Love, Constancy, and Generosity” coarsely rejected by
For the d evelop m en t o f the com panionate marriage and the correspon ding transform ation o f the
fam ily from the sixteen th to the nineteenth centuries, see, for instance, L aw rence Stone, The Fam ily,
Sex a n d M a rria g e in E n g la n d 15 0 0 -1 8 0 0 (London: W eidenfeld and N ic o lso n , 1977); R andolph
Trum bach, The R ise o f th e E g a lita ria n F am ily (London: A cad em ic Press, 1978); Leonore D a v id o ff and
Catherine H all, F a m ily F ortu n es: M en an d Women o f the E nglish M id d le C lass, 1 7 8 0 -1 8 5 0 (London:
H utchinson, 1987); Barbara C. G elpi, S h elley's G oddess: M a tern ity, L an gu age, S u b jec tiv ity (O xford:
Oxford U P, 1992); W ill C oster, F am ily an d K inship in E ngland, 1 4 5 0 -1 8 0 0 (London; Longm an, 2001),
and M arilyn V alom , A H isto ry o f the Wife (N ew York: H arperC ollins, 20 0 1 ).
See Sam uel R ichardson, P a m e la ; or. Virtue R ew a rd ed , ed. T hom as K eym er and A lice W akely,
introd. T hom as K eym er (1740; Oxford: O xford UP, 2001); Henry F ielding, The H isto ry o f Tom Jones,
a F oun dlin g, ed. R .P.C . Mutter (1749; Harmondsworth: Penguin B ook s, 1966); T obias Sm ollett, The
A d ven tu res o f R o d e ric k R andom , ed. and introd. Paul-Gabriel B ou ce (1748; O xford: O xford U P , 1979),
and Hannah M ore, C o e le b s in Search o f a Wife, introd. M ary W aldron (1 8 0 8 ; Bristol: T hoem m es
Press, 1995).
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England, Ireland - the Injured Lady of the title - desires only “a little Q u ie t... free
from the Persecutions of this unreasonable Man” and the liberty to “manage [her] own
little Fortune to the best Advantage”.'^ A similar conclusion is reached in both The
Triumph o f Prudence over Passion (1781?) and The Fair Hibernian (1789). In these,
the independence of the heroine acts as what Ian Campbell Ross has termed “a
unilateral declaration, as it were, of fictional independence” for Ireland.

18

What these three works implicitly highlight in their emphasis on independence
rather than marriage is the perceived inequality existing between England and Ireland
as partners in a national marriage. For their part, pro-unionists insisted on the
consensual nature of the Union and suggested that the proposed Act o f Union was a
contract between two willing parties rather than a takeover. Anti-unionists, in
contrast, rejected the notion that an Ireland recovering from a failed rebellion - that of
1798 - could freely consent to Union. The consent granted by a vanquished nation, it
was argued, could only be effected by coercion. As such, it lacked validity.'®
Pro-unionists deploying the marriage metaphor were keen to elide this
inequality by focusing on the mutual benefits that would accrue from the Union. But
many anti-unionists saw in this political marriage an inherently unequal union in
which Ireland would always be the inferior and submissive wife.^° As Jane Elizabeth
Dougherty has cogently argued, the abolition of the Irish parliament, the principal
provision of the Act of Union, represented the feminisation o f the Irish people.^'
Since the Irish parliament embodied the (masculine) public and political sphere of
Ireland as well as the manifestation of the country’s claim to a political and public
identity, its abolition became the de-masculinisation o f Ireland. Further, the bid to
abolish the Irish parliament revealed England’s true opinion of the Irish: they were a
subject people.

22

In the gendered construct of eighteenth- and nineteenth-century

colonial geography, in which race and sexuality were superimposed on one another,
Ireland became merely one o f many British colonial regions - “female spaces making
” Swift, ‘The Story o f the Injured Lady’ 7-8, 8.
Ian Campbell Ross, ‘Irish Fiction before the U nion’ 37.
” Jane Elizabeth Dougherty, ‘Mr. and Mrs. England: The A ct o f Union as National Marriage’, A cts o f
Union: The Causes, Contexts, and Consequences o f the A ct o f Union, ed. Daire Keogh and Kevin
Whelan (Dublin: Four Courts Press, 2001) 203-204.
For the argument that the many speeches, songs, and pamphlets debating the Union as a marriage
from the end o f 1798 to 1801 omitted “any mention o f love, or, more strictly speaking, any sense o f the
contemporary ideology o f companionate marriage”, see Claire Connolly, ‘Writing the U nion’, A cts o f
Union: The Causes, Contexts, and Consequences o f the A ct o f Union, ed. Daire Keogh and Kevin
Whelan (Dublin: Four Courts Press, 2001) 181.
Dougherty 207.
Ibid.
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themselves available to the explorer, the settler, the adventurer” .

Pro- unionists may

have envisaged national marriage as an opportunity to be assimilated into Britain, but
for anti-unionists, it was a humiliating sign o f Irish subordination to British violence
and coercion.^'^ As the feminised wife-cum-coloniai-subject, Ireland was presumed
“to lack political capacity, to be incapable o f developing beyond a natural limit, to
25

require rule by others”.

In response to these anti-unionist arguments, the early national tales o f
Edgeworth, Owenson, and M aturin attempted to restructure the image o f Anglo-Irish
marriage through a cultivation o f reciprocal respect and regard. Refuting current
negative stereotypes o f Ireland, such novels provided their overwhelmingly English
audience with a lesson in Irish culture and society. So, for instance, in O w enson’s The
Wild Irish Girl, the Irish princess, Glorvina, assumes the responsibility of combating
the “decided prejudice” the English hero, Horatio M ortimer possesses against a
country he assumes “semi-barbarous” and “semi-civilized” .^^ She accordingly tutors
Horatio in the subject o f Irish antiquity and culture so that he m ight appreciate the
true height o f Irish civilisation. Similarly, in The Wild Irish Boy, M aturin’s young
hero travels to London to show that Irishmen are far from “degraded beings” {Wild
Irish Boy 3:134). And, in The Milesian Chief, Connal O ’M orven reveals to the
Continental beauty, Armida Fitzalban, the m agnificence and despair o f “the desert
shores” o f Ireland {Milesian C h ief \

His success in this endeavour is so great that

Armida abandons all - her talents, fame, fortune, and society - to follow him in his
doomed fight for Irish freedom.
As suggested by the prominence o f Irish bards, ancient ruins, and the Ossian
myths in these three novels, antiquarianism plays a key role in the re-education o f
English hero and English audience alike. For Owenson, in fact, it was this sense of
antiquarianism that enabled her deliberate (re)construction o f a romantic Ireland
characterised by an ancient, Gaelic, and undefiled nature. By highlighting interaction
with a Gaelic past, by way o f the heroine’s vast antiquarian knowledge, as a crucial
part o f H oratio’s education about Ireland, Owenson harnessed, in Nicola W atson’s

A lan B e w e ll, R om an ticism a n d C o lo n ia l D ise a se (B altim ore, M D: Johns H opkins U P , 1999) 23.
D ou gherty 207.
M ary Jean Corbett, A lle g o rie s o f Union in Irish a n d E nglish W riting, 1 7 9 0 -1 8 7 0 (Cam bridge:
C am bridge U P , 2 0 0 0 ) 16
S yd n ey O w enson , Lady M organ, The W ild Irish G irl, ed. and introd. Claire C on n olly and Stephen
C op ley (1806; London: Pickering and Chatto, 2 0 00) 10. Future references are to this edition and are
given parenthetically in the text.
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terms, “the energy o f the sentimental plot to underwrite national identity” .^’ Romantic
antiquarianism , in other words, allowed Owenson to rehabilitate, rather than suppress,
the novel o f sensibility, which, by the late-eighteenth and early-nineteenth centuries,
was seen to prom ote revolutionary tendencies. By linking excessive ‘feeling’ - the
antithesis to reason - to rebellion, many authors at the turn o f the century specifically
responded to the plot o f sensibility by producing narratives that em phasised the
containm ent o f individual desire in the promotion o f national virtue.^* But, in The
Wild Irish Girl, feeling is precisely that which Horatio lacks. Accordingly, the novel
proposes a new definition o f virtue founded upon what James Kelly has recently
identified as “active sensibility” rather than “active citizenship” .
Kelly m aintains that The Wild Irish Girl plots H oratio’s gradual recognition
.

.

.

.

that m am age to Glorvm a is where “true political agency” is located.
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•

It is for this

reason that the Earl o f M .’s idea o f virtue — conceived o f in a classical republican
sense as an active life o f public and political virtue, exercised through m ilitary and
political service — gradually gives way to a notion o f virtue fijndamentally allied with
both pleasure and affection. Privileging “the sweets o f virtue” , and through it, “the
enjoym ents o f the mind, the pleasures o f the imagination, [and] the affections of the
heart”, the novel enacts a m ove from the Earl’s active citizenship to a cultural
nationalist understanding o f virtue {Wild Irish Girl 161).^'* H oratio’s final romantic
trium ph over his father com pletes this transition to a politic o f sentim ental affection.
W ith this new sense o f virtue, Horatio shall govern his Irish tenants w ith due respect
for the “ardour o f disposition” and “vehemence o f soul” which ultim ately “nurtures
their better qualities beyond the growth o f moderate excellence” {W ild Irish Girl 242).
Against this vision o f a sentimental politics sponsored by antiquarianism and
its sense o f a glorified Irish past. The Wild Irish Boy offers a forceful critique.
Foreshadow ing The M ilesian C h ie fs sense o f tragedy attendant to an identity founded
upon the glories o f a dead past, The Wild Irish Boy constructs antiquarianism as false,
m isleading, and irrational. O rm sby’s early introduction to the O ssian m yths inspires
in him a highly rom antic vision o f a world peopled by wonderful but downtrodden
peasants in need o f a champion. Formed before he has ever seen Ireland, this quixotic
image o f Ireland purposely highlights Orm sby’s impressionable character and
” W atson 111.
Ibid. 3.
K elly, ‘Q uestioning A g en cy ’ 25.
” Ibid, 35,
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suggests the ways in which his excessive sensibility may m ask his understanding of
the world. Appropriately, the educational process that ensues after O rm sby’s arrival to
Ireland crucially reverses H oratio’s: rather than being taught an emotional and
affective attachment to Ireland, as Horatio is in The Wild Irish Girl, Ormsby must
rectify his excessive sensibility and its romantic vision o f Ireland before approaching
a true understanding o f Ireland.
In this, Ormsby not only prefigures Scott’s romantic hero, Edward W averley,
but also emerges as, in m any ways, a typical Edgeworthian hero. Largely eschewing
the antiquarianism driving Owenson, Edgeworth focused not on the cultivation of
affectivity but on the ‘proper’ education o f the Anglo-Irish landlord. In real terms, this
constituted an education away from irresponsible practices and a detrimental
connection to a Gaelic past - an education, as it were, to rationality. Illustrating the
need for this particular education. Ennui (1809) depicts the necessity o f Lord
Glenthom ultimately overcoming both his habitual ennui and a dangerously
compelling feudal past represented in the figure o f the Irish peasant woman, Ellinor.
G lenthom ’s early dependence on his old nurse’s tales and perspective ontologically
inserts him into a feudal past in which the Irish peasants dependent on him seem
“bom for [his] use” .^' Seduced by Ellinor and the native Irish tenants o f his estate,
Glenthom must battle to overcome his enchantment. His necessary education at the
hands o f his agent, Mr. M ’Leod, and, later. Lord Y., becomes, in this scenario, an
ontological battle to oust “the (native) demons that have taken possession o f the earl’s
32

imagination and heart”.

Following M ’Leod’s example, Glenthom learns “the

advantage of education” and the importance of knowledge as a landlord and
participant in the legislation o f Ireland {Ennui 193). G lenthom ’s decision to adopt his
real identity as Ellinor’s son, relinquishing his estate to the tm e Glenthom heir,
Christy O ’Donoghoe, further contributes to his legitimating education. Reborn, by the
end o f the novel, as the rightful owner of the Glenthom estate, Glenthom effectively
severs his ties to Ellinor and his Irish heritage. By so doing, he becom es neither
absentee landlord nor the son of an Irish peasant but a newly and lawfully empowered
landow ner who m les by right and reason.
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To crown Glenthom’s achievement, Edgeworth concluded Ennui, as she
concluded The Absentee (1812) and Ormond (1816) after it, with a symbolically
weighty marriage. Glenthom’s choice o f his Irish bride operates both as an index of
the necessity o f Ellinor’s symbolic death and as an illustration o f the ideal (future)
relationship between England and Ireland. Choosing Cecilia Delamere - “the most
amiable and the most lovely o f women” - over the "''striking-fascinating-bewitching"
Lady Geraldine, Glenthom cements the gradual transformation effected by his
education {Ennui 305, 203). Symbolically, Glenthom’s adoption o f ‘Delamere’ over
‘O ’Donoghoe’ enacts Glenthom’s final rejection of the past and his complete
adherence to reform. Marriage to Cecilia, predicated not only upon Glenthom’s
“conquering [of] habitual indolence” {Ennui 320), but also on his destmction of an
earlier Irish identity, emblematises Edgeworth’s hopes for the future o f Ireland - the
retum of the absentee, his re-education, and his acknowledgement o f his “interest” in
Ireland.^"* In Edgeworth’s mind, these steps would ultimately lead to a reconstmction
of Irish land management practices and relationships.
Yet even the hopeful new beginning symbolised by Glenthom’s marriage and
the re-construction o f Glenthom Castle is troubled by a sense o f doubt. Despite
Glenthom’s adoption o f reform and his allegorical marriage, there remain suggestions
that his habitual ennui, the ontological pull of his former (Irish-Catholic) associations,
may continue to exert a dangerous pressure on him. Indeed, Glenthom can only
“flatter” him self that he will not “relapse into indolence” {Ennui 323). Not quite sure
of his continued ability to resist ennui, Glenthom leaves it to his “judicious” and
“benevolent” reader to “infer” that he has not, in fact, reverted to his former habits
{Ennui 321).
A similarly doubtful conclusion disrapts the idylls ostensibly promoted by
both Maturin’s Wild Irish Boy and Edgeworth’s The Absentee. In the former, despite
Ormsby’s newfound appreciation for domestic establishment, the future o f allegorical
marital bliss promised by his reunion with his wife and family refuses to concretise.
Suspended in a limbo world between the madness and incoherence o f London and the
I use this term in a Habermasian sense to connote “curious engagement”. In his recent investigation
o f the idea o f “public interest” in the nineteenth-century Irish novel, Joep Leerssen has suggested that it
is ‘interest’ in the Habermasian sense o f “the importance we attach when w e have a stake in something
or when something, or som eone, is useful or materially important to us” which prevailed in the earlynineteenth century and w hich informs Edgeworth’s use o f the word in her Irish novels; see Joep
Leerssen, ‘“Interesting to all the W orld” : Fiction, Interest, and the Public Sphere’, The Irish N ovel in
the Nineteenth Century: F acts and F ictions, ed. Jacqueline Belanger (Dublin: Four Courts Press, 2005)
58.
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domestic peace and calm promised by a return to the Irish countryside, Ormsby never
realises his private peace. In the same way, Lord C olam bre’s symbolic marriage to
Grace N ugent in The Absentee never actually occurs, but is, in fact, only related by an
Irish tenant to his brother in London as a dream he had. For Kim W alker and W illiam
McCormack, this incompletion fundamentally m anifests the novel’s refusal “to
indulge longing, or to mistake the wish for the deed”.

Larry’s “hope” that Miss

Nugent “will be sometime, and may be sooner than is expected, my lady viscountess
Colambre” effectively defers the novel’s picture of ideal landlord/tenant, English/Irish
r e l a t i o n s . I t becomes, instead, suspended in the quixotic realm o f dreams.^^
Concluding with Larry’s literal fantasy, the novel evocatively demonstrates
Edgew orth’s awareness that her paradigm for English-Irish relations was both
TO

“aspirational” and “conditional” .
The condition upon which Edgeworth’s ideal solution relied was, o f course,
the complicity o f the native Irish. The Burkean family-politic Edgeworth envisioned
ultimately depended upon a hierarchical social organisation in which the Irish
rem ained in an appropriately subordinate position, as suggested by the chaos and
m isrule characterising Castle Rackrent (1800) and its picture o f class distinctions
gone awry.^^ In Edgew orth’s inscription o f social organisation, marriage serves a very
im portant role. Y et subtle indications o f violence and coercion suggest that the private
unions o f her national tales cannot, like Union itself, resolve continued tensions
between England and Ireland, Anglo-Irish and native Irish. In The Absentee, for
instance, despite what Thomas Tracy has called the heroine’s “carefully vetted
marriageability” , unruly reminders o f Grace N ugent’s sexually and politically suspect
past continue to emerge in the text.'*'^ In the end, the text’s inability to swallow and/or
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erase Grace’s rebellious Catholic associations, as symbolised by her own name and
those of her mother and father, indicates a corresponding hesitancy to endorse the
image o f Union apparently presented by the novel’s conclusion."" Fittingly, Grace
momentarily reasserts her denied maternal (Irish) line:

When she was told o f the stigma that had been cast on her birth; the suspicions,
the disgrace, to which her mother had been subjected for so many years... Grace
could express her sensations only by repeating, in tones o f astonishment, pathos,
indignation - ‘My mother! - My mother! - My mother!’ {Absentee 256)

While Grace’s resistance is quickly contained, her emotional response fleetingly
reveals the instability o f the allegorical union proposed between her and Colambre.
A comparable situation occurs in Owenson’s earlier novel, The Wild Irish
Girl. For his part, Thomas Tracy has argued that Glorvina’s education gifts her with
an agency lacking in the heroines of Edgeworth’s Irish novels; in other words,
Glorvina refuses to act merely as a possession to be passed among the male
characters. Instead, as Tracy has maintained, she shares power and authority over the
Irish tenants o f Inismore first with her father and then with Horatio after their
marriage.'’^ Tracy’s arguments, however, inadequately account both for the continued
indications o f inequality in Glorvina’s marriage to Horatio and Owenson’s final
inability to escape the ‘possession’ of marriage. Significantly, the advantages gained
by both parties are strikingly disparate. Glorvina gains socially with her ‘respectable’
marriage, but what she secures essentially amounts to salvation from almost certain
poverty and spinsterhood. Horatio, on the other hand, not only gains the traditional
right that effectively completes his authority and legitimacy in Ireland but also
ensures the continuation of his estate. Owenson’s emphasis on the mutual affection
shared between hero and heroine only blurs the indications of coercion in the union; it
cannot overcome the essential violence underpinning the narrative’s resolution to the

For the suggestions evoked by the names ‘Grace N ugent’, ‘St. O m er’, and ‘Reynolds’, see, for
instance, Robert Tracy 13-14; W.J. McCormack, Ascendancy and Tradition in Anglo-Irish Literary
History from 1789 to 1939 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1985) 141-142; McCormack and Walker,
‘Introduction’ xxiii-xxiv; Julia Anne Miller, ‘Acts of Union: Family Violence and National Courtship
in Maria Edgew orth’s The Absentee and Sydney Owenson’s The Wild Irish G irl', Border Crossings:
Irish Women Writers and National Identities, ed. Kathryn Kirkpatrick (Tuscaloosa, AL: Univ. of
Alabama Press, 2000) 20-21, and Thomas Tracy 99-100.
Thomas Tracy 97-98.
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“Irish problem” .'*^ Rehant on Glorvina’s wilUng consent to a forceful English
embrace, this is, as Mary Jean Corbett has maintained, m erely rape m asquerading as
blissful marital accord.'*'^
Although Glorvina finally concedes to marriage with Horatio, she first
registers her resistance to submission and the violence employed to obtain it.
Emotionally reacting to the death o f her father - removed from the text in order to
facilitate what Julia Anne M iller has called “the transformation o f the past colonial
violence into a family secret” - Glorvina highlights her unwillingness to play along
with the project of forgetting the past so crucial to the union o f her family with
H oratio’s.''^ Her hysterical outburst at her father’s funeral - “with a piercing shriek
she exclaimed, - ‘W hich o f you m urdered my father?” ’ {Wild Irish Girl 234) exposes the violence and coercion underlying the marriage. M ore than that, it
proposes the possibility of G lorvina’s refusal to remain silent about the family secret.
Several years after the publication of The Wild Irish Girl, M aturin m agnified
this sense o f doubt about the ability to forget the past in The M ilesian Chief.
Entrenched in the past o f Gaelic glory and supremacy, the novel’s hero, Connal
O ’M orven, is seen as a vampiric figure, neither fully alive nor fully dead. His
relationship with the Continental heroine, Armida Fitzalban, expresses this
fundamental confusion o f his identity: alive to the beauty and appeal o f ‘enlightened’
culture and society, as represented by Armida, Connal is nevertheless vitally and selfdestructively attached to the past. As such, Connal becomes a powerful evocation o f
the schizophrenia o f a nation caught between the past and modernity.
In Katie Trum pener’s arguments. The Milesian C/i/e/forcefully underlines the
need for tradition: to overcome the hollowness of her high European background,
Armida m ust cultivate an attachm ent to the local by receiving a ‘re-education’ in Irish
song, harp music, and Ossianic poems. With Arm ida’s newfound national feeling,
Trumpener has contended, The M ilesian C hief stages an important evolution from
Continental detachment to vested interest; in so doing, clinical antiquarianism gives
way to a revolutionary romanticism founded upon “the ‘wild energy’ o f national
feeling” ."^^ In m any ways, however, M aturin’s narrative specifically argues against the
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dangers of this kind of Owenson-esque affective attachment to the past and its
tradition. In fact, Connal’s downfall ultimately proves to be his difficulties in
relinquishing the past and its hold over him. The tradition of continued resistance to
the British, as embodied by Connal’s staunchly revolutionary grandfather, proves
disastrous, and the failed rebellion, rather than vindicating tradition as an appropriate
basis for national feeling, purposely condemns it. In the end, Connal’s executed body,
and the defeat it symbolises, becomes a sign of tradition’s fundamental threat to the
modem nation.
Fittingly, throughout Maturin’s novel, Cormal is envisioned as a vampire, the
living-dead representative of the past and its parasitic destruction o f modem Ireland.
Fifteen years later, Owenson similarly explored the past’s continued dismption of the
present in The O'Briens and the O ’Flahertys (1827). The resulting narrative is a
“militant history o f colonialism”, with a plot that continuously emphasises the return
of “a traumatic and raw past” to haunt the future.'^’ The apostasy quietly but
insidiously undermining social order in Edgeworth’s Irish novels erupts in full force
in The O ’Briens and the O ’Flahertys, as “[t]he sacrilegious crimes o f Murrough
O ’Brien, Lord Inchiquin, Cromwell’s apostate general” are revisited on his
descendants.

As Joep Leerssen has cogently argued, The O ’Briens and the

O ’Flahertys, like The Milesian C/zze/'before it, establishes Gaelic Ireland as
“inherently a matter o f the past” ."*^ Rather than the realm o f antiquarian authority
fundamentally empowering and authorising the present, as in The Wild Irish Girl, the
past becomes an inescapable weight preventing Ireland’s advancement into
modernity.
In terms o f his spatial relocation from the Continent to Ireland, Owenson’s
hero, Murrough O ’Brien, is a more conventional national tale hero than Maturin’s
Connal O ’Morven. Nevertheless, both characters resemble each other in their
simultaneous attraction to and repulsion from an Irish history that fundamentally
undermines both present and future. Embroiled in revolutionary attempts invariably
interpreted textually as lost causes, Murrough and Coimal are each desperately but
Ibid. 145; Claire Connolly, ‘Writing the U nion’ 186.
Sydney Owenson, Lady Morgan, The O ’Briens and the O 'F lahertys, introd. Mary Campbell (1827;
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futilely engaged in the reconciliation of a m odem nation-politic with a history o f “six
hundred years o f misery and oppression” {The O ’Briens 45). M aturin’s hero is
accordingly described as “the last o f a fallen race, on whose single head the
accumulated evils o f past ages have fallen, who, stunned by the crash, is looking
round, not how to escape, but how to perish with dignity” {Milesian C h ief 2 \li) . He
is, quite literally, “em barked in the wreck of a ruined nam e” , wishing only to lie down
with his dead ancestors and be forgotten {Milesian C h ief 2:3S). But that is precisely
M aturin’s point: the past cannot be forgotten. Insistently haunting the present, the past
refuses any kind o f progressive vision for the future.
For his part, Tom Dunne has claimed that The O 'Briens and the O 'Flahertys
ultimately re-iterates The Wild Irish Girl's sense of confrontation with the past as a
healing and reconciling process.^' And yet, the overwhelm ing em phasis in the text, as
in M aturin’s M ilesian C h ief is the sense o f history tragically erupting in the present
with a destructive stagnating force; the Irish, Lady Honoria says, “will be drowned,
and nobody shall save [them]” {The O ’Briens 85). This ruinous past is embodied in
M urrough O ’B rien’s father, Lord Arranmore. Like his counterpart in The Milesian
C h ief - C onnal’s grandfather - Lord Arranmore is “buried in the past, unconnected
with the present - the world forgetting, and long since by the w orld forgot” {The
O ’Briens 112-113). His son, though “an epitome o f the regenerated age to which he
belonged”, is nevertheless seen to possess a misguided perception o f Ireland. Despite
his liberal education, O ’Brien has had his mind filled with “popular and poetical
fallacies” of Ireland’s glorious past {The O ’Briens 212). As a result, he is, in many
ways, as “visionary” and “fanciful” as his father {The O ’Briens 212).
In order to emphasise the detriment o f this loyalty to “the barbarous times, so
falsely called heroic”, Owenson deliberately constructed a powerful Gothic subtext
highlighting Ireland as a disruptively fantastical location {The O 'Briens 212).
M anifesting chaos and disorder. Gothic elements like the “dism antled and
dilapidated” O ’Brien family home {The O ’Briens 260), the spectral image o f Beavoin
O ’Flaherty, the secret underground passages of Dublin Castle, and the superhuman
figure o f O ’B rien’s foster-brother Shane, voice the fear o f the fragm entation and
destruction o f identity. Consequently, it is not the (failed) revolution that represents
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the overriding fear o f the novel, but “the impossibility of identity” animating the
Gothic genre.

c2

Arguably, Owenson’s most compelling Gothic strategy is the adaptation of the
technique o f embedded texts to suggest the fragmentation o f identities. This is a
strategy Maturin had taken to an almost parodic level in Melmoth the Wanderer, with
his many interpolated tales purposely drawing the reader further and further into a
state o f confusion and bewilderment mirroring that o f the novel’s fictional characters.
For Owenson, Murrough O ’Brien’s reading of “THE ANNALS OF ST. GRELLAN”
{The O ’Briens 214), the chronicle of his family from before the Biblical flood,
allowed her to repeatedly draw the reader’s attention to the shifting narrative
attention. From annalistic entry to O ’Brien’s response and back again, Owenson
deliberately layered the texts - ‘The Annals’ and her novel itself - into each other.
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In so doing, she posited the reading of ‘The Annals’ as that which enacts the “splitting
and confusion” o f O ’Brien’s subjectivity.^'' Both repulsed and fascinated in turns,
O ’Brien reads the past as something innately removed from his modem self but
simultaneously “experiences moments o f identification, of weird recognition”.^^
Identity becomes not a question of past or present but an entanglement of
temporalities:

He now saw [the Irish] as they were, a barbarous people, checked in their
natural progress towards civilization by a foreign government, to the full as
barbarous as themselves ... Still he saw them valiant, proud, and spirited; highly
endowed, fiill of that creative imagination which constitutes genius, and
animated by those strong passions which ... lead to social advancement. {The
O ’Briens 231 -2)

In this way, the cultural translation of history represented by ‘The Annals’ alienates
both subject and object. Just as, in Homi Bhabha’s words, “the ‘given’ content [of
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cultural translation] becomes alien and estranged”, so too does O ’B rien’s
subjectivity.^^
In the end, only exile remains for O ’Brien. Implored to leave Ireland, where he
cannot do good, but may cause evil”, O ’Brien escapes to France and commits him self
to the principles o f the m odem nation-state Ireland had proven unable to countenance
{The O ’Briens 518). His subjective alienation is thus concretised in expulsion from
Ireland. Even m ore pessim istically for the Irish nation, however, his marriage to
Beavoin O ’Flaherty, his hereditary enemy and the one-time abbess o f the Abbey of
M oycullen, essentially repeats history. M irroring a marriage chronicled in ‘The
A nnals’, their marriage suggests Ireland’s entrapment in a repetitive loop.^^ As it does
so, it em phasises the fimdamental fact that, even the representative o f modernity, the
proponent o f what Julia W right has called “inaguaral” nationalism versus the
“antiquarian” or “rom antic” nationalism o f the novel’s other native Irish characters,
falls prey to the past.

Far from being a symbol o f reconciliation and unification,

O ’B rien’s m arriage to Beavoin indicates ongoing strife. Further, it highlights the
continued com plexity o f narrating Ireland as a m odem nation precisely because the
past refuses to relinquish its hold on the present.
The troubled nature o f the marriage concluding The O ’Briens and the
O ’Flahertys is symptomatic o f Owenson’s growing alienation from the idea o f
reconciliation. As Trumpener has persuasively argued, the national tale’s shift from
celebratory nationalism to increasing separatism translated into “culm inating acts o f
union ... fraught with unresolved tensions”. T h i s led to “prolonged courtship
complications, to marital crises, and even ... to national divorce”, the trauma o f which
underm ined the national characters’ mental stability, often to the point o f breakdown
and in s a n ity .S o , for instance, in The Milesian Chief, Arm ida Fitzalban experiences
increasing bouts o f mental incoherence as she attempts to deal with the reality o f her
love for Connal and his involvement with national rebellion. And, in Women; or,
Pour et Centre (1818), the Continental heroine, Zaira Dalmatiani, descends into a
state o f m adness brought about by the discovery that Eva W entworth, the wom an to
H om i K. Bhabha, The L o ca tio n o f C ulture {London: R outledge, 1994) 163.
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whom her lover had once been betrothed, is actually her long lost daughter. Similarly,
in Melmoth the Wanderer, Immalee experiences “many dreams ... many — many
wanderings” as she awaits her sentence in the Inquisition prisons {Melmoth 532).
Pursued by the image, and, indeed, the mysterious presence, o f her lover, the
eponymous Wanderer, Immalee can find no peace. Even her death and its promise of
Paradise is marred by the troubling question; “Will he be therel" {Melmoth 533).
Owenson’s The Missionary: An Indian Tale (1811) echoes this breakdown o f mental
stability. Anticipating the ritualistic murder o f her lover, Hilarion, by Inquisition
authorities, Luxima finds her mind “wandering and unsettled”.^' Culturally alienated
by her relationship with Hilarion, Luxima undergoes a process of identity
fragmentation that translates directly into mental derangement and insanity.^^
On the one hand, these instances of madness highlight the later national tale’s
understanding o f irrevocable divisions in the personal and national psyche. On the
other, however, this mental and emotional turmoil, along with the problematised
marriages and courtships that attend it, is far from the domain o f the later national tale
alone. As early as 1800, Edgeworth’s Castle Rackrent had presciently recorded the
stance subtly and not so subtly underpinning the national tales to follow: best wishes
aside, these national tales repeatedly conclude that the violence of national union
cannot be resolved, or even effectively papered over, by allegorical marriages and
their ensuing establishment o f domestic accord. Although not a national tale in terms
o f a joumey o f discovery or an allegorical marriage plot, Castle Rackrent forcefully
charts the failure of Edgeworth’s Burkean family-politic alongside the disintegration
o f the Rackrent family itself What Willa Murphy has called the “grotesque couplings,
abusive partnerships, failed marriage and divorce” of the novel are, in this context,
symptomatic o f the family members’ inability to adapt to modem circumstances.^^
Hanging on to a notion of the family’s ‘true’ identity, as emblematised by their
abjured O ’Shaughlin name, the Rackrents fail to submit to ontological reform as
Edgeworth envisioned it. As a result, they remain fiindamentally incompatible with

Sydney Owenson, Lady Morgan, The M issionary: An Indian Tale, ed. Julia M. Wright (1811;
Ontario: Broadview Press, 2002) 251.
For this argument, see Trumpener, B ardic Nationalism 146. For a contrasting argument, see Joseph
Lew, ‘“Unprepared for Sudden Transformations”; Identity and Politics in M elm oth the W anderer',
Studies in the N ovel 26.2 (1994); 173-195, LION 18 March 2003 <http;//lion.chadwyck.co.uk>; 2.
Willa Murphy, ‘A Queen o f Hearts or an Old Maid?; Maria Edgeworth’s Fictions o f U nion’, A cts o f
Union: The Causes, Contexts, and Consequences o f the A ct o f Union, ed. Daire Keogh and Kevin
Whelan (Dublin; Four Courts Press, 2001) 188.
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her re-imagined nation. Their failed and barren marriages attest to this essential
irreconcilability.
W orking from this symbolic use o f marriage, the national tales following Castle
Rackrent insistently re-inscribe its tension and doubt about the future o f national
union. Despite significantly allegorical marriages that ostensibly reconcile England to
Ireland, there rem ain doubts that cannot and should not be ignored. This is true even
in the earliest instances o f the national tale, which insist on the revelation o f violence
and coercion m arring their apparently idyllic marriages. In later national tales such as
The M ilesian C h ief and The O ’Briens and the O ’Flahertys, m arriage’s failure
effectively to deal with personal and national divisions becomes more pronounced.
Nevertheless, these instances of m arriage’s deterioration m ust not be divorced from
the precedence o f earlier national tales or eighteenth-century works such as ‘The
Story o f an Injured Lady’ or The Fair Hibernian. Instead, the continuum between
these works invites us to re-evaluate our understanding o f the national tale. W hile
such works evidently yearn for reconciliation, we m ust question the success o f the
allegorical marriage plot to effect this goal. Like the past that continuously threatens
to erupt in the present and ftiture, these precarious conclusions emphasise potential
breakdown and disorder. Correspondingly, marriage functions less as a sign of
peaceful establishm ent than one o f fearful anticipation of inadequately suppressed
national upheaval.

‘An Uncontaminated N a m e ’? The National Tale and the H istorical Novel

Far from existing in a kind of literary vacuum, the Irish national tale m aintained
a symbiotic relationship o f influence with m any other genres. The m ost significant o f
these, in terms o f this discussion, is the historical novel. It is no coincidence that
M aturin’s M ilesian C h ief

along with Scott’s Waverley (1814), is said to

initiate the national tale’s transformation into historical novel. Locating an Irish work
at the beginnings o f a literary form predominantly associated with Sir W alter Scott
and his novels o f the Scottish nation suggests the ways in which these two forms
interact. On the one hand, as Katie Trumpener has argued, each genre reflects its
“respective origins in differing historical and cultural experiences” - the Dublin of
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1806 and the Edinburgh of 1814.®“* Scott’s temporal distance from the Anglo-Scottish
Union in 1707 fundamentally enabled his aesthetic o f “moderation, proportion, and
common sense”.®^ This middle-road position, however, was essentially unavailable to
Irish writers living in an unstable and ambivalent environment in which Union
remained a very recent and very contentious settlement. On the other hand, despite
these situational differences, the two genres o f Irish national tale and Scottish
historical novel remain highly interconnected.^®
Scott him self recognised the debt his historical novel owed to the example set by
his Irish contemporaries. It is for this reason that, in the 1829 general preface to his
first novel, Waverley; or, 'Tis Sixty Years Since, Scott paid guarded tribute to Maria
Edgeworth. Although his tale had been begun, lost, and completely forgotten,
Edgeworth’s tales of Irish life recalled Scott to his “mislaid manuscript” {Waverley
352).®^ Her works, Scott suggested, had done more towards “completing the Union”
than any o f the “legislative enactments” by which it was followed {Waverley 352).
More than that, they inspired him with the hope of similarly introducing the Scottish
people to his English readership.
Acknowledging Edgeworth in this way, Scott simultaneously distanced himself
from the Irish national tale by denigrating the example set by Sydney Owenson.
Despite his own attraction to the antiquarianism animating The Wild Irish Girl, as
seen in early non-novelistic works like Minstrelsy o f the Scottish Border {1802) and
The Lay o f the Last Minstrel (1805), Scott carefully dissociated himself from
Owenson’s implicitly ridiculous sensibility. He did so by deliberately poking fun at a
‘Glorvina’ figure, “with a profusion of auburn hair, and a harp, the soft solace o f her
solitary hours, which she fortunately finds always the means of transporting from
castle to cottage”, in Waverley's introductory chapter {Waverley 4). Scott’s playful
ridicule served to highlight not so much a disdain for the Irish national tale but a
personal desire to separate him self from “the craft of Romance-writing” in general
{Waverley 353).

Trumpener, Bardic Nationalism 132.
Fiona Robertson, Legitimate Histories: Scott, Gothic, and the Authorities o f Fiction (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1994) 22. Officially, Scotland and England joined together with the Union of Crowns
in 1603, when James VI o f Scotland became James I o f England. This was subsequently followed by
the Treaty o f Union in 1707.
“ Trumpener, Bardic Nationalism 132.
For the argument that it was The Absentee, rather than Castle Rackrent, as is commonly assumed,
that drew Scott back to Waverley, see Marilyn Butler, Maria Edgeworth: A Literary Biography
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1972) 394.
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This desire had emerged earlier in the introduction to Waverley, when the
narrator informed the reader that ‘W averley’ had been chosen as a title precisely
because it was “an uncontaminated name” {Waverley 3). Yet ‘W averley’ was
anything but neutral. As Trumpener has argued, Scott’s claim for independence from
novelistic precedent is fundamentally undermined by the nam e’s prior use in
Charlotte Sm ith’s D esm ond (1792) and Jane W est’s The Loyalists: An Historical
Novel (1812).^* Purposely ignoring these prior fictions, Scott betrayed his wish to
proclaim the novel as an appropriately masculine domain, m uch as M aturin had
arguably done in his heavily intertextual novel, The Wild Irish Boy (1808).^^ This
mutual need to re-appropriate the novel derived from the genre’s im plicit gender
borders: from its beginnings in the works o f Richardson and Fielding, the novel had
gradually come to be understood as a ‘fem ale’ genre, m arked by the associated
pejorative connotations of irrational thinking and radical sensibility. By the early
decades o f the nineteenth century, what Ina Ferris has identified as a “rhetoric of
gender and genre” established the terms by which the ongoing debate about fiction, its
cultural position, and that of its authors was e n a c t e d . A s a result, by the time Scott
wrote his novels in the early-nineteenth century, he could be understood to initiate a
“m asculine capturing” o f the novel; through his works, the novel was re-appropriated
•

•
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•

as a male discourse and novel-writing legitimated as “a manly practice” .

Following this understanding o f Scott as a central generic innovator, m ost
m odem Scott scholarship has placed the W averley novels over and above
contem porary fiction writing. Scott is correspondingly seen as “the sole inventor o f
72

the historical novel” .

Yet positioning Scott at the top o f a hierarchy which defines

his relationship with his contemporaries primarily in terms o f transform ation and
patronage largely ignores the important ways in which Scott’s novels represent the
convergence o f genres (and, implicitly, genders). In fact, m uch like the national tale,
Scott’s historical novels begin with rom ance’s constitutive quest for unified and
unitary identity. Through his heroes and their adventures in a romantic “mental
landscape” created in order to contrast an “idyllic world” and a “dem onic” or “nighf ’
Trum pener, B ardic N ationalism 139.
On M aturin’s strategies for m asculinising the novel, see Jacqueline Pearson, ‘M asculinizing the
Novel: W om en W riters and Intertextuality in C harles R obert M aturin’s The W ild Irish B o y ', Studies in
R om anticism 36.4 (1997): 635-650, LIO N i June 2004 < http://lion.chadw yck.co.uk>: 1-8.
Ina Ferris, The A chievem ent o f Literary A uthority: Gender, H istory, a n d the W averley N o vels (Ithaca,
NY: C ornell UP, 1991) 5.
Claire C onnolly, ‘Irish R om anticism ’ 417; Ferris, The A chievem ent o f L iterary A uthority 80.
Trum pener, B ardic N ationalism 141.
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w o r ld ,S c o tt explored states o f personal and national “dissolution, decay, [and]
chaos” to finally re-establish private and public stability.^"* In so doing, he outlined the
necessary collapse o f outdated socio-cultural systems in favour o f modernism. As
with Edgeworth, Owenson, and Maturin, however, Scott’s conclusions remain all too
aware o f their reliance on romance. The authoritative discourse o f history only
problematically effects the personally and nationally entwined reconciliations
concluding Scott’s works. Correspondingly, the threatening spectre o f a rebellious
past ineffectively subdued continues to haunt Scott’s seemingly simple ‘Glorvina
solutions’.
Tracing two o f the national tale’s most distinctive features - the journey of
discovery, and the allegorical marriage - we can see how the historical novel both
evolved from its predecessor and retained much of its underlying doubt. Heavily
reliant on the fonn of the national tale, Waverley preserves both o f these
characteristics, focusing indicatively on a hero who emerges as very much a
characteristic national tale hero. Like Owenson’s Horatio Mortimer, Edgeworth’s
Lord Glenthom, and, less typically, Maturin’s Armida Fitzalban, Waverley travels
from a generally intelligible and reassuring cosmopolitan society to a confusing,
disconcerting, and unstable rural environment. Through his experiences in the
peripheries o f the nation, immersed in an allegiance to an outdated past, Waverley
comes to a comprehension o f a new social system and its values. Only then can he
return to “the modem world” accompanied by “a new understanding [of] its nature
and structure” .^^
As a sign o f this new beginning both for Waverley and for Scotland, a
figuratively weighty marriage concludes the novel. Scott’s re-inscription o f a
nationally allegorical marriage comes as no surprise. As would be the case with the
Anglo-Irish Union almost a century later, the debate over Anglo-Scottish Union in the
late-sixteenth and early-seventeenth centuries often centred on the idea o f marriage.
Anti-unionists, like those in Ireland, envisioned the Union as a marriage between two
ineluctably unequal partners. So, for instance, William W right’s The Comical History
o f the Marriage-Union betwixt Fergusia and Heptarchus (1706) and James Clark’s
” Frye 53.
Fiona Robertson, ‘Romance and the Romantic Novel: Sir Walter Scott’, A Companion to Romance:
From C lassical to C ontem porary, ed. Corinne Saunders (Malden, MA: Blackwell, 2004) 296.
Liz Bellamy, ‘Regionalism and Nationalism: Maria Edgeworth, Walter Scott and the Definition o f
Britishness’, The R egion al N ovel in Britain and Ireland, 1800-1900, ed. K.D.M. Snell (Cambridge:
Cambridge UP, 19 9 8 )6 7 .
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Sco tla n d ’s Speech to H er Sons (1706?) deployed a m etaphor o f rape in order to
suggest Scotland’s victimisation at the hands o f England.’®In both texts, the potent
image o f rape, like that associated with the Irish Act o f Union, responded to the
perceived coercion and violence underlying the project o f union.’’ England, anti
unionists argued, stood to gain much more than Scotland did from Union. Certainly,
Scotland’s losses - Parliament, independence, and potential religious freedom seemed to outweigh any gains. Politically and symbolically effeminised by Union,
Scotland, like Ireland, risked becoming just another female colonial space making
itself available to the British coloniser.
W ritten over a century after Union, Waverley denies this suggestion o f rape by
creating a fictional marriage that re-envisions Union as an idealistic companionate
marriage. Peacefully content, W averley’s marriage allegorically represents a similarly
happy agreement between England and Scotland. More than that, it suggests that
Union was the means by which Scotland could progress into modernity. W edded to
the properly dom esticated Rose Bradwardine - in contrast to the wild and rebellious
Flora M aclvor - W averley symbolically abandons “the romance o f his life” in favour
o f “its real history” {Waverley 283). As he does so, he comes to an understanding o f
how m isguided his earlier romanticisation o f Scotland’s more prim itive culture and its
state o f rebellion against the Union had been. A more mature and knowledgeable
W averley can now view the defeat o f the Chevalier and his forces as an unfortunate
but necessary event in the establishment and maintenance o f a peaceful Britain.’*
The novel fittingly concludes with a toast to “The Prosperity o f the united
House o f W averley-Honour and Bradwardine!” {Waverley 339). To this salutation the
narrator optim istically adds that, “as no wish was ever uttered with more affectionate
sincerity, there are few which, allowing for the necessary mutability o f human events,
have been, upon the whole, more happily fulfilled” {Waverley 339). O f course, the

See W illiam W right, The C o m ic a l H isto ry o f the M a rria g e B etw ix t F e rg u sia a n d H ep ta rc h u s (1 7 0 6 ),
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(1 7 06?), E igh teen th C en tu ry C o lle c tio n s O nline, G ale Group 30 M arch 2005
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national union allegorically symbolised by the marriage o f Rose and Waverley had
proven anything but ‘happily fulfilled’ in Scott’s experience. And, at a basic level, the
synthesis represented by W averley’s marriage remains equally problematic, never
truly reconciling the competing forces o f Scottish and English, Jacobite and
Hanoverian, past and present/fiiture. Reliant on both the valorisation o f a properly
submissive Scottish population, embodied in the domesticated Rose, and the simple
destruction and/or exile of the more threatening, un-subdued Jacobite characters,
•

•

•

M*

•

Scott’s conclusion is essentially an act o f elision rather than one o f reconciliation.
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The history o f Jacobite revolution is not so much recounted here, as specifically
romanticised and removed of its threatening nature. Scott’s allegorical reconciliation,
in other words, fundamentally relies on a misrepresentation o f the past.
Nowhere is this more evident than with the “large and spirited painting” of
Waverley and Fergus Mac-Ivor hung in Bradwardine Castle after its restoration
{Waverley 338). Taken from “a spirited sketch” drawn in Edinburgh and then painted
by “an eminent London artist”, the painting not only represents the past at a double
remove, but also misrepresents and romanticises events. Fergus becomes “the
unfortunate Chief o f Glennaquoich” whose “ardent, fiery, and impetuous character” is
set in relief against Waverley’s “contemplative, fanciful, and enthusiastic expression”
(Waverley 338). Both figures are dressed in “their Highland dress” and set amidst a
scene o f “a wild, rocky, and mountainous pass” {Waverley 338). Beside the portrait
hang “the arms which Waverley had borne in the unfortunate civil war” {Waverley
338). Overall, the impression created by the painting and its accompanying arms
display is a romantic idealisation that denies the reality of the rebellion; it is, as
80

Watson suggests, “revolution reduced, with some re lie f... to styling” .

What the portrait finally proposes is a security dependent on a specific
romanticisation of the past in which the Jacobite revolution becomes re-historicised,
its danger displaced onto token radical figures finally and necessarily destroyed.
Literally whitewashing the violence of the past, the portrait symptomatically reveals
the superficial nature o f the narrative’s ostensibly optimistic ending. In so doing, it
hints at the ways in which Maturin’s much darker and far more pessimistic text. The
Milesian Chief, may be traced in Waverley. While Scott may have attributed his
revived interest in his ‘mislaid manuscript’ to Edgeworth and her national tales,
’’ ibid, 11.
Watson 133.
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M aturin’s The M ilesian C h ief was, as Trumpener has maintained, arguably the single
m ost important source for W averley}' Straddling the divide betw een early national
tales like The Wild Irish Girl and the historical novel inaugurated by Scott’s
Waverley, The M ilesian C h ief is seen to offer a sophisticated representation o f the
connection betw een cultural identity and historical context.

W hile still reliant on the

national tale’s opposition o f contrasting cultural regions, as indeed is Waverley, The
M ilesian C hief suggests the historical novel’s engagement with competing temporal
zones aligned with respective socio-political perspectives. W here Waverley and The
M ilesian C hief differ the most, however, is in their ability to reconcile these
oppositional forces. If the former can conclude with a relatively neat ‘Glorvina
solution’ coloured by a respectful nostalgia for a necessarily domesticated and
rom anticised past, the latter establishes only death and destruction: the national
rebellion fails miserably; Connal is executed for his part in the insurrection, and
Armida dies from self-dosed poison, dramatically draped across the body o f her lover.
For W illiam Patrick Day, the difference between the two novels proceeds
prim arily from a divergence in genre.

At the same time that The M ilesian C hief

contributes to the national tale’s transformation into the historical novel, it also
initiates the further generic fransformation o f national tale to Irish Gothic.

As such,

The M ilesian C h ie f adopts a more typically Gothic perspective o f the past than that o f
Waverley. In other words, M aturin’s novel conceives o f and presents the past in order
to underline history’s alienating function. By fantasising the past and m aking it into “a
function o f exotic atm osphere”. The Milesian C hief and the Gothic novel in general,
fransforms historical, chronological time into an illusion.
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•

As the violence o f the past

continues to emerge in the present, the two become not only linked, but inextricably
superimposed on one another. The result, for the individual, is an inability to resolve
the tension between past and present, and their respective epistemes o f pre-rationality
and modernity. In contrast, the historical novel attempts to reconcile the individual to
the idea that the past is fundamentally lost to the present. At the same time, however.
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its nostalgia for lost traditions and values produces a brief union between the past and
the present, forging a connection between what was and what is.*^
While Waverley clearly establishes chronological continuity as it
simultaneously suggests the necessary transition to modernity. The Bride o f
Lammermoor (1819) registers a shift into The Milesian C h iefs essentially Gothic
understanding of time.*’ Unlike Scott’s earlier novel, The Bride lacks any kind of
domestic or public resolution except death and familial dissolution: marriage between
Edgar Ravenswood and Lucy Ashton, representatives o f the novel’s two opposing
families and of the new and old orders, fails; Lucy attempts to murder the man chosen
for her husband and then dies herself, driven mad by her mother’s machinations and
her guilt over her broken promise to Ravenswood; challenged to a duel by Lucy’s
brother, Ravenswood rides out to meet his adversary only to drown in quicksand,
fulfilling a mysterious prophecy concerning his death. So, while the union o f estates
and nations projected at the end of Waverley suggests that history can be controlled,
and its conflicts resolved. The Bride ends without achieving any sort of mediation or
balance. We learn o f the necessary passage of the traditional order but are left with an
eerie void rather than a promise for Scotland’s peaceable future of (British)
modernity. As a result, the decline of tradition and antiquity becomes, rather than a
source o f romantic nostalgia, an event warranting intense regret.
Robert C. Gordon has persuasively argued that The Bride represents an
elemental disruption o f the balance between Scott’s love o f the past and his
acceptance o f the future.
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Gordon perhaps overstates the case when he further

contends that the novel enacts an “extreme reaction against modernism”, but Scott
clearly shied away from an easy reconciliation of the lost past with the present in The
Bride.
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If Waverley, in his perceived mediocrity, serves to bring together opposmg

poles of society and usher Scotland into modernity and a concomitant British identity,
Ravenswood proves too loyal to the past to effect such a resolution.^^ Ending with the
denial of marriage - the central symbol of socio-political compromise and resolution
Day 33.
For the argument that Scott drew much o f the inspiration and ideas for The Bride from Maturin’s The
M ilesian Chief, see Robertson, Legitim ate H istories 214-225.
** Robert C. Gordon, 'The B ride o f Lammermoor. A N ovel o f Tory Pessim ism ’, N ineteenth-C entury
Fiction 12.2(1957): 111.
Ibid.
Georg Lukacs’ early analysis o f Scott and his works established the persuasive argument that Scott’s
heroes are “typical characters nationally; but in the sense o f the decent and average, rather than the
eminent and all-embracing [as with epic heroes]”; see Georg Lukacs, The H istorical Novel, trans.
Hannah and Stanley M itchell (1937; Harmondsworth: Penguin Books, 1969) 36.
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- and the deaths o f the hero and heroine, as well as their respective family lines, the
novel ultimately enacts “the ghastly failure o f a recuperative romance o f private
life” .^' It thereby suggests that reconciliation between the past and present, the old
order and the new, rem ains fundamentally impossible. And it does so precisely by
indicating the final dominance o f a romantic and superstitious past, which exerts, like
Gaelic Ireland in Edgew orth’s national tales, a threatening but “peculiarly attractive”
ontological power.
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By confirming, in the end, his characters’ status as victims o f this

past and its particular romantic enchantment, Scott specifically denied Waverley's
superficial victory over history.
Fittingly, m uch like M aturin’s Connal O ’M orven, and, later, O w enson’s
M urrough O ’Brien, Edgar Ravenswood begins the novel already victim ised by his
fam ily’s ruinous past. The descendant o f “a race of powerful and warlike barons”, and
a family line said to extend “to a remote period o f antiquity”, Ravenswood is the only
heir o f a once-great family now dispossessed and disgraced.

His father, responsible

for the fam ily’s final fall from grace in his espousal o f the Jacobite cause in the civil
war o f 1689, nevertheless attributes “the final declension o f his family” to Sir W illiam
Ashton, the new proprietor o f the Ravenswood estate {The Bride 15). Honouring Lord
Ashton with “his full portion o f hatred”, Ravenswood senior passes on to his son his
insatiable desire for retaliation and retribution {The Bride 15). This “legacy of
vengeance” anim ates Edgar’s existence {The Bride 19).
As in The M ilesian Chief, however, the hero’s decided prejudice undergoes a
drastic re-evaluation upon his introduction to the daughter o f his perceived enem y Armida Fitzalban and Lucy Ashton respectively. In both novels, this introduction
occurs in strikingly Gothic terms, as the hero rescues his heroine from almost-certain
death: Connal saves Arniida literally from the precipice o f death, as her carriage
teeters dangerously near the edge o f a cliff; in The Bride, Ravenswood effects a
“wonderful deliverance”, by which both Lucy and her father are rescued from the
fatal advance o f a wild bull {The Bride 38). The mingled fear and attraction Armida
feels for her rescuer, often depicted as a vampire-like figure, is, like the vampire
victim ’s sim ultaneous desire for and repulsion towards the ‘undead’ figure.

Ian D uncan, M odern R om ance and Transform ations o f the N ovel: The Gothic, Scott, and D ickens
(C am bridge; C am bridge UP, 1992) 136.
^ Sharon M urphy 147.
Sir W alter Scott, The B ride o f Lam m erm oor, ed. J.H. A lexander (1819; Edinburgh: Edinburgh UP,
1995) 14. Future references are to this edition and are given parenthetically in the text.
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symptomatic o f the novel’s understanding o f the past as a dangerously compelling
ontological state. Similarly, in The Bride, Ravenswood’s rescue o f Lucy, although
apparently initiating his relinquishment of his ancestral hatred, finally highlights the
past’s continued hold over the future.
Appropriately, Ravenswood’s relationship with Lucy is largely conducted
amidst the ruins of the Mermaiden’s Well. Having been informed of the legend o f illfated love surrounding this well, the reader realises that Ravenswood’s love for Lucy
will inevitably mirror that of an earlier Lord of Ravenswood for his lover; as the
narrator suggests, the “superstitious eye” might detect in Lucy a resemblance to “the
murdered Nymph o f the Fountain” {The Bride 155). Her story, we understand, must
inexorably parallel that of her predecessor, murdered at the hands of her lover. In this
way, the well fatalistically presages Lucy’s final victimisation at the hands of the
long-standing feud neither family seem ready to relinquish. Furthermore, it acts
analogously to the ruins littering the Irish countryside in The Milesian C hief and ‘The
Annals’ in The O ’Briens and the O'Flahertys: it warns that the past is not, in fact,
dead, but will, instead, continuously repeat itself in the future.
Fittingly, Lucy’s death, though not directly at Ravenswood’s hands, proceeds
from the increasing mental incoherence characterising their fraught relationship. Her
attempt to murder her mother’s choice of bridegroom - Hayston o f Bucklaw, the
Laird o f Gimington - sends her into a final state of madness, much like that
experienced by the female characters - Luxima and Immalee, respectively - in
Owenson’s The Missionary (1811) and Maturin’s Melmoth the Wanderer (1820).
Lucy’s death soon after her wedding day marks the complete failure of the novel’s
central romance and its attempt to project a private union to mirror that o f national
union. It does so precisely because it proposes a continuous loop similar to that
suggested by Murrough O ’Brien’s marriage to Beavoin O ’Flaherty in The O ’Briens
and the O ’Flahertys. Added to this notion o f the dangerously enchanting past is the
peculiar nature o f Ravenswood’s death. Swallowed by the quicksand of Kelpie’s
flow, Ravenwsood is literally subsumed by and made a part o f the Gothic
perpetuation o f a destructive history of superstition, legend, and long-standing feud.
His ambiguously absent body becomes an entirely proper image with which to end the
novel. Neither alive nor dead, but “invisible, as if [he] had melted into the air”,
Ravenswood has become merely a part of that Gothic monstrosity - the past - that has
been haunting him throughout the novel {The Bride 268).
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In his final novel, The Albigenses: a Romance (1824), M aturin exploded this
Gothic sense o f the past and its devastating effect on the present and future. Depicting
a scene strikingly similar to that o f Lucy’s victimisation on the day o f her wedding,
M aturin forcefully imaged the destructive hold o f the past. Finally m arried after many
m ishaps and obstructions. Sir Paladour and his new wife, Lady Isabelle, find
themselves the victim s o f the past and its demands. Literally moments after his
marriage. Sir Paladour leam s that Isabelle is the woman on whom his youthful oath o f
vengeance must fall. Having followed this pledge to avenge his family and the
violence inflicted upon them throughout his career in the Crusades, Sir Paladour finds
him self unable to relinquish it. Instead o f murdering his new wife, however, he
attempts his own suicide. Isabelle, in turn, believing Paladour dead, grievously injures
h erself Although both survive and eventually find a certain peace together, this
resolution is qualified by the suggestion o f continued sectarian violence and division.
With the anim osity betw een Catholics and Albigenses - the novel’s two rival parties unconvincingly swept under the table, M aturin’s novel finally insists on the
unrelentingly disruptive presence o f past religious prejudice and oppression.
Similarly, Scott’s Redgauntlet (1824), along with John B anim ’s The Boyne
Water (1826), illustrate this Gothic sense o f the past and its continued haunting
presence.^"* The form er literally rewrites a romantic fiction o f the past - an entirely
fictitious Jacobite plot in 1765 - which threatens to fundamentally undermine the
present and its ability to reconcile itself with the past. The latter portrays the history of
the Jacobite-W illiamite W ars o f 1689-1691 and their breached resolution - the Treaty
o f Lim erick - as one fatalistically repeating itself in the present. Having set a
precedent for oppression against Irish Catholics, the broken Treaty represented, for
Banim, an ill-omen for the future o f Catholic Emancipation in Ireland. Although
Banim attempted to project an optimistic vision for Catholics, his novel ultimately
highlights history as finally un-subdued by the narrative’s attempts at its
domestication and submission.

D esp ite the literary partnership o f brothers John and M ichael Banim , pu blishing under the
pseudonym o f ‘The O ’Hara F a m ily ’, The B oyn e W ater has been generally attributed to the former.
M ichael h im se lf supports the v iew that his involvem ent w ith The B oyn e W ater w a s lim ited at best. A s
he told Patrick Joseph Murray, “ [w ]ith the exception o f exam ining the locality o f the S iege o f Lim erick
... and the tracing o f S a rsfield ’s route from the beleaguered city, to the spot w here he surprised and
destroyed the reinforcem ent o f cannon on its w a y from K ilkenny, I had no direct concern in this tale. It
passed through m y hands during its progress, and I pruned, and added, and corrected a d libitum"-, see
Patrick Joseph Murray, The L ife o f John B anim , introd. Robert Lee W o lff (1857; N e w York; Garland,
1978) 165.
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In Redgauntlet's case, the past and its spectre o f rebelhon is, by the end o f the
novel, apparently tamed within the private realm of the family. The Jacobite forces,
led by the novel’s eponymous Hugh Redgauntlet and Prince Charles, accept the final
end of their resistance: “It is now all over ... and Jacobite will be henceforward no
longer a party name”.^^ With the forces dispersed and the Chevalier and Redgauntlet
dispatched to France, the threat of rebellion quickly dissipates, but not without a sigh.
Charles takes his leave o f his followers, “amid sobs and bursting tears”, and his
departing ship is followed by “a loud benediction”, which even General Campbell, the
British military man sent to investigate rumours o f an uprising, is said to join
{Redgauntlet 376, 377). What is left of the rebellion is merely a nostalgic memory and
the record and letters of Hugh’s nephew, Darsie, whom he had hoped to convert to
Jacobitism. Kept in “the family repositories” {Redgauntlet 378), these letters
symbolise the manner in which the novel domesticates history by reducing it to, in
W atson’s terms, “a display of souvenirs within the respectable privacy of the
family” .’^ Emphasising this containment of subdued rebellion within the family, a
marriage contract contained within these same repositories announces the marriage of
Darsie’s sister, Lilias Redgauntlet, to his friend, Alan Fairford.
By establishing a familial unit in which to contain a suitably domesticated
past, this marriage contract ostensibly gestures toward a simplistic ‘Glorvina
solution’. As might be expected, however, it retains an air o f mysteiy and doubt. The
reader cannot certainly, but only “not unreasonably”, conclude that the contract’s
subjects are the Lilias and Alan o f the narrative {Redgauntlet 378). As a result, a sense
of doubt pertaining to the past’s successful domestication remains. Indeed, the
narrative’s final image - the dead body of Hugh Redgauntlet himself, now the devout
Prior o f a monastery in Ratisbon - places in question the actuality o f the subjugation
of the past. The small silver box worn under Redgauntlet’s habit and assumed to be a
relic is discovered to contain a lock of hair from a brother “executed for his adherence
to the Stuart family in 1745-6” {Redgauntlet 380). Inscribed with the motto, ‘Haud
obliviscendum’ - Lest it be forgotten - the silver box attests to the past’s continued
‘undead’ presence, insistently troubling the present with its narrative testimony.

Sir W alter Scott, R e d g a u n tlet, ed. G .A .M . W ood and D avid H ew itt (1824; Edinburgh: Edinburgh
U P, 1997) 376. Future references are to this edition and are giv en parenthetically in the text.
W atson 152.
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For John Banim, R edgauntlef s sense of the past as, in R obertson’s words, “a
dead body to be exhum ed”, was clearly functional.

Q7

Although Robert Lee W olff

certainly overstated the case when he argued that The Boyne Water follows
R edgauntlefs m odel with a fidelity “almost comic at tim es”, there is a sense in which
Banim ’s understanding o f the conflict between past and present drew from that
underpinning Scott’s novel.
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As Barton Friedman has suggested. The Boyne Water,

much like Redgauntlet, portrays history as “an instrument o f prophecy” that
fundamentally and ultimately “outweighs” fiction.^^ Correspondingly, the novel’s
reconciliation remains confined to a purely private, domestic realm, which is itself,
never free from the suggestion of the continued violence o f the past.
W hile Banim was often understood by his contem poraries as “the Scott o f
Ireland”, o r , at least, his “very respectable imitator”,'*^' his perspective necessarily
differed from Scott’s. A politically-minded Irish Catholic, B anim ’s concern was not
so much the investigation of Scott’s historical authenticity or the repetition of his
m iddle-road politics, as the recuperation o f the past in the cause o f Catholic
Emancipation. To this end. The Boyne Water romanticises the historical figures and
events o f the Jacobite-W illiamite W ar in order to “sanitise” a history o f Irish
•

•

resistance against the British.

1 02

The cross-denominational relationships between his

two heroes - Robert Evelyn and Edmund M ’Donnell - and heroines - Esther Evelyn
and Eva M ’Donell - are, in one sense, meant to suggest the ways in which Catholics
and Protestants can reconcile themselves to each other despite a history o f sectarian
violence. In another sense, however, these relationships, like those between Catholic
Crusaders and Albigensian heretics in M aturin’s The Albigenses, symptomatically
portray the ways in which the past insistently disrupts the present.
Reunited as m an and wife by the end o f the novel, Eva and Evelyn forge a
domestic reconciliation apparently mirroring that reached betw een the warring
Jacobite and W illiamite forces. Nevertheless, this solution strikes the reader as false

Robertson, L eg itim a te H isto rie s 248.
Robert Lee W o lff, ‘The Fiction o f “The O ’Hara F am ily’” , The B o y tie W ater, by John Banim , 3 vols.
(N ew York: Garland, 1978) xiii.
^ Barton R. Friedm an, ‘Fabricating H istory, or John Banim R efights the B o y n e ’, E ire-Jrelan d 17.1
(1982): 56,
M urray 9.
D iary entry by H enry Crabb R obinson, 22 Oct. 1827, H en ry C ra b b R o b in so n on B ooks a n d th e ir
W riters, ed. Edith J. M orley, 3 vols. (London: Dent, 1938) 1: 348, B ritish F ictio n 1 8 0 0 -1 8 2 9 11 April
2006 < h ttp ://w w w .b ritish -fiction .cfac.u k /an ecd otal/b oyn 26-13.h tm l>.
Emer N o la n , ‘B anim and the H istorical N o v e l’, The Irish N o v el in the N in eteen th C entury: F a c ts
a n d F ictio n s, ed. Jacqueline B elanger (Dublin: Four Courts Press, 2 0 0 5 ) 81.
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and incomplete, for it relies, like Waverley's conclusion, on an unconvincing process
o f ‘dejacobitisation’. Eva’s reconciliation with Evelyn, for instance, depends upon the
revelation that her apparently Jacobite activities are actually innocent. Similarly, her
brothers, rather than expressing loyalty to the house of Hanover, accept exile in
France. In this way, by the end of the novel, the threatening Jacobite associations of
the novel’s Irish characters have been simply swept under the table rather than
effectively disarmed - there is finally no Jacobite compliance to the spiritual and
political faiths of the conquering army; Eva’s subversive war-time activities have
rather implausibly been denied, and the M ’Donnell men are merely banished to a
country where they are likely to find an atmosphere conducive to the continuation o f
their Jacobite loyalties.
Above all else, the future birth of Eva and Evelyn’s son, to be named James,
forcefully highlights the novel’s ultimate conclusion that the past will inevitably
continue to haunt the future. Recorded alongside the fact o f the breach o f the Treaty
of Limerick in the final letters exchanged between Evelyn and the exiled M ’Donnell,
the baby and his symbolic name suggest the potential need for recurrent violence in
the cause o f Catholic Emancipation. While the narrative concludes with a final note of
optimism, arguing that “[t]he descendants o f the men who have sanctioned, and by
that means caused the deliberate breach of their own treaty ... will yet pay their
fathers’ debt of faith to Ireland”, its romantic revision of history convinces the reader
only o f continued political strife.''’^ This is suggested not only by the ‘deliberate
breach’ of the Treaty and the baby’s symbolically-laden name, but also by the lasting
impression of violence underlying the domestic settlement between Evelyn and Eva.
For her part, Emer Nolan has persuasively argued that Eva remains only
partially domesticated at the end of the novel. What submission to her wifely role she
displays is, moreover, underwritten by violence and coercion, like the submission of
Ireland herself at the conclusion o f the Williamite-Jacobite wars.''^'* As the chief
negotiator for the Jacobites, Patrick Sarsfield, is about to sign the Treaty o f Limerick,
Eva appears, “haggard and agitated ... crying, ‘Hold your hand, my lord of Lucan,
and hark a word from m e’” {Boyne Water 3;422). Her news - that a relief ship from
France is about to arrive - comes too late, however. While Sarsfield immediately

John B anim , The B oyne Water, introd. Robert Lee W olff, 3 vols. (1826; N ew Y ork: G arland, 1978)
3:436. Future references are to this edition and are given parenthetically in th e text.
N olan 89.
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regrets com m itting to the Treaty, he refuses to almost simultaneously break it. His
evident apprehension about the future - “yet, forgive me, if I stumble on a doubt.
They who suspect m uch o f others can scarce ever promise m uch for themselves”betrays his belief that his respect for the “honesty and good faith” with which the
Treaty was signed m ay not be mutually upheld {Boyne Water 3:425, 421). As the
bearer o f the unfortunately tim ed news o f Jacobite assistance, Eva, whose marriage
was initially abandoned in the hour in which it was made, becomes a prophetessfigure: Ireland, like Eva herself, “is to be violated, not truly wed”; E va’s screams, in
this way, “foresee and foretell”, for both herself and Ireland.'®^
To end with this vision o f violation in the place o f m arriage is to complete a
full circle. E va’s screams not only emphasise Banim ’s understanding o f the problems
o f the Irish nation on the cusp o f a new political developm ent that threatened, like
Union before it, to tear the Irish nation apart, they also echo those uttered by Glorvina
in The Wild Irish Girl and Grace Nugent in The Absentee. In so doing, they invite the
reader to reconsider the national tale, the historical novel, and their forcefully imposed
fictions o f the united nation. M aturin’s troubled vision o f domestic bliss for Ormsby
Bethel - the image w ith which this section began - emerges, in this re-visitation,
symptomatic not because o f its allegorical marriage but because o f this union’s
concluding incompletion. Leaving Ormsby’s marriage to Athanasia suspended in a
realm o f potentiality rather than actuality, M aturin revealed his hesitancy about the
nature o f both union and Union, as well as their implicit promise o f national
reconciliation. As we have seen, this reserve is characteristic o f both the national tale
and the historical novel: these forms, even in their earliest instances, insistently plot
the continuation o f violence, oppression, and national division. Over time, both
undergo a gradual evolution by which their allegorical m arriage plots, intended to
highlight national cohesion, give way to the brutal force necessary for their
consummation. In this context, M aturin’s six novels, each equally concerned with the
Irish nation in its own way, chart the transformation o f national tale and historical
novel alike. The analysis o f these novels that follows will offer a re-evaluation o f
union in these two fictional forms, suggesting it to be less a reconciliation than a
compelling evocation o f ongoing alienation and discord.

Ibid. 92.
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‘The Power of the Other’: Fatal Revenge and the Gothic Project of Identitj'

Personal as well as familial alienation and discord certainly take centre stage in
Maturin’s first novel, Fatal Revenge: or, The Family ofM ontorio (1807). Very
explicitly aligning itself with the Gothic tradition made popular by authors such as
Horace Walpole, Clara Reeve, Ann Radcliffe, Regina Maria Roche, and Matthew
‘Monk’ Lewis, Fatal Revenge underscores its primary concern with the division and
disruption of identity. Tracing the histories o f his two heroes - Ippolito and Annibal
di Montorio - as they struggle against, but finally commit themselves to, a destiny
forcefully imposed upon them by the mysterious stranger, Fr. Schemoli, Maturin
closely investigated the djoiamic between ‘true’ and ‘false’ identities. In so doing, he
evocatively underscored the Gothic genre’s essential denial o f romance’s constitutive
fable of identity. In the end, both Ippolito and Annibal become that which they had
most feared themselves to be - murderers and parricides. Yet, far from allowing
reconciliation and identity-confirmation, this development simply highlights the
extent to which personal and familial identity have broken down in the novel.
Although the horror of their act is mitigated by the revelations that conclude the
novel, Ippolito and Annibal find themselves permanently adrift in a strange and
nightmarish world in which the only norm is continued fragmentation and
disorientation.
This bizarre reality that concludes the novel is, in a fundamental way, a
psychological, rather than material, state; it proceeds from within the heroes’ minds,
not from the ongoing appearance of fearful spectres or repeated occurrences of
strange and unnatural happenings. The disclosure with which the novel ends
purposely denies the supernatural element of the apparently inexplicable phenomena
sprinkled throughout the text. In this. Fatal Revenge has often been considered an
example of a Radcliffean, rather than Lewisean, Gothic romance. As David Punter
has explained, the antithesis between explained versus unexplained supernatural is the
“most usual” distinction drawn between the two types of Gothic style headed
respectively by Radcliffe and Lewis.Yet, as Punter continues, the supernatural is not,
in fact, a central concern for either author. Instead, both Radcliffe and Lewis, like
Maturin himself, remained primarily interested in what Punter calls “the complex
relations between solitude, society and the imagination.” Their novels are, Punter
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further argues, fables about the points at which fantasy and imagination begin to take
over, and the individual loses sight o f the real, becoming transfixed in a realm o f
fancy.'
For Punter, these thematic similarities, coupled with the fact that R adcliffe’s
novels often contain at least one unexplained phantom, render the
explained/unexplained supernatural distinction inadequate. Robert M iles has similarly
argued that the series o f antitheses - terror/horror, sensibility/sensation, poetic
realism/irony, explained/unexplained supernatural - typically used to differentiate
Radcliffe and Lewis inadequately explain the essential difference betw een the two
authors. N or do they sufficiently clarify the common and “convenient” differentiation
between Radcliffean and Lewisean Gothic as ‘fem ale’ or ‘m ale’, respectively.^
In coining the term ‘female G othic’ in 1977, Ellen Moers referred to the fact that
the Gothic novels written by female authors in the late-eighteenth century constituted
the first instance o f a genre written by women for women.^ These early ‘fem ale’
Gothic novels were greeted with a critical disdain ineffectively m asking the anxiety
inspired by the genre’s illustrations o f an anti-rational, non-patriarchal world. From
the perspective o f a predominantly male critical establishment, these novels
represented “an impassioned ... suspect, subliterary form.”'* So, for instance, in his
preface to the second edition o f Lyrical Ballads (1798), W ordsworth implicitly
dismissed Gothic novels as among those “frantic novels, sickly and stupid German
Tragedies, and deluges o f idle and extravagant stories in verse” that were driving
“ [t]he invaluable works o f ... Shakespeare and M ilton ... into neglect” .^
W ordsw orth’s contem pt for the Gothic revolved around his belief in the novelist’s
role in upshoring and elevating the morals o f his or her readership. As far as he was
concerned, the G othic’s fi-equent recourse to “gross and violent stim ulants” threatened
to “blunt the discriminating powers o f the mind ... unfitting it for all voluntary
exertion” and finally reducing it to “a state o f almost savage torpor.”^

' Punter 1:64.
^ Robert M iles, ‘A nn R adcliffe and M atthew L e w is’, A C om panion to the G oth ic, ed. D avid Punter
(O xford: B la ck w ell, 2 0 0 0 )4 5 , 43. On the differences betw een the styles o f R ad cliffe and L ew is, and
their categorisation as ‘fe m a le ’ and ‘m ale’, respectively, see, for instance, Bradford K, M udge, ‘The
M an w ith T w o Brains: G othic N o v e ls, Popular Culture, Literary H istory’, PM LA 107 (1992): 93;
M iles, ‘A nn R ad cliffe and M atthew L e w is’ 43, and W ein 130.
^ S ee E llen M oers, L ite ra ry Women (London: W .H. A llen , 1977).
^ M udge 93.
^ W illiam W ordsw orth and Sam uel Taylor C oleridge, L y ric a l B a lla d s, ed. R.L. Brett and A .R . Jones
(1798; 2"“' ed.; London: R outledge, 1991) 249.
^ Ibid. 248, 249.
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The danger to the susceptible female mind was, in this context, untold. Not only
that, but in depicting the ‘home’ as a ‘prison’, Radcliffe and other female Gothic
writers subverted the late-eighteenth century domestic ideology in which the home
was constructed as, in Anne K. Mellor’s words, “an earthly paradise o f virtue, love
and peace”, at the head of which stood the properly domesticated female uninterested
in the male world o f public politics.’ From being a secure apolitical realm mapped out
as specifically female, the home became, in the many female-written Gothic novels of
the late-eighteenth and early-nineteenth centuries, a place o f danger that relentlessly
pushed female characters into a position of necessary independence and resilience in
the wider, political (male) world. As it effected this transformation, the Gothic novel
posited a very real threat to a social patriarchy centred on women’s knowledge of
their ‘proper’ place in the world.
It is from this mingled sense of disdain for and fear o f the plethora o f (femalewritten) Gothic novels at the turn of the nineteenth century that Scott’s 1810 review of
Fatal Revenge regretfully observed the “very bad taste” evidenced by Maturin’s use
of the Gothic mode. Maturin was, according to Scott, a “bewildered traveller”, and his
predilection for the Gothic deemed injurious to his literary skill, for it was “so inferior
to his powers of imagination and expression”: “[I] never saw a more remarkable
instance of genius degraded by the labour in which it is employed”.8 Maturin himself
•

echoed Scott’s forceful derision o f the Gothic genre in his 1818 essay on novelwriting. Bemoaning the “tasteless imitators” of “the Enchantress of Udolpho”,
Maturin accused them o f bringing the Gothic style o f writing “into a contempt which
it would not but for them have merited”. As a consequence, Maturin complained, “the
magic book has been shut for ever”. Yet, as forcefully evidenced by Fatal Revenge
and, later, Melmoth the Wanderer (1820), Maturin still clung to the Burkean idea that
terror, “ [a]s a medium of excitement or impression”, was, without doubt, “the most
powerful that could be used by one human being on another”^
Indicatively, in M aturin’s eyes, Radcliffe was “an extraordinary female” (NovelWriting 49). Although Radcliffe’s ignorance was, as Maturin maintained, almost

’ Anne K. M ellor, Rom anticism and Ge«t/er (New York: Routledge, 1993) 94.
* Scott, ‘Review o iF a ta l Revenge' 342.
’ Charles Robert Maturin, ‘N ovel-W riting’, British R eview and London Journal 11 (1818): 48, 49, 47.
Future references are to this edition and are given parenthetically in the text. This essay, ostensibly a
review o f Edgeworth’s H arrington and Ormond, both published in 1817, appeared anonym ously but
has been generally credited to Maturin; see, for instance, Kramer 157. For a discussion o f the Burkean
sublime, see below , p p .l3 5 ff
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equal to her very bad imagination, her novels were “irresistibly and dangerously
delightful”; her style o f writing, Maturin further insisted, “m ust be allowed to fonn an
era in English rom ances” (Novel-W riting 48). M aturin’s evident regard for Radcliffe,
mixed as it was with critical approbation, no doubt owed m uch to his attraction to the
central Gothic theme o f familial disorder and its corresponding deconstruction o f the
individual psyche and personal identity. This is an idea driving much o f Radcliffe’s
fiction, including The M ysteries ofU dolpho (1794), but it is also one taken from
Horace W alpole’s earlier tale, The Castle o f Otranto (1764), which has been
understood as what Punter has called, “the originator o f Gothic fiction” . Despite
being, in m any ways, vastly different from the majority o f Gothic works to follow,
The Castle o f Otranto arguably established the terms by which history was be viewed
by much Gothic fiction to follow. It did so by introducing, as Punter has suggested,
“what was to become perhaps the most prevalent theme in Gothic fiction”.'*^ This
theme, as offered by W alpole in the preface to the first edition o f Otranto, is none
other than “that the sins offathers are visited on their children to the third and fourth
generations"'
W hile this sense o f the past refusing to relinquish its hold on the present has
been identified particularly with the Gothic novel’s project o f “historicising terror”,

12

it is also one, which, as I have argued, animates both the national tales o f Edgeworth
and Owenson, and the historical novels o f Scott and Banim. Despite his evident
disregard for the Gothic genre, Scott him self deployed m any o f the scenes, motifs,
and narrative patterns characteristic o f the Gothic. One only has to think of The Bride
o f Lammermoor (1819), with its overwhelmingly Gothic atm osphere, decaying
castles, tragic legends, and ghostly appearances, or Redgauntlet (1824) and its final
image o f the degraded body o f Hugh Redgauntlet attesting to the p ast’s continued
intrusion into the future, to glimpse Scott’s engagement with the Gothic in his

Punter 1:43, 46. For the argument that Ireland produced tw o G othic n o v e ls before W alp ole’s C astle
o f O tran to - The A d v en tu re s o f M iss Soph ia B erkeley (1 7 6 0 ), written b y ‘A L ady’, and T hom as
L eland’s L o n g sw o rd : E a rl o f S a lisb u ry { \1 6 2 ) - see R o lf Loeber and M agda Stoutham er-Loeber, ‘The
Publication o f Irish N o v e ls and N o v elettes, 1750-1829: A Footnote on Irish G othic F ictio n ’, C a rd iff
C orvey: R e a d in g th e R o m a n tic Text 10 (2 0 0 3 ), 25 M ay 2007
< http ://w w w .cf.ac.u k /en cap /rom text/articles/ccl0_n 02.h tm l>.
" Horace W alpole, The C astle o f O tran to, ed. and introd. W .S. L ew is (1 7 6 4 ; London: O xford U P,
1964) 5.
R obertson, L eg itim a te H isto rie s 215.
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w o rk s.In d icativ ely , Scott confessed to an early taste for “the wonderful and terrible,
- the common taste o f children, but in which I have remained a child even unto this
day”.'"^ This acknowledgment evocatively presaged M aturin’s similar comment to
Scott in 1813 that “tales o f superstition were always my favorites” . Maturin further
admitted, “I have in fact always been more conversant with the visions o f another
world, than the reahties of this”.’^ For Maturin, the “gloom” o f his writings proceeded
directly from his own life and experiences - his “Romances”, he wrote, “scarce
exhibit vicissitudes more extraordinary than my life has furnished”.'® If, as I have
suggested, M aturin’s life was one particularly prone to a disruptive competition of
identities, it is only fitting that he should choose for his first novel a literary form
fundamentally concerned with the dissolution rather than the discovery or affirmation
of identity. In a very real way, the Gothic, in its refusal to sanction the reconciliation
of identity, proves an apt symbolic system for a man tellingly described as “un etre
double”.

Fatal Revenge and Ireland: Resisting the 'Impulse to D om ination'

Set in seventeenth-century Italy, Fatal Revenge recounts the decay and
dissolution o f the Montorio family as it manifests itself in the increasingly divided
and problematic identities o f its two heroes, Annibal and Ippolito Montorio.
Occupying its hereditary seat - the Castle of Muralto, close to Naples - the family is
headed by the Count di Montorio, who has succeeded his brother, Orazio di Montorio,
following his mysterious death and those of his wife and their children. While the
current Count and Countess maintain that Orazio has been dead for some twenty
years, cryptic suggestions from servants indicate that Orazio may still live. Feeding
such suspicions is the mysterious guilt surrounding the death o f Countess Ermina and
Orazio’s subsequent suicide that haunts Count di Montorio and, to a lesser degree, his
wife, Zenobia. One of their two elder sons, Annibal, a young man intensely interested
On Scott’s use o f the Gothic, see, for instance, Kerr 85-101; Duncan 135-146; Punter 140-144;
Robertson, Legitimate Histories, and Ian Duncan, ‘Walter Scott, James Hogg and Scottish Gothic’, A
Companion to the Gothic, ed. David Punter (Oxford; Blackwell, 2000) 70-80.
Quoted in Robertson, Legitimate Histories 52. Scott’s comment originally appeared in the ‘Ashestiel
Autobiography’ (1808), which later became the opening chapter o f J.G. Lockhart’s (in)famous
biography o f his father-in-law. M emoirs o f the Life o f Sir Walter Scott, Bart., first published in seven
volumes in 1837-1838, with a second, ten-volume edition published in 1839.
Letter dated 15 February 1813, Ratchford and McCarthy 14.
Letter dated 11 January 1813, Ratchford and McCarthy 8-9.
” Fierobe, Charles Robert Maturin 108.

in the occult, commits him self to discovering the truth behind the locked corridors and
rooms o f the part o f M uralto in which Ennina died. In so doing, Annibal propels
him self into a nightmare world inhabited by unearthly beings and the Count’s strange
confessor, Fr. Schemoli.
M eanwhile, A nnibal’s older brother, Ippolito, experiences similar nocturnal
hauntings as he pursues wonder and excitement in Naples. Despite the earnest and
faithful friendship of his page, Cyprian, Ippolito falls increasingly under the spell o f
these visitations and their effects, and eventually attempts to flee from them. As
Ippolito struggles, Annibal conceives the idea o f escaping to France, meeting along
the way Erm ina’s beautifial daughter, Ildefonsa, who is ignorant o f the reality o f her
birth. In the end, both brothers eventually make their way back to M uralto and
com m it them selves to the crime o f which they have already been accused - parricide.
At the fateful moment, however. Count M ontorio reveals to his confessor the true
story o f his brother’s apparent death, confessing that he had planted a false seed o f
jealousy into O razio’s heart, prompting him to murder E nnina’s supposed lover, the
chevalier Verdoni, in front o f her, thereby precipitating her own death. The Count
further reveals that Ippolito and Annibal are not his real sons, but are instead O razio’s.
This confession has untold effects on Fr. Schemoli, who vainly attempts to stop the
two boys from killing their assumed father. W hen the inspectors come to take the sons
away, Fr. Schemoli insists he is the guilty party. It is soon revealed that he is, in fact,
Orazio, returned to M uralto in search o f revenge.
This synopsis can do no more than offer a brief summary o f the novel’s
intriguingly complex plot, one that, in many ways, foreshadows the intricate narrative
layering o f M elmoth the Wanderer (1820). Yet even this short precis indicates the
general thematic concerns that continuingly occupied M aturin as he wrote. The first
o f these is, as M aturin’s original title for Fatal Revenge - The Fam ily o f M ontorio suggests, the family. As Kramer has noted, M aturin’s publisher insisted on “the more
com pelling title” . Fatal Revenge.

1

8

’

Maturin later registered his disgruntlement with

this interference in the preface to Women; or, Pour et Contre (1818), where he wrote
that “M ontorio” was “m isnomed by the bookseller ‘The Fatal R evenge,’ a very book
selling appellation” {W om en\\m ). Notwithstanding the lack o f M aturin’s expressive
title, the M ontorio fam ily’s corruption is clear from the start o f the novel. The first

Kramer 26.
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page of the narrative, in fact, paints a highly unflattering picture of the Montorio
family as “weak, yet obstinate; credulous, but mistrustful; inflamed with wild wishes
to attain the secrets and communion of another world, yet sunk in the depth o f both
national and local superstition”.'^ Because of the “domestic calamity” attendant to his
brother’s death, the Count had quitted his castle for an extensive period {Fatal
Revenge 1). Upon his return, along with the Countess and their children, “the sight or
sound of cheerfulness was banished from the walls of Muralto” {Fatal Revenge 1).
The Count himself is described as a “dark, silent, solitary” man, who “repelled
all approach, [and] retreated from all attachment” {Fatal Revenge 2). In comparison to
the “wild, dejected, and unequal” nature of the Count, the Countess appears “calm,
collected, and silent” {Fatal Revenge 3). Yet this is not the reserve o f quiet happiness
but o f “subdued pain” {Fatal Revenge 3). Retreating into her own mind in order to
endure the suffering o f her life, the Countess takes “no comfort” from her children
and seeks “no counsel” from her husband {Fatal Revenge 3). She is, in other words, a
solitary being who performs her role as wife, mother, and head of household with
“careless absence” {Fatal Revenge 3). As a consequence o f the melancholic
disinterest displayed by mother and father alike, the Montorio children plunge
themselves into “dark pursuits” in which they seek the meaning, feeling, and
enthusiasm absent in their familial relations {Fatal Revenge 10).
In this depiction o f the strange disconnect between the members o f the
Montorio family, Maturin followed the example set by earlier Gothic novels, which
similarly bear witness to the erosion of familial bonds. Matthew Lewis’ The Monk
(1796), for instance, reveals the hollowness of parental affection by imaging several
characters as oblates, or children ‘donated’ to religious institutions. Although, as Toni
Wein has observed, the tradition of oblation dates back to Biblical times, with
‘donations’ acting as a sign o f parental virtue and piety, in The Monk, such donations
are motivated by parental greed and selfishness.^® Ambrosio himself, the apparently
upstanding Abbot o f M adrid’s Capuchin monastery, had been “deprived o f [his]
Parents” and abandoned at the door of the Abbey by “a Relation, whose only wish
“
y1

about him was never to hear o f him more”. As a result, Ambrosio became a child of

Charles Robert Maturin, F atal R evenge (1807; Phoenix Mill: Alan Sutton, 1994) 1. Future references
are to this edition and are given parenthetically in the text.
Wein 135-136.
Matthew Lewis, The Monk: A Rom ance, ed. and introd. Howard Anderson (1796; London: Oxford
UP, 1973) 236. Future references are to this edition and are given parenthetically in the text.
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the convent, where his “natural good qualities” were largely perverted, his virtues
‘rooted out’, and his sentiments ‘narrowed’ {The Monk 237). Correspondingly,
Ambrosio’s early severance from his fond parents, and their replacement by the
‘family’ of the monastery, emerges as a disastrously foundational moment in the
development o f his character.
Later, the same kind o f destructive familial relationships would manifest
themselves in Melmoth the Wanderer when Mon9ada, the eponymous Spaniard o f
‘The Spaniard’s Tale’ - one o f the many nested narratives in the novel - is ‘donated’
to the Jesuits in order to repay his mother’s sin. Sent to what is, for all intents and
purposes, a prison, Mongada’s experiences in the monastery culminate in his final and
irrevocable dissociation from his family. More than that, they mirror, in a
fundamental way, the experience o f Radcliffean heroines such as Emily St. Aubert in
The M ysteries ofU dolpho (1794). Orphaned by the death o f her father, and apparently
illegitimised by the revelations o f his secret documents, Emily finds herself a stranger
to familial affection. Literally imprisoned by her aunt’s new husband, the Italian
nobleman Montoni, in the castle ofUdolpho, Emily is inserted into a kind o f
22

“perverted family life”.

Here, the selfish disdain her aunt had earlier shown to Emily

becomes, in their mutual confinement, compounded by Montoni’s disappointment in
the discovery o f Madame Cheron’s lack o f wealth. Turning on Emily with anger and
suspicion, Madame Cheron reveals herself almost as much a danger to Emily as that
promised by Montoni.
Interestingly, this concern with the decaying family is not exclusive to the
late-eighteenth and early-nineteenth century Gothic. Instead, it is one that
characterises the works o f contemporary British authors writing within related forms
such as the national tale and the historical novel. Edgeworth’s Castle Rackrent (1800),
for instance, gives voice to a continued fear of the Gothic presence o f a feudal and
native Irish past, and it does so precisely through its investigation o f the increasingly
corrupt Rackrent family and its eventual demise. Indicatively, Jarlath Killeen has
located Castle Rackrent within an eighteenth-century “pre-Gothic aesthetic” in
Ireland, which directly contributed to the establishment o f “the modes and motifs”
that would converge in “a more coherent Gothic genre” in nineteenth-century

Punter 1:78.
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Ireland.^^ Edgeworth’s deployment of the trope of the ruined house - a metaphor o f
the ruined Rackrent family - places the book, as Killeen maintains, firmly within a
(pre)-Gothic tradition.^'^
This Gothic symbolism o f the degraded home-cum-family repeated itself
regularly over the next several decades in both the national tale and the historical
novel. So, for example, in Edgeworth’s Ennui (1809), the destruction by accidental
fire of the Glenthom family home registers the degraded state o f the Glenthom
family. Only the decimation of the Glenthom estate, the text suggests, will right the
corruption plaguing the Glenthom family, confused as it is between two heirs o f
radically different social castes. Glenthom’s return to the ‘new and improved’
Glenthom Castle as the newly-legitimised owner re-establishes a ‘proper’ social
organisation in which a traditional class hierarchy is re-asserted. The new family unit
initiated by his marriage to Cecilia Delamere forcefully asserts the properly modem,
Burkean family politic Edgeworth espoused in her novels. In Scott’s Waverley (1814),
a similar phoenix-like transition o f Bradwardine Castle must occur before the author’s
vision of modem Scotland can take shape. The ruins of the once-stately and
impressive Castle, its “accesaries o f ancient distinction”, treated with “peculiar
contumely”, become symbolic o f the inexorable progress towards modemity
{Waverley 296). Mirroring the conquest and destmction o f the Jacobite cause, the
ruined castle highlights the subjugation of the rebellious past. This submission
accomplished, Scott is free to constmct his re-imagined and re-constmcted Union
upon which the peaceful future of the nation hinges.
More pessimistic in tone and Gothic in character, The Bride o f Lammermoor
(1819) allegorises the impending dissolution of the Ravenswood family through a
representation o f the final destruction of the dilapidated tower - the only vestige left
o f the hero’s once-great familial estate. As it does so, it suggests the dangerous
implications o f a misguided regard for the past. Similarly, in The O ’Briens and the
O ’Flahertys (1827), Owenson’s wilful destmction o f the O ’Brien family home
evinces the tragedy implicit in the past’s intermption and denial of the modern-day
“ K illeen 25. K illeen ’s “pre-G othic aesthetic” necessarily relies on a separation betw een the lateeighteenth century G othic tradition m ade popular by R adcliffe, L ew is, and W alpole and the
“discernible ‘Irish g o th ic’ canon” in the nineteenth century; see K illeen 25. A s I have suggested,
M aturin’s The M ilesian C h ie f proved pivotal in the initiation o f this Irish G othic tradition; other notable
w orks include M atu rin ’s M elm oth the W anderer (1820), Joseph Sheridan Le F an u ’s U ncle Silas (1862)
and In a G lass D a rkly (1872); W ilde’s The P icture o f D orian G ray (1891), and B ram S to k er’s D racula
(1897).
^ K illeen 191 .
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establishment o f peace in Ireland. Literally crumbling to pieces, the house attests to
the disintegration o f Ireland itself, confined within the trappings o f a disastrous
longing for an archaic past. The fall o f the house o f O ’Brien powerfully reveals the
decay underm ining both peace and cohesion in Ireland; familial disorder suggesting
that o f the nation becomes all too evident in the physical m anifestation and
destruction o f the “dismantled and dilapidated” family home {The O'Briens 260). In
M elmoth the Wanderer, as we shall see, ‘hom e’ equally becom es a source o f
alienation and estrangem ent for the novel’s characters; it is, in other words, a
fundam entally “unhom ely” experience, characterised not by affectionate inclusion but
cold exclusion.

25 , , , j .
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This is evidenced early in the narrative, as the eponymous

W anderer’s nineteenth-century descendent, John M elmoth, is projected into a bizarre
and nightm arish reality o f ongoing ostracisation despite rem aining ‘at hom e’ for most
o f the novel.
In Fatal Revenge, M aturin’s depiction o f the M ontorio family home as a place
o f mysterious spectral appearances, forbidden knowledge, and haunting family secrets
fundam entally prefigures the Gothic preoccupation with the family and the family
home later evident in M elmoth the Wanderer, and implicitly operative in many other
contem porary works, whether ostensibly ‘G othic’ or not. Setting this corrupt family
home in seventeenth-century Italy, Maturin followed a comm onplace convention o f
the Gothic novel: the displacement o f narrative action to the European Continent. As
Killeen has persuasively argued, the typical plot o f the Gothic text enacts a very
similar m ovem ent to that o f the national tale and the historical novel to follow - “a
m ovem ent from a stable and known space to one outside traditional m aps”, a
movement, as it were, from the centre to the peripheries.

It does this not to effect the

social and cultural re-education of the national tale and historical novel, but to
reinforce the fundamental differences between Self (Britain) and Other (Catholic
Europe). The desecrated Continental family home becomes evidence o f British
superiority. Correspondingly, it functions as an important tool in the creation and
m aintenance o f an idealised vision o f the British family-politic as uncontaminated,
morally sound, and inherently rational.
As Darryl Jones has recently observed, the latter h a lf o f the eighteenth century
witnessed both the development of the Gothic novel and a concurrent growth o f
Bhabha, The L o ca tio n o f C ulture 10.
Killeen 17.
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British national cohesiveness. With this connection in mind, Jones fairly concludes
that “[m]odem Britain was conceived in horror” ?^ For late-eighteenth century
Britons, the Gothic novel played a pivotal role in the quest to maintain a specifically
Protestant British national identity. Its exaggerated caricaturing o f the Catholic Other
allowed its Protestant readers to re-affirm the identity o f ‘chosenness’ so central to
their definition of themselves as a new Israelite people.^* More than that, the Gothic
established a central antithesis between the European Other - “Catholic, superstitious,
barbarous, irrational, chaotic, rooted in the past” - and the British reader “Protestant, rational, ordered, stable and modem”; this, in turn, fostered an image of
Britain as the seat of rationality and realism in comparison to “the domain o f fantastic
unreality” that was Continental Europe.^®
Yet, in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, the absolutism o f Catholicism
was never ‘safely’ confined to Continental Europe. Instead, its threat was identified
within Britain itself, in the native Catholic population o f Ireland. Within this Celtic
periphery, the construction o f a Protestant British identity struggled not only against
the Catholic Other located safely outside national boundaries, but also one that proved
dishearteningly rooted in British political territory. As a result, Irish Anglican identity
relied heavily on a model of Anglican ‘chosenness’, which, in turn, depended
primarily on a distinction between the Protestant Self and the Catholic Other, much
like the one in the British mainland. So, just as the Gothic genre acted as an
expression o f the fear of the Catholic, Continental Other that loomed large in the
British imagination, it also served as a vehicle for the anti-Catholic sentiments of
Anglican Ireland. The anti-Catholicism evident in Fatal Revenge consciously
continues the Irish ‘pre-Gothic aesthetic’ arguably discernible in works as diverse as
Temple’s The Irish Rebellion ( 1 6 4 6 ) , Jonathan Swift’s

Modest Proposal (1729),

the elegiac Graveyard poetry o f the 1740s, and Edgeworth’s Castle Rackrent.

These

early stirrings o f the Gothic imagination in Ireland evocatively reveal the ways in
Darryl Jones 8.
For a discussion o f the G othic’s project o f British identity, see Darryl Jones 8-18. See also Mark
Canuel, ‘“H oly H ypocrisy” and the Government o f Belief; Religion and Nationalism in the Gothic’,
Studies in Rom anticism 34.4 (1995): 508, for the argument that the Gothic n ovel’s increasing
popularity mirrored a simultaneous intensification o f discourse on Protestantism’s significance to
British nationhood.
Darryl Jones 9.
For the argument that the story o f Anglican Ireland must necessarily stretch the eighteenth century to
include the 1641 rebellion, see Killeen 12.
For the w ays in which S w ift’s ‘A Modest Proposal’ prefigures the Gothic, see Killeen chapter 3. On
Graveyard poetry and its anticipation o f the Gothic’s obsession with death and decay, see Killeen 163167, and Punter 1:29-40.
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which the Gothic genre provided, as Luke Gibbons has maintained, “the means by
which late eighteenth-century Irish Anglicanism expresse[d] its e lf’.
Although this expression o f Irish Anglicanism was prim arily directed toward
differentiating between Protestant Self and Catholic Other, it could also be
manipulated towards a separate but related end - the articulation o f Irish Anglican
difference from, and dissatisfaction with, the English. This is certainly the case with
both Fatal Revenge and M elmoth the Wanderer, and even, to a certain extent,
M aturin’s final novel. The Albigenses (1824). Contrasting an Irish Anglican Self with
a tyrannical, albeit displaced, English Other, these works illustrate M aturin’s
resistance to England’s intrusive presence in Ireland. In so doing, they reflect a wider
eighteenth-century Irish Anglican concern: the differentiation o f Ireland from
England. As Killeen has persuasively maintained, the idea o f the Anglicans in Ireland
as a particularly chosen people, as articulated by Temple in the wake o f the 1641
rebellion, allowed the settlers to establish a fundamental distinction between
them selves and England. The Irish Anglicans became, for the first time, Killeen
further argues, “a chosen people complete in and o f itse lf’.
Eager to engage with this issue o f Irish Anglican individuality, M aturin
pointed his reader to Fatal Revenge's underlying national project in his preface to the
text. Apparently introducing the author to his readers, M aturin wrote, “I am four and
twenty ... I never had literary friend or counsellor, and ... I am an Irishman o f the
name o f Dennis Jasper M urphy” {Fatal Revenge viii). W hile these prefatory
com m ents ostensibly served to mitigate the “ severity, critical, or eclectic, or o f the
cold and bitter blasts o f the north”, through an appeal to youth and “the ‘original sin’
o f national dulness”, they also established the terms of ambiguous identity by which
the ensuing narrative would be conducted {Fatal Revenge viii). Assum ing the
pseudonym o f Dennis Jasper Murphy, M aturin purposely created an authorial disguise
for him self that was symptomatic o f the concern with the fragmentation o f identity,
both personal and national, animating his life. W hat is more, M aturin’s revelation o f
his Irish nationality, although emphasised merely as a possible excuse for any faults to
be found in the text, indicates the author’s interest in the issue o f Irish identity.

Luke G ibbons, G a e lic G othic: R ace, C olonization, a n d Irish C ulture (G alw ay: A rlen H ouse, 2 0 0 4 )
14.
” K illeen 73.
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Although his comments denigrate the country as ‘dull’, Maturin’s concern with
Ireland subtly informs the ensuing narrative, despite its distant Italian setting.
In this context, Maturin’s engagement with Catholicism in Fatal Revenge
arguably voices his deep-seated fear of the Catholic majority in Ireland despite
removing Catholic atrocity to the Continent. Seen primarily in the figure o f Fr.
Schemoli and the constant threat of the Inquisition, Catholicism emerges as an archaic
and superstitious religion not only rife with various crimes and perversions but also
comprised o f “mere outward show”.^'' In this, Maturin’s novel repeats the illustration
o f Catholicism as “performance rather than substance” found in Radcliffe’s The
Mysteries ofU dolpho and The Italian as well as in Lewis’ The Monk?^ The Italian,
for instance, presents the reader with incontestable evidence o f the duplicity engaged
in by the monks of the convent of San Stefano. Assisting the hero and heroine,
Vivaldi and Ellena, in their effort to escape, the monks lead the two through a passage
in a cave known only to the brothers of the convent. The purpose o f the passage: to
secretly convey to the shrine o f our Lady of Mount Carmel “such articles as were
judged necessary to excite the superstitious wonder o f the devotees”.^®
Echoing Radcliffe’s negative image o f Catholicism, The M onk opens with a
pointed depiction of the audience assembled in the Capuchin church to hear Ambrosio
preach. These church-goers are said to assemble for various reasons, “all of them ...
foreign to the ostensible motive”, and most involving an attraction to the ‘display’ of
Mass:

The Women came to show themselves, the Men to see the Women: Some
were attracted by curiosity to hear an Orator so celebrated; Some came
because they had not better means of employing their time till the play began;
Some, from being assured that it would be impossible to find places in the
Church; and one half o f Madrid was brought thither by expecting to meet the
other h alf {The Monk 1)

D arryl Jones 12.
Ibid.
A nn R adcliffe, The Italian, ed. and introd. Frederick G arber (1797; O xford: O x fo rd U P , 1968) 138.
Future references are to th is edition and are given parenthetically in the text.
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Constructing Catholicism ’s ostentatious show in this way, L ew is im plicitly contrasted
it with the private, inward virtue o f British Protestantism.
Maturin would later explore this issue o f Catholic display and duplicity at
great length in M elm oth the Wanderer. In Fatal Revenge, however, he offered his
reader an early articulation o f the artificiality o f Catholicism pow erfully illustrated by
Mon9ada’s experiences amongst the Jesuits. For the Montorio fam ily, Catholicism is,
as it is for the n o v el’s other Catholic figures, merely a mask to be assumed, a duty to
perform in the interest o f appearing ‘Catholic’: For this reason, the Countess is
described as performing “the severest offices o f religion, w hich her superstitious
husband exacted from her, with the steady patience o f one who submits to a remedy,
but who expects not r e lie f’ {F atal Revenge 3). Her husband, in his turn, finds
Catholicism an occasionally useful tool in assuaging his guilt without repenting o f his
crime. It is, however, the fam ily’s confessor, Fr. Schemoli, w ho m ost poignantly
illustrates the duplicitous nature o f Catholicism. Obviously drawn much from
Schedoni in The Italian and his partial model, Ambrosio in The Monk, Fr. Schem oli is
a veritable master o f disguise. Church officials view him “as a person o f uncommon
sanctity and unction” who possesses a “strict and almost supernatural austerity”
{Fatal R evenge 21). To Inquisition authorities, he is an upstanding ecclesiastic driven
by “disinterested zeal for the Catholic faith” and eager to rescue human souls from
damnation {F atal Revenge 282). Yet this carefully constructed Catholic identity is
merely a front for Schem oli’s revenge plan. Like the cow l he never removes from his
face in the presence o f the Montorio family, Catholicism is sim ply a tool for hiding
his true identity and assisting in the schizophrenic m ovem ents his vengeance
demands.
As such, Catholicism indirectly contributes to the fragmentation o f identities
cenfral to Sch em oli’s success. In order to convince Ippolito and Annibal to murder
their supposed father, Schem oli must force them to question their know ledge o f
them selves. Only when they have becom e permanently uncertain about who they truly
are do they com m it them selves to the crime Schemoli insists upon. Here, the
correlation drawn between Catholicism, duplicity, and the permanent disintegration o f
personal identity is a crucial one, and one that finds further support in the n ovel’s
virulent illustration o f the Inquisition. Arrested by Inquisition authorities on charges
founded on “fear, falsehood and superstitious m alevolence” {F atal R evenge 278),
Ippolito highlights the ways in which the Inquisition em blem atised, in the eighteenth97

century popular imagination, the marriage o f political and religious tyranny.
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Not

only that, but his experiences in the Inquisition underscore the Church’s
transformation from an ostensibly protective, almost familial, social institution into a
‘claustrophobic instrument of isolation’.^* Faced with the spurious accusations o f the
Inquisitors, Ippolito responds with a vehement speech attesting to his understanding
o f the Inquisition’s insistence on individual repression and alienation:

He who has once entered your walls, never can regain the estimation o f
society - never can regain his own confidence and honest pride. Whether
acquitted or convicted, it matters not; he is held in the invisible chains of
suspicion for life; the damps and dews o f his dungeon form an atmosphere o f
repulsion around him for ever; the shadow of your walls darkens over him like
a curse. O f what avail would confession be to me? It cannot recal the past, it
cannot unmake me a prisoner of the Inquisition. Your dreadful policy can
neither reverse its proceedings, nor remedy its evils; it rushes through society
confounding, subverting, and trampling; but it cannot pause to raise or to
repair; and if it could, it were in vain. The wounds it inflicts are mental, and
therefore cannot be healed. {Fatal Revenge 279)

In other words, once a prisoner, always a prisoner. Shunned by friends, family, and
strangers alike, the Inquisition prisoner, despite exoneration, becomes irrevocably
esfranged from his fellow man. And, as suggested by the mental wounds that cannot
be healed, forever internally divided. Accused, mistrusted, and regarded with
continued suspicion, Ippolito is transformed into “a prisoner without a crime ... a
visionary without intercourse with forbidden things ... a murderer without the stain of
human blood” {Fatal Revenge 285).
While this episode occurs roughly two-thirds of the way through the novel, the
opposition, from both Family and Church, to the individual’s assertion o f a true Self
has been building from the first few pages. Driven from the gloom of Muralto and the
strange detachment of his parents, Ippolito immerses himself in “the voluptuous
madness of Naples” {Fatal Revenge 3). Revelling in “the delight o f dissipation”, and

” Wein 143.
I am borrowing this term from David Punter, who argues that both fam ily and church functioned for
Radcliffe and Lewis as “claustrophobic instruments o f isolation”; see Punter 1:73.
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giving free range to his passions, Ippolito becomes subject to a kind o f madness
himself, his identity fundamentally confused by the artifice o f social life {Fatal
Revenge 3). As a result, he is described as possessing talents, but delighting rather in
their “display' - “o f the m ost fantastic kind” - than in their “exercise" {Fatal Revenge
4). The consequence o f this over-indulged sensibility is a kind o f “mental malady”
whose prim ary symptom is an ongoing state o f ennui, broken only by the most
extravagant demonstrations o f excess {Fatal Revenge 4). In this, Ippolito prefigures
Lord Glenthom in Edgew orth’s Ennui, who, having been “ [b]red up in luxurious
indolence,” and long been saved “the trouble of thinking or acting by [ h im js e lf h a s
been unburdened of his identity at the beginning o f the narrative {Ennui 143).
In Ippolito’s case, this lack o f self is evident in the strange mutability he
possesses, a characteristic forcefully impressed by the reader’s first introduction to
him: “On this gay evening, every hour saw him a new character, and every character
was marked by some frolic o f levity, or some sally o f w if ’ {Fatal Revenge 5).
Em phasising this volatility o f character, the novel anticipates Michel Foucault by
suggesting that so-called refined society fosters m adness by way o f an increased
sensibility, which detaches man from true feeling. This deleterious sensibility is,
according to both Fatal Revenge and Foucault, one “no longer controlled by the
m ovem ents o f nature, but by all the habits, all the demands o f social life”.^^ For
Foucault, the return to the immediate, o f which nature is “the concrete form” , is “the
therapeutics p a r excellence" in the suppression o f m adness, for it represented “a
return that dism isses from m an’s life and pleasures everything that is artificial, unreal,
imaginary” , thereby ‘curing’ madness as a m anifestation of a world of artifice and
anti-nature.'^'’ M aturin’s narrative, too, invests nature with healing properties. Even in
the dark confines of the Inquisition prison, Ippolito finds relief from his state of
“uneasy debility and helpless fear” in nature; through the “high-grated window o f his
tower”, he can observe “ [t]he varying colours o f the sky, and aspects o f the ocean, the
wild scenery o f rocks and ruins, that indented the bold curvings o f the shore, and the
endless varieties their shapes and hues underwent from the transitions o f m om to
noon” {Fatal Revenge 271). These visions sustain him in prison and cannot be taken
from him, even by the influence o f the mysterious stranger haunting him.

M ichel Foucault, M a d n ess a n d C ivilization , trans. Richard H oward (1961; London: T avistock, 1967)
218.
'"’ ibid. 194, 192, 193
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Ippolito’s recourse to nature in this instance is typically Gothic. Beleaguered
on all sides, the conventional Gothic victim instinctively turns to nature to find
comfort and solace."*’ So, for instance, Ellena in The Italian seeks refuge in the natural
scenery outside her prison window; “The consciousness of her prison was lost, while
her eyes ranged over the wide and freely-sublime scene without” {The Italian 90). Yet
turning to nature to “heal and sooth [his] distempered mind by images o f softness and
beauty; by the agencies of humanity, and the enjoyment o f nature and life”, Ippolito
soon discovers that, the more his resistance to the mysterious stranger erodes, the
further he grows from nature {Fatal Revenge 212). Driven increasingly far from
nature by an insistence on an unnatural identity, Ippolito can no longer there find
redress;

‘I behold all this,’ said he, ‘joyless and unmoved; the burthen that sits so
heavy on my soul, has oppressed my senses too. Or is it that I am already
become a disastrous, discordant atom amid these elements o f harmony and
love. And am I already at war with nature?’ {Fatal Revenge 77)

At first, Ippolito vehemently resists the stranger’s implications about his murderous
tendencies - “Do I not know myself? Would I not search out and stab with my sword,
my very heart’s core, if it could harbour a thought of depravity?” {Fatal Revenge
313). But he soon begins to question his own identity. His firm belief in his innocence
falters in the face of constant declarations of his guilt;

In truth, there are such fightings within me, I feel I am yet so unlike what I am
told I must be, my head has so many thoughts so like my former self, my heart
has still so many pulses that are yet alive to the love of grace, that I almost
doubt if ever I can wittingly do the unnatural deed - if ever I can have the
heart to be a wretch ... I try to chase these cruel lingerings o f my former
nature, and be thoroughly, inveterately, the wretch I ought to be. {Fatal
Revenge 322)

Punter 1: 68.
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Tom between what he is told to be and what he beheves to be his true nature, Ippolito
becomes immersed in a confusion o f identities, his Self continuously fragm ented and
pulled apart. Eventually, Ippolito accepts, however hesitantly, the stranger’s
construction o f his identity. He understands him self to be a m urderer by nature: “my
fate cannot be resisted. - No, no, no; my fate cannot be resisted” {Fatal Revenge 77).
Ippolito’s final acceptance o f the identity imposed upon him by the stranger reads as
the ultimate dissolution o f his identity.
In this ongoing process o f Ippolito’s alienation from him self and from nature,
his mysteriously acquired page, Cyprian, acts as a force drawing Ippolito back both to
him self and to nature. Where all else has failed, Cyprian succeeds in “recalling to the
forgotten pleasures o f nature and o f taste, a mind, fevered by the noxious stimulants
o f artificial voluptuousness” {Fatal Revenge 19). In other words, Cyprian effects the
return to the immediate envisioned by Foucault as the ‘cure’ to madness. By doing so,
he illustrates w hat Andrea Henderson has identified as a recognisable trend o f the
literature of the late-eighteenth and early-nineteenth centuries: the acknowledgm ent of
a growing separation between a “true inner s e lf’ and a “superficial social s e lf ’. This
increasing rift was, as Henderson suggests, intrinsically linked with late-eighteenth
century economic developments. Specifically, in the wake o f the French and the
Industrial Revolutions, the traditional genealogy-based model o f identity broke down
and was replaced by a m arket-based model of identity, which essentially invested the
individual with a use value and an exchange value that determined his identity and
worth. Out o f the emergent need to compete in this new comm ercialised society,
people began to ‘m arket’ or ‘sell’ themselves. As Henderson further argues, this
division between a character’s ‘real’ value and his social value, already problem atic in
the late-eighteenth century sentimental novel, made itself even m ore powerfully felt in
the early Gothic n o v e l.A c c o rd in g ly , through an emphasis on the Gothic
fragmentation o f identity and an association o f ‘true’ and ‘natural’. Fatal Revenge
expresses M aturin’s discontent with a social organisation that insists on the
comm odification of the individual, and its inherent suggestion o f both divided and
false identity.
The novel’s protest against the dissemblance imposed by society arguably
emerges most clearly in a conversation between Ippolito and Cyprian on appropriate
A ndrea K. H enderson, R om antic Identities: Varieties o f Subjectivity, 1 774-1830 (C am bridge:
C am bridge UP, 1996) 38-40, 47.
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subjects for art. For Ippolito, nature logically functions as the most appropriate subject
of poetical representation, but, in his mind, this must be nature “modified and
conformed to the existing habits and taste o f society” {Fatal Revenge 29). Cyprian,
however, argues that such a rule should be reversed, and that the “prevailing
manners” should be introduced into art only “so far as they were conformable to
nature” {Fatal Revenge 29). For Cyprian, the manipulation o f nature and natural
subjects equates to dissimulation and relates directly to the subject of personal identity
and its connection with society. Just as society imposes its fashions on nature in art, it
is implied, so too does it demand and compel artifice fi'om those who live in it. As it
does so, it intrinsically divides identity between that which it should be - “a matter o f
personality and intrinsic individual virtue” - and that which society insists on - “a
relational, changeable identity associated with superficiality, contingency, and
indeterminacy of market values” .”^^
With this conversation on art and its attending consideration o f a ballad
entitled ‘Bruno-Lin, The Irish Outlaw’, Fatal Revenge merges Maturin’s
consideration of the psychologically and internally divided self with a valorisation of
a ‘natural’ Celtic identity. Inspired by a passage from Scott’s The Lay o f the Last
Minstrel, a footnote informs us, M aturin’s ballad seeks to relate “the actions o f a rude
chieftain” from “a nation of people wild and little known” {Fatal Revenge 30). If,
however, Bruno-Lin is ‘rude’, he is nevertheless presented “amid scenes suited to his
character; not among the glare o f artificial lights and picturings”, and “in such
language as the speakers o f common life clothe their conceptions in” {Fatal Revenge
39, 30). The ballad’s scenery is, as Maturin’s footnote suggests, “so topical, that
whoever has not been in Ireland, can scarce read it with pleasure” {Fatal Revenge 30).
Yet, in eschewing “the raving princess, or the declaiming hero” of Italian poetry for
its rude chieftain, the poem finds great favour with Cyprian, who finds in it “a
pleasure, which [he] seek[s] in vain amid the sententious and cold concetti o f [Italian]
poetry” {Fatal Revenge 30, 39). For Cyprian, it is the attachment of “appropriate
features o f scenery and character” that is appealing not only in ‘Bruno-Lin’, but in art
and literature in general {Fatal Revenge 40). Cyprian’s admiration thus directs
attention to Ireland both as the home of art compliant with the imitation of nature, and
as a nation, though “rude”, “bold”, and “warlike”, deserving consideration as the

Ibid. 49.
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locus of an atmosphere unadulterated by “artificial lights and picturings” {Fatal
Revenge 30, 39). As a result, Ireland becomes a sort o f Edenic natural paradise,
possessing the power, it is suggested, to recall individuals “from a vitiated sensibility
o f pleasure” to the “pure and innocent” enjoyment o f a ‘natural’ or ‘true’ identity
{Fatal Revenge 40).
In learning to prefer the ‘rude’ scenery o f (Irish) nature over the polished
finery o f m odem society in this way, Ippolito experiences a process very similar to
that undergone by Horatio in The Wild Irish Girl (1806). In both cases, the hero
undergoes a necessary transformation initiated by contact with a (female)
representative o f a m ore ‘prim itive’ culture. For Horatio, living alongside Glorvina
and learning about Irish culture allows him to become “another, better S elf
Fittingly, Ann M ellor has read Horatio’s interactions with Glorvina as experiences of
the “sublime fem.ale nature” which inspire “not fear and trembling, but a life o f
dignity and natural grace, lived in peaceful harmony with one’s fellow human
beings”. M ellor further argues that witnessing the sublime is, for Horatio, “a coming
to know what is best within h im self’.''^ While admiring Ireland’s “m ajesty o f nature”
and imm ersed in a “vision o f awakened imagination”, therefore, Horatio can assert
that his soul “ for the first time ... held commune with h e rse lf’ {W ildIrish Girl 49,
50).
M ellor’s identification of the sublime in The Wild Irish Girl holds much
significance for M aturin, especially in terms of the G othic’s engagem ent with the
notion o f the sublime. Many Gothic writers were fundam entally influenced by the
‘sublim e’, an idea influentially articulated by Edmund Burke in his A Philosophical
Enquiry into the Origins o f our Ideas o f the Sublime and the Beautiful (1757). As
Punter has outlined, the centrality o f Burke’s treatise to the Gothic genre lay in its
correlation o f sublim ity and terror:"*®

W hatever is fitted in any sort to excite the idea o f pain, and danger, that is to
say, whatever is in any sort terrible, or is conversant about terrible subjects, or

C orbett, A llegories o f Union 58.
M ellor 99, 101.
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operates in a manner analogous to terror, is a source of the sublime; that is, it
is productive o f the strongest emotion which the mind is capable of feeling.'’^

But Burke’s importance to the Gothic writers of the late-eighteenth and earlynineteenth centuries can also be seen in his attempt to reverse what Killeen terms “the
intellectual, scientific, and architectural processes” o f the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries.'^* To Burke’s mind, increasing industrialisation and the influence of
Enlightenment thought had left man to “exert his dominance over the natural world”
rather than assert his connection to it.''^ To counteract this separation o f Self from
Nature and the Divine, Burke’s treatise proposes the ways in which the sublime can
bypass modernity’s ruling dictates of reason and rationality in order to reconnect the
Self - to the Self, to Nature, and, above all, to God.
In the works of male Romantic writers, Burke’s idea of the sublime operated
as what Mellor has termed “a masculinised experience o f empowerment”.^*^ Certainly,
this is the case for Ippolito. Driven into a mountainous wilderness by the spectres
haunting him, Ippolito rediscovers an “extraordinary vigour o f frame, which the
voluptuous indolence o f Naples had enervated” {Fatal Revenge 219). Soon, this reinvigoration extends to his mind as well, and it does so precisely through Ippolito’s
contemplation o f nature. While “conversant with nature ... [t]he quiet magic of
loneliness, the deep calm of unbreathing things, the gentle agitation o f inanimate
motion, poured themselves into the very recesses of his soul, and healed them” {Fatal
Revenge 219). The resulting tranquillity temporarily recalls Ippolito to himself, as his
former suffering and oppression “gradually ... steal from his mind”, allowing him to
forget the ‘other’ identity imposed on him by the sfranger {Fatal Revenge 219). In
this, Ippolito’s experience with the sublime differs from that which Mellor has
identified with the works of male Romantics like Wordsworth and Coleridge; the
erasure of the difference between Self and Other. Instead, according to Mellor’s
arguments, it more closely approximates the experiences recorded by female
Romantics, and, in particular, female Gothic vraters. For these authors, the
contemplation of the sublime produces “the recognition that the self is separated from

Edmund Burke, A Philosophical Enquiry into the Origin o f our Ideas o f the Sublime and Beautifiil,
ed. and introd. Adam Phillips (1757; Oxford: Oxford UP, 1998) 36.
Killeen 139.
Ibid.
Mellor 90.
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the Other”. If that other is an oppressive force, the subhm e stimulates “a sense of
personal exaltation, a consciousness o f virtue and self-esteem, and hence a
tranquillity, a mental freedom from the tyrannies o f m en and wom en who are now
reduced to im potent insignificance” .^'
Highlighting, in this way, the individual’s ‘personal exaltation’ in nature.
Fatal Revenge invests nature with restorative and healing properties. W hat is more,
the novel very purposely locates this self-renewing nature in Ireland by way o f the
Irish ballad ‘Bruno-Lin’. Here, M aturin’s engagement with the Burkean sublime
involves an inherently political and national agenda. Valorising Ireland as the seat o f
‘natural’ identity, M aturin’s poem subtly reveals a tendency comm on to what Darryl
Jones has cautiously termed the ‘Celtic G othic’ to conflate the disruption o f the
individual self with the fragmentation o f a unified national identity.^^ As Jones has
argued, works like Fatal Revenge, M elmoth the V/anderer, H ogg’s The Private
M emoirs and Confessions o f a Justified Sinner (1824), and Stevenson’s The Strange
Case o f Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde (1886), often envision the forces o f Englishness and
non-Englishness as exerting a pull on a subject unable to reconcile the two; the
physical and psychological manifestation o f the struggle between these two opposing
identifications results in the breakdown o f the Self, with the subject’s schizophrenia
mirroring the perceived fragmentation o f his national loyalties and identifications. As
m ight be expected, this national opposition often becomes a battle between an
indigenous (authendc) Celtic identity and a forcefiilly imposed (unnatural) English

one.^^
Yet the apparently ‘authentic’ Celtic identity espoused by ‘Bruno-Lin’ is a
cultural nationalist production o f a specifically Ossianic Gaelic tradition. This is, as
Cyprian understands it, a tale o f “the themes of old and wondrous story”, a fiction
appropriately told by “the bard of those distant days and regions” accompanied by
“the harp o f bold, unmeasured song” {Fatal Revenge 39). As such, it is simply not
reflective o f the lived experience of Irish history. Consequently, its projection o f a
bold and heroic Irish Self to be confrasted with the English Other is inherently
problem atised by a fundamentally ambiguous sense o f ‘authenticity’. Further, it opens

Ibid. 89-90, 96.
On the problem atic nature o f the term ‘Celtic G o thic’ as well as the w ays in w hich it suggests how
the G othic could function for the ‘C eltic fringe’ as a peculiarly apt tool for investigating a national or
‘C eltic’ identity, see Darryl Jones 18-24.
Darryl Jones 22.

up several other contrasting Self/Other relationships, the most important o f which, in
terms of this discussion, is what might be called ‘native Irish’ versus ‘glorified
Gaelic’. M aturin’s exalted vision of Ireland and the Irish in ‘Bruno-Lin’ purposely
extrapolates the nineteenth-century native Irish population as representative of, in
Luke Gibbons’ terms, “a fall from the purity of the original founding principles”.^'*
Though a merciless outlaw, slaying with “a grimly smile” the “traveller lone”, BrunoLin embodies, for Maturin, a glorified, ancient, Celtic race {Fatal Revenge 31). As
Maturin’s footnote fiirther informs us, “Bruno-Lin, (or Bryan-o-Lin, as he is
sometimes called), is a Chieftain still famous in the memory o f Irish song” {Fatal
Revenge 30). Immortalised in song, and ftirther ennobled by M aturin’s poem, BrunoLin emblematises Maturin’s understanding of the nineteenth-century (native) Irish
population as a fallen, debased people.
Even here, however, there remains a certain continuity between the exalted
Bruno-Lin and the nineteenth-century native Irish population, for, Bruno-Lin himself
falls prey to the superstition o f Catholicism: “He sign’d the cross, which he deemed a
spell, / And faltered a broken Ave-Marie” {Fatal Revenge 37). Constructing
Catholicism as predominantly superstitious. Fatal Revenge reveals M aturin’s
understanding o f the Irish Catholic population as lacking that essential measure of
civilised humanity - Anglican rationality. Intriguingly, Burke’s notion o f the sublime
was predicated precisely on the non-rational. It is, in fact, the contemplation o f things
we do not and cannot understand that excite human passions and bring the individual
into contact with the sublime. More than that, humans can only contemplate, never
control, this force. As an extension of this understanding of sublime irrationality,
Burke’s treatise might be seen to implicitly refute, or at least deny, Protestantism’s
equation o f Catholicism with savage inferiority by way o f a connection to antirational behaviour. As Killeen maintains, Burke’s Enquiry opened the possibility for
“a distinctively positive version o f Catholicism” precisely by contradicting what
Killeen calls “the negative theology of ultra-Anglican rationalism.” In other words,
Burke’s idea o f the sublime specifically challenged the Ascendancy understanding of
the native Irish Catholic population as pre-rational and therefore inherently lacking,
for it envisioned sublime nature itself as very similar to the Irish; both were, for
Burke, in Killeen’s terms, “divine and monstrous, totally numinous and yet totally
Luke Gibbons, Edmund Burke and Ireland: Aesthetics, Politics, and the C olonial Sublime
(Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 2003) 13.
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Other” . A s a result, both could inspire fear and terror while simultaneously bringing
the individual into closer contact with God. Correspondingly, Burke’s Enquiry
suggests the need for an Irish Anglican reconsideration and repositioning o f the Irish
Catholic population.
As Luke Gibbons has recently argued, underpinning B urke’s concept of the
sublime is a recognition of “a competing subaltern culture”, and a positive
investigation o f “the alternative moral economy of Gaelic, Catholic Ireland” . Gibbons
further maintains that, in terms o f the sublime, the apparent surface consensus o f Irish
political culture in the late-eighteenth and early-nineteenth centuries emerges as little
more than “a convulsion waiting to happen” . A n d it is precisely this ‘convulsion’ o f
the Irish Catholic population that Maturin feared. Fatal Revenge'^ continued
emphasis on the impossibility o f ‘true’ or ‘natural’ identity, despite experiences o f the
sublime, suggests an insurmountable terror over the prospect o f the (Catholic) O ther’s
battle against the (Protestant) S e lf In this, M aturin’s novel betrays an engagem ent
with a central Gothic concern: the breakdown o f borders and the dissolution of
boundaries between Self and Other.

By creating a cast o f characters, each masked or

veiled in some way, M aturin purposely depicted not only individuals, but also parodic
and monstrous versions o f those same individuals. The masks and assumed identities
serve to obscure but also, in a sense, liberate the identity o f the wearer, for, in Efrat
Tseelon’s words, they fundamentally “defy order, introduce ambiguity and suggest
lack o f commitment and the questionability o f belonging and not belonging” .
Accordingly, these disguises serve as representations o f the Other - an identity
foreign to the individual - as well as an indication o f the sim ultaneously desirable but
repulsive possibility o f transcending the dividing line betw een Self and Other.
For her part, Efrat Tseelon has recently suggested that the m ask and its
associated masquerade enjoyed increasing popularity in the eighteenth century as a
result of social changes which invited comparisons between Self and Other. At the
same time, however, the m ask’s transgressive potential was both exploited and

“ K illeen 131, 132, 148.
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Efrat T seelon , ‘Introduction: M asquerade and Identities’, M a sq u e ra d e a n d Id e n titie s, ed. Efrat
T seelon (London: R outledge, 2 0 0 1 ) 6. T seelo n ’s essay, along with the other essays in M a sq u e ra d e an d
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purposely delimited.^^ While masquerades and their masking offered the opportunity
to enjoy a freedom of social engagement unhindered by the usual confinements of
identity, the boundaries o f masquerade and everyday life remained evident at all
times. Scheduled for specific times in specifically designated areas, with access
controlled by a prepaid ticket scheme, the masquerade offered a space for blatant
transgression o f the norm while simultaneously guarding that norm from permanent
disruption.^®
In Fatal Revenge, emphasis rests on the containment of the subversive and
disruptive element o f the mask. Fundamentally, the threat of the masks and disguises
Maturin’s novel depicts resides, like that o f other grotesque doubles in the Gothic, in
their potential for permanent dissolution of identity. It is with real significance,
therefore, that Fatal Revenge emerges as a novel intent on discarding false, and re
establishing ‘true’, identities through a removal of masks, roles, and assumed persona.
In this, it reveals its fiindamental Gothic anxiety over the contamination o f the Self by
the Other: the threat that “the integrity o f Self-identity [will be] destroyed or
threatened by a more fluid version o f reality dominated by the power of the Other” .
Nowhere is this anxiety more evident than in Maturin’s characterisation of
CjT^rian. With no past to speak of, no story to tell, and nothing aside from his name, a
mask, and a strange prediction announcing “the approach of an aerial monitor, a little,
benign, officious sylph”, Cyprian enters as a truly self-made man {Fatal Revenge 6).
His goal is that o f Ippolito’s moral improvement, but his mysterious introduction and
his general enigmatic air, indicate that the depths o f Cyprian’s character extend
beyond the limits o f his simple, page-saviour identity. What is more, a certain
ambiguity marking Cyprian’s identity emerges early in the text, as he is described
primarily in feminine terms, winding his “slender arms” around Ippolito and using
"'female blandishments" when speaking to him {Fatal Revenge 19). Tellingly, the
narrator depicts Cyprian as inspiring a feeling in between love for a woman and
masculine friendship: “Not o f a sex to inspire love, and still too female-like for the
solid feelings o f manly friendship, Cyprian hovered round his master, like his
guardian sylph, with the officiousness of unwearied zeal, and the delight of
” Efrat Tseelon, ‘R eflections on M asks and Carnival’, M asquerade and Identities, ed. Efrat Tseelon
(London: Routledge, 2001) 28.
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comm unicated purity” {Fatal Revenge 41). Ippolito himself, in his farewell note to his
companion, thanks him for his “long-suffering love” and his “submissiveness and
wife-like affection and fidelity” {Fatal Revenge 127).
The story o f Rosolia di Valozzi, a young woman o f a noble family who
disappears from the convent in which she lives, ftirther compounds the confusion over
Cyprian’s identity. Reared in a state o f innocence and proxim ity to nature, and
subsequently ignorant o f the world in many ways, Rosolia intends to become a nun.
Her family present no objection but nevertheless persuade her to spend one year in
society before taking her vows. During this time, she falls in love from afar with a
man ultimately revealed to be Ippolito. Desperate in her unrequited love, as well as
suffering internally for the perceived abandonment o f her vow to convent life, Rosolia
returns to the convent, only to flee from it, never to be seen again. W e read o f this sad
tale literally m om ents after we meet Cyprian. This coincidence assumes more
significance as we learn of Cyprian’s thorough knowledge o f R osolia’s life and his
possession o f her personal writings and poetry. His insistence on the nearness o f
Rosolia’s spirit, as well as his confused, almost frantic state when Ippolito declares he
could have loved this woman, betray a close connection betw een Cyprian and
Rosolia. In truth, Cyprian’s revelation of him self as Rosolia in disguise only confirms
the reader’s impressions, though Ippolito professes complete astonishment:

a form glided in, so faint, so fragile, so hardly visible, that while Ippolito
clasped it in his arms, he almost doubted the evidence o f his touch. It was the
face o f Cyprian, but the form of a woman. ‘I am no longer Cyprian,’ it
m urm ured ... I am Rosolia di Valozzi, who loved you, who lived for you,
whose last proof of most unhappy love is to die with you!’ Ippolito wondered
and believed. {Fatal Revenge 435)

Rather than allowing for a “recuperative interpretation”, implying Cyprian’s re
adoption o f her ‘true’ identity and re-absorption into normal social roles,^^ this
revelation in no way mitigates the ‘power of the other’ exerted by Cyprian’s

Marjorie Garber, Vested Interests: C ross-D ressing and Cultural A nxiety (London: Routledge, 1992)
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d isg u ise.In stead , Cyprian’s death at the end of the novel forcefully illustrates the
overwhelming power of the Other and its final destruction o f the Self.
M aturin’s bleak ending, despite the restitution of Cyprian’s true, female
identity, suggests that the fundamental confusion of identities inherent to Cyprian’s
disguise has not, in fact, been righted. The same is equally true, despite Maturin’s
insistence on the importance o f nature and ‘natural’ identity, for the novel’s other
characters. Fr. Schemoli, for example, having revealed him self as “the stranger o f the
vault ... the spirit o f the prison chamber o f Muralto”, as well as Orazio di Montorio,
simultaneously succumbs to the fragmentation of identity inherent to his many
disguises {Fatal Revenge 377). So deeply engaged with his project o f vengeance has
he been, that he has lost any sense of original identity: “Who I am ... who knows, and
who can tell? Sometimes I do not know m yself’ {Fatal Revenge 302). Forced back to
his original identity by the discovery of the survival o f his children, Orazio makes
amends with his sons, but his history of role-playing proves too long to overcome.
The role o f avenger, assumed by Orazio many years before the actions o f the novel,
has brought Orazio too far from Nature to make amends with Her; he has become, in
his own words, “a monster, beneath whom the earth groans” {Fatal Revenge 432).
Schemoli’s suggestion of his Gothic ‘monstrosity’ in this instance powerfully
conveys his own sense o f his divided identity. Moreover, his death at the end of the
novel indicates not final peace, but the permanence o f this fragmentation.
Overwhelmed in the end by the power of the other, Schemoli registers Maturin’s
revision o f the theory of liminality arguably active throughout the Gothic genre. As
defined by Victor Turner, liminality is “a time and place o f withdrawal from normal
modes of social action”, characterised by “marked ambiguity ... inconsistency of
meaning, and the emergence o f liminal demonic and monstrous figures who represent
within themselves ambiguities and inconsistencies”.®"* These liminal figures are
located in a no-man’s land, betwixt and between the conventional social norms and a
realm of disorder and irregularity. As such, they possess within themselves the
potential for scrutinising, assessing, and potentially initiating change, ultimately

I shall continue to refer to Cyprian/Rosolia simply as Cyprian, using m asculine pronouns to prevent
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assisting in the instigation o f an attempted social reconciliation o f oppositional
force s.
For his part, Killeen has maintained that the Gothic conforms to Turner’s
notion o f liminality. This is because the Gothic is, in essence, “a literary ‘em ergency’,
compiled to prevent the final dissolution o f old identities and forms, while groping its
way towards articulating the new” .^*^ K illeen’s arguments prove persuasive, especially
when we consider that a prim ary concern for the Gothic is the erasure o f the
distinction betw een Self and Other and the creation or discovery o f their unification.^’
The Gothic can, in this way, be understood to enact a project of reconciliation and
unification, endeavouring to eradicate the difference between the divisions
underm ining personal and social cohesion. Yet, in terms o f Fatal Revenge, and the
Gothic genre as a whole. Turner’s phase o f reintegration remains problem atic at best.
As W illiam Patrick Day has explained, the relationship between Self and Other in the
Gothic is m ore often than not characterised by the struggle between an “impulse to
dom ination” and a contrasting “impulse to submission” ; the hero seeks to actively
define his identity while the heroine seeks to passively protect hers. In these attempts,
however, the Gothic world ultimately achieves domination, reducing the hero and
heroine alike to, in D ay’s terms, “the state o f nonbeing, absorbing them into the
Other” .^*
In this way, the ‘reconciliation’ o f Self and Other envisioned by the Gothic
assumes a decidedly negative connotation. As a consequence, the “true terror” o f the
Gothic m ight be said to lie in the threat that the Gothic atmosphere will prevail and
that the separation from the Other, allowing for a stable Self, will be irretrievably
lost.^^ W ith Schemoli, Cyprian, Ildefonsa, and arguably the Count di Montorio, this is
finally the case; no longer able to distinguish from Self and Other, they are consumed
by the novel’s Gothic night-world, each doomed to an ongoing disruption o f identity,
from which only death appears the answer. W hile Ippolito and Annibal live on, theirs
is an “unhappy” existence characterised by “silent bravery”, “solemn m elancholy”,
and the vigilant avoidance o f “the society o f women”, indicating that, for them, too,
only death awaits {Fatal Revenge 440).
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The pervasive negativity oiF atal Revenge's conclusion arguably owes much
to Maturin’s nationality. In many ways, the conclusion forcefiilly reflects M aturin’s
understanding of the relationship not only between Irish Anglican and native Irish, but
also Ireland and England. While the novel has, in may ways, constructed Catholicism
as the typically horrific Other, thereby expressing Maturin’s keen fear of the Irish
Catholic majority and their potential power to dominate, it has also proposed this
opposition as a displacement. This is not to say that M aturin’s fear o f the Catholic
Other is any less pronounced. Rather, his anti-Catholicism is both expressive o f his
repugnance for the repressive and tyraimical authority o f the Catholic Church - as
emblematised most clearly by the dread Inquisition - and metaphoric in the sense that
it stands in the place o f that other tyrannical institution against which Maturin, like
many of his fellow Irish Anglicans, bridled. This is, o f course, none other than Britain
and the British government, a combined force that took on an even more sinister
aspect, at least in Maturin’s mind, in the wake of national union in 1801. Although
this displacement is less pronounced in Fatal Revenge than it is in either Melmoth the
Wanderer or The Albigenses, it nevertheless reflects the long-standing Irish Anglican
history o f understanding England as equally Other as the native Catholic population.
In so doing, it underscores the ways in which Irish Anglican identity fundamentally
relied on an active resistance against the impulse to domination exerted by a native
Catholic population as well as a controlling British government. In this context,
Maturin’s conclusion reads as a fatalistic warning against Irish Anglican submission
to the terrifying ‘power o f the other’ inherent to both the native Irish population and
the goveming British authorities.
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‘Much Exaggerated’; Questioning Authenticitj’ in The W ild Irish Boy

M aturin’s second novel, The Wild Irish Boy (1808), is, in m any ways, an
attempt to safeguard an ‘authentic’ Irish Anglican identity against the terrors of
oppressive dom ination by the ‘O ther’. Notwithstanding its ‘w ild Irish’ title, however,
the novel initially appears relatively unconcerned with the issue o f Ireland. As
M aturin’s preface explains, “This novel from its title purports to give some account of
a country little known. I lament I have not had time to say m ore o f it; my heart was
full o f it, but I was compelled by the laws o f this mode o f composition to consult the
pleasure of my readers” {Wild Irish Boy l:x). The ‘laws o f com position’ to which
M aturin referred were the public demand for illustrations o f “a lounge in Bond-street,
a phaeton-tour in the Park, a masquerade with appropriate scenery, and a birth-day or
birth-night, with dresses and decorations, accurately copied from the newspapers”
{Wild Irish B oy 1:x). W riting “with an hope o f being read,” M aturin necessarily
bowed to such stipulations {W ildIrish Boy 1 :x). That this was not M aturin’s natural
inclination is clear: “He who would prostitute his morals, is a monster, he who
sacrifices his inclination and habits o f writing, is - an author” {Wild Irish Boy 1:xi).
Sacrificing his own inclination in this way, Maturin deliberately fashioned The Wild
Irish Boy w ith an eye to his audience and their literary consumption.
In so doing, M aturin has been traditionally and rather pejoratively understood
to rely upon the model o f O w enson’s then recently published and highly successful
novel. The Wild Irish Girl (1806). Yet his novel is, as James Kelly has aptly expressed
it, more than “a mere attempt ... to be carried along on O w enson’s coat-tails” .'
W ithout doubt, M aturin’s title immediately recalls The Wild Irish Girl, but his preface
also very quickly dispels the reader’s expectations. Producing a novel o f fashionable
life, M aturin left Ireland largely still ‘a country little know n’. Correspondingly, as
Joep Leerssen has suggested, “Despite its M organ-derived title, the book is not at all
‘W ild Irish’” . Instead, with all the action located within “the upper classes to which
the hero belongs” , Leerssen maintains that, “the only shadow o f Gaelic Ireland is
.
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vested in ... m m or characters” who remam margmal m and m arginalised by the text.

' K elly, ‘Q u estion in g A g e n c y ’ 87.
^ L eerssen, ‘Fiction P o etics’ 276.
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Leerssen’s understanding of The Wild Irish Boy as lacking a concrete
engagement with Ireland and Irish issues echoes the conventional understanding of
Maturin’s novel as displaying a strange ambivalence towards Ireland and Irish subject
matter.^ Jacqueline Pearson, for instance, has recently argued that, while it may recall
Owenson’s national tale in its title and in certain figures and events, The Wild Irish
Boy cannot be classified as an Irish novel in the same way that The Wild Irish Girl
can. Maturin’s treatment of Ireland and consideration o f Irish conditions remain, in
Pearson’s mind, too minimal to qualify the novel as a national one like The Wild Irish
Girl. For, as Pearson has further contended, The Wild Irish Girl, unlike The Wild Irish
Boy, takes English conceptions of Ireland as its primary focus.'*
Yet, such arguments fail to account for the ways in which Maturin connects
the experiences o f his hero, Ormsby Bethel, to an investigation o f the cultural
commodification o f Ireland. While Ormsby’s role as national hero may remain, in
Kelly’s terms, “always in doubt”, with the narrative offering “no central fixed point”
against The Wild Irish Girl's “static west of Ireland”,^ the novel finally reifies Ormsby
as both the proprietor of an ‘authentic’ self and the guardian o f a similarly ‘authentic’
Ireland. In order to do so, it insists, like Fatal Revenge before it, on the elimination of
artificial representations of the Self. In Ormsby’s case, this involves the reformation
of a romantic nature produced, like Edward Waverley’s, by an early “desultory”
course of “idle reading” (Waverley 14, 15), and the subsequent remedy o f the ‘folly’
and ‘madness’ he falls into when surrounded by the vices and corruption of society
life in Dublin and London. Cured of his irrational sensibility, Ormsby is free to
establish an ideal domestic settlement promising both private and public, personal and
national, contentment.
In this rectification o f manners and actions, Ireland ultimately figures as the
idyllic haven o f nature and true identity to which the transformed characters
eventually return. It too, however, must undergo a transformation, shedding its
misleading cultural images and re-assuming, it is suggested, an authentic identity. In
this way, the narrative problematically proposes Ireland’s freedom from the
misrepresentations of its purposeful commodification precisely by way o f Maturin’s
own cultural production of Ireland. Maturin’s ambivalence toward Ireland, in this

’ See, for instance, Kramer 43, and Lougy 25.
'* Pearson 4.
’ Kelly, ‘Questioning A gency’ 98.
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context, becomes symptomatic o f his awareness of the contradictions underpinning
his book. On the one hand, the novel forcefully denounces the commodification of
Ireland. On the other, however, it simultaneously insinuates itself and its author into
the cultural production o f an inherently and ineluctably inauthentic Ireland.

'Le Petit M ilor A n g lo is' or ‘Wild Irish Boy ’?: A Competition o f Identities

W hile the attention paid to M aturin’s supposed m im icry o f O w enson’s The
Wild Irish Girl (1806) has not been entirely misguided, it has eclipsed consideration
o f other im portant literary influences on The Wild Irish Boy!' One interesting, but
less-often recognised, text informing M aturin’s novel, for instance, is the
anonymously published The Fair Hibernian (1789). M aturin’s description o f the
childhood o f O nnsby Bethel, apparently abandoned in France by his Irish parents and
taught to see him self as “le bel Enfant”, but perhaps more poignantly, “le petit M ilor
Anglois”, rehearses the terms by which the heroine o f The F air Hibernian, Valeria
O ’Bryen, is introduced upon her arrival in France {W ildIrish Boy 1:78).^ W hile the
French initially call her, “by way o f distinction, La belle Angloise”, this term is very
quickly altered to express the novel’s concern with asserting Ireland as a distinct
nation; “lady Enm ore [Valeria’s Irish guardian in France], with a kind o f national
o

pride, insisted on its being changed into - Irlandoise”. This shift in terminology
forcefully em phasises The Fair Hibernian's, wish to parallel the continued
independence o f its heroine, notwithstanding her eventual marriage to Edward
M archmont, with that o f the Irish nation. Similarly, The Wild Irish Boy deliberately
suggests the hero ’s transform ation from the confusion o f identities asserted by ‘le
petit M ilor A nglois’ to a very specific Irish identity, problem atically symbolised by

^ For the su ggestion and d iscu ssion o f the influence o f T hom as Surr’s A W inter in L ondon (1 8 0 6 ) and
E dgew orth’s B e lin d a (1 8 0 1 ) on The W ild Irish B oy, see Jam es K elly, ‘W h y N ational T ale and N o t
N ational N o v el? M aturin, O w en son , and the Lim its o f Irish F ictio n ’, To the O th er Sh ore: C ro s s
cu rren ts in Irish a n d S cottish Stu dies, ed. Neal A lexander, Shane M urphy, and A nne Oakm an (B elfast:
C16 O llscoil na Banriona, 2 0 0 4 ) 7 8 -7 9 , 82. K elly ’s thesis also d iscu sses the influence o f B elin d a , A
W inter in L on don , Charlotte S m ith ’s D esm o n d (1 792), and O w en so n ’s St. C/ai> (1 8 0 3 ), in addition to
The W ild Irish G irl (1 8 0 6 ), on M aturin’s novel; see K elly, ‘Q uestioning A g e n c y ’, chapter 1. S ee also
Pearson 4-7 , for the argum ent that Maturin drew sp ecifica lly from B e lin d a and St. C lair, w h ile also
purposely alluding to a variety o f other noteworthy fem ale authors, in clu d in g M adam e de G en lis,
M adam e de Stael, and A nn R ad cliffe, in order to both trivialise their w orks and re-appropriate the
novel as a m ascu lin e genre.
^ Ian C am pbell R oss has pointed out this use o f sim ilar identifying term s in The F a ir H ibern ian and
The W ild Irish B oy; see Ian C am pbell R oss, ‘Introduction to F iction ’ 687.
* The F a ir H ib e rn ia n , 2 vols. (L ondon, 1789), E ighteenth C entury C o lle c tio n s O n line, G ale Group 14
N ov. 2005 < http ://galen et.galegroup.eom /servlet/E C C O >: 2:39.
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the novel’s title and by the narrative’s gradual process tov/ards the Irish countryside,
despite the hero’s many geographical oscillations. This shift in national loyalties
mirrors a transition from Ormsby’s dependence on a social identity to an investment
in private life, through his renunciation of excessive sensibility and an establishment
of ideal domesticity.
In this way. The Wild Irish Boy, like such works as The Wild Irish Girl, The
Absentee (1812), Waverley (1814), The Boyne Water (1826), and, indeed, the romance
in general, essentially enacts the hero’s quest for identity. Appropriately, Ormsby
spends much o f his childhood and adulthood largely in ignorance o f his true identity.
He knows very little about his birth or family history, except that he was bom in Ailly
au Clochers in France at the end of the eighteenth century;^ more than that, he cannot
say, “for in an ebullition of revolutionary philanthropy, in September 92, they burnt
the prior o f the Benedictine convent there ... and lit the pyre with the registers of his
church, in which my name I have heard was inserted” {Wild Irish Boy 1:78). Ormsby
is raised first in London, and then in Cumberland, where he occupies him self with a
questionably talented tutor, whose value lies in his introduction o f the Ossian myths to
his young charge. Suddenly, however, Ormsby is recalled to Ireland by his father,
Lionel Bethel, to enrol at Trinity College and make his home in Ireland, where. Bethel
believes, the “disadvantage o f his birth will be overlooked” {Wild Irish Boy 1:107).
Ormsby first meets his family a year after his arrival in Ireland, when he is ordered to
Connaught to “acquire the habits o f a country resident, and conciliate the favor of
[his] uncle, on whom much depended” {WildIrish Boy 1:131).
While staying in his family home, Ormsby forms what will become an allconsuming and heavily influential relationship with the Montrevors, a once-eminent
English family exiled to their Connaught estate and the general “horrors o f Ireland”
after a mysterious political scandal {WildIrish Boy 2:322). Ormsby quickly develops
a passionate infatuation for Lady Montrevor, and, upon the advice o f his friend and
mentor, Mr. Corbett, returns to Dublin in an attempt to extinguish his inappropriate
feelings. He is accompanied by his cousin, Deloraine, who, under the guise of
friendship, sets out to ruin Ormsby. With Deloraine’s urging, Ormsby throws himself
into a course of complete debauchery:
’ O rm sby am biguously specifies his birth year as 1 7 - A s the date is follow ed b y a reference to ’92, the
reader can deduce that O rm sb y ’s b irth occurred in the latter years o f the eig h teen th century.
Suggestions o f petitioning for the repeal o f the A ct o f U nion establish the n o v e l’s actions som etim e
betw een 1801 and 1808, supporting O rm sb y ’s late-eighteenth century birth date.
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I had rushed into dissipation, seduced by the novelty o f the scene, and
solicitous to forget one on whose thought it was madness to dwell; but when
novelty had ceased, and I found no efforts o f mirth or spleen could teach men
that ‘hardest science to forget,’ I was still forced to rush on, and to forget
m y self {W ildIrish Boy 2:257-258)

Ormsby falls ill at the conclusion o f his winter in Dublin and prepares him self for
death. The news that his uncle, the Chieftain De Lacy, has been imprisoned for his
debts, however, rouses him to return to Connaught and rem edy the situation.
As m ight be expected, Ormsby soon renews his relationship with Lady
Montrevor, even after he has m arried the youngest M ontrevor daughter, Athanasia.
He then follows the family to London, upon the M ontrevors’ social restoration to
grace. W hile there, Ormsby again becomes a victim o f the vices o f fashionable city
life, eventually falling prey to the scheming o f Lady Delphina Orberry, who wishes to
see him ruined. Accused o f conducting an illicit affair with Lady M ontrevor, Ormsby
is imprisoned but soon acquitted o f his ‘crim e’. He is then, after a protracted illness,
reunited with his real father, not Lionel Bethel as he had thought, but his brother,
hitherto known as a silent and mysterious stranger living in a dilapidated tower near
his family home. The discovery that Lady M ontrevor and his father had been starcrossed lovers in their youth and were now happily reunited by the death o f Lord
M ontrevor releases Ormsby from his unnatural infatuation. Re-joined by his wife,
Athanasia, and their infant child, Orm sby’s domestic bliss is both established and
completed, allowing the novel to end on an ostensibly happy and hopeful note.
In a ftmdamental way, this happy ending relies upon O rm sby’s disposal o f
false identities and the assum ption o f a ‘true’ self, obstructed, throughout m uch o f the
narrative, by his excessive sensibility and its associated ‘m adness’ and ‘folly’. In this
way, the narrative goal becomes the education o f its hero away from sensibility;
Ormsby m ust learn to renounce the dangerous sensibility and predilection for romance
that have led him astray. In so doing, Ormsby distinguishes him self from O w enson’s
Horatio M ortimer, who progresses not to rationality but to increased romantic
sensibility. M aturin’s narrative thereby reverses the narrative pattern o f The Wild Irish
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Girl, enacting a move from romantic sensibility to disenchantment and finally to, in
James Kelly’ s terms, “a common sense view of social and amatory realities”.'*^
Correspondingly, The Wild Irish Boy's plot serves as an important prefiguration of the narrative trajectories in both Waverley (1814) and Ormond (1817).
The former very early on establishes its hero as, for all intents and purposes, “a type
o f female reader”, or “a Gothic heroine in male form” ." Having derived his romantic
disposition from an ill-advised course o f reading, Waverley recalls the heroines o f
such works as Charlotte Lennox’s The Female Quixote (1752) and Jane Austen’s
Northanger Abbey (1818). As such, Waverley is understood not to suffer from that
“total perversion o f intellect as misconstrues the objects actually presented to the
senses”, but to operate instead under a less severe “aberration from sound judgm ent”;
this allows him to understand events “in their reality” but simultaneously endows
them with a sense of “romantic tone and colouring” {Waverley 18).
In Ormond, Edgeworth’s hero is similarly described as suffering from a
dangerous misconception o f the world, derived from his over-indulgence in morally
questionable romance novels. Much like Maturin’s ‘hero of sensibility’, the orphaned
Ormond, though the “darling” and “spoiled child” o f his guardian. Sir UHck O ’Shane,
receives an education characterised by “injudicious indulgence”, “neglect”, and lack
.
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o f “disciplme”.
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As a consequence, he begins the novel “ill-educated” and

unpolished” {Ormond 25). His early reading of Henry Fielding’s The History o f Tom
Jones, a Foundling (1749), inspires him “to be what he admired - and if possible to
shine forth an Irish Tom Jones” {Ormond 62). That it was not Edgeworth’s intent to
valorise Tom Jones as an exemplary young man for Ormond to emulate is clear; as
Marilyn Butler has noted, “On moral grounds, [Maria Edgeworth] excluded Tom
Jones from a book-list she drew up for Irish secondary schools in 1815”.'^ Fittingly,
Ormond is said to have “deteriorated sadly” during his stay at the Black Islands o f his
friend and benefactor. King Corny, as, in part, “Tom Jones was still too much ... in
his head” {Ormond 66).
A box o f books sent by Lady Armaly, whose interest in Ormond convinces
him that “[he] must be worth something” and urges him to “make [himjself worth

Kelly, ‘Q uestioning A gen cy ’ 96-97.
" Ferris, The A chievem ent o f L itera ry A uthority 99, 100.
M aria E dgew orth, O rm ond, ed. C laire C onnolly (1817; London; Penguin B ooks, 2000) 24, 10.
Future references are to this edition and are given parenthetically in the text.
M arilyn B utler, M aria E dgew orth 381n2.
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something m ore”, fortunately provides Ormond with better examples to follow
{Ormond 32). Richardson’s The History o f Sir Charles Grandison (1753-4), the
reading o f which Edgeworth called “one o f those pleasures which is never repeated in
life” ,'^ captivates Ormond despite its “terrible array o f good people” {Ormond 68).
Though disgusted by the heroine’s “perpetual egotism” and the eponymous hero’s
“ceremonious bow ing” , Ormond is inspired with “virtuous em ulation” and aspires to
be “a gentleman in the best and highest sense o f the word” {Ormond 68, 69). In one
reading, R ichardson’s novel completely counteracts in O rm ond’s m ind “the effects o f
his late study”, and replaces the disreputable Tom Jones with the upstanding
gentleman, Charles Grandison {Ormond 69). At the same tim e, it translates into
O rm ond’s am bition to transform him self into a gentleman who both fulfilled “every
duty of his station in society” and was “eminently useful, respected and beloved, as
brother, friend, m aster of a family, guardian, and head of a large estate” {Ormond 69).
Before O rm ond’s vision o f domestic bliss can materialise, however, a series of
lost letters and m isunderstandings convince him o f Florence A nnaly’s indifference,
propelling him on a rash journey to Paris. Unlike M aturin’s ‘M ilor A nglois’,
Edgeworth’s “6e/ Anglois” refuses to submit to the madness and depravity of Paris
society {Ormond 254). Both characters, however, emerge ever more sure o f their
desire for dom estic contentment in the Irish countryside. Ormond, for instance, in
familiarising him self with the unruly and disordered Parisian society in which
domestic indiscretions are looked upon as “matter[s] o f indifference”, only confirms
his taste for “dom estic happiness and retirement” {Ormond 243, 255). Similarly,
Ormsby Bethel abjures the “folly” and “madness” o f his “w inter in Dublin, and ...
winter in London” , and resolves to seek in the companionship o f his wife the sober
pleasures o f private life {Wild Irish Boy 3:345).
Significantly, this transformation occurs only towards the end o f the third
volume. For the m ajority o f M aturin’s three-volume novel, in fact, Orm sby spends his
time deeply im m ersed in a quixotic vision of the world, gleaned iirom an ill-advised
course o f reading. Describing his early education, Ormsby observes that his childhood
tutor was “too indolent to make my education a task ... we read with intervals and
interruptions that facilitated the progress o f a mind irregular and restless like m ine”
{Wild Irish B oy 1:100). O rm sby’s ‘irregular’ education is evident in his reading list.

Maria Edgeworth to M iss Sophy Ruxton, 7 February 1806; quoted in Edgeworth, Ormond 304.
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including works by canonical authors such as Dryden, Milton, and Shakespeare, but
also fantastical titles like The Arabian Nights Entertainments, Hierarchy o f the
Blessed Angels, History o f Witchcraft, and Superstitions. This course o f reading
converts the young Ormsby into “an incurable visionary” consumed by “romantic
intoxication” {WildIrish Boy 1:101).
Ormsby’s romantic nature accompanies him to Ireland, propelling him into his
intense passion for Lady Montrevor. Even his realisation of the inherent dangers of
such an attachment cannot persuade Ormsby from his excessive sensibility. Sick and
weary from a self-imposed exile in Dublin intended to eradicate his feelings for Lady
Montrevor, Ormsby returns to Connaught and specifically requests “a Werter” and an
“Elzevir Virgil” to read during his recovery {Wild Irish Boy 1:63). Ormsby’s request
of the former - presumably referring to Goethe’s epistolary novel The Sorrows o f
Young Werther (1774), which tells the tale o f the eponymous hero’s love for a married
woman and his resulting suicide - especially when appended with a suggestion of the
appropriateness o f “an History o f Suicides” {Wild Irish Boy 1:63), highlights his
perception o f his infatuation with Lady Montrevor as impossible. It also
correspondingly emphasises his self-imaging as the quintessential romance hero lovesick, forlorn, and ultimately ruled by his passions. Ormsby’s desire for the latter the seventeenth-century Elzevir translation o f Virgil - is similarly tinged with
romance. Although the passages he intends to re-read are precisely those notable for
their lack o f romance - “the ancients knew so little o f what we call passion” {Wild
Irish Boy 1:63) - Ormsby’s request nevertheless appears misguided. Far from desiring
to improve his romantic nature through a contrast with classical rationality, Ormsby
views the Virgil as an opportunity to enhance his own awareness o f passion through
an acknowledgment of its evident lack elsewhere.
In the end, Ormsby’s sensibilities prove detrimental to his well-being, as he is
repeatedly called to question for his romantic nature. Constantly battling to save his
reputation - from accusations o f cowardice, from the intrigues o f Deloraine, and from
the plots that land him in prison - Ormsby once again prefigures Edward Waverley.
Scott’s hero finds his “military and romantic adventures” bitterly clashing with reality
{Waverley 72); he is, as a result, awakened from, rather than confirmed in, his
romantic sensibility, as it politically and socially compromises him. So, for instance,
believed to be responsible for spreading “treasonable tracts and pamphlets”, Waverley
is arrested for suspected “treasonable practices and other high crimes and
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m isdemeanours” {Waverley 157, 156). He must consequently answer for his reading
practices, despite his ignorance o f the contents o f these tracts. N ot only that, but his
victim isation at the hands of Donald Bean-Lean places him as the subject o f a
romantic intrigue by which he him self is, in Nicola W atson’s words, “insistently
recirculated and m isappropriated”. As W atson has argued, W averley’s own “mistaken
individual reading” becomes effectively translated into a m isguided ‘reading’ o f
W averley himself; only when his personal narrative is corrected and seen to reconverge with the “official narrative” offered by M ajor M elville and Mr. M orton can
the novel reach its resolution.’^
Although the consequences are less public and political than is the case in
Waverley, O rm sby’s reading habits are no less detrimental to his reputation in The
Wild Irish Boy. ‘M isread’ by those around him, Ormsby m ust rescue him self from the
heavy penalties incurred by his own ‘m isreading’. In so doing, he slowly dissociates
him self from the romantic ideas he once possessed, a separation signified by his
corresponding realisation o f the foolishness o f his passionate love for Lady M ontrevor
and the truth o f his love for Athanasia.
O rm sby’s recognition and rectification o f his sensibility allows him to assume
his ‘proper’ place at the head o f the family unit he has established with Athanasia. It
thereby endows him with the sense o f ‘m asculinity’ he has been lacking throughout
much of the novel. Constructing Ormsby as, like W averley, ‘a type o f female reader’,
M aturin very specifically aligned his hero with the female readers in the novel. The
orphan girl, Mary, for instance, who falls so tragically in love with Ormsby, derives
her overly rom antic nature from her reliance on such texts as Joanna Baillie’s tragedy,
Ethwald (1802), passages o f which she recites to Ormsby. The novel’s frame
character, Elmaide St. Clair, is also said to possess “a terrible portion o f what is
called, I believe, sensibility” (W ild Irish Boy 1:3). Her surnam e deliberately recalls
O w enson’s first novel St. Clair, or the Heiress o f D esm ond (1803), which as Kelly
has noted, was written in imitation o f The Sorrows o f Young Werther in order to warn
against the dangers o f excessive sensibility.'® Fittingly, for these characters,
sensibility proves a dangerous affliction with ruinous effects. W hile Mary describes

'^W atson 131, 132.
K elly, ‘Q u estion in g A g e n c y ’ 93. Pearson also notes M aturin’s use o f St. C lair, w h ich, she su ggests,
“sh ow s the shared reading o f R ousseau and G oethe not as underpinning a healthy union o f individuals
and nations but as encouraging transgressive sexual im pulses so intense th ey can produce on ly a tragic
con clu sion ” ; see Pearson 5.
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Ormsby’s “soft, rich voice” as destroying her peace and both cursing and ruining her,
Elmaide finally falls victim to her unrequited love: “she died for love” {Wild Irish Boy
2:138, 3:388). Not quite driven mad by their hopeless passions, Mary and Elmaide are
nevertheless seen to suffer from a fatal lovesickness, which, while highlighting the
dangers of misguided reading, ultimately constructs them as “touching image[s] of
feminine vulnerability and ... flattering reminder[s] o f female dependence upon male
affection”.
It is but a small step from Mary and Elmaide to what Elaine Showalter has
identified as “a cult figure for the Romantics” - the “victimized madwoman”. As
Showalter outlines, this idea was perhaps most popularly illusfrated in the image of
‘Crazy Jane’, also sometimes known as ‘Crazy Kate’ or ‘Crazy A nn’, who was
depicted as a poor servant girl who had lost her lover, either through death or
abandonment, and had gone mad as a result. Her insanity was a docile and harmless
one, as the victimised Jane committed herself wholeheartedly to memorialising her
lost lover. In this way. Crazy Jane - first infroduced in a ballad written by Matthew
Lewis in 1793 - was, for all intents and purposes, both passive and submissive,
implicitly confirming women as ‘the weaker sex’. In Scott’s The Bride o f
Lammermoor (1819), however, this notion o f female docility underwent a sinister
transformation. His Lucy functioned as a symbol o f female sexuality gone awry,
manifesting itself in violence against men; she was therefore seen to initiate a “dark
•

metamorphosis” o f the legend of Crazy Jane.
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In between these two extremes - the docile versus violent madwoman - rests a
version of sensibility imbued with definite mutinous potential but not yet radically
perverted. Ormsby’s wife, Athanasia, arguably suffers from this budding
revolutionary tendency. Wholly immersed in her romantic reading, Athanasia remains
ignorant of, and can but fail at, her role as properly domesticated wife. Instead, she
expects her husband to conform to the model gleaned from her reading: “You appear
to me to talk quite out o f character - All the husbands I read of, are stem, rigid
beings, with nothing but lessons of duty in their mouths, and all the horrors o f it in
their faces and lives” {W ildIrish Boy 3:114). Although Ormsby may “have a mind to
play le bon mari", his efforts are thwarted by a wife who prefers to stay at home alone

” E laine Show alter, The F em a le M alady: Women, M adness, and E nglish C ulture, 1830-1980 (London:
V irago, 1987) 10.
Show alter 10, 10-14, 14.
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reading “M adame H ahl’s novel of Delphine” than spend the evening with a husband
earnestly wishing “not [to] leave [her] to-night” {W ildIrish Boy 3:103, 105, 85). In
this way, Athanasia represents for Ormsby an obstacle in his pursuit o f domestic bliss:
“I feel I could be a domestic, could be a happy man, could Athanasia assume the
appearance o f a happy wife” {Wild Irish Boy 3:181).
A thanasia’s failure to appear as ‘a happy w ife’ highlights the danger o f her
sensibility. If, for Mary and Elmaide, sensibility proves dangerous for its tragic
personal consequences, but has no apparent wider effect, the same cannot be said for
Athanasia. Her sensibility is a threat to herself, to the patriarchal establishm ent o f the
family, and, by extension, to that o f the nation-sate. Here, M aturin’s concern with
A thanasia’s education reveals a common tendency in late-eighteenth and earlynineteenth century literature: the reading o f female mis-education as detrimental to the
interests o f the state. Conduct books such as Edgeworth’s Practical Education (1798),
Hannah M ore’s Strictures on the M odern System o f Female Education (1799), and
Jane W est’s Letters to a Young Lady (1806), proliferated at the turn o f the nineteenth
century and implicitly associated female education with the fate o f the nation.
Although an emphasis on the ‘proper’ education for females can be traced throughout
the eighteenth century - R ousseau’s La Nouvelle Heloise (1761) and Emile (1762), for
example, both operated as seminal texts in the articulation and construction o f
idealised female education programs - many conduct books and other didactic fiction
aimed at moulding the female mind specifically responded to revolutionary activities
in America and on the Continent. In so doing, they proposed that “upon the result o f
female education depended nothing less than ‘the future o f the nation its e lf ” .'^
A constitutive element o f the domestic assurance o f national well-being
through education was the necessary containment o f irrational sensibility.
Revolutionary female sensibility and desire necessitated proper containment and
control through a selective choice o f reading material and an appropriate program o f
tuition; if the ‘w rong’ novels could inculcate m isguided sensibility in the female
mind, they could, more importantly, endanger the nation itse lf It is for this reason that
Elizabeth Inchbald’s A Simple Story (1791) illustrates the detrimental effects o f
excessive sensibility by contrasting the rebellious and highly emotional Miss M ilner
with her sedate and submissive daughter Matilda. That the m other should be punished
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while her daughter (eventually) receive her reward in the restitution of appropriate
domestic bliss centred on a clear hierarchy of power and authority attests to
Inchbald’s belief in the power of “A PROPER EDUCATION”?® Moreover, as
Patricia Meyer Spacks has maintained, the novel powerfully encodes female
education as the submission to paternal hierarchy; in the end, it clearly demonstrates
the concurrence of M atilda’s “education in submissiveness” with the demands of a
patriarchal society.

7 1

Similarly, Charlotte Lennox’s The Female Quixote emphasises the necessary
transformation from excessively sensible female heroine to rational and properly
domesticated daughter and wife. The novel’s typically romantic conclusion rests
precisely on Arabella’s abandonment of the ridiculously romantic nature culled from
her reading of seventeenth-century French romances; only once she has been
“recovered to the free Use of all her noble Powers of Reason” can she assume her
‘proper’ role in society, united with the long-suffering Mr. Glanville “in every Virtue
and laudable Affection of the Mind”.^^ And again, Edgeworth’s Practical Education
advocates caution and care in choosing books for female readers, arguing that
romances are “always dangerous” because o f their tendency to provoke dissatisfaction
with reality.^^ Unhappy with her lot in life, the text suggests, the poorly educated
female can challenge the status quo, desiring more for herself than her patriarchal
confinement to the domestic realm allows.^'*
In The Wild Irish Boy, Athanasia successfully sheds her dangerous sensibility
through a specific shift in her choice of literature. In so doing, she undergoes what the
narrative images as a necessary transformation from radical irrationality to
comfortable and, what is more important, conforming rationality. She is, in this way,
thoroughly domesticated through her rejection of one specific course o f reading and
Elizabeth Inchbald, A Simple Story, ed. and introd. Pamela Clemit (1791; London: Penguin Books,
1996) 318.
Patricia Meyer Spacks, ‘Novels o f the 1790s; Action and Impasse’, The Columbia H istory o f the
British Novel, ed. John Richetti (New York: Columbia UP, 1994) 264.
Charlotte Lennox, The Female Quixote, or, The Adventures o f Arabella, ed. M argaret Dalziel, introd.
M argaret Anne Doody (1752; Oxford: Oxford UP, 1989) 382, 383. On the novel as an attempt to
‘rescue’ romance rather than single-mindedly dismiss the romance tradition as ‘dangerous’ for the
female mind, see Scott Paul Gordon, ‘The Space o f Romance in Lennox’s Female Q uixote', Studies in
English Literature 1500-1900 38.3 (1998): 499-516.
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the adoption o f another.^^ From being a “pupil o f false sentim ent”, eager to be “the
heroine of a m ad and wicked tale o f a Rousseau, o f a Gothe, o f a W olstonecraft; dying
to convert imaginary duties into real, and real into imaginary ones”, Athanasia finds
herself more interested in marital felicity with Ormsby than high romantic adventures
{W ildIrish Boy 3:300-301). She triumphantly signals her new dedication to rationality
by a banishm ent o f her French books and a recitation of passages from Scott’s The
Lay o f the Last M instrel (1805). From here on in, it is implied, Athanasia, lacking the
detrimental influence o f romance novels, will commit herself wholly to her husband
and her domestic duties.
Here, it is interesting and worthwhile to note M aturin’s divergence from The
Wild Irish Girl in his choice o f constructive literature for the female mind. Like
Athanasia, Glorvina m ust receive a specific education before the novel’s apparently
happy conclusion can occur. Thomas Tracy has persuasively located the influence o f
Mary W ollstonecraft’s A Vindication o f the Rights o f Woman (1792) in O w enson’s
conception o f female education.^^ W ollstonecraft had argued that failing to develop
the female intellect directly contributed to the weakening o f female morality, thereby
“undermin[ing] the very foundation o f virtue, and spread[ing] corruption through the
•

27

whole mass o f society”.

In other words, she propounded what M ellor has called, “a

feminine Romantic ideology ... grounded on a belief in the rational capacity and
equality o f wom an”, and she did so precisely by attacking the image o f women as
“innately emotional, intuitive, illogical, capable o f moral sentim ent but not o f rational
28

understanding” .

At one level, Owenson did employ Glorvina in an attempt to

contradict the popular image of the woman as illogical and irrational; G lorvina’s great
classical learning, in fact, constructs her as a supremely educated, inherently rational
woman. At another, however, Owenson set herself against W ollstonecraft’s arguably
problematic attempts to preference rationality over emotionality, by re-appropriating
female sensibility, and combining it with rational education in order to create her ideal
woman, as exemplified by Glorvina.
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To this end, Glorvina’s vast antiquarian knowledge as well as her natural
emotions are seen to require the supplementation of sensibility - “a Burkean ideal of
feeling, defined in opposition to the disintegrative force o f ‘Reason’”.^® The books
Horatio provides for Glorvina - those which “Glorvina had not, yet should read, that
she may know herself, and the latent sensibility of her soul” - include "''''La Nouvelle
H eloise\ de Rousseau - the unrivalled 'Lettres sur la M ythologie', de Moustier - the
"Paul et Virginie' o f St. Pierre - the Werter of Goethe - the Dolbreuse o f Lousel, and
the Attila of Chateaubriand” {Wild Irish Girl 139). Fittingly, they coach Glorvina in
“her role as heroine of sensibility”.^' By yoking together a mastery o f ‘masculine’
subjects such as history, philosophy, natural sciences, and classical languages, with
“the sentimental sorcery o f Rousseau” in this way, Owenson endowed her heroine
with a (female) virtue dependent on both intellectual strength and a specifically-honed
sensibility {Wild Irish Girl 143). As a result, Glorvina becomes a kind o f proto
feminist, suggesting both the importance of intellectual development in the moral
constitution o f women as well as the idea that sensibility need not exclude women
from full and responsible citizenship.
Yet even Glorvina and her apparently admirable sensibility and knowledge
must, the text suggests, be domesticated and subdued in marriage to Horatio. The
consequences of the failure to domesticate the unruly female become all too evident in
Owenson’s later novel. The O'Briens and the O ’Flahertys (1827). Although
drastically different from The Wild Irish Girl in many ways, the novel presents a
strong female character - the Continental ‘learned lady’ Beavoin O ’Flaherty - as the
voice o f reason. Endorsing a less visible, less public form o f nationalism than that of
the novel’s hero, Murrough O ’Brien, O ’Flaherty concerns herself not with the overtly
national project o f reforming governmental structures but with a grassroots effort to
transform and improve local society. While O’Flaherty’s nationalism, rehearsing the
idea of education producing social and economic reform, may prove, as Julia M.
Wright has argued, more “fundamentally patriotic” than that of the United Irishmen,^^
her “perpetuated struggle to the liberal” becomes a fearful prospect by the end of the
novel {The O'Briens 527). Now married to the unfortunate O ’Brien and exiled in
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France w ith him, O ’Flaherty becomes “la mauvaise etoile de notre General, she it is
that governs him and misleads him in his present opposition” {The O ’Briens 566).
Inherently un-subdued by her marriage to O ’Brien, O ’Flaherty’s strength and
independence of character, derived, it is suggested, from her great intellect and
affective connection to Irish locality, specifically aligns her with treacherous
revolutionary tendencies, as she ‘m isleads’ her husband in dangerously misguided
resistance.
Arguably fearful o f such dangerous ramifications o f the failure to rein in
excessive female sensibility, The Wild Irish Boy establishes a decidedly masculine,
anti-sensibility mentality. This is evident in the novel’s repeated insistence on the
correction o f sensibility through the use of ‘proper’ reading material, and its
concurrent suggestion o f Orm sby’s m ovement from effeminised sensibility to
m asculinised empowerment. Fittingly, the text yokes the reformed sensibility o f
M aturin’s characters to a specific m asculinisation o f the novel, by which M aturin
apparently hoped to ‘reform ’ a predominantly female, and thereby, excessively
sensible, literary genre. For her part, Pearson has understood A thanasia’s reformed
reading habits to be deliberately centred on male-authored (English) texts; as such,
A thanasia’s developm ent emphasises M aturin’s attempts to de-authorise women
writers and valorise a male dominance o f the literary market. M aturin’s heavy
intertextual reliance on female authors acts, in Pearson’s mind, as evidence o f
M aturin’s anxious attempt to both prove the prudence o f male literary censorship and
assert his own, properly masculine, control o f a female literary genre. This anxiety,
active throughout M aturin’s career, emerges in Fatal Revenge in the depiction o f
transvestite and cross-dressed figures, which, as Pearson maintains, “may image
M aturin’s discom fort in his own transvestite role, as a male author adopting the forms
o f fem ale-dominated fiction” .

The Wild Irish Boy, however, uses not cross-dressing,

but a purposeful condemnation o f specific texts and reading habits in order to effect a
derisive critique and re-appropriation o f the fem ale-dominated novel for a male
authorship.
It is arguably for this reason that M aturin’s only direct reference to The Wild
Irish Girl, aside from his title, occurs in Lady M onfrevor’s appearance as Glorvina
near the end o f the novel. The incongruity between the title’s promise o f a prominent
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Wild Irish Girl strand and the late and dismissive appearance o f Glorvina,
fundamentally trivialises female literaiy creativity and simultaneously rejects
Owenson as a mere “dress-designer”.^'* Maturin’s deliberate denigration o f female
authorship, made perhaps most obvious in his calculated disregard for Owenson’s
literary skills, is also manifested in the narrative structure itself Opening vi^ith a series
o f letters between Elmaide and her female correspondents, the novel is, for all intents
and purposes, a female-authored, female-read text. These letters significantly and
pointedly give way, at Elmaide’s own suggestion, to Ormsby’s narration o f his life
story, begun as a letter addressed to a female audience, which then indiscemibly
transforms into his first-person narrative addressed to a wider reading public. In this
way, Maturin reclaimed what Sandra M. Gilbert and Susan Gubar have called, the
“assertive presence o f literary power” as a male author through a specific affirmation
o f female sexuality as characterised precisely by “the absence o f such power” . As
embodied by Elmaide, the female author becomes, in Maturin’s hands, a powerless
figure in his implicit deployment of the metaphor of literary paternity. This symbolic
notion, as defined by Gilbert and Gubar, reduces women, lacking both pen and penis
as “instrument[s] of generative power”, to mere properties, “characters and images
imprisoned in male texts because generated solely ... by male expectations and
designs”.

Finally eliminating Elmaide from the text altogether, Maturin forcefully

asserted his authorial control through a purposeful suppression o f the female writer
and her literary power.
While the narrative structure and dense intertextuality in The Wild Irish Boy
often functions in the denigration and trivialisation of female authors, it is precisely
this process o f disparagement which allows for the praise Maturin reserved for certain
female writers.^^ One such author is Edgeworth, who, according to the text, offers “a
faithful representation of life, with just modes of reasoning, and a forcible inculcation
o f good principles” {Wild Irish Boy 3:166). Maturin’s praise o f Edgeworth places her
in direct and advantageous contrast with “the most distinguished novelist of the day”
{WildIrish Boy 3:163). Although never named in the text, this author has been
recently identified as Thomas Skinner Surr (1770-1847).^^ Certainly, the narrative
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context suggests as much, referring to the author’s “last novel” as “a melancholy
melange o f extracts from morning papers, information extracted from the menials of
noble families, and hints from manuscript histories”, which completely satisfies the
novel reader’s curiosity “after the first ten pages” {W ildIrish Boy 3; 165). This accords
well with the Critical R eview 's account, which described the novel as “ seasoned with
nothing else” but scandal, and so trite, “that a young lady at our elbow, not
particularly conversant with books o f this description, unraveled the whole story,
■JO

before she had travelled through the first volume” .
Such a direct contrast between Edgeworth and a distinguished author who had,
according to Maturin, sacrificed his talent by providing “the garbage o f fashionable
anecdote” deliberately distinguishes Edgeworth from the belittled figure o f Owenson
and invests her with a certain authorial power {Wild Irish Boy 3: 164). If this literary
authority is simultaneously delimited by the novel’s narrative strategy, it nevertheless
prioritises Edgew orth’s influence, arguably placing it above that o f Owenson and The
Wild Irish Girl. As a result, “the m ajor intertext” in The Wild Irish Boy may well be
seen as Edgew orth’s Belinda (1801), rather than Ow enson’s The Wild Irish Girl?'^ In
fact, there are several direct references to Edgeworth’s novel: Orm sby is described by
his sister’s governess with a line from Belinda - “II y ’a infinim ent I’air d ’un heros
[sic] du Rom an” {Wild Irish Boy 1:236);‘’° Lady M ontrevor quotes the novel when she
tells Ormsby, “ ‘Honi soit qui mal y pense,’ as Mrs. Freke says in Belinda” {W ildIrish
Boy 2:232); Lady Castle-W ycomb is compared to the “m atch-m aking Mrs. Steinhope
in Belinda” {W ildIrish Boy 2:306), and Orm sby’s London acquaintance Mr. Bellamy
praises Belinda, as “a work that has never been equalled, and perhaps, never will be
equalled” {W ildIrish Boy 3:167).
The emphasis placed on Belinda by these references suggests M aturin’s
guarded adm iration for Edgeworth. More importantly, however, it highlights his
engagement with Edgew orth’s discourse on an ideal dom esticity reliant on the female
assumption o f her ‘proper’ familial role. Edgeworth’s early didactic works - Letters
fo r Literary Ladies (1795), The P a ren t’s Assistant (1796), and Practical Education
‘R eview o f A W inter in L ondon, by T hom as Skinner Surr’, C ritic a l R e v ie w 3'“' ser., 8 (1806): 318320, B ritish F iction, 1 8 0 0 -1 8 2 9 D a ta b a se 2 2 M ay 2006 < http://w w w .britishfictio n .cfa c .u k /re v iew s/w in t0 6 -6 4 .h tm l>: 318, 319.
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(1798) - were clearly devoted to the education and moral betterment o f women and
children. At a fundamental level, Belinda represents an important continuation of
Edgeworth’s concern with the construction of an ideal domestic sphere dependent on
the ‘proper’ education of the (often-times female) individual. It is for this reason that,
throughout Belinda, the natural subject - the one fully and properly invested in private
life - is continuously contrasted with individuals representative of, in Andrew
McCann’s terms, “a deviation from nature” in their transgression of the forms of
propriety embodied by the family.'^' These unnatural characters become monstrous
figures purposely emphasising the terrible effects o f departure from social norms and
conventions. So, for instance, Harriet Freke, in her unnatural performativity and
threatening cross-dressing becomes de-feminised to the point where her redemption is
no longer possible. Intriguingly, Colin and Jo Atkinson have traced the derivation of
the word ‘freak’ and found it be a variant spelling for ‘freke’, defined as “one eager
for a fight, champion, but usually a more poetic synonym for ‘m an’” . They insist,
however, that Edgeworth would not have been familiar with this definition."*^
Similarly, Mellor has observed that the word ‘freak’ in the late-eighteenth century,
meant not a “monstrosity”, but rather, “a capricious humour, a whim, a vagary”.'*^
Given these clarifications, Harriet Freke is no monstrous man-woman by definition,
but her actions, in many ways, make her so, to the extent that, by the end of the novel,
she has become irretrievably lodged in her persistent and unrelenting deviation from
the norm.
Lady Delacour, like her friend Harriet, exhibits an uimatural performativity:
“With the promptitude of an actress she could instantly appear upon the stage, and
support a character totally foreign to her own” {Belinda 209). Tellingly, Lady
Delacour’s characteristic insipidness while at home results from the dissipation of her
time and energy, not to mention financial resources, in her social pleasures:

Abroad, and at home. Lady Delacour was two different persons. Abroad she
appeared all life, spirit, and good humour - at home, listless, fretful and
melancholy; she seemed like a spoiled actress off the stage, over stimulated by
A ndrew M cC ann, ‘C onjugal Love and the E nlightenm ent Subject: The C olonial C ontext o f N onIdentity in M aria E dg ew o rth ’s B elin d a ', N o vel 30.1 (1996): 56-77, L IO N 8 June 2004
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applause, and exhausted by the exertions o f supporting a fictitious character.
{Belinda 10-11)

U n h ap p y at hom e. L ady D elacour has grow n “ strangely selfish b y living in the w orld”
{B elinda 61); as such, she em blem atises, in her pursuit o f h er ow n pleasures rather
than attention to her dom estic life, the unnatural m ovem ent aw ay from her natural
roles o f m other and wife.
C losely resem bling Lady D elacour, M atu rin ’s L ady M ontrevor proves w holly
invested in h er social presentation rather than in her fam ily life. Trapped into a
loveless m arriage, she constructs an im age o f h erself as the fashionable society lady
and p erfo rm s it alm ost to excess:

I have assum ed m y part, no m atter w hether voluntarily or not, and I m ust go
through w ith it, and I will go through w ith it; a full theatre and loud applause for
m e till the curtain drops, and the farce or tragedy ends. B esides, if I retreated
now , they w ould call it cow ardice, not virtue; no one w ould believe it real, the
fictitious ch aracter w as so well supported. {W ild Irish B o y 2:63)

On one hand, the dissem blance adopted by Lady M ontrevor and other fashionable
w om en is rep resented as som ehow involuntary; it is, as L ord W estham pton suggests,
“the tow n [that] is to blam e” {W ildIrish B oy 3:126). O n the other, how ever, there is
an indication that M atu rin ’s illustration o f Lady M ontrevor, like E dgew orth’s
description o f L ady D elacour, is m eant to investigate “ erratic m aternal behavior,
evidence o f a subversive fem ale ‘inheritance’” .^'* By h er ow n acknow ledgm ent. Lady
M on trev o r’s ch aracter is unnatural: “Is the rouge w ashed o ff m y face? O r does this
veil conceal it? T hey m ust not see Lady M ontrevor’s m ind or face either in their
n atural co lo u rs” {W ild Irish B oy 3:178). W hile O rm sby w illingly dism isses L ady
M o n trev o r’s aberrancy, other characters are less prepared to sm ile upon behaviour
d irectly threatening patriarchal establishm ent. As O rm sb y ’s childhood friend,
H am m ond, describes her. Lady M ontrevor is “ [a] w om an w ho could be im pelled to
the d isreg ard o f dom estic duties, a wife who could be indifferent to h er husband, a
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mother who could neglect her children” {WildIrish Boy 2:191). For such a woman,
Hammond has “no mercy” {Wild Irish Boy 2:191).
It is the legacy of Lady Montrevor’s impropriety - her subversive female
inheritance made visible in the figure of Athanasia - that is, for Ormsby, the most
obvious representation o f the failure of patriarchal domestic ideology. Athanasia’s
eventual rejection o f the sensibility undermining her compliance with the domesticity
Ormsby envisions, however, signifies her rejection of her mother’s legacy. Reunited
with Ormsby at the end o f the novel, and now a mother herself, Athanasia
symbolically registers the novel’s establishment o f an Edgeworthian domestic
ideology. At the same time, the revelation that the stranger from the tower, Ormsby’s
father, is also Lady Montrevor’s early lover, allows Lady Montrevor, upon the timely
death o f her husband, to dispose o f her artificial public character, thereby resuming
her proper place in the private, domestic realm of the (reconstructed) family, “no
longer subverted by the necessity o f artificial display” {Wild Irish Boy 3:404). For
Pearson, the fact that this happy ending is made possible for Lady Montrevor by the
bodily resurrection of her first love, transforms Belinda's conclusion from one that is
“female-dominated and stagemanaged by a resurrected matriarch” - Lady Delacour to one that is enabled instead by “the return of the father”. In this way, Maturin
continued his masculinsation o f the novel by underlining “the power, rationality, and
virtue o f its last father-figure” . In so doing, Pearson continues, he simultaneously de
emphasised the importance o f “female moral authority within the family” and
concluded with an ending fundamentally reliant on “male vision and desire”.'*^
Pearson’s arguments are compelling, for M aturin’s conclusion is dependent on
‘male vision’ in more ways than one. At a fiindamental level, the domestic
contentment established by the end of the novel is conflated with an ongoing
discourse on Ireland’s artificial identities and their replacement with Maturin’s
‘natural’ and ‘truthful’ image. As with Lady Montrevor, Ireland is seen to be
immersed in the presentation o f false identities, which, like hers, have been at least
partially imposed by society, but which, nevertheless, must be renounced before the
final, happy resolution can occur. Nowhere is this symbolic relationship between
individual and national ‘m asks’ more evident than in Lady Montrevor’s appearance as
a magnificent and splendidly-arrayed Glorvina at a masquerade near the end of the
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novel. W hile her costume directly comments on Ow enson’s well-noted habit of
appearing as her W ild Irish Girl, it also, by extension, highlights, in K elly’s terms,
“the artificiality and commercial reproducibility of a powerful Irish national icon”.
Arguably, this is an issue already noted in Ow enson’s text itself. As Ina Ferris has
suggested, w hile Glorvina appears to live in “pastoral harm ony”, she is actually
framed by “a self-conscious artfulness”, clearly thematised in the scene where Horatio
draws her as she sings. This episode, Ferris further maintains, highlights the manner
in which Glorvina is “immobilized as cultural icon” .'*^ Having caught G lorvina’s
“costume, attitude, and harp” on paper, Horatio’s portrait threatens to turn the history
o f Irish culture represented by these objects into mere costume and decor {Wild Irish
Girl 98).
Extending the suggestion o f G lorvina’s cultural ‘im m oblisation’, M aturin’s
novel purposely draws attention to romanticised paintings o f the Inca chieftain Ataliba
prominently hung about the ballroom in The Wild Irish Boy. As Kelly has argued,
these decorations recall the reference to Peruvian history in The Wild Irish Girl, and
like it, links Ireland’s cultural commodification with military subjugation.^* For
Owenson, Ataliba was a counter-imperialist fiindamentally m isrepresented by “the
victorious Spaniard ... insensible to the woes he had created”, and was therefore,
m uch like the Irish after the 1798 rebellion, suffering under the unfair “odium o f
cruelty” {W ildIrish Girl 171n). The events o f 1798, she argued, were largely
undertaken by “ ancient British settlers”, whose “barbarities ... attached the epithet o f
cruel to the name o f IrishmanV' {Wild Irish Girl 171n). The Wild Irish Boy expands on
O w enson’s point, suggesting with its masquerade decorations that Ireland had been
not only victim ised by the British after the 1798 rebellion but also essentially
infantilised and commodified. As such, Ireland had been rem oved to “a static
aesthetic realm ”, in which it had become merely “a colony providing cultural
commodities as opposed to actual material commodities” .
In The Wild Irish Boy, the disposal o f these imposed cultural
comm odifications o f Ireland is o f param ount importance. The W ild Irish Girl
disguise, as well as the M ilesian C hief costume worn by O rm sby’s father at the same
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masquerade, must be shed before the novel’s concluding reunions can occur. While
the removal of these literal costumes symbolises the rejection of the metaphoric
masks the characters have been wearing for much of the novel, it also proposes that
such cultural images of Ireland, produced for an English audience with an English
readership in mind, must be discarded if Ireland’s true identity is to be recognised. To
this end, Ormsby’s education throughout the novel is not only a process away from
excessive sensibility, but also, like that in Edgeworth’s national tales, a growth into a
recognition o f Ireland’s ‘true’ nature and a subsequent assumption o f his rightful
identity as a member o f the Irish landholding class.
That this identity must be established and clarified by the text is clear. Like
Edgeworth’s Harry Ormond after him, Ormsby must choose between several different
cultural modes represented by the three brothers with whom he forms relationships
over the course of the novel - Chieftain De Lacy, Lionel Bethel, and Ormsby’s real
father. With the first representing antiquity and respect for ancient traditions, and the
second epitomising pithy disregard for such values, Ormsby’s real father emerges as a
middle road between the two. Ormsby’s discovery of his natural father is therefore
pivotal in Ormsby’s adoption o f an Irish identity neither archaic and misguidedly
attached to the past nor scornful in its continental modernity. These imprudent
identities manifest themselves quite forcefully in the architecture described in the text.
The chieftain’s castle, for instance, is deliberately summarised by the brief sketch:
“The principal gate here had been out of repair for some years; the chief, however,
was satisfied, by seeing workmen prepare to go to it every Monday morning” {Wild
Irish Boy 1:180). Deliberately referring back to Thady’s dating o f his narrative in
Edgeworth’s Castle Rackrent (1800) to “Monday m o r n i n g " this description aptly
encapsulates the Chieftain: he is, despite his lofty title, simply another lazy Irishman
with no sense o f proper estate management. As Edgeworth’s glossary informs us, the
Irish believe that “no great undertaking can be auspiciously commenced in Ireland on
any morning but Monday morning" {Castle Rackrent 123). Rather than ensuring
prompt and timely hard work, this tendency only highlights inherent Irish laziness and
lack of application: “All the intermediate days, between the making o f such speeches
and the ensuing Monday, are wasted: and when Monday morning comes, it is ten to
one that the business is deferred to the next Monday morning” {Castle Rackrent 123).
M aria E dgew orth, Castle R ackrent, C astle R ackrent and Ennui, ed. M arilyn B u tler (1800; London:
Penguin B ooks, 1992) 65. Future references are to this edition and are given p aren th etically in the text.
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In contrast to the Chieftain’s rundown property, Lionel B ethel’s home is
characterised as a “French household”, where “not an Irish face was to be seen” {Wild
Irish Boy 1:179). It is called ‘Lem on-grove’ from what Orm sby explains as “a sickly
imitation o f the luxuriant verdure o f France” {Wild Irish Boy 1:142). The significance
o f the ‘French’ identification is twofold. First, it calls upon a deeply rooted
association, prevalent in England in the eighteenth and early-nineteenth centuries,
between the French language and effeminacy. In this schema, English was considered
a ‘m ale’ language, and French a ‘fem ale’ language. As a result, the eighteenth-century
‘fop’ represented, in CHona O Gallchoir’s terms, “the derided figure o f an Englishman
so caught up with the refinements o f French manners and culture as to lose all claims
to masculinity” .^' In terms o f M aturin’s text, the feminine sensibility o f Lionel
Bethel’s French household clearly works against the trajectory M aturin outlined for
his hero: the rejection o f an excessively ‘fem inine’ nature and the final realisation of
his ‘true’, inherently ‘m asculine’, identity. Second, Bethel’s ‘French’ domestic
establishment emphasises his betrayal o f his interest as a native Irishman; it not only
calls attention to B ethel’s primary apostasy - his willingness to both renounce his
ancestral Catholicism and change his name “for the property o f a maternal uncle”
{Wild Irish Boy 1:165) - but also suggests a desire to affect a falsified ‘French’
identity.
The importance o f Bethel’s aspiration to a ‘French’ identity is indicated by
Orm sby’s observation that “The Irish are easily repelled by strangers” {Wild Irish Boy
1:179). Offered as explanation for the lack of an Irish presence at Lemon-grove, this
comment tellingly reflects the power o f a French identity as a foreign one. Reference
to Edgew orth’s

helps to clarify this significance. As Sharon M urphy has

observed, the orphaned Ormond is taken into the home of the apostate Sir Ulick
O ’Shane, whose adoption o f Protestantism, like that o f Bethel, initiates his future
•

•
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engagement with “constant acts o f cynical self-creation” .

Although O ’Shane does

not affect a false French identity, the notion o f France and Frenchness plays a central
role in the novel, as Edgeworth explores the moral and social corruption attendant to
an Irishm an’s (or Irishw om an’s, in D ora’s case) styling o f him self as ‘French’ rather
than ‘Irish’. Recently, CHona O Gallchoir has ably traced the ways in which a French
identity could be assum ed to mask a pre-existing Irish identity in the late-eighteenth
6 G allchoir 140.
Sharon M urphy 177.
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century. As she suggests, the practice highhghts the mutually ‘foreign’ nature o f both
Irish and French identities, but it also, by extension, emphasises the status ladder
employed in judging a ‘foreign’ individual; an accent influenced by French was, O
Gallchoir observes, clearly more advantageous than one influenced by Irish.^^ The
advantages o f a ‘French’ rather than ‘Irish’ identity are evident in Edgeworth’s earlier
novel. The Absentee (1812). In a particularly revealing incident. Lady Clonbrony,
herself assuming a specifically “Henglish" identity and insisting that she was “not
quite Irish bred and born - only bred, not bom ” {Absentee 2), proposes that Grace
Nugent mask the Irishness o f her name by transforming it into “de Nogent” {Absentee
16).^'* Grace’s immediate refusal both registers her emotional attachment to Ireland
and emphasises her rejection of a false identity, even if it is more socially
advantageous than her true, Irish one.
In this context, Ormsby’s symbolic exchange of father-figures indicates his
refusal to betray his Irishness by an adoption o f Lionel Bethel’s Frenchness.
Simultaneously, in relation to the Chieftain, “obsolete as Brian Boim [sic], or Fingal”
{Wild Irish Boy 1:181), Orsmby’s preference for his newly-discovered father reads as
a Scott-like recognition of the necessary passage of time and traditions. Ormsby
realises that the land management practices espoused by the old Chieftain are not only
dated, but inherently unsuited for modem Ireland. In this way, Ormsby’s father is
established as a conciliatory figure, symbolising both a move away from
disadvantageous reverence for the past and a rejection o f national disdain. In many
ways, however, Ormsby’s father remains an intrinsically shadowy figure. Having
spent much o f the novel secretly ensconced in a mined old tower in the Irish
countryside, his appearances have been mysterious and few and far between. What is
more, the fact that he remains unnamed, even at the end o f the novel, leaves his
identity forever in doubt, despite his establishment as Ormsby’s father and Lady
Montrevor’s former lover.
The role Ormsby’s father is meant to play in the text is suggested, once again,
by a consideration o f Edgeworth’s Ormond. Here, the eponymous hero finds in
Herbert Annaly an example of a ‘good’ landlord, fundamentally concemed, like
Richard Lovell Edgeworth, with the improvement and betterment o f his land and his
tenants. He is described as having produced “a considerable change for the better in
” 6 Gallchoir 135-136.
Ibid. 136.
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the morals and habits o f the people” through “the sacrifice o f his own immediate
interest ... great personal exertion, strict justice, and a generous and well secured
system o f reward” {Ormond 203). Thwarted, on the one side, by “the bad example of
his neighbours on sir U lick’s estate”, and refusing, on the other, not to preference
generosity over justice, like King Corny, Herbert illustrates for Ormond the errors o f
the land m anagem ent practices o f both Sir Ulick and King Corny {Ormond 204). With
Herbert as his model, Ormond envisions for him self a future in Ireland, where he can
be “as useful” and “make as many human beings happy” as Herbert Annaly {Ormond
204).
In contrast to Herbert Annaly, however, O rm sby’s father never provides an
appropriate m odel o f land management on which to model O rm sby’s future domestic
establishment. Instead, the example he supplies for his son apparently resides in his
final shedding o f the many false identities he has assumed throughout the novel. O f
these, arguably the most important, in terms o f the narrative’s discourse on Irish
national identity, is that of the ‘M ilesian C h ie f costume O rm sby’s father wears
towards the end o f the novel. Juxtaposed with Lady M ontrevor’s ‘G lorvina’ outfit,
this disguise forcefully emphasises the ways in which Ireland has been objectified and
comm odified in the English popular imagination o f the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries. By setting this ‘Milesian C h ie f identity aside, O rm sby’s father
symbolically asserts a ‘true’ and ‘authentic’ Irish identity finally unhindered by the
necessity for masquerade. Correspondingly, M aturin’s refusal to allow Ormsby to
assume the Chieftain De Lacy’s title operates as a further suggestion that stereotypical
imagery o f Ireland, like that embodied by the ancient Chieftain, m ust be amended.
The dissolution o f this position and title, coupled with the disposal of the imagery o f
Glorvina and the M ilesian Chief, indicates that such inauthentic identifications must
be destroyed if Ireland is to understand her ‘truth’.
At the same time, Orm sby’s return to “the castle o f [his] ancestors”
contradictorily suggests the perpetuation o f a colonial hierarchy by which such
representations were originally fostered {W ildIrish Boy 3:405). Deliberately aligned
with Belinda'?, Creole landowner, Mr. Vincent, when he is described as possessing
“I’air d ’un heros [sic] du Roman” {W ildIrish Boy 1:236), Orm sby becomes not an
Irish native but a colonising fo rc e .C e rta in ly , Orm sby’s initial impression o f Ireland,

K elly, ‘Q u e stio n in g A g e n c y ’ 120.
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conceived during his early education, relies heavily on a colonial representation of
Ireland. Then a country unknown to him, Ireland is, in his mind, “some fortunate spot,
some abode peopled by fair forms, human in their affections, their habits, in every
thing but vice and weakness” {WildIrish Boy 1:102). Ormsby’s fascination with this
imaginary world made real is only enhanced by his reading o f the Ossian poems, an
experience which precipitates his resolution to become “the reformer and legislator of
a country I had never seen” {Wild Irish Boy 1:104). Admiring the Irish people’s
possession of “the most shining qualities that can enter into the human character”,
Ormsby nevertheless forms a goal to govern the “excellencies” o f the Irish race. As he
believes, these qualities want “regulation”, and as a natural extension, “both dignity
and utility”; Ormsby therefore sets out to improve the “proud, irritable, impetuous,
indolent, and superstitious” nature of the Irish, which he believes indisposes them to
crimes “which the moment after their commission they lamented” {WildIrish Boy
1:103).
Ormsby’s early imagination of the Irish people sanctions an image o f himself
as a civilising saviour, benevolently aiding and improving “a people that seemed to
stretch out its helpless hands, like the infant Moses from the ark, and promise its
preserver to bless and dignify the species” ( Wild Irish Boy 1:103). Ironically, rather
than seeing him self as an active participant in the perpetuation o f colonial stereotypes,
Ormsby views him self as an important figure in the battle against typical English
categorisations o f the Irish. Agitating for Ireland in the pursuit o f his fashionable life,
he is

ambitious to shew ... that Irishmen were not degraded beings that England has
a right o f concluding from their scandalous desertion o f their duties and their
country ... ambitious to shew ... an Irishman was not destitute o f information,
or dead to national feeling and spirit. {W ildIrish Boy 3:134-135)

He expresses anxiety about the deteriorating effect of Catholicism on Ireland,
advocates a reformed system o f national education, attacks the Union, and generally
presents him self as Ireland’s protector and advocate.^® And yet, despite Ormsby’s

For H.W, Piper and A. Norman Jeffares, Maturin’s placement o f “respectable arguments in the
mouth o f his hero” register his own conservative view s on Ireland’s relationship with England; “There
is no question o f Independence from the crown ... this is a plea for a return o f the Irish parliament, or.
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verbal dedication to Ireland, his proposed ‘salvation’ o f the country and its people
remains a chimerical illusion. Indeed, his campaign for Ireland ensues prim arily from
a desire to please Lady M ontrevor, who suggests he use the opportunity o f being in
London “to make him self conspicuous”, fighting for the repeal or m aintenance o f the
Union (it matters not which to her). Her proposal, combined with O rm sby’s continued
infatuation, prompts his decision to travel to London:

I determined to go to London. I possessed wealth and rank and connexions;
my mind wanted an object; that which Lady M. had pointed out was one
capable o f filling the most enlarged one. That she had pointed it out, magnified
its importance and palliated its improbability. {WildIrish Boy 2:314)

In other words, much like W averley, Ormsby commits him self to a cause from
romantic whim rather than ardent belief
In W averley’s case, life with the Jacobite army serves to bring him to
awareness o f the reality behind his romantic visions. The same m ight be said for
O rm sby’s developm ent in the novel. His transformation from chivalrous romantic
lover to rational husband mirrors his simultaneous renunciation o f the ‘folly’ and
‘m adness’ he falls prey to during “ [his] winter in Dublin, and [his] winter in London”
{WildIrish Boy 3:345). By correlating Orm sby’s madness and unreformed sensibility
with his sojourns in the city, imaged as “a milieu favourable to the developm ent of
madness”, a s well as with his assumption o f the Irish ‘cause’, M aturin subtly
endowed his hero’s m isguided conception o f Ireland with an air o f foolishness, tainted
by both unreason and romance. O rm sby’s renunciation of his ‘m adness’ and his return
to the Irish countryside suggest his concurrent (re)adoption o f his own natural identity
and his rejection o f his romantic vision o f Ireland, for the Irish countryside is
envisioned as Nature in a pure form. It therefore possesses, in Michel Foucault’s
terms, “the pow er o f freeing m an from his freedom”, liberating him from “social
ro

constraints ... and from the uncontrollable movement o f the passions” .
Here again, however, M aturin’s desire to foster Ireland’s ‘natural’ identity
becomes predicated precisely on his perpetuation o f long-held stereotypes.
fa ilin g that, so m e d e g ree o f w h a t m ig h t be c alled h o m e ru le ” ; see P ip e r a n d Je ffa re s, ‘M a tu rin th e
In n o v a to r’, H u n tin g to n L ib ra r y Q u a rte rly 21,3 (1 958): 272.
” F o u c a u lt 217.
Ibid. 194.
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Consequently, the natural authenticity apparently heralded by Ormsby’s returning
sanity and his relocation to the Irish countryside is fundamentally negated.
Specifically, Maturin’s investment of the Irish countryside, in differentiation from the
cities o f Dublin and London, with ‘truth’, necessarily implicates the novel in common
stereotypical thinking about Ireland in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. As
Gerry Smyth has observed, it was, however ironically, Irish cultural nationalism that,
from the eighteenth century, established an opposition between city and country
privileging the latter as the manifestation o f Irishness and dismissing the former as a
place characterised by instability and alienation, both from oneself and from others.
Such discourse, Smyth further maintains, served to fundamentally confirm and
perpetuate colonial stereotypes about the Irish, working as it did largely from images
sponsored by English Romantics like Wordsworth and early Victorians like Matthew
Arnold. Indeed, the Irish pastoral myth established a dichotomous relationship in
which the Irish became the gormless country relatives - “a quaint but essentially
disempowered race of peasants” - and the English the sophisticated and civilised citydwellers.^^ M aturin’s investment in this rural fantasy o f Ireland is therefore
problematic by default, as it not only establishes an imaginative idyll that belies the
reality o f Irish cultural existence, but it also authorises derogatory colonial stereotypes
sanctioned by a misguided pastoral myth of Ireland.
What is more, Maturin’s location of sanity-inducing nature in the Irish
countryside conflates what he has presented as the necessary policing o f certain
literature and its cultural productions of Ireland with that of madness. In this, the
novel betrays Maturin’s belief that both literature and madness are, in Gerry Smyth’s
terms, “implicitly dangerous”, by serving as “reminder[s] o f the contingent nature of
reality” .^'* Literature, like madness, Maturin’s narrative suggests, must be both
monitored and regulated. But M aturin’s problem in The Wild Irish Boy was that he
understood too well the literature and the images he set out to control. Realising his
reliance on the very texts and cultural commodifications o f Ireland he trivialised and
dismissed, as well as his own participation in the production o f Ireland as a
commodity, Maturin acknowledged his own implication within both the textual and
cultural systems he condemned. In other words, Maturin implicitly recognised that by
engaging with Ireland in his literary works, he necessarily participated in the creation
Gerry Smyth, The Novel and the Nation (London: Pluto Press, 1997) 59.
Ibid. 54.
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o f fundam entally deceptive images o f Irish culture and people. Attesting to “some
reluctance in attempting to describe this noble old ruin [the Chieftain De Lacy]”
because, as he wrote, “the Irish character has been m uch exaggerated”, Maturin
betrayed this awareness {Wild Irish Boy 1:181). Further, he acknowledged his part in
the ‘exaggeration’ o f the Irish character by finally refusing to actualise O rm sby’s
return to Ireland. The recovery of identities so essential to the novel’s apparently
happy conclusion actually occurs in London; the return to the Irish countryside,
imaged as the concretisation o f these new identities and their promise o f domestic and
national bliss, is ultimately denied. This is so precisely because M aturin’s vision of
Ireland as the Burkean nation-state predicated on a rejection o f romantic cultural
comm odifications o f Ireland cannot, in the end, escape its own essential quixotic and
comm odifying nature.
At the close o f the novel, O m isby’s education rem ains incomplete, if not a
total failure. The country ‘little know n’ at the beginning o f the novel is still ‘little
know n’, and O rm sby’s education has been largely confined to his suppression of
excessive sensibility. The rectification o f his idealistic but fantasy-based ideas about
Ireland, though suggested, never properly occurs. Consequently, O rm sby’s education
about Ireland m ight be seen, like that o f Lord Glenthom in Edgew orth’s Ennui, as
fundamentally curtailed. As Sara L. Maurer has recently argued, while Glenthom
receives both “an education about Ireland and a re-education o f the heart” he never
succeeds in acquiring a full knowledge o f estate management.^' This is further
compounded by the suggestion that, as I have argued, G lenthom ’s education will
ultimately come to nought, thereby finally constructing his education as deficient. A
similar situation occurs in The Wild Irish Boy. Finally freed from ‘m adness’, ‘folly’,
and excessive sensibility, there is no guarantee that Orm sby will not relapse into his
habitual romantic ways. Still mired in the temptations o f London, Ormsby remains
susceptible to their sway. More than that, he never actualises his newly-masculinised
identity as head o f family and Irish estate. There thus remains a powerful suggestion
o f rom ance’s final victoiy over M aturin’s attempts at regulation. Against M aturin’s
best wishes and intent, romance continues to threaten his apparently reformed
characters. Further, its perpetration of misleading idealisations o f the Irish nation, its

Sara L. M aurer, ‘D isow ning to Own; M aria Edgew orth and the Illegitim acy o f N ational O w nership’,
Criticism 44,4 (2002); 363-368, L IO N & June 2004 <http;//lion,chadw yck.co.uk>; 10.
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people, and its history has been in no way counteracted. Instead, The Wild Irish Boy
has merely become a supporting contributor.
In this way, Maturin’s oft-criticised title is entirely appropriate, for it both
satirises the cultural production that is ‘The Wild Irish Girl’ and announces the
author’s awareness o f his own participation in Ireland’s cultural commodification.
Ormsby may not be ‘wild’ in any sense of the word, or even convincingly ‘Irish’, but,
like Owenson’s Glorvina, also criticised for her very lack o f ‘wildness’, h e too,
becomes symptomatic o f a process o f producing Ireland for consumption - a process
Maturin explicitly condemned but in which he ultimately implicated both him self and
his novel.

M ary Jean C orbett, for instance, has recently argued that G lo rv in a’s im plicitly violent dom estication
constructs w ildness as th at w hich is “perhaps most thoroughly repressed in O w en so n ’s static
representation o f h er w ild Irish girl”; see Corbett, A llegories o f Union 69. See also C orbett, ‘A llegories
o f P rescrip tio n ’ 102 for the au th o r’s earlier articulation o f this argum ent, as w ell as a sim ilar argum ent
in M iller 23-24. For a contrasting perspective, identifying O w enson as th e guardian o f the ‘w ild ’ Irish
girl and E dgew orth as that o f the ‘m ild ’, or thoroughly dom esticised, Irish girl, see T hom as T racy, ‘The
M ild Irish G irl’. B alancing betw een ‘w ild ’ and ‘m ild ’, B arry S loan has m ain tain ed that the final
im pression o f the Irish in The Wild Irish G iri is o f “ a race o f rath er w ild, bitter and undisciplined
people w ho really have hearts o f gold, and w ho m ay yet w ith due care and m anagem ent be reduced to
sound colonial citizen s” ; see B arry Sloan, The P ioneers o f A nglo-Irish F ictio n 1800-1850 (G errards
C ross; C olin Sm ythe, 1986) 14.
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‘Your Faithful, Humble Mate’: Denying the Burkean Nation-State in The Milesian
Chief

A ttem pting once again to battle the production and consum ption o f inauthentic
images o f Ireland, M aturin’s third novel, The M ilesian Chief; A Rom ance (1812),
takes as its subject “scenes o f actual life”. In so doing, it sets out to explore not “the
ground forbidden to m an” , as in Fatal Revenge (1807), but “the equally obscure
recesses o f the hum an heart” {Milesian C hief I: v-vi). Evidently, these two ends - the
presentation o f actuality and the investigation o f the heart - w ere not mutually
exclusive in M aturin’s mind. In fact, though he praised M aria Edgeworth and her
novels in his 1818 essay on novel-writing, M aturin also suggested that the many
advantages o f her works could have been added to by a reconsideration o f human
emotions and feelings. So, while M aturin maintained that Edgeworth was “superior to
all her other contem poraries” , and commended her novels for, among other things,
their “subservience o f imagination to utility” and their “tone o f high and yet
practicable m orality”, there nevertheless remained something to desire (NovelW riting 51, 53, 54): “ Such is either the depravity o f our natures, or the perversity of
our imaginations, that we require the exhibition of strong passions to rouse our
attention, though aware that the union of strong passions and exalted virtue is almost
im practicable” (Novel-W riting 56). Ultimately, M aturin concluded, in her desire to
submit fiction to m orality, Edgeworth portrayed characters who experienced love as
“a rational, pure, and steady sentiment, neither excited by attractions nor attendant on
m orbid sensibility” (Novel-W riting 55). They were, accordingly, “too good and
prudent for strong sym pathy” (Novel-W riting 56).
Echoing M aturin’s earlier review. Sir W alter Scott offered similarly tempered
praise for Edgeworth in an 1821 review of Jane A usten’s N orthanger Abbey (1818)
and Persuasion (1818). In contrasting Edgeworth with Austen, Scott argued that while
Edgeworth m ay have provided characters and conversations “ such as they occur in
real hfe”, she produced novels that were “too avowedly didactic” . Edgew orth’s design
o f teaching, Scott further maintained, prompted her to “glaringly press every
circumstance o f her story, principal or subordinate, into the service o f a principle to be
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inculcated, or information to be given”. As a result, Scott observed, Edgeworth finally
failed in “the immediate and peculiar object of the novelist . . . t o please”.^
Both sets o f comments tellingly articulate the general critical reception with
which Edgeworth’s novels were met. Overtly didactic, they were understood by
contemporaries primarily in terms of their moral worth. This is why Sarah Bumey,
writing to Heniy Colburn in 1814, asserted that Edgeworth was both “the pride of
English female writers” and “the most useful author, whether male or female, now
2

•

•

•

existing”. Similarly, for this reason, her fellow novelist, Mary Russell Mitford, wrote
that Edgeworth “ha[d] done more good both to the higher and lower world than any
writer since the days o f Addison” .^ In so doing, Mitford essentially repeated the
opinion offered in Francis Jeffrey’s 1809 review of Edgeworth’s Tale o f Fashionable
Life (1809). In this critique, Jeffrey opined that Edgeworth had “done more good than
any other writer, male or female of her generation”. More than that, he claimed that
her works were “the most useful” of any that he had seen in his critical career.”*
Although the morality and usefulness of Edgeworth’s works were generally
applauded, there was a price to be paid, as both Maturin and Scott suggested. The
“sober sense” so remarked upon in Edgeworth’s works was, as Ina Ferris has noted,
primarily signalled for early reviewers by her backgrounding o f romantic love.^
Deliberately renouncing and selectively channelling traditional romance conventions,
Edgeworth was seen to promote morality at the expense o f affect. So, for instance, in
an 1807 review oiLeonora (1806), one critic proposed that “the sentimental reader”
would find the heroine “too cold to be natural”; as a consequence, the reviewer
indicated, the moral value o f the narrative would be lost, as the reader would discover
no “interest in her favour, which she really deserves”.®Correspondingly, an 1802
review o f Belinda (1801), explained that the novel’s heroine was “a good reasoner, a

' Sir Walter Scott, ‘Review o f Northanger Abbey and Persuasion, by Jane A usten’, Quarterly Review
24 (1821): 358.
^ Letter from Sarah Harriet Bum ey to Henry Colburn, 24 Jan. 1814, The Letters o f Sarah Harriet
Burney, ed. Lorna J. Clark (Athens, GA: Univ. o f Georgia Press, 1997) 179, British Fiction, 1800-1829
Database 22 April 2006 <http://www.british-fiction.cfac.uk/anecdotal/patrl4-20.htm l>; my emphasis.
^ Letter from M ary Russell Mitford to Sir William Elford, 29 Sept. 1810, The Life o f M ary Russell
Mitford; Related in a Selection fro m her Letters to her Friends, ed. A.G. L’Estrange, 3 vols. (London:
Bentley, 1870) 1:108-109, British Fiction, 1800-1829 Database 22 April 2006 <http://www.britishfiction.cf.ac.uk/anecdotal/popu04-l 7.html>.
'' Francis Jeffrey, ‘Review o f Tales o f Fashionable Life, by Maria Edgew orth’, Edinburgh Review 14
(1809): 376, 388.
Ferris, The Achievement o f Literary Authority 62.
* ‘Review o f Leonora, by M aria Edgeworth’, M onthly Review 2"“*ser. 53 (1807): 435-436, British
Fiction, 1800-1829 Database 22 April 2006 <http://www.british-fiction.cf.ac.ul^reviews/leon0629.html>: 436.
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great, philosopher, and a very proper example for some o f our outrageously romantic
ladies o f the present day” . Nevertheless, the review continued, she failed to incite the
reader’s interest precisely because o f her coldness and indifference in matters o f love.’
In their celebrated ‘usefulness’, therefore, Edgeworth’s novels arguably
adhered to w hat M aturin defined as the “proper object” o f the novel - the correction
o f “vulgar m odes o f things”, the improvement o f “social habits”, and the presentation
o f “a picture of the manners o f the age” (Novel-W riting 51). In so doing, however,
they insufficiently and problematically dealt with the realm o f “just delineations o f the
heart” (Novel-W riting 51). Against this inadequacy, the preface to The M ilesian C hief
establishes M aturin’s novel as a kind o f corrective force; it suggests that, unlike
Edgew orth’s novels, M aturin’s narrative would offer a truthful picture o f both
‘reality’ and the human heart. Nevertheless, M aturin’s subtitle registers doubt in this
stated double desire, for it indicates, as it did in other late-eighteenth and earlynineteenth century works specifically declaring themselves ‘rom ances’, the final
o

dom inance o f fiction and invention over ‘reality’. Not only that, but M aturin’s
decision to set his story in Ireland firmly places the novel’s actions in both a Romantic
and a Gothic context, for Ireland is, according to Maturin, “the only country on earth,
where, from the strange existing opposition o f religion, politics, and manners, the
extremes o f refinem ent and barbarism are united, and the m ost wild and incredible
situations o f romantic story are hourly passing before m odem eyes” {Milesian C h ief
l:v). In this way, Ireland becomes not the setting for ‘scenes o f actual life’, but rather,
a “planete fantastique”,^ transforming The Milesian C hief into what Joep Leerssen has
understood as the “ ‘W ild Irish’ novel ... M aturin was unable to produce in The Wild
Irish Boy”.
For his part, Leerssen asserted that The Wild Irish Boy found “Irish local
colour” to be “irreconcilable with the novelistic genre”, thereby prom pting M aturin’s
production o f his “novel o f fashionable life” . In contrast, according to Leerssen, The
M ilesian C h ief effectively harnessed the natural ‘w ildness’ o f Ireland and the Irish
character in order to show the power o f an inherently ‘sublim e’ I re la n d .S e ttin g
aside Leerssen’s apparent misconception of The Wild Irish Boy and its essential

’ ‘R e v iew o f B e lin d a , by M aria E dgew orth’, M on th ly R e view 37 (1802): 3 6 8 -3 7 4 , B ritish F iction,
1 8 0 0 -1 8 2 9 D a ta b a s e 22 April 2006 < h ttp ://w w w .b ritish -fiction .cfac.u k /review s/b eli01-24.h tm l>: 369.
* Robertson, ‘R om an ce and the Rom antic N o v e l’ 291.
’ Fierobe, ‘C .R . M aturin’ 46.
L eerssen, ‘F iction P o etics’ 278, 276, 278.
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engagement with Ireland, there is certainly a sense in which Ireland figures much
more prominently in The Milesian Chief than in The Wild Irish Boy. Even so, the
latter’s ‘country little known’ remains just that in the former, despite Ireland’s
prominence as both setting and subject matter. Once again Ireland is described as
‘unknown’, underlining M aturin’s desire to introduce Ireland and make it ‘known’ to
his readers. This new concentration on Ireland, Fiona Robertson has suggested,
transforms The Milesian C hief m\o “a serious novel about the problems facing Ireland
under English rule”." At the same time, Maturin’s narrative strategy, with its heavy
reliance on methods o f romanticisation and Gothic de-realisation, effectively negates
Ireland as the “miroir du reel” his prefatory comments attempt to establish.’^ Nature
becomes, in essence, both ‘unnatural’ - an inherently Gothic presence, divested o f all
comforting properties and promising only death - and ‘unearthly’, described as “that
intermediate region where the bounds of the invisible world are mingled with those of
life” {Milesian C hief 2\91). The characters themselves, and in particular Connal
O ’Morven and Armida Fitzalban, are also seen to be somehow removed from reahty,
“so fair, so towering, so unearthly” {Milesian C hief 2\91\ my emphasis).
In this way, The Milesian Chief ostensibly conforms to Scott’s definition o f
the ‘romance’ as “a fictitious narrative in prose or verse; the interest o f which turns
upon marvellous and uncommon incidents”.'^ In contrast, the novel was, for Scott, “a
fictitious narrative, differing from romance, because the events are accommodated to
the ordinary train o f human events, and the modem state o f society”.'"* M aturin’s
apparent understanding of his novel’s ability to encompass both o f these definitions,
as evidenced by his prefatory claims, highlights his reliance on both novelistic and
romantic registers, and thereby suggests the amorphous boundaries o f ‘romance’ as “a
changing and contested category” in the late-eighteenth and early-nineteenth
centuries.'^ By working from the national tale, a genre which, as Ina Ferris has
argued, “operates aslant the domestic and the private”, in order to engage with the
public sphere through the construction of female authority,’^ Maturin produced a
narrative operating ‘aslant’ in more ways than one. On the one hand, he conflated

" Robertson, L egitim ate H istories 224.
Fierobe, ‘C.R. Maturin’ 45.
This appeared in Scott’s ‘Essay on Romance’, published in the Encyclopedia Britannica in 1824;
(quoted in Robertson, ‘Romance and the Romantic N o v el’ 295.
' Quoted in Robertson, ‘Romance and the Romantic N o v e l’ 295.
Robertson, ‘Romance and the Romantic N o v el’ 291.
Ferris, ‘Writing on the Border’ 87.
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private and public, investigating the figure o f the Continental heroine as an
appropriately dom esticated female figure around which to base the Irish Burkean
nation-state. On the other, he hovered on the borders betw een rom ance and realism,
attempting to reconcile the two, and, in the process, both introduce Ireland to his
readers and adhere to what he saw as its fundamentally rom antic nature.
In the end, M aturin found the divergence between the two highly problematic
if not completely irreconcilable. Ultimately, the ‘m arvellous and uncom m on’ takes
control o f the narrative, displacing the characters, events, and Ireland itself from
reality to unreality. Propelled into the Gothic night-world that is M aturin’s Ireland,
Connal and Armida become the victims o f a perm anent and disastrous dissolution o f
identity m irroring that o f Ireland in the novel’s familial and national division o f
loyalties. The novel’s tragic end, encompassing the deaths o f all o f its major
characters, suggests M aturin’s quintessentially Gothic conclusion that Self and Other
can never be united, even, perhaps, in death. More than that, its defeat o f the Burkean
nation-state and its necessity for appropriate ‘m ale’ and ‘fem ale’ types implies that
perhaps Edgeworth was not so wrong after all. Inculcating appropriate national
‘virtue’. The M ilesian C/z/e/indicates, m ay not be compatible with a delineation o f the
‘reality’ o f Irish cultural and social life after all. This is not sim ply because Ireland is
a fundamentally ‘unreal’ domain, but also because its m isguided attachm ent to a
Gothic past prohibits any kind o f Edgeworthian establishment o f the ideal familypolitic. As a result, the move into Scott’s ‘modem state o f society’ proves highly
troublesome. Even with the help o f romance - in the sense o f rom antic love as well as
romance as a genre - M aturin’s characters remain in stasis, a highly romantic stasis,
but a stasis nonetheless.

M aturin’s Gothic ‘Negativity

Unravelling the Irish National Tale

Given Katie Trum pener’s identification of The M ilesian C h ie f {\%\2), along
with Scott’s Waverley (1814), as the generic turning point from Irish national tale to
the historical novel, it is only fitting that M aturin’s novel begins w ith a typical
national tale plot and distorts, disorients, and dissolves it in his attem pt to express the
futility o f the national tale’s mediating function.'^ Both Fatal R evenge (1807) and The

Trumpener, B a rd ic N ation alism 141.
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Wild Irish Boy (1808) have prepared the reader for this generic disruption, with the
former laying the Gothic groundwork upon which Maturin relied for the articulation
o f The Milesian C h iefs message of irreconcilability, and the latter confirming the
author’s unease with the project of literary unionism espoused by the national tale. In
contrast to its precedents, however. The Milesian C hief is neither overtly Gothic nor
content with the suggestion (at least) of mediated resolution. Instead, the novel begins
with the semblance o f a national tale but undermines its very premise, indicating,
through the use o f literary allusion. Gothic symbolism, and what James Kelly has
termed, Gothic “negativity”, the present’s inability to contain and control the past.'* In
so doing, it simultaneously suggests Ireland’s refusal to be ‘domesticated’ and made
into an ideal non-threatening wife for her English husband.
Accordingly, the symbolic nature of Maturin’s hero and heroine - Connal
O ’Morven and Armida Fitzalban - and the necessary and transformative journey into
the Irish unknown, mirror the traditional national tale. At the same time, though,
Maturin’s introduction and characterisation of his heroine promptly but subtly point
the reader to his project of subversion. Armida is, for all intents and purposes, a
transgendered national hero, a female Horatio Mortimer or Edward Waverly. As such,
she represents a significant and potentially revolutionary rereading o f the typical
national hero. The daughter o f the English nobleman. Lord Montclare, and the fiancee
o f English officer. Colonel Wandesford, she travels with her father to their Irish
estates in Connaught, recently acquired from the now dispossessed O ’Morven family.
For the well-acclaimed socialite, “the desert shores of Ireland” are a cultural
wasteland, where she appears “to have reached the limits o f human existence”
{Milesian C hief \

This marked disdain gradually dissolves, as Armida falls in

love, seemingly against her will, with Connal O ’Morven, the descendant of an ancient
Milesian chief, and follows him in his ill-fated rebellion. Near the end of the book,
misled by the intrigues of her mother, she agrees to marry Connal’s brother,
Desmond, in the belief that only this act will save Connal from imprisonment and
death for his role in the revolt. Reluctant to betray her love for Connal and to live
without him, she takes a slow-acting poison, only to learn that she has been tricked.
Despite her sacrifice, Connal is killed for his deeds; in despair, Armida throws herself

K elly, ‘Q u estion in g A g e n c y ’ 128.
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on top o f his body to await her own death, thereby registering the grave as the only
site o f their symbolic union.
N otw ithstanding the evident differences in atmosphere and plot, as well as
M aturin’s glaring denial o f any kind o f ‘Glorvina solution’, critics have read the
influence o f The Wild Irish Girl (1806) in The Milesian Chief, suggesting that Armida
is, at least in part, an imitation o f Ow enson’s (in)famous wild Irish girl, Glorvina.’^
Although evidently and understandably influential not only in M aturin’s career in
general but also in The M ilesian C hief m particular, O w enson’s national tale proves
only one o f m any literary presences in the novel. In fact. The Wild Irish Girl
participates in a highly intertextual narrative structure in which M aturin deliberately
alludes to a variety o f preceding literary works in a bid to enhance his
characterisations and further his plot’s gradual realisation of futility. As a result,
M aturin’s ability to signal his pessimistic ideas about the ultimate inability to find
one’s ‘true’ self and, comparably, better unify Ireland and England, relies on a wellread audience, fam iliar with the various literary works he references. Many o f his
chapters, for instance, begin with citations from classical and canonical texts as well
as other lesser-know n works. In these short epigraphs, M aturin quoted, often without
giving a source and, at times, evidently from memory, authors as diverse as Alexander
Pope, W illiam Shakespeare, Oliver Goldsmith, Thomas M oore, John Milton, and
Virgil. This deploym ent of a considerable body o f polite literature forms an intricate
enm eshm ent o f ideas underlying the more straightforward plot structure and narrative
process, not only defining a specific target audience o f educated readers, but also
indicating M aturin’s wide engagement with extant themes and ideas. So, for example,
chapter one offers a motto from Pope’s Epistle II: To a Lady. O f the Characters o f
Women (1735):

W ise w retch, with too much learning to be taught,
W ith too m uch thinking to have common thought,
You purchase pain with all that joy can give,
And die o f nothing, but a rage to live. {Milesian C h ief l \ \ )

R obertson, for instance, has contended that Arm ida represents an am algam ation o f several actual and
fictional fem ale figures - M aturin’s w ife (w hom she nam es Elizabeth rather than H enrietta), the
eponym ou s heroine o f D e S ta e l’s C orinne (1 8 0 7 ), and O w e n so n ’s G lorvina; se e R obertson, L eg itim a te
H isto rie s 219.
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This is in comparison to Pope’s actual poem;

Wise Wretch! with Pleasures too refin’d to please,
With too much Spirit to be e ’er at ease,
With too much Quickness ever to be taught.
With too much Thinking to have common Thought:
You purchase Pain with all that Joy can give.
And die o f nothing but a Rage to live.^**

Despite Maturin’s faulty recall, this passage powerfiilly and succinctly suggests the
overriding emotion and tone o f the chapter to come. Meeting the enchanting Armida,
the reader realises, often with a sympathy bordering on pity, her joyless imprisonment
in her social image.
Alongside such thematically significant intertextual citations, M aturin’s
frequent allusions to classical literary characters such as Endymion, Niobe, Dido, and
Calypso ftirther emphasise and underline the points Maturin wished to make. Early in
the novel, for instance, Armida appears as Niobe to entertain her guests, enacting the
myth o f the Greek goddess, who, in her mother’s pride, boasted o f her many children
and was punished by the gods by being forced to witness their murders. She
subsequently turned to stone and produced a river from her weeping, thereby literally
becoming a monument to and material sign of her eternal mourning. Superficially,
Armida’s enactment o f Niobe’s story attests to her tremendous power as an actress:

The spectators felt the very wounds, o f which each seemed to pierce her
through ... when the last blow was aimed, when her dark, speaking eye was
fixed, as if by fascination, on the winged death that approached, when
shrinking into herself she seemed trying to hide her last child within her very
vitals, when with short and hopeless catchings she spread to more than its
utmost extent the vain defence of her robe, and the rigid agony o f her limbs
almost shewed the beginning encroachments of the stone upon the principles

Alexander Pope, Epistle II: To a Lady. O f the Characters o f Women, Epistles to Several Persons
(Moral Essays), ed. F.W. Bateson, The Twickenham Edition o f the Poems o f Alexander Pope, gen. ed.
John Butt, vol. Ill.ii (1735; London; Routledge, 1993) 56,11. 95-100.
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o f life, a convulsive shudder pervaded the whole assembly. {Milesian C h ief
1:17-18)

Here, the audience’s ‘convulsive shudder’ forcefully reverberates; it is not only a sign
o f A rm ida’s skill but also an eloquent indication o f what is to come. Above all else,
A rm ida’s appearance as Niobe tragically foretells her own heartbreaking experiences
with love and loss that encompass the majority o f the novel’s actions.
W ithin this intertextual context, O w enson’s national tale becomes m erely one
o f many tools for the enhancement o f M aturin’s own ideas. W orking from the literary
m odels created before him, M aturin re-imagined and re-envisioned characters, scenes,
and situations in his purposeful distortion o f the national tale. Therefore, the
recognition o f Glorvina in Armida m ust be investigated in terms o f M aturin’s generic
renovations as well as his allusive use o f preceding texts to signal his developm ent o f
character and plot. In any case, the consciousness o f O w enson’s heroine recalled by
Armida lacks the pejorative sense of mimicry, registering prim arily as a relationship
o f difference rather than one o f similarity. Indeed, as befits her status as female
national hero, Armida resem bles far more the naive and ignorant though educated
Horatio M ortimer, who has no strength o f opposition against the depths and prowess
o f antiquarian knowledge exhibited by his beloved. So, while Armida possesses a
knowledge and appreciation o f the poems o f Ossian, she, like Horatio, must be
awoken to the beauty and wonder o f Irish culture and Irish history. The method o f
illumination, in both cases, is music; the foreign sound o f the Irish harp effects the
national tale’s essential unbalancing, or “initial unhinging” o f the hero(ine), which, in
") 1

F erris’ words, “offers the possibility o f a rearrangement o f relations and positions” .
H oratio’s process o f education and maturation begins when he hears Glorvina

accompanying herself on her harp: “A t that moment a strain o f music stole by me, as
if the breeze of m idnight stillness had expired in a m anner on the Eolian lyre.
Emotion, undefinable emotion, thrilled on every nerve. I listened. I trem bled” {Wild
Irish Girl 50).
For Horatio, what Ferris has called the “stumble o f the newcom er”

becomes

a literal fall and physical prostration, as he tumbles from his precarious listening perch
and injures himself. This, in turn, initiates a recovery period in the Castle o f Inismore
Ferris, ‘Narrating Cultural E ncounter’ 295.
Ibid. 302.
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during which he regains his physical well-being while also overcoming his
stereot>T5ical incomprehension of Ireland. Horatio’s gradual insinuation o f himself
into the Prince’s family, first watching the Prince and his daughter from afar as they
pray in their chapel, then climbing “with some difficulty, the ruins o f a parapet wall”
to surreptitiously listen to Glorvina’s music, and finally becoming their guest as he
recovers, signals a symbolic process of approach and advance {Wild Irish Girl 50). In
this way, in keeping with the desire of the national tale in general, Owenson attempted
to transform foreignness into an estrangement from the norm that would allow for the
recognition o f Ireland’s worth. Correspondingly, Ireland becomes the locus o f desire,
but the history o f violent usurpation underlying the encounter between Horatio and
Glorvma supplants the experience of desire with one o f guilt.
A similar experience of conflicting fear, guilt, and desire characterises
Armida’s interactions with Connal, a man who represents a history o f forcible
displacement for which Armida is indirectly responsible. In a scene strikingly similar
to Horatio’s corresponding moment of aural and physical disruption, Armida initiates
her divorce from her previous ideas and manners by listening to Cormac, an old, blind
bard, playing on his harp in the distance: “she heard the sound o f an instrument, faint,
tremulous, and wild. It was the Irish harp, touched by a native on his own wild shores,
and accompanied by a voice, which, though broken by age, sounded like music in
despair” {Milesian C hief 1:63). Although the instrument is “defective” and “the hand
o f the performer weak with age”, Armida is enraptured by the affective appeal and
emotive beauty of the music {Milesian C hief \\63). Unlike Horatio, Armida retains
her physical health during this episode. Nevertheless, it proves a seminal moment in
her eventual fransformation, metaphorically initiating her struggle to reconcile her
fear and colonial guilt with her desire and love for Connal.
Despite this essential similarity with Horatio’s experience, Armida’s encounter
with Irish culture differs in a very significant way. Listening to Glorvina’s voice and
music, Horatio’s English foreignness is effectively displaced as he is transported to an
erotic and idyllic Ireland in order to bring about the reconciliation o f time - past and
present - and place - Ireland and England. In contrast, Armida’s encounter with the
old bard ushers her into a forbiddingly Gothic nightmare of permanent disruption and
loss. Nature itself, which shrouds Ireland in a perpetual gloom interrupted only by

“ ibid. 297.
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fierce tempests and storms, forbiddingly forecasts the chaos o f identities that end the
novel. Unable to offer the sufferer any succour, nature instead foretells death and
destruction. Similarly, M aturin’s inclusion o f the blind bard figure deliberately
constructs an atmosphere in which the threatening prem onitions o f nature mirror an
entwinem ent o f the aesthetic and political, predicting the im possibility of
reconciliation, either for individuals or the Irish nation. Consequently, while the bard,
for Scott, symbolises unity, endeavouring through his art to, in Trum pener’s words,
“harm onize a range o f voices and classes into a single polyphonic chorus”, f o r
M aturin he becomes the last o f a dying race, whose songs tellingly prophesy the death
o f the culture he represents. Cormac, like nature, can offer no comfort, singing for
Armida and Connal only o f death and woe: “with the inspiration, the solemn fury o f a
prophet, he struck the chords that for centuries past had summ oned the funeral
procession to the grave o f an Connal, and echoed the dreadful cry that was raised over
the corse” {Milesian C h ief 2 \\0 \).
In this way, as Ferris has argued, “the native bardic m om ent” both arouses
Armida from “the hollowness o f high European cosmopolitanism ”, and functions as a
powerful rem inder o f and lament for a dying past. M aturin might therefore be seen to
define the bardic moment as, in Ferris’ words, “an outdated feudal structure o f
patriarchal loyalty” , relentlessly demanding the deaths o f those com m itted to it.^^
Refusing to grant even the superficial reconciliations o f the national tale, M aturin
condemned his characters, seemingly from the start, to death. Nevertheless, M aturin’s
revolutionary text, notwithstanding its manipulation of the national tale’s traditional
conventions, m aintains a crucial tie with the national tale in its emphasis on
submission. As I have argued, both Edgeworth and Owenson granted ostensibly
happy endings, only to then temper them with continued implications o f violence and
inequality. Female Irish characters such as Glorvina and Grace Nugent reluctantly
embrace a position o f inferiority inadequately cloaked in the guise o f equality, one
which ultimately cannot hide the threat o f erupting violence that continues to simmer
beneath the surface. Such conclusions poignantly register the authors’ fundamental
unease with their projects of symbolic literary unionism. Taking it a step fiirther,
M aturin’s distortion of the national tale explicitly negates the traditional reconciling
marriage, overtly voicing the opinion that union between Connal and Arm ida can only
Trumpener, Bardic Nationalism 124.
Ferris, The Romantic National Tale 117
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occur in death. At the same time, however, the idea o f submission remains central, as
Armida is seen to yield to Connal and to Ireland in the process o f her personal
transformation.
In keeping with the significant intertextual movement o f The Milesian Chief,
the novel subtly announces Armida’s evolution from a creature o f pride and vanity to
one o f humility and capitulation through allusions to Torquato Tasso’s Gerusalemme
Liberata [Jerusalem Delivered] (1575). Maturin’s access to Tasso’s epic poem is
difficult to pinpoint without specific documentation of his reading. Nevertheless, his
familiarity with Tasso’s enchantress Armida and her general story, if not a translated
version o f the epic itself, seems highly feasible. As C.P. Brand has observed, Tasso
remained a widely-read author even after his death, providing an influential model
and reference for many authors, including Spenser and Milton.^^ As early as 1594,
Gerusalemme Liberata had been translated into English, although this version
consisted of only five of the poem’s cantos. In 1600, Edward Fairfax produced the
first complete translation, a version that both met with substantial success and exerted
a long-lasting influence. John Hoole again translated the poem in 1763, generating an
edition that was widely-read, and, as Brand has argued, served as the poem ’s English
text for Scott, Wordsworth, and Southey, among others.

In addition to these

translations, Tasso’s tale of Christian crusaders inspired a plethora of plays, operas,
and poems, including John Dennis’ Rinaldo and Armida (1698), Handel’s Rinaldo
(1711), Aaron Hill’s Rinaldo, an Opera (1760), Francis Latham’s Orlanda and
Seraphina (1800), and Haydn’s Armida (1783). The incredible popularity of literary
translations and musical versions of Tasso’s original, as well as the tale’s widespread
influence on Maturin’s contemporaries, suggest that Maturin would have had ready
access to the poem; Maturin’s classical education and voracious reading would have
no doubt exposed him to some rendition of the epic.
Confirming this connection, Katie Trumpener has observed a link between
Maturin’s novel and Gerusalemme Liberata, arguing that the latter is “a crucial
intertext” for the former. The two tales, she contends, mirror each other in many
ways, including in plot specifics, in a shared emphasis on oppositional forces fighting
over “a Holy Land”, and in a “tragic sense of the cataclysmic, incomprehensible

See C.P. Brand, Torquato Tasso: A Study o f the P oet a n d his C ontribution to E nglish L itera tu re
(C am bridge: C am bridge U P, 1965), especially section II, ‘T asso in E n g lan d ’.
” Ibid. 266.
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character o f so-called holy wars” .^* Despite this recognition, however, Trumpener
highlights neither the significant parallels between the two Armidas, nor M aturin’s
symbolic and purposeful use o f Tasso’s model of his enchantress. Such an omission is
puzzling, for it is certainly significant that M aturin named his heroine ‘A rm ida’ and
located her, at least initially, in Italy. In so doing, in fact, M aturin forged a deliberate
and conscious link between his Armida and that o f Tasso. Considering the two figures
com paratively suggests M aturin’s creation o f a specific association in order to foster
an understanding o f A rm ida’s character and her eventual fate; to the educated reader
armed with knowledge o f a large literary repertoire, the heroine’s name and setting
not only recall Tasso’s earlier work but also provide an im portant insight into Armida
and her development.

29

Further, the influence o f M adame De Stael’s Corinne, or Italy

(1807), itself heavily influenced by the author’s familiarity with Tasso, is readily
detectable in M aturin’s depiction o f his heroine and the situation in which she finds
herself
W orking from the models established in Gerusalemme Liberata and Corinne,
M aturin’s Arm ida Fitzalban is, accordingly, a temptress and seductress. She begins
the novel with a combination o f Corinne’s intellectual and performative brilliance and
the rem arkable beauty shared by both de Stael’s heroine and T asso’s Armida. Like her
literary predecessors, Armida is both fully aware o f the effects she has on her
audience and exultant in the admiration o f others, obviously “pleased to be
admired” . A s such, she initially emerges as a figure ineluctably trapped in the
presentation of a false self, catering to her perceived audience rather than to her
natural inclinations. As might be expected, Arm ida’s first appearance in the novel
centres on performance, as she transforms herself into the oriental muse for her
audience o f admirers, all eager to catch a glimpse o f the elusive beauty. Although her
skills inspire wonder and awe in her admirers, the reader, like W andesford, is struck
by the incongruity betw een her incredible beauty and the air o f artifice and
dissem blance that surrounds her: “The first impression that he felt was that he had
witnessed a piece o f mechanism: the music, the paintings, the graces of motion, and
Trum pener, B a rd ic N ation alism 332n60.
For m ore detailed accounts o f T a sso ’s characterisation o f Arm ida, see, for instance, M arilyn M igiel,
‘Secrets o f a Sorceress: T a sso ’s A rm ida’, Q u adern i d ’lta lia n istic a 8.2 (1987): 149-166; M arilyn
M igiel, G e n d e r a n d G e n e a o lo g y in T a sso ’s G erusalem m e Liberata (N e w York: Edw in M ellen Press,
1993), and M elinda J. G ough, ‘T a sso ’s Enchantress, T a sso ’s Captive W om an ’, R e n a issa n ce Q u a rterly
5 4 .2 (2 0 0 1 ): 5 2 3-552.
M adam e D e Stael, C orinne, o r Italy, trans. and ed. S ylvia Raphael, introd. John Isbell (1807; Oxford:
Oxford U P , 1998) 23. Future references are to this edition and are giv en parenthetically in the text.
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the radiations o f genius he had witnessed seemed the result o f a deception practiced
on his senses; a kind o f intellectual fa ta morgana” {Milesian C h ief l:\4 ). Such
dissim ulation proceeds from A rm ida’s childhood and education, which have been
devoted to the deliberate construction o f her public image. Surrounded from her
infancy with the first m asters in a quest “to make her sing like a m use, dance like a
grace, com pose like a Sappho, and declaim like an Aspasia” , A rm ida’s m astery o f
perform ance has been ensured {Milesian C hief \ A). Her talents are therefore said to
be ‘rea l’ but her character ‘artificial’: “Nature intended her for a superior being, a
genius; but pride, flattery, and an ambitious education, have m ade her m ere wom an”
{Milesian C h ie f \\5).
Like her Italian namesake, who passes through the camp o f awestruck
Crusaders, while “with secret joy her heart exulting glow ’d” ,

Arm ida rem ains

acutely aware o f her pow er over others; moreover, she expresses herself wretched
“except in the tumultuous illusions o f a crowd” that make her forget herself and allow
for her deceptive display {Milesian C h ief \\26). Crucially, the chim erical image she
presents to the world is depicted as a threatening one, at least for the novel’s male
characters. W andesford, for instance, determines “to resist her spells” {Milesian C hief
1:25), and Connal repeatedly identifies Armida with m ystical enchantment:

He m ust have been m ore than man who could resist her - her siren tone, her
attitude, at once voluptuous and timid, intimating tenderness, and inviting to
pleasure; her pride, her beauty, her passion, sparkling round her Calypso
figure, and blending the softness o f the woman with the splendour o f the genii.
{Milesian C h ie f 2:61)

C onnal’s association o f Arm ida with temptation and enchantm ent invests their
relationship with a sense o f fear - his fear o f her powers. Like C orinne’s lover

Torquato Tasso, Jerusalem Delivered; An Heroic Poem Translated fro m the Italian o f Torquato
Tasso, by John Hoole, 2 vols. (4* ed.; London: 1772), Eighteenth Century Collections Online 13 Jan.
2006 <http://galenet.galegroup.eom/servlet.ECCO>: 4: 260. Future references are to this edition and
are given parenthetically in the text, with first book number (rather than volume number), then verse
number(s). In my comparisons o f M aturin’s Milesian Chief and Tasso’s Gerusalemme Liberata, I have
chosen to use H oole’s translation because o f the greater popularity it enjoyed during the late-eighteenth
century, when Maturin would have been receiving his education. On popular preference for H oole’s
translation, rather than Fairfax’s, in the late-eighteenth century, see Brand 264, and Kathleen M. Lea
and T.M. Gang, eds. Godfrey o f Bulloigne; A Critical Edition o f Edward F a irfa x’s Translation o f
Tasso's Gerusalemme Liberata, Together with F airfax’s Original Poems (Oxford: Clarendon Press,
1981) 39-40.
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Oswald, Connal regards his love for Armida as a dangerous one, as frightening as it is
compelling. For both heroes, the Continental heroine is both an object o f love and an
object o f fear; as Oswald says to Corinne, “I cannot but fear you as I love you!”
{Corinne 98). As the course o f their relationship proves, C onnal’s fears are not
entirely unfounded. His ultimate submission to his feelings for Armida draws him
away from his espoused cause and translates into his emasculation, like that of
Rinaldo in A rm ida’s enchanted garden and Oswald in his contem plation o f military
desertion. M oreover, C onnal’s love for Armida literally prostrates him, sapping him
of the superhuman strength with which he is characterised; C onnal’s defense of
Armida in the m idst of the final, doomed stand of the rebels, effected at the desertion
o f his own men, results in his physical failure and need for assistance:

Connal, who had exhausted his utmost force in the last blow he had aimed, fell
into the arms o f the first who advanced to defend him. No conflict followed, for
the rebels gathered in terror round their leader, whom they had never seen
prostrate before. {Milesian C h ief 4: 91)

A symbolic manifestation o f his weakness for Armida, C onnal’s vulnerability on the
battlefield serves as a corporeal rem inder o f the emasculation generated by his love
for Armida and her hold over him. More than that, it reminds the reader o f the
divisions Armida has caused, between Connal and W andesford, and, by extension,
Ireland and England, as well as between Connal and his men. As Esther W ohlgem ut
has pointed out, it is Armida, who, in setting Connal and W andesford in competition,
actually “incites Irish rebellion”. Further, W ohlgemut argues, in causing discontent
within the ranks o f C onnal’s Irish army, thereby separating the Irish rebels into
conflicting parties, one loyal to Connal and one to his second in command, Brennan,
Armida destroys any sense o f Irish unity. In this way, M aturin’s cosmopolitan
heroine, unlike O w enson’s national heroine, “scramble[s] and divide[s];” she
becomes, in W ohlgem ut’s terms, “a destablizing outside force, the cause o f Ireland’s
social disorder”.
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Certainly, as C onnal’s physical collapse on the battlefield demonstrates, his love
for Armida, like that o f Rinaldo for his Armida and Oswald for Corinne, proves
Esther W ohlgem ut, ‘“W hat do you do w ith that at H om e?” : The C osm opolitan H eroine and the
N ational T a le ’, E uropean R o m a n tic R e view 13 (2002): 195, 192, 195.
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destructive in its divisiveness and emasculating nature. At the same time, it also has
devastating effects on the heroine. Maturin’s Armida, like Tasso’s Armida and de
Stael’s Corinne before her, eventually falls prey to her inescapable and ultimately
destructive love for her hero. Tasso’s Armida, for instance, relinquishes her powers
out o f love for Rinaldo, victimised by a tool she had previously only wielded against
men. Love therefore fiinctions as Armida’s ultimate downfall; in Marilyn Migiel’s
words, it “overcomes the hardness o f Armida’s heart, thus undermining her female
wiles”. In so doing, Migiel argues, love transforms Armida from “desired o b je ct... to
unseen, desiring object”.^^ Love proves similarly ruinous for Corirme. As she
describes it, love for Oswald “troubles and enslaves me more each day” {Corinne
137). It is that which deprives her o f her once-renowned talent, for her genius is said
to rely on “an independence that true love never allows” {Corinne 291). Stifling her
vital creativity in this way, love ultimately leads to Corinne’s tragic and unhappy
death.
Echoing the situation o f her models, Maturin’s Armida is described as never
having loved before meeting Connal, though she is, it is suggested, made for love:
“the energies o f her heart are too powerful to be wasted even upon acquirements as
splendid as hers” {Milesian C hief \:\9). Her temptation of Connal, although initially
proceeding from artifice and an expectation of Connal’s submission to her will,
becomes rather an indication of her own captivation. Tellingly, the narrative endows
this fascination with a darker connotation, presenting Armida’s love for Connal as an
enslavement. Once again drawing from Gerusalemme Liberata, Maturin’s narrative
presents a scene recalling a central incident in which Armida begs Rinaldo to take her
with him as his slave. Faced with Rinaldo’s anger after he has been revived from the
spell keeping him in her power, Armida movingly declaims:

Yet hence with thee deceiv’d Armida bear;
The vanquish’d still attends the victor’s car:
Let me be shewn, to all the camps display’d.
The proud betrayer by thy guile betray’d,
Wretch as I am! Shall still these locks be worn.
These locks that now are grown a lover’s scorn?

M igiel, G ender and G enealogy 137.
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These hands shall cut the tresses from my head,
And o ’er my limbs a servile habit spread:
Thee will I follow ‘m idst surrounding foes,
W hen all the fiiry o f the battle glows. {Jerusalem D elivered 16: 337-346)

Similarly, M aturin’s Armida pleads with Connal to allow her to follow him wherever
his fate leads him: ‘“ I was a vain, proud girl, but I am no longer so: it was all false and
affected, I can endure difficulty and want: I will be your faithful, hum ble m ate,’ she
cried, with increasing agony” {Milesian C hief
In this way, Armida declares her submission to Connal, ju st as Tasso’s Armida
proclaim s hers, indicating the centrality o f the ideas o f submission and domestication
in the novel. Indicatively, for Tasso’s Armida, domestication is both a requirement for
happiness and an elusive and disappointing concept leading to a similarly
discontented conclusion. Em phasising the necessity o f A rm ida’s capitulation, she is
described as not only relinquishing her powers, but also submitting to Rinaldo and his
religion: “Ah me! I yield! ... Still on thy faith my easy heart relies! / ‘Tis thine at will
to guide my future way, / And, what thou bid’st, Armida m ust obey!” {Jerusalem
D elivered 20:929-932). In the end, Arm ida’s threat to men, and, by extension, to
authority in general, is effectively tempered by the proposition o f her marriage to
Rinaldo.^"* M arriage proposed, however, is necessarily different from marriage
enacted, and in fact, marriage remains a chimerical illusion in the poem, as the
narrative continues to struggle over its heroine’s fate and her fundamental ability to be
domesticated. A rm ida’s seemingly happy ending is therefore ftindamentally
misleading, requiring her ultimate submission to Rinaldo without giving or even
promising anything in return; marital union is, as M elinda J. Gough has observed,
“never explicitly mentioned, m uch less enacted, within T asso’s poem ” . Consequently,
the reader is finally left with what Gough terms “ambiguity and ... romance, which by
its very nature resists completion and closure”.^^
A similar resistance to (marital) completion and closure arguably also animates
the narratives o f de Stael’s Corinne and M aturin’s sim ilarly-modelled heroine. For the
former, the failure o f her love for Oswald rests on her apparent inability to act as the
M igiel, G ender and G enealogy 130.
Gough 546. See Gough 545-548 for the argument that the ambiguity o f T asso’s conclusion indicates
his continued uncertainty about his ability to morally reconcile the poetic power and pleasure his
temptress sym bolises.
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ideal English wife, the angel of the home and guardian o f English virtue and morality.
Oswald’s misgivings about marriage to Corinne, and his eventual marriage to Lucile,
the “image o f divine pity” and, as his father writes, “the kind o f truly English woman
who will make my son happy”, pronounce Corinne’s unsuitability as a wife {Corinne
310, 319). Unable to fully renounce her genius or embrace life in Britain, Corinne
must be discarded if Oswald is to retain, according to his father, “the national spirit,
the prejudices, if you like, which unite us and our nation” {Corinne 318).
Similarly, for Armida, the success or failure of her love for Connal is seen to
revolve around a domestication of sorts, in which she awakens not only to her true
nature, but also to Ireland. In learning to love Connal, Armida slowly realises the
identity hidden behind her carefully constructed persona and simultaneously learns to
love Ireland and its people. In so doing, she forcefully echoes the reconstruction of
personal and national loyalties evident in Corinne', for both heroines, love not only
transforms them personally but also, by forcing them to reconsider national loyalty,
places them in an ambiguous position o f borderlessness. Without the anchor o f their
lovers - the representatives of the transforming ‘foreign’ culture - Corinne and
Armida feel lost in this new world in which their former loyalties have been
repeatedly questioned and broken down. It is for this reason that Corinne exclaims,
“What would become of me in all situations o f my life if he ceased to love me, the
most unhappy person in the world?” {Corinne 183). Armida, in her turn, observes,
“Here the soul feels the difference between her natural and artificial demands: crowds,
flattery, splendour, all are gone, and I would not give a single sigh to recall them; but
what should I be, if deprived of the image of Connal” {Milesian C hief 3>:\25).
Although Armida’s words highlight the transformation effected by Ireland as a
necessary corollary to her love for Connal, they also forcefully emphasise Armida’s
dependency on Connal. Love for him, like Corinne’s love for Oswald, becomes the
only thing mooring her in place in the strangely amorphous world she enters in
Ireland. In this context, Armida’s personal and national awakening certainly functions
as a central movement of the novel, suggesting the return to nature so central to both
Fatal Revenge (1807) and The Wild Irish Boy (1808), but also concomitantly
indicating, like Maturin’s previous novels, that the recognition o f ‘truth’ may not
suffice to ensure individual happiness. And so it proves. Rather than preparing her for
a life with Connal, Armida’s recognition of her natural self readies her only for death,
both implicitly undermining the process of domestication leading to her union with
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Connal and preparing the reader for M aturin’s tragic conclusion. The return to nature
therefore becomes an insufficient effort in resolving the conflict o f selves essential to
the national tale’s method o f domestication and reconciliation.
Fittingly, this Gothic negativity is reflected in the continued savagery and
m ercilessness o f nature itse lf Upon Arm ida’s first introduction to Ireland, the country
is described as “brown, strong, and m ountainous”, although it also appears as if “the
sun never shone on it, as if it lay for ever under the grey and watery sky” {Milesian
C h ief 1:54). As the political stakes mount in the increasing fomentation o f rebellion,
the natural landscape and scenery assume an even more sinister aspect; the country,
bereft o f all contentment and joy, shrouds itself in an appropriately mournful and
vengeful atmospheric cloak:

The sun set: the country was one bleak expanse o f snow, intersected by tracks of
bog to which the uniform water gave a dusky hue; the sky livid and lowering
with the pallid gloom o f winter, seemed to denounce all its terrors against the
travellers. {Milesian C hief 2 \\iS )

Personifying the Irish sky as ‘livid’ and ‘lowering’, M aturin aptly expressed the
forbidding and foreboding nature o f the Irish environment, which vitally informs the
speech and actions o f both Connal and Armida. Both characters tellingly echo the
characterisation o f nature as a destructive force from which they cannot escape. For
Connal, “life is an ocean in the storm” {Milesian C hief 2\3S). Determined to weather
the storm that is the Irish rebellion, Connal vows not to sink “without a m urm ur”
although he realises this is his ultimate fate: “hopeless, heartless, fortuneless - cut off
from life, alm ost forgotten by heaven, what have I to do with love?” {Milesian C h ief
2:38). Similarly, for Armida, Ireland promises to devastate her, emotionally and
physically. Entirely appropriately, therefore, she envisions the Irish rebellion as a
storm that, potentially promising to “fertilize” the country, nevertheless “crushes the
rose and violet into dust” {Milesian C hief 2:114).
Correspondingly, A rm ida’s relationship with Ireland by way o f Connal,
although awakening her from artifice, also acts as an ultimately ruinous force on her
identity. Rather than the ‘stumble of the new com er’ Horatio experiences, Armida
endures “a potenfially deadly plunge”, symbolised by her subsequent descent into
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madness and incoherence late in the novel.^® Symbolically, Connal’s disastrous effect
on Armida is indicated throughout the novel in his depiction as a vampiric figure.
Rushing forward to save her from almost certain death at their first meeting, Connal
is, in Armida’s eyes, not her saviour, but her destroyer: “Her imagination full of
terror, she thought that the Irish prince was rushing forward to seize and dash her
from the precipice” {Milesian C hief

In her fear, Armida faints, and awakens to

find Connal bent over her like a vampire over his victim: “she had then a faint
recollection of a tall figure bending over her, and a long curl o f raven hair touching
her cheek as in a dream” {Milesian C hief \
The consistent portrayal o f Connal as a massive figure bending over Armida’s
prone and submissive body combines with his depiction as a super-human figure,
thereby emphasising his vampiric qualities. To Armida, he appears as a man “whose
strength and stature rose almost to the gigantic”, possessed o f “super-human speed”
and features that “seemed rather to constitute a new order o f human architecture”
{Milesian Chief \ :\ 21, 71, 127). Not quite human, Connal’s almost mythic size and
strength endow him with an other-worldly quality that both sets him above an earthly
identity and well-suits him for the vampire’s ‘undead’ one. Additionally, his deep
affiliation with what the novel represents as a dead past, symbolically embodied by
the ruins and graveyards he frequents, transforms him quite literally into a iivingdead’ figure. The living representative of a dead past, Connal is neither fully alive nor
fully dead. As such, his depiction as a vampire becomes an evocative reminder o f the
irreconcilable past as well as a symbolic representation of the dissolution o f identity
imposed upon Armida. What is more, it transforms Connal into, in Ferris’ terms, “the
very materialization o f the gothic hover”; in his figure, fear and desire combine to
violently pull Armida from her known world in instances o f “terrifying ambiguity”,
and, in so doing, repeatedly compromise her mental and physical strength.^’
Connal’s role in the ultimate disintegration o f Armida’s personal identity
mirrors his participation in the national dissolution that occurs with his failed
rebellion. For her part, Trumpener has rather misleadingly argued that The Milesian
C hief concludes with “the United Irishmen rebellion and ... the execution o f the
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Milesian ch ief’. Yet Maturin’s rebellion is, for all intents and purposes, an
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imaginary, if altogether feasible, event in Irish history. W ithin the text itself, an
explicit distancing from C onnal’s rebellion and that o f 1798 is accomplished: “they
[British troops] had not yet been able to discover ... that there was any connection
between this and the rebellion o f 1798” {Milesian C hief 2:143). As such, the rebellion
becomes more overtly linked to Robert Em m et’s abortive rising in 1803, being “the
isolated and hopeless attem pt of a single enthusiast” {Milesian C h ief 2:\43).
M aturin’s distancing o f C onnal’s rebellion from that o f 1798 arguably proceeds from
a desire to disassociate it from what James Kelly has identified as the latter’s
threatening modernity. Nevertheless, Kelly maintains, C onnal’s rebellion is
increasingly linked with 1798, with explicit references to individual battles in the
fictional rebellion correlating to particular moments in the historical one.^^ The result
is an intriguing suggestion o f the combined fears underlying M aturin’s defeat o f
Connal’s rebellion. From M aturin’s decidedly Irish Anglican perspective, the
rebellion’s success represented a multi-layered threat to Protestant pow er in Ireland,
despite also combating the oppressive hold of a foreign British regime. C onnal’s
potential victory therefore highlighted the fearful possibility o f the ontological
triumph o f a Gaelic past over the hearts and minds o f the Irish peasantry. As a
corollary, it equally, if not more menacingly, suggested the potential for a reversal o f
roles, for the Irish Anglican ‘S e lf to be fully engulfed by a more powerful, more
numerous native Irish ‘O ther’. This was not, it should be stressed, M aturin’s idea o f
Irish ‘m odernity’.
In the face o f this very real threat, M aturin continuingly em phasised the
inevitable defeat o f C onnal’s rebellion. And he did so precisely by w ay o f ‘negative’
Gothic imagery, presenting Connal and his followers as cannibals, feeding o ff the life
of the country. As one peasant woman says, offering the body o f her son, killed in the
disastrous rebellion, as food for the starving rebels: “there he lies: you have laid him
there. There is the feast I promised you: you may devour him yourself, for that is all
you have left me to give you” {Milesian C h ief 4:130). This deploym ent o f the
cannibal trope in The M ilesian C h ief significantly transposes the cannibalism found in
Swift’s A M odest Proposal (1729), which famously advocated the use o f poor Irish
children as food for “Persons o f Quality and Fortune, through the Kingdom ” .'^*^

Kelly, ‘Q uestioning A gen cy ’ 141, 143.
Jonathan S w ift,/I M odest P roposal, Irish Tracts 1728-1733, ed. H erbert D avis (1729; O xford:
Blackw ell, 1971) 111.
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Arguably, Swift’s central argument in his pamphlet is that, as Killeen has maintained,
“Ireland has herself surrendered to starvation”; Killeen further contends that the main
problem, according to Swift, was not the damaging economic situation created by
British regulations but the fact that the Irish people themselves, and in particular the
Irish women, did not know how to help themselves, and what was worse, did not
care."" In this context, Connal’s cannibalistic rebellion in The Milesian CA/e/’becomes
just another part o f the problem. Not knowing how to resolve Ireland’s fissures within
its Union with England, Connal and his rebels embark on a mission that proves not
only futile but also destructive, plunging Ireland even further into suffering, hardship,
and discontent. Further, their rebellion functions as a climactic event in a continuous
process o f victimisation, which, the text suggests, will perpetually repeat itself unless
Ireland’s adherence to the past is forfeited.
Maturin had previously highlighted Connal’s association with an antiquated
past, and, by linking this relationship to the metaphor o f vampirism, pointed to
Connal’s defence o f an irrevocably lost socio-cultural structure incompatible with the
present. But, while Connal becomes the perpetrator of crimes against his country
through his impractical and ineffective protection o f the past, he is also presented as
the victim of his upbringing and his grandfather’s powerfiil influence. Poor and
bewildered after the loss o f their house and lands, Connal’s parents resign him to his
aged and fiercely independent grandfather, ignorant of his desires to raise a future
rebel: “they knew nothing of his purpose, of which I have been since the victim”
{Milesian C hief 3:49). Incited by a madness produced from contemplation o f “his
pride and his misfortunes”, Connal’s grandfather had “conceived the frantic idea of
wresting Ireland from English hand” {Milesian Chief 3A9). In order to do so, he
schooled Coimal in ancient tradition, filling him with the legends o f the past,
providing no other company except himself and his vassals, and instilling a sort of
madness in Connal that eventually translates into his devotion to, and leadership of, a
national rebellion. Maturity teaches Connal the futility o f such a revolt, as he begins
to believe that an independent Ireland is not a feasible or rational option.
Nevertheless, having committed himself to the cause, Coimal determines to carry it
through, not from a sense o f potential success but from a desire not to betray his
followers: “I thought of the ties that bound me to the brave men who had embraced it.

K ille e n 110,
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and I determined to stand by them to the last” {Milesian C h ie f 3:52). In this way,
Connal’s accountability is carefully and consciously minimised; although he leads the
rebels in their revolt, he is shown to be as much victim as victimiser, caught up in the
rebellion by what appears to be an almost “Edward-W averley-like series of special

„42

circumstances .

Intriguingly, a sim ilar situation occurs in B anim ’s The Boyne Water (1826).
Given B anim ’s Catholic background, his Gaelic characters are naturally depicted in a
contrasting m anner than M aturin’s Connal. Instead o f representing a misguided
tenaciousness to a threatening Gaelic past, the Catholic M ’Donnells emerge as, in
Emer N olan’s terms, “civil and ‘m odem ’, rather than strange and barbaric” . This is so,
Nolan persuasively m aintains, because B anim ’s com m itm ent to the exoneration of
nineteenth-century Irish Catholics from the wrongs o f the past required an illustration
valorising their ancestors as rational, civilised beings."*^ Fittingly, Edmund M ’Donnell
speaks “warm ly” o f the confiscation o f his father’s lands but nevertheless regards it
with an equanim ity betokening a rational loyalty and obedience to the “new order o f
things” ; it is, as he says, “the chance of the world, and I am content” {Boyne Water
1:130-131). Nevertheless, M ’Donnell’s passive acceptance and support o f the ‘new
order’, echoed in the early part o f the text by other Irish Catholic characters, never
fully convinces the reader o f the Irish willingness to forgive and forget."^^ Indeed,
under the influence o f the radically sectarian Friar O ’Haggerty, M ’Donnell enters into
the Jacobite army, charged with leading a company o f 30,000 Irish men. M ’D onnell’s
initial reaction to his new role is one of “doubt and ill-omen o f the results”, as “a train
o f sad and fearful anticipation of his own future prospects, and those o f his country”
run through his head {Boyne Water 1:294-295). Having dedicated him self to the
Jacobite cause, M ’Donnell soon finds him self unjustly released from his office in
King Jam es’ army for alleged treachery - an accusation proceeding from assistance
rendered to his Protestant friend Robert Evelyn, now an officer in King W illiam ’s
army. G rief is added to shame when M ’Donnell, returning to his ancestral home,
discovers it in ruins and his father brutally murdered by the infamous Kirke."*^ Faced

R obertson, L egitim ate H istories 223.
N olan 84.
Ibid.
B anim ’s novel consistently refers to W illiam ite M ajor-G eneral P ercy K irk as ‘K irk e’. K irk w as, as
J.G. Sim m s has noted, “a rough soldier”, known for his brutal m ilitary skill, w hich had, before his
defection to the W illiam ite side, placed him in favour w ith Jam es; see S im m s 105. For B anim ’s
em phasis on K irk ’s apparent violence, see, for instance, Boyne W ater 2:407.
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with these trials, M ’Donnell confirms his own radical commitment to the Jacobite
cause by becoming a rapparee.'^
Not the Edmund o f Scott’s Waverley, Banim’s Edmund responds to his bitter
experiences with the reality o f sectarian violence with awakened extremism rather
than recognition o f or resignation to the inevitable reinforcement of the ‘new order’.
Not only is the war between the Jacobite and Williamite forces depicted as a “rather
close-run thing”, directly opposing Scott’s view that the defeat o f Jacobitism was
inevitable,”*’ M ’Doimell’s only ‘resignation’ is to his espousal o f sectarian violence
and a personal desire to avenge the wrongs inflicted on his family by a usurping
political regime. Although M ’Donnell himself seems not to carry out any of the
rapparee missions - clandestine activities comprised o f questionable and outright
illegal practices - he is nevertheless depicted as the director o f the group, having
challenged the historical Galloping Hogan and bested him in a contest for
leadership.'** In this way, M ’Donnell’s participation in sectarian violence is
simultaneously established as an actively pursued goal and de-emphasised as a
fundamentally violent or offensive activity. It is further explained away by Eva as
“error and madness” induced by “despair and impetuosity,” which can, by the end of
the novel, be regarded by M ’Donnell with a “calmed and reflective spirit” desiring
“an opportunity to re-assume the rank and bearing more worthy o f his nature and
name” {Boyne Water 3:417, 416). M ’Donnell’s calmness as the rapparee’s leader“all was quietness about him; he looked a calm, unruffled, reflective man” {Boyne
Water 3:324) - represents one stage in what Nolan has identified as “the usual pattern
o f response to grief or loss” in the novel - “a period o f real or feigned insanity,
followed by an almost deathly resignation.”'*^
If M ’Donnell’s descent into madness in response to his despair induces the
temporary loss o f his ‘true’ identity, his desire to, as Eva suggests, ‘re-assume’ his

The word ‘rapparee’ derived from the Irish word ‘rapaire’, a half-pike, the weapon with which many
of the men were armed. The rapparees were generally Irish men not engaged with the regular army,
who nevertheless armed themselves and set out to help the Jacobite cause and, often, themselves along
the way. Jam es’ army benefited from the rapparees’ knowledge o f the land and their appeal to the
Jacobite population; see Simms 98. See also O Ciardha, chapters 1-3 for a discussion o f the rapparees
as the principal expression o f Irish popular Jacobitism during the W illiamite W ars and their continued
association with the Irish Jacobite cause after James’ defeat at Limerick.
Nolan 85.
Galloping Hogan was one o f the most celebrated rapparees o f the war and is said to have guided
Sarsfield and his Catholic forces to Ballyneety. He was eventually captured towards the end o f the war,
when he surrendered him self in exchange for a pardon. He then assisted the effort to suppress other
rapparees until he was murdered by disgruntled fellow rapparees; see Simms 199.
Nolan 84.
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form er identity and salvage his reputation reads as a W averley-like process, whereby
his actions are rescued from the implication o f impropriety. As a result, M ’Donnell’s
rapparee activity becomes excusable as the product o f a mind tom asunder by grief - a
m ind, in other words, not knowing the significance o f its actions and therefore
necessarily unaccountable. O f course, in Connal O ’M orven’s case, an awareness of
the futility o f his rebellion crucially underpins the undertaking from the very start.
Correspondingly, Connal is victimised not by the irrationality o f a m ind driven mad
by grief, but by the irrational, ontological hold the past exerts over his otherwise
rational m ind. In this way, he remains a vitally sympathetic character, even firom
M aturin’s perspective. Despite the power he wields, he is, in m any ways, a powerless,
passive figure.
C onnal’s comparative blamelessness notwithstanding, his depiction as both
subject and object o f a process o f exploitation remains significant. This is especially
so given its symbolic representation in terms o f interrelated colonial discourses on
vampirism and cannibalism. For the European colonising figure, both the vampire and
the cannibal functioned as projections o f nameless fears, embodying m any o f the
unspoken anxieties associated with colonisation, not least of which was the fear o f
w hat Steven Arata has called “reverse colonisation”.^*^ As H.L. M alchow suggests, the
vampire, in his mobility, his mutability, and, perhaps most significantly, his
inclusivity, becam e an especially fearful figure, representing as he did a potentially
ubiquitous and universal enemy, victimising males, females, adults, children,
foreigners, and natives alike. As such, M alchow further maintains, the vampire
functioned as “a m etaphor for the generalized fear o f strangers, outsiders, and the dark
‘O ther’” .U n h in d e r e d by normal territorial and spatial boundaries, the vampire was
seen to locate him self not only on the peripheries but also at the heart o f European
culture.
Similarly, the cannibal proved dishearteningly active within W estern culture.
This despite the fact that the cannibal consistently remained a figure that imperial
Europe attempted to locate solely within ‘savage’ colonised cultures, thereby
distinguishing itself from such cultures while concurrently offering a moral
S e e Stephen D. Arata, ‘The O ccidental Tourist: Dracula and the A n xiety o f R everse C o lon ization ’,
V ictorian S tu d ie s 3 3.4 (1990): 6 2 1-646,
H .L. M alch ow , G o th ic Im a g e s o f R ace in N in eteen th -C en tu ry B ritain (Stanford, CA: Stanford UP,
1996) 162. B oth M alchow and Arata sp ecifica lly analyse the eponym ous vam pire in Bram Stok er’s
D ra cu la , but their argum ents arguably apply equally to the vampire as a general m etaphoric sym bol in
colonial discourse.
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justification for British presence in colonial lands.^^ Attempting to displace onto the
Other the fear o f internal transgressions, the European colonisers obscured the very
real threat o f cannibalism extant within eighteenth- and even nineteenth-century
European cultures, as an actual necessity during continued times o f famine,

and as a

voluntary practice associated with contemporary medical and scientific methods,
existing folk tra d itio n s ,a n d the Christian ritual of Communion/Eucharist.^^
Cannibalism’s perceived entrenchment within European culture transformed the
cannibal into a subversive figure, not only embodying the supposed savagery of
colonised cultures but also insistently reminding the coloniser o f the barbarity within.
In this way, the cannibal powerfully suggested the malleability o f seemingly concrete
lines of separation. Not only that, but in his auto-incorporation o f others, the cannibal
directly threatened the erasure of boundaries and borders. Correspondingly, much like
the vampire, and his replacement of his victims’ selves with versions o f his own self,
the cannibal represented a fundamental breakdown o f order, structure, and
hierarchy.

57

Conflating both vampire and cannibal in the figure o f Connal O ’Morven,
Maturin enacted an emblematic critique of the colonial situation within Ireland. His
hero’s association with the tropes of cannibalism and vampirism suggests, as I have
argued, Ireland’s inability to solve, and indeed, its complicity in the perpetuation of,
its problems. More specifically, Connal’s adherence to an ‘undead’ past continuingly
and destructively haunting the present vitally fhistrates his attempts to liberate Ireland
both from its problems of poverty, hunger, and poor education and from a debilitating
Union. At the same time, Maturin’s depiction of Connal’s vampiric attitude toward
Armida combines with his characterisation of his heroine as an enchanted seductress

Peter J. Kitson, ‘Romantic Displacements: Representing Cannibalism’, Placing and Displacing
Romanticism, ed. Peter J. Kitson (Aldershot; Ashgate, 2001) 204.
See Kitson 218-219 for the distinction drawn between ritual cannibalism - representative of savagery
and barbarity - and survival cannibalism, also sometimes known as ‘white cannibalism ’ - excusable as
a response to extreme circumstances rather than a ritualistic manifestation o f lust, revenge, or
superstition.
See Malchow 110-11 for the ways in which the increasing professionalisation o f medical training and
a new vogue for comparative anatomy sponsored an objectification of the dead body and encouraged a
popular understanding o f the surgeon and medical student as oddly inhumane.
^ See Malchow 55-56 for a discussion o f the many local British traditions suggesting cannibal
superstition and ritual that survived well into the nineteenth century and even longer.
British customs recalling cannibalism, possibly derived from ancient, pre-Christian practice,
eventually became connected to the implied cannibalism of the Eucharist. The consumption o f Jesus’
body and blood, either literal (as Catholicism teaches) or symbolic (as Protestantism teaches), came to
be seen as condoning and supporting cannibalism; see Malchow 55, and Kitson 214.
Malchow 44.
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to consistently and evocatively disrupt the national tale’s project o f mediation and
reconciliation.
First and foremost a Continental heroine, Armida acts not as ‘a stabilising
force’ like the national heroine, but rather, as I have argued, a fundamentally de
stabilising one. As W ohlgemut has observed, Armida is, like de Stael’s Corinne, “a
heterogenous ‘m ixture’ o f Englishness and Italianness”; as such, she “frustrates social
fantasies that posit national identity as something homogenous and unified” .
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In so

doing, Armida operates as what Slavoj Zizek has defined as a ‘social sym ptom ’,
highlighting the gap between the social fantasy o f itself as a unified social body and
the reality o f its antagonistic nature.^^ Disrupting and dividing, Arm ida scuppers any
m ovem ent towards reconciliation in the novel, as suggested both by her power over
Connal and by the continued problem atisation o f her domestication. M anifested in the
defeat o f C onnal’s rebellion, the denial o f marriage between Armida and Connal, and
their subsequent deaths, A rm ida’s failed domestication negates the national tale’s
typical reconstruction, or ‘social fantasy’, o f the Union and Anglo-Irish relations. The
end o f M aturin’s novel finds the two lovers united in the only way possible - death conclusively highlighting the perceived impossibility and unreality o f the national
tale’s reconciliation: “we are at length united, and I am worthy to be your bride: on
the damp and bloody ground, with the corse o f a rebel in my arms, I would not resign
my place for empires: here is my last seat, and here I am more exalted than when I
received the homage o f a false world!” {Milesian C hief 4:199).
The use o f a secondary romantic narrative - that o f C onnal’s brother Desmond
and his lover Ines - within the novel only reinforces M aturin’s final extinguishm ent of
hope for domestic and national reconciliation. The daughter o f Lady M ontclare,
spumed by her husband for her failure to produce a son, Ines is raised as a boy Endymion - and kept ignorant o f her sex. Lady Montclare intends to use her daughter
in order to wreak revenge, a plan wholly dependent on Ines’ continued ignorance o f
her identity. Desmond, however, discovers the truth o f Ines’ disguise, m arries her, and
runs away with her to an isolated Eden. Here, in their “fairy residence” , the two are
blissfully happy until Lady M ontclare’s accomplice. Father M orosoni, discovers them
{Milesian C h ief 4:46). In the confusion following M orosoni’s appearance, Desm ond
believes that Ines and her unborn baby have died. In fact, Ines survives, and Lady
W ohlgem ut, ‘“W hat do you do w ith that at H om e’” 193.
S ee Slavoj Z izek, The Su blim e O b je c t o f Id e o lo g y (London: V erso Press, 1989).
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Montclare sequesters her daughter, now mad from the loss of her baby and her
husband, in an attempt to keep her a secret from the world. Just as Desmond and
Armida are to marry, Ines reveals herself, but her hysteria prevents her from
acknowledging the miserable Desmond. The star-crossed lovers, like Armida and
Connal, meet a fittingly tragic end: Desmond rushes in front o f Connal as he is
executed, and the insane Ines dies shortly after seeing Desmond’s dead body.
The couple’s brief interlude o f happiness serves solely to reiterate Maturin’s
essential argument that reconciliation - of individual selves, o f couples, and of Ireland
and England - is highly problematic, given the nature o f the modem world. Crucially,
the peace and contentment Ines and Desmond find occurs in complete segregation
from man and society; their retreat becomes an idyllic but isolated paradise, a
hermitage that is no longer Ireland, but nature in its very essence. Yet like nature, and,
indeed, Ireland itself, this paradise is both unreal and unearthly, transforming the
couple into “blessed spirits” deserving the reverence o f passing fishermen, who
“crossed themselves as they rowed their boats near [their] retreat” {Milesian C hief
4:45). In this way, Desmond and Ines become severed from the real world, entering a
secluded and bucolic refuge where their love can grow and flourish, unimpeded by the
demands and constraints of vengeful family members and social strictures. As might
be expected, Maturin’s novel introduces a considerable sense o f hesitancy. Describing
the lovers in their pastoral retreat with an allusive quote- “The world forgetting, by
the world forgot” {Milesian C hief 4:45) - the text draws a very specific link to
Alexander Pope’s 1717 poem Eloisa to Abelard. This tale of tragic love recounts the
twelfth-century story o f Eloisa’s illicit affair and secret marriage to her teacher,
Abelard. Outraged at this insult, Eloisa’s family castrates Abelard, and the unhappy
lovers enter a monastery together, where, despite her vows to God, Eloisa continues to
struggle with her love and passion for Abelard. Maturin’s excerpt is taken from
Eloisa’s extended lament for her ill-fated love:

How happy is the blameless Vestal’s lot?
The world forgetting, by the world forgot:
Eternal sun-shine of the spotless mind!
Each pray’r accepted, and each wish resign’d;
Labour and rest, that equal periods keep;
‘Obedient slumbers that can wake and weep’;
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Desires com pos’d, affections ever ev’n.^°

As such, it purposefully alludes to Eloisa’s wish that she had never learned “ ’twas no
sin to love” (Eloisa to A belard 68). By inserting this seemingly innocuous reference
to Pope’s poem, M aturin consciously juxtaposed his happy lovers with the ill-fated
Eloisa and Abelard. In so doing, he forcefully suggested that they, like poor Eloisa,
can never share ‘the blam eless V estal’s lot’, as their desires and affections, neither
‘com pos’d ’ nor ‘ev’n ’, finally augur only death and destruction.
M aturin’s displacem ent o f his political agenda onto romantic tales o f love and
loss endows the personal tragedy o f his characters with nationalistic import while at
the same time allowing him to dissociate him self from any overtly controversial
political statements. Correspondingly, while The Milesian C h ie f seriously engages
with questions o f Irish national identity, its political connotations lose their polemical
potency in their relegation to romance. The image o f the entwined bodies of the nowdead Connal and Arm ida with which the novel ends presents the reader with what
Fiona Robertson has understood as a “glorified image o f romantic devotion”,
ultimately supplanting the nationalist rhetoric o f the novel, and replacing unacceptable
rebellious instincts w ith unobjectionable romantic passions. As Robertson contends,
Connal provided M aturin with “an outlet for his nationalistic sympathies”, allowing
him to safely lionise, in the form o f elegy, the possibility for Irish self-determination,
an opportunity he considered “lost forever” after the Union.^'
W ith this tragic romance ending, M aturin specifically departed from the
comedic, if troubled, romance conclusions o f the national tales o f both Edgeworth and
Owenson. By so doing, he powerfully expressed his personal doubts about the
espousal o f a rom antic reconstruction of Union, which, although hinting at continued
violence, fundam entally denies the antagonistic reality o f the m odem Irish nation. As
M aturin him self was all too aware, nineteenth-century Ireland remained
conspicuously divided, not only from other nations, but internally as well. Above all
else, post-Union Ireland was, in Homi Bhabha’s terms, “internally marked by the
discourses o f minorities, the heterogeneous histories o f contending peoples.

A lexander Pope, E loisa to A belard, The Rape o f the L ock and O ther P oem s, ed. G eoffrey Tillotson,
The Tw ickenham E dition o f the P oem s o f A lexander P ope, gen. ed. John Butt, vol. II (1717; London:
R outledge, 1993) 336-337, 11. 207-213. Future references are to this edition and are cited
parenthetically, w ith verse num bers rather than page num bers.
' Robertson, L egitim ate H isto ries 225, 224,
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antagonistic authorities and tense locations of cultural difference”. Highlighting what
Bhabha calls the “otherness o f the people-as-one”, Maturin’s novel becomes a
“counter-narrative”. Repeatedly calling to mind the “totalising boundaries”
established in the national tale and elsewhere, that ideologically attempt to give to
Ireland, as an ‘imagined community’, an “essentialist” identity, it simultaneously
deconstructs them. In other words, The Milesian Chief challenges the largely romantic
“strategy o f the performative” in “the production of the nation as narration”, in order
to highlight the reality o f the nation’s pedagogical identity.^^
Yet Maturin’s novel also relies heavily on romance, as it deploys romantic and
Gothic conventions to subvert the national tale, simultaneously suggesting and
displacing Maturin’s political opinions. Indicatively, The Milesian Chief\Q&VQS its
reader with an image o f sentimental memorialising and romantic nostalgia,
concretising romance as its predominant tendency; wandering “on the spot where the
lovers rest together”, Armida’s friend and companion, Rosine St. Austin, retreats from
“barren” reality to a “world ... brighteus in contrast”, where she remembers “their
virtues, their charms, and their misfortunes” {Milesian C hief 3:203>). Mythologising
Connal and Armida, Rosine registers the couple as romantic legend, suggesting that
only in and through romance can they escape the history o f violence, and, what is
more, the violence o f history, that had finally doomed them to death. Here again,
however, romance only problematically distances this violent reality. Connal’s grave
itself, marked with a “simple inscription” reading “Thou sleepest, but we do not forget
thee”, recalls Connal as a vampiric presence {Milesian C hief 3:204). Stalking the
present, the figure o f the ‘undead’ and ‘unforgotten’ Coimal evocatively indicates
romance’s inability to either contain violent history or effectively deal with the
divisions o f the modem nation.

“ Bhabha 148, 149, 145.
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‘Have ye no Nature?’ Domestic and National Ideals in Women; or, Pour et Contre

In M aturin’s fourth novel, Women; or, Pour et Contre (1818), the divisions of
the m odem nation take centre stage, as M aturin explored the current state o f religious
sectarianism in Ireland. Interestingly, this is not the traditional Irish factionalism o f
Protestantism and Catholicism, but the internal segregation o f Irish Anglicanism into
com peting orthodox and evangelical groups. That this was a controversial subject is
clear. Anticipating W omen's publication, M aturin wrote to Scott, “I think you will be
am used by my novel, but it will set the evangelical world in arms, if they read it”.' If
not amused, Scott was certainly impressed by M aturin’s treatm ent o f EvangelicaHsm.
In his 1818 review o f Women in the Edinburgh Review, Scott argued that M aturin’s
dissection of “the profession o f m ethodistical or evangelical tenets” was judicious; he
had deployed “the scalpel”, Scott claimed, “with professional rigour and dexterity” in
order to explore the effects of a religious system which might “one day have its
influence on the fate perhaps of nations” .
Targeting, as Scott explained, “what is technically called Calvinistic
M ethodism ”,^ M aturin investigated a system that was, by the 1818 publication of
Women, undoubtedly influencing Ireland’s fate. Traditionally, his perspective on
M ethodism has been understood as highly critical, offering what Robert Lougy has
called a “biting” indictm ent o f Evangelicalism.'' Yet, as Dale Kramer has argued,
M aturin’s account o f M ethodism in the novel is never wholly derogatory; it is instead
“satirical but nonwounding”, m eant largely as a gesture o f “reconciliation rather than
alienation” .^ This is certainly a persuasive argument, highlighting as it does M aturin’s
attem pt to rehabilitate M ethodism as a non-divisive, if not potentially unifying, force.
At the same time, however, K ram er’s position fails to account for M aturin’s hesitancy
towards M ethodism ’s perceived subversion o f Ireland’s religious, political, and
cultural structures.
Here, it is worthwhile to note the confusion o f terms M aturin’s novel initially
suggests. Scott’s need to define M aturin’s target in his review, as outlined above,

' Letter dated 2 August 1817, Ratchford and McCarthy 82.
^ Scott, ‘Review of Women' 253, 254.
^ Ibid. 237.
'' Lougy 51.
^ Kramer 93.
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arguably derived from Maturin’s tendency to use ‘Calvinism’, ‘Methodism’, and
‘Evangelicalism’ co-terminously throughout his novel. On one hand, this indicates
Maturin’s inclination towards the late-eighteenth century propensity not to distinguish
clearly between Methodism and the wider Evangelical movement in which it
participated.^ On the other, it also highlights Maturin’s primary concern with
Calvinistic, rather than Wesleyan, Methodism. Calvinistic Methodists such as
Wesley’s fellow evangelists, George Whitfield (1714-1770) and Lady Huntingdon
(1707-1791), diverged on the matter of predestination, preferring the Calvinist belief
that personal salvation was preordained by God and rejecting the Arminian emphasis
on personal responsibility. This point is significant, for Maturin’s decision to focus on
Calvinistic rather than Wesleyan Methodism emphasises his earlier comments to Scott
about his own religious beliefs. If, as I have argued, Maturin’s loyalty was to a High
Calvinist, supralapsarian position, he would have necessarily found it easier to
envision Methodism’s rehabilitation if it already shared his beliefs on predestination
and election.^
In this aim of both exploring and reconstructing Methodism, Women has been
understood as “an oddity in its author’s literary production”. Yet, in terms of the
precedent set on religious issues in Maturin’s earlier novels, there is really nothing
‘odd’ at all about Women, for religion consistently plays a role, though sometimes a
quiet and subdued one, in each of Maturin’s preceding novels. Catholicism, of course,
is a primary focal point in Fatal Revenge (1807), not only because Maturin adopted an
overtly Gothic mode echoing the anti-Catholicism of earlier Gothic works like The
Monk (1796) and The Italian (1797), but also because he deployed it as a tool for
investigating human artificiality in relation to ‘true’ identity. In this, the discord
between faith and religion as an institution becomes key, as Catholicism is
represented as a system wholly reliant on display, artifice, and trickery. Similarly, in
The Wild Irish Boy (1808), dissemblance and role-playing are often given as attributes
of Catholicism. Lady Montrevor, for instance, talks of the “true Popish art” she takes
part in when she dresses as St. Veronica in order to help Lady Orberry seduce a young
Italian man with whom she has become infatuated {WildIrish Boy 3:35). Intriguingly,
* See K ow aleski-W allace 89-90 for the argum ent that a definitive distinction betw een M ethodism and
E vangelicalism w as not com m onplace in the early days o f the E vangelical revival.
^ To avoid confusion, I shall, as far as possible, use ‘M ethodism ’ to denote the religious m ovem ent to
w hich M aturin referred.
* W .J. M cC orm ack, ‘L anguage, C lass and G enre (1780-1830)’, The F ield D ay A n thology o f Irish
W riting, gen. ed. Seam us D eane, vol. 1 (D erry; Field D ay P ublications, 1991) 1115.
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in this instance, criticism o f CathoHcism is tempered by an equally unfavourable view
o f Protestantism, which itself proves vulnerable to deceit. N ow here is this more
evident than in the story o f a young clergyman “o f some abilities, and some worth, but
whose vanity certainly exceeded both” {W ildIrish Boy 3:17). Urged on by the
spurious encouragem ent and falsely rapt attention o f an audience composed o f Lady
M ontrevor and other affluent socialites, the clergyman’s vanity becom es destructive.
Instead o f functioning as the medium for religious guidance, his hom ilies mutate into
a conduit o f the clergym an’s excessive fondness for his own erudition as well as his
pride in ‘perform ing’ for his congregation.
M aturin’s engagem ent with the artificiality o f religion in his first two novels
underlines his growing alienation from institutionalised religion. As Lougy has
accurately observed, M aturin became progressively more alienated, at least in his
fiction, from all organised religion, mainly because he felt that any religion that
imposed its will or creed upon others was in danger o f transform ing what should be an
order of joy and love into an order o f suffering and hatred.^ It is arguably for this
reason that the characters in The Milesian C hief {\%\2) express an understanding o f
religion that equates faith with love and tolerance, offering an early articulation of
ideas crucial to both M elmoth the Wanderer (1820) and Five Sermons on the Errors o f
the Roman Catholic Church (1824). Armida, for instance, explains, “Religion with me
m ust be the religion o f feeling, the impulses of an hour like this, caught from
‘comm ercing with the skies’, the ocean, the moonlight, and the dead, since the living
have no feeling” {Milesian C h ief \ :\ 95). Connal echoes this sentim ent when he
attributes to religion a change to the human mind that made it capable o f love
{Milesian C h ief 1:192).
In this context, a detailed consideration o f Women ultim ately proves it entirely
consistent with M aturin’s earlier Gothic and nationalist-centred texts. N ot only does
M aturin’s investigation o f religion proceed naturally from suggestions made, but
never fully developed, in Fatal Revenge, The Wild Irish Boy, and The M ilesian C hief
it also directly engages with the issues o f national identity that have consistently, if
quietly, informed M aturin’s works hereto now. M aturin’s focus m ight therefore more
accurately be seen as an expansion of, rather than a departure from, both his own
ideas and what Katie Trum pener has identified as intrinsically related issues in early-

’ Lougy 80.
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nineteenth century literature: “national identity and female socialization”. The
narrative signals its engagement with these intertwined notions, Trumpener suggests,
by depicting an “agonized wavering between” two distinct but implicitly allied
“models o f femininity” embodied by the characters of Eva Wentworth - “an English
Methodist, locked into a repressive modesty” - and Zaira Dalmatiani - “a genial
Italian actress ... who mounts public (and problematic) displays of her erudition and
emotions”.
With these two heroines, Maturin drew heavily upon the models supplied in
Edgeworth’s Belinda (1801), Madame De Stael’s Corinne, or Italy (1807), and
Hannah M ore’s Coelebs in Search o f a Wife (1808). Further, he undoubtedly drew
upon the figure of his other Continental heroine - Armida Fitzalban - as well as the
crucial intertext informing her characterisation, Tasso’s Gerusalemme Liberata. In so
doing, Maturin implicitly investigated and participated in the social discourse of
domesticity and its dual construction of the ‘proper’ woman and the ideal familypolitic. The opposition o f his two heroines allowed Maturin to explore the problematic
issues of motherhood and female propriety, as he attempted to define a suitable figure
of womanhood on which to settle a satisfactory image of national union. Yet this
opposition remains troublesome in its essential incompletion. Although Eva is locked
into what James Kelly has called “a repressive modesty”, she nevertheless possesses a
certain “de-sexualised” sensibihty directly contrasting with the “rigidly, barrenly,
doctrinal” severity o f her religion; as such, she is intrinsically linked with Zaira’s
more obvious and emotive sensibility. ’' Correspondingly, the evident religious
differences between Maturin’s two heroines not only register the fiindamental contrast
between Eva and Zaira, they also more importantly emphasise the mutual possession
of an ultimately destructive sensibility. In the end, Maturin’s attempt at ‘desexualising’ and thereby removing the threat from, implicitly radical or revolutionary
female sensibility is, like his similar attempt to rehabilitate Methodism, fatalistically
insecure and unsettled. Ultimately, neither Eva nor Zaira can be effectively reinstated
as national mediating figures. Instead, they are both understood to be inimical to the
establishment o f either domestic or national contentment.
Given the basic conflation o f the domestic and national underwriting Women,
we must question Niilo Idman’s argument that the novel remains primarily a
T rum pener, B a rd ic N ationalism 325n9.
" K elly, ‘Q uestioning A g en cy ’ 184, 174.
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psychological novel devoid o f national tendency or sentiment. For Idman, the only
elements o f engagem ent with Irish nationalism rest in Zaira’s Irish m other and “a few
patriotic sentences and political allusions to the unfortunate state o f the country” .

12

Ostensibly, this is true; there are no agitations for Ireland, and very little reference is
made to the current state o f Irish affairs, although there are several offhand rem arks
about N apoleon’s presence on the Continent. Instead, narrative concern remains
primarily focused on the interactions between characters, who are, in a fundamental
way, m uch like N apoleon’s Europe - borderless and stateless. At the same time,
centring exclusively on M aturin’s critique o f religion as the affective drive underlying
hum an actions, Idm an’s reasoning elides the construction o f Eva and Zaira as both
contrasting and fundamentally similar heroines. In so doing, it misses the novel’s
implicit engagem ent with an essentially nationalist discourse concerned with the
problematic location o f the ideal female figure in which to reconcile the
contradictions of national union. Purposely refusing to resolve his hero’s indecision
between Eva and Zaira, Maturin registered his own powerlessness to reconcile the
nation itself
Fittingly, considering M aturin’s regular engagem ent with the Gothic form, he
foreshadowed the novel’s concluding irreconciliations with the early and consistent
intrusion of the Gothic, which fundamentally disrupts the novel’s ostensible project o f
mediation. M idnight abductions, vampiric figures, foreboding dreams, and prophetic
mad women insistently remind the reader o f the G othic’s disintegration o f normalcy
and unity as well as its inevitable and inexorable progress toward chaos and entropy.
The novel’s tragic conclusion, encompassing only death and devastation, again
suggests, as in The Milesian Chief, M aturin’s fatalistic attitude towards the potential
reconciliation o f the oppositions o f identity, religion, and nationality that animate his
text.

Continental versus National? The H e ro ’s Choice fo r Ireland

In his preface to Women, M aturin m aintained that the novel contained
“characters which experience will not disown” in whom “ [s]ome resem blance to
common life may be traced” {Women 1:iv). Claiming that on the reality o f its

Idm an 176.
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characters rested “the most part o f the interest of the narrative” {Women 1:iv), Maturin
deliberately directed his reader’s attention to the figures populating his book. And
rightly so, for, o f the novel’s features, it is the characters themselves, their dynamic
natures, and their fraught relationships, which arguably deserve the closest scrutiny in
their evocative revelation o f Maturin’s troubled perspective on the Irish nation and its
construction. By focusing on the intricate characterisations o f the novel’s two
heroines, Eva and Zaira, and the pointed contrast between them, the reader can clearly
discern M aturin’s engagement with the conflated discourse of domestic and national
ideology. That their mutual love interest, the “provokingly inconsistent” Charles De
Courcy,'^ must, but ultimately cannot, choose between the two is, in this context,
highly significant, suggesting as it does a fundamental hesitation toward the idealistic
construction o f Ireland as the perfect Burkean nation.
In order to effect the discover}' of the divergent natures of his two heroines, as
well as to set in motion the love triangle central to the novel’s plot, the narrative
introduces its young hero into the Methodist Wentworth family. Travelling to Dublin
in November 1813 to begin his studies at Trinity College, the seventeen-year old
“orphan heir to a respectable property in the south of Ireland” is overtaken by a
carriage from which he hears the screams o f an evidently frightened woman {Women
1:3). De Courcy pursues the carriage, eventually saving the distressed girl from her
captors and returning her to her uncle, Mr. Wentworth. Ingratiating him self with the
Evangelical Wentworth family, his irreligiousness notwithstanding, De Courcy
becomes infatuated with Eva.'"* While she returns De Courcy’s affections, her
innocence prevents her from expressing them and convinces De Courcy o f her
indifference. Consumed by his excessive sensibility, De Courcy falls ill, recovering
only after the intervention of his guardian, Mr. Asgill, has secured an engagement
between his young charge and the fifteen-year old Eva. Yet, despite the prospect of
their future marriage, postponed until Eva reaches eighteen, De Courcy continues to
resent Eva’s apparent inability to acknowledge or express her love for him.
Increasingly exasperated, De Courcy seeks satisfaction elsewhere, finding it in
his friendship with the captivating Madame Zaira Dalmatian!, the “first singer at all
Scott, ‘Review o f Women' 254.
Eva was apparently modeled after Maturin’s niece Susan Lea, who had died prematurely on June 29,
1818, after a prolonged illness. Willem Scholten has noted both that Lea’s illness had already begun by
the time Maturin began writing Women and that a sermon preached by Maturin on the death o f his
niece reveals his use of her as his model for Eva; see Scholten 65. See also, Charles Robert Maturin,
Sermons (London: Archibald Constable, 1819) Sermon 8.
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the continental operas, and first tragic actress in Europe” {Women 1:150). In
pronounced contrast to Eva, the older and more mature Zaira possesses worldly
intelligence, brilliance, experience, and an emotive sensibility unhindered by E va’s
strict religious convictions. As might be expected, De Courcy forsakes Eva,
accom panying Zaira to the Continent. Soon, however, his ardent nature rebels against
Z aira’s demand that they travel as casual acquaintances, not lovers. The appeals o f the
French beauty, Eulalie de Touranges, coupled with the distancing effects o f Zaira’s
enforced separation and the ram pant gossip about their relationship, gradually disunite
the couple. Finally, convinced o f the need to reconcile with Eva, De Courcy leaves
Zaira and returns to Ireland only to find Eva near death and unwilling to see him, a
turn o f events that plum m ets him into his own mortal despair.
In the m ean time, deserted and desolate, Zaira seeks comfort in her fnends, but,
finding none, decides to follow De Courcy to Ireland, where, as she says, “my destiny
is to be fulfilled” (W omen 3:281). And so it is. The discovery o f the identity and
whereabouts o f her child, begot in an early and ill-advised marriage and believed to be
dead, forces Zaira into a sickening reconsideration of her relationship with De
Courcy. The wild w om an dogging Zaira’s steps throughout the novel claims that she
is, in fact, Z aira’s m other, further revealing that Zaira’s child, living in Ireland for the
past fifteen years, is none other than Eva. Horrified, Zaira vainly attempts to save her
dying child, watching in dismay as first Eva, and then De Courcy, succumb to their
illnesses. Their deaths leave the miserable Zaira guilty and alone, the perceived
murderess o f her ow n daughter and lover.
The novel’s concluding image o f an almost mad Zaira, wholly deprived o f her
once great talents, is entirely appropriate to M aturin’s understanding o f the
detrimental effect o f fem ale sensibility on both individuals and society in general.
Constantly repeating, “My child - 1 have murdered my child!”, the anguished Zaira
provides a m oving testim ony to the great error of her Continental learning and
sensibility {Women 3:408). As is only fitting, the narrator draws the novel to a close
by observing, in reference to Zaira, that, “ [w]hen great talents are combined with
calamity, their union forms the tenth wave o f human suffering - grief becomes
inexhaustible from the unhappy fertility o f genius, and the serpents that devour us, are
generated out o f our ow n vitals” {Women 3:408). For ‘talents’, read sensibility, that
which fundam entally underpins and essentially comprises Z aira’s ‘genius’. It is, in
this way, Z aira’s sensibility - that mixture o f emotion and genius that has made her
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famous - which effects her self-destruction, vitally linking her, like Armida in The
Milesian C hief {\?>\2), to De Stael’s Corinne (1807). Indeed, in his review o f Women,
Scott specifically criticised the influence of Corinne in M aturin’s depiction of Zaira.
As he argued, Maturin’s Continental beauty so nearly resembled De Stael’s “as
certainly to deprive Mr Maturin o f all claim to originality, so far as this brilliant and
well painted character is concerned”.'^
Without doubt, the two heroines share a remarkable resemblance to each other.
Aside from the obvious distinction that both heroines are known solely by their
forenames, Zaira, like Corinne, is an actress, who is assumed to be Italian but who
nevertheless possesses a remarkable mastery of the English language, ultimately
attesting to her English/Irish origins. So, while Zaira is described as “all the muses,
and all the graces embodied”, it is “her perfect knowledge of the English language and
literature” that excites the most wonder amongst her fans in Dublin and links her, like
Corinne, to Englishness (Women 1:151). Similarly, both novels contain a pointed
rumination on the heroine’s nationality. In Corinne, the heroine’s possible English
identity has a wondrous effect on the hero:

[H]er English accent brought back all the memories o f his native land,
naturalizing all her charms. Was she an Englishwoman? Had she spent several
years of her life in England? He could not tell. But study alone could not
possibly have taught her to speak so well. (Corinne 34)

In Women, De Courcy equally ponders the origins of Zaira’s English language skills
with astonishment: “It is impossible but you must have been a native, or a resident at
least, in these islands before” (Women 1:189). Implicitly, in both Corinne and Women,
a connection is made between linguistic prowess and national identity: the ability to
speak such perfect English - the mother tongue, as it were - automatically unites the
women to their motherland.’^
Defined by their English language skills, Corinne and Zaira are intrinsically
tied to an English identity. Even so, an exotic ambiguity deriving from their continued
identification with Italy continues to defy notions o f English propriety. For Corinne,
this connection with Italy seems only natural, since she is demonstrably both English
Scott, ‘Review o f Women’ 253.
Wohlgemut, ‘“W hat do you do with that at Home?’” 192.
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and Italian - bom to an English father and an Italian mother. Zaira, in comparison, has
no parental link to Italy, having travelled there under duress with her Italian husband,
Fioretti. Be that as it may, her marriage and artistic career abroad invest her with the
foreignness with which she is identified, despite her rem arkable comprehension and
use of the English language. In her simultaneous native-ness and foreign-ness, Zaira
becomes, like Corinne, and indeed, Armida o f The M ilesian C/jze/before her, a
threatening cosm opolitan heroine, “confound[ing] rather than confirm[ing] clear
.

.
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national demarcations” .
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.

.

.

This is true not only in relation to Z aira’s combination o f an

English and Continental identity, but also in her merging o f Irish societal distinctions.
Specifically, as the “illegitim ate daughter o f a man o f fortune in the west o f Ireland”
and a native Catholic wom an, Zaira represents the breakdow n o f borders between
Protestant and Catholic, Anglo-Irish and native Irish {Women 3:317). In so doing, she
literally embodies m any o f the fears operative in a nation em broiled in a problematic
campaign for Catholic Emancipation and consequently forced to consider anew Irish
social and cultural identifications.
Z aira’s Irish identification, with its troubling com bination o f religions and
origins, emphasises her role as an essentially unbalancing force. Although the
conventional national tale heroine is, as I have suggested, less stabilising than she has
been hitherto understood, Z aira’s precarious national identity explicitly denies
mediation. This is not ju st because Zaira’s confused national ties represent a
dangerous dissolution o f the conventional boundaries o f national identity; it also has
much, if not more, to do w ith the fact that she enjoys a public, rather than private,
profession, in which the incredibly liberal and comprehensive classical education she
received at her father’s behest is vital. Schooled by “teachers o f every language,
m asters in every art, instructors in every science”, and by her father, “illustrating,
condensing, and harm onizing every thing into one vast m ass o f intellectual
discipline”, Zaira received an education vastly “beyond what m ost women receive”
{Women 3:319). As a result, her articulate eloquence draws people to her:

Her conversation, addressed to various professors o f the arts, o f poetry, and o f
general literature, was varied to the subjects and styles o f each. Like

'■'ibid. 193.
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Cleopatra, she could give audience to the various ambassadors of her court in
the native language of each. (Women 1: 210-211)

Gifted with this brilliant intelligence, Zaira emblematises the fearful ‘learned lady’,
who, despite improved female education in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries,
continued to evoke suspicion and dislike in both sexes, especially in the suggestion
that a woman could be the intellectual equal of a man.'* What is worse, Zaira
purposely removes this great learning from the private world o f domestic soirees and
gatherings, employing it in a public context with ease and apparent satisfaction.
Consequently, Zaira’s acting career is seen to represent a hazard to society for two
fundamental reasons: first, it confirms her skill for negotiating and manipulating
identities, to become that which she is not; second, it represents her pursuit o f her
talents, an undertaking that finally unfits her for the role of domestic woman and sets
her against De Courcy’s innate desire for domestic establishment.
Here again, Zaira mimics Corinne, whose public career as a great “poetess,
writer, and improvisor” relies on her ability to deploy her education and imagination
in accurately depicting and envisioning peoples and places along with their spirits
{Corinne 21). Not only that, but her profession vitally depends on her ability to
‘become’ the individuals she artistically represents. Her first appearance, dressed as
“Domenichino’s Sibyl” is therefore entirely appropriate {Corinne 23); the Italians
applauding her view her as, in Prince Castel-Forte’s words, “the image of our
beautiful Italy” {Corinne 27). Epitomising an idealised Italy free from “the ignorance,
the envy, the discord, and the indolence” to which fate has condemned all normal
Italians, Corinne is both “an offshoot of the past” and “a harbinger o f the future”
{Corinne 27). As such, she can never simply be Corinne, the woman; instead, she will
always be, as de Stael’s title indicates, Corinne, the image o f Italy. In this way, her
beloved profession might be seen to demand performance, not only in the sense of
Corinne’s famed public improvisations, but also in the sense o f her consistent
representation o f the spirit o f her nation. In other words, Corinne’s poetic vocation
requires that she repeatedly assume a very specific public persona, one that is
eventually shown to be inimical to domestic settlement with Oswald.

Stone 356-357.
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Perhaps more overtly but equally symbolically, Zaira’s acting career
fundam entally relies on her ability to assume alternate identities. Fittingly, she is said
to enter her character, m uch like Edgew orth’s Lady Delacour, with such force that
“she no m ore noticed the applauses that thundered round her, than if she had been the
individual she represented” {Women 1:161). Although initially compelled to exhibit
her “musical talents publicly, or, in plainer language, to go on the stage” by her
avaricious husband, Zaira nevertheless finds a certain satisfaction in her assumed
profession (Women 3:331). As “the exertion o f [her] powers” becom es “quite
involuntary”, Zaira learns to appreciate her art, conscious o f “ [the] powers that could
justify and enjoy the applauses o f assem bled worlds” {Women 3: 332, 1:168).
W hile Zaira’s public identity is (eventually) a source o f great personal
satisfaction, it becomes, for De Courcy, a repugnant characteristic. Just as Oswald
soon rebels against Corinne’s public profession, desiring that her genius “be silent” so
that her heart could be all his {Corinne 291), De Courcy moves from enraptured awe
and praise to indifference and, finally, disdain. Evidently capable o f providing for and
am using herself, Zaira has, at least in De C ourcy’s mind, no need for him, and, as her
friend M. De Viosmenil explains, “women, who show their powers o f pleasing to be
independent of us [men], cannot wonder if we leave them to the enjoym ent they can
procure for themselves” (Women 3:25). As m ight be expected, De Courcy, like
Oswald, proves unable to resolve the conflict o f Zaira’s public and private identities,
viewing Zaira as either “a woman needing the protection o f a man or a public figure
immune to the emotions o f a woman” .A n tic ip a tin g this tragic conclusion to Z aira’s
love affair with De Courcy, another friend counsels her to “dazzle on the theatre;
charm in crowds; come to Paris ... but give up all idea of being la bonne mere de
fam ille; it will never do” (Women 3:14). Her reasons are simple: m en demand too
much; by loving De Courcy, Zaira will inevitably be forced to forfeit her talents. In so
doing, she will merely imprison herself in a cell o f De Courcy’s making:

They [men] may twine the chains in which they bind us with the brilliant
flowers o f chivalric courtesy, or impassioned devotion; but still they are
chains. Our best attitude in wearing them is that o f graceful but conscious

Lori Jo Marso, (Un)Manly Citizens: Jean-Jacques R ousseau's and Germaine de S tael's Subversive
Women (Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins UP, 1990) 119.
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submission, and we never conquer effectually, but in appearing to be slaves.
(Women 3:14)

As it happens, Zaira never has a chance to choose love over talent, thereby fiilly
submitting herself to De Courcy’s wishes. Instead, the discovery o f Zaira’s past
confirms De Courcy in his understanding of her unsuitability as partner to his
domestic bliss. In this context, De Courcy’s final denunciation o f Zaira draws a
correlation between, as Wohlgemut contends, “domestic femininity and national
stability”, suggesting, as in Corinne, that “it is love o f hearth and home that
distinguishes the ideal English wife”.^** De Courcy’s apparent ultimate preference for
Eva, like Oswald’s for Lucile, registers his natural inclination for the ‘stabilising
force’ of the national heroine, rather than the divisive energies o f the Continental
heroine.
In this opposition o f heroines, the narrative (problematically) constructs Eva as
that which will underwrite Maturin’s fantasy of national union, a fantasy
fundamentally reliant on Eva’s perceived domestication. For this, Maturin drew
heavily upon De Stael’s model of the quintessentially English and properly feminine
Lucile, as well as upon Hannah More’s novel, Coelebs In Search o f a Wife (1808),
and her similarly-named heroine, Lucilla Stanley. This latter novel, the only one More
wrote, clearly exhibits the didacticism of her earlier tracts on religion and conduct,
such as Thoughts on the Importance o f the Manners o f the Great to General Society
(1798), Estimate o f the Religion o f the Fashionable World (1790), and Strictures on
the Modern System o f Female Education (1799). These works, like Edgeworth’s early
didactic treatises, engage with the inherently national project o f defining and
illustrating the appropriately domesticated woman. Similarly concerned with the
delimitation o f the ‘proper’ woman, Coelebs depicts the bachelor of its title - named,
like Maturin’s hero, ‘Charles’ - and his search for the perfect wife. Fittingly, the
standards to which Charles shall hold this woman are extremely high:

I do not want a Helen, a Saint Cecilia, or a Madame Dacier; yet she must be
elegant, or I should not love her; sensible, or I should not respect her; prudent,
or I should not confide in her; well informed, or she could not educate my

W ohlgem ut, ‘“W hat do you do w ith that at H om e?’” 193.
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children; well-bred, or she could not entertain my friends; consistent, or I
should offend the shade o f my mother; pious, or I should not be happy with
her, because the prim e comfort in a companion for life is the delightful hope
that she will be a companion for eternity.

21

Forming his opinions on the basis o f M ilton’s description o f Eve in Paradise Lost
(1667; 1674), Charles finds his own m odem day Eve in Lucilla Stanley after “a long
journey through a social wilderness pitted with marriageable daughters.”
For her part, Elizabeth Kowaleski-W allace has m aintained that M ore’s
dependence on M ilton in Coelebs proceeded from her attem pt to identify herself as
“M ilton’s daughter”, thereby voicing her belief that woman can be redeemed from
their natural waywardness. As Kowaleski-W allace further contends, in both Paradise
Lost and M ore’s revision o f M ilton’s “domestic epic”, this necessary redemption
involves a final success over an originary female identification with nature.

It is only

through this distancing from nature and its connotations of wildness, unrestrained
passions, and anim alistic urges, that Eve and Lucilla can be understood as properly
domesticated.
In both cases, victory over nature is registered by symbolic gardening projects
by which the heroine tam es and controls ‘M other N ature’, thereby taming and
controlling herself in the process. So, for instance, in M ore’s novel, Lucilla is
described as heading a small nursery in which she grows symbolically-weighted apple
trees to be used as wedding gifts for the neighbourhood poor. Rewarded only to those
who choose appropriate domestic bliss, Lucilla’s saplings embed domesticity as a
kind of social ‘path o f righteousness’ applicable to upper and lower classes alike.
More than that, L ucilla’s nursery mirrors E ve’s assistance w ith the regulation and
containment o f the wild in the Garden of Eden. By so doing, it works to raise Lucilla
above her inherent natural connection by allowing her to tame and control nature. At
the same time, however, Lucilla remains wholly immersed in nature, signifying her
obedience and com pliance to patriarchal authority; in this way, Lucilla becomes, like
her little apple trees and the ordered eighteenth-century garden in which they grow, an
inherently dom esticated creature. And she does so precisely by embracing what

M ore 16. Future references are to this edition and are given parenthetically in the text.
K ow alesk i-W allace 44.
“ Ibid. 44, 45.
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Kowaleski-Wallace terms “her father’s loving authority”, tellingly manifested in an
educational program intended to allow Mr. Stanley to cultivate his daughter as a kind
o f natural phenomenon akin to the plants grown in his gardens.^'’
In Women, Eva, too, appears a daughter o f nature, consistently described in
terms o f natural beauty and presence. The “colour o f life”, for instance, is said to
return to her cheeks “with a hue as faint as that in the bell of a hyacinth” {Women
1:30). Her hair hangs “like the shade of brilliant foliage over a bed of blossoms”; her
lips look like “young roses”, and her eyes are the colour o f “Heaven’s own blue”
{Women 1:42). In contrast to Zaira’s “brilliant colours”, Eva is envisioned as “pure
green”, deliberately highlighting the latter’s innate connection to nature by
comparison to the former’s investment in a social identity {Women 1:222).
Indicatively, in an art lesson with De Courcy, Eva insists on drawing flowers rather
than copying the picture of the ruins of Athens, responding to his admonition that
flowers inevitably fade by citing a verse from William Cowper’s The Task (1785):
“God made the country, but man made the town” {Women 1:136).^^ Characterised by
a purposeful but un-affected rejection of the urbanity Zaira represents, Eva
emblematises an innate closeness to nature deliberately constructed as a sign of
domestic submissiveness in opposition to Zaira’s ambitious public life.
Eva confirms her symbolic victory over the intrinsic dangers o f her affinity to
nature through the cultivation of an allegorical nursery - her charity school for poor
Irish children - that recalls both Lucilla’s “enchanting bower” {Coelebs 121) as well
as Eve’s assistance in the “pleasant labour” of “reform[ing] ... flowery arbours ...
[and] alleys green” in the Garden of Eden.^^ Indeed, a direct comparison is made
between the “school of little orphans” Eva directs out o f her own allowance, and the
gardening in which Milton’s Eve engages: “To Montgomery she appeared like our
first mother, binding up the straggling and decaying groupes o f flowers, and teaching
them to bloom (Montgomery added mentally) unto life eternal” {Women 1: 241, 248).
A similar comparison is made between Lucilla and Eve in Coelebs, as the hero enters
Lucilla’s bower. Hearing his companion quote “in rapture” a verse from Paradise

Ibid. 52, 47.
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Lost, Charles says, “I needed not this quotation to bring the garden o f Eden to my
m ind, for Lucilla presided” (Coelebs 121).
Both observations forcefully highlight the m anner in which Lucilla and Eva
equally overcom e their female affinity to nature. Depicting this female control over
nature, both novels simultaneously empower their heroines while perpetuating the
notion that woman is somehow closer to nature and therefore in need o f an
authoritative guiding hand. In both cases, this regulatory function is enacted by a
figure o f patriarchal authority - the emblematic ‘father’ that is at once an earthly
father figure and representative of God the father. In other words, by embracing the
Evangelical edicts o f her adoptive ‘father’ Mr. W entworth, and, in so doing, those of
her spiritual father, Eva overcomes the wild rebelliousness underlying her natural
identity. The Evangelicalism inherent to E va’s educational program, comprised as it is
o f “the m ost elem entary parts o f Scripture” (Women 1:245), attests to her fiindamental
submission to M ethodism. Correspondingly, it serves as the tool by which Eva is
allowed to become a thoroughly tamed and domesticated “m istress o f nature’s
bounty” .
Despite M aturin’s evident desire to invest Eva with a laudably submissive
character, his narrative invites the reader to question the appeal o f E va’s contented
acquiescence to patriarchal norms by endowing it with a specific sense of
exasperating tedium and boredom. Rather than appreciating E va’s demonstrable
domesticity, as Charles appreciates Lucilla’s, De Courcy sim ply registers a lack;
pictured in her schoolhouse, Eva is notable only for the fact that she appears “very
unlike Zaira” (Women 1:248). Such an observation forcefully highlights De C ourcy’s
desire for the exhilarating variety and excitem ent afforded by Z aira’s liberal attitude
and ways. Unrestrained by usual social and religious conventions, Zaira represents an
invigorating change o f pace. For De Courcy, the animated elation Zaira inspires is allconsuming, but other characters are more hesitant, repeatedly cautioning De Courcy
about the dissem blance and artifice characterising Zaira’s professional and private
lives alike. To m any minds, in fact, Zaira is “all art and affectation” (Women 1:219).
Her propensity for acting places her reputation in question and unfits her as a suitable
or appropriate wife. Her “notoriety”, “distinction”, and “dramatic talenf ’ are not
characteristics “on which a m an would wish to rest his happiness” ; instead, they are
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those that “might do well to glitter round a mistress, and elevate a man’s vanity and
vices at once” (Women 2:7,8). Zaira is, by these terms, no wife-material; she is, rather,
fit only as a kept woman.
In this context, Eva is evidently meant to emblematise the proper female figure
suitable as both wife and mother. Nevertheless, the reader cannot help but sympathise
with De Courcy in his instinctive preference for Zaira. Scott him self made this same
observation, arguing that “ [De Courcy’s] desertion o f the simple and narrow-minded
Eva for a woman o f such brilliant talent and powers as Zaira, while it was highly
blame-worthy, is but too probable an occurrence”.^^ Beside the passionate and
articulate actress, Eva appears an almost mute, painfully naive little girl. In a very real
way, Maturin’s juxtaposition o f the two characters represents a purposeful opposition
o f innocence and experience. By this thinking, Eva is an incarnation o f purity - Eve
before the fall. Zaira, by contrast, with her concealed marriage, lost child, and
spectacular actmg career, becomes the fallen woman.

90

Fittingly, Eva’s fair beauty,

comprised o f “ethereal lightness and purity”, proceeds from her “visible sanctity”
{Women 1:30); as such, it symbolises her fundamental physical and metaphysical
separation from the novel’s other characters. She is, for all intents and purposes, a
celestial being, moored for a time in earthly surroundings:

The impression that [De Courcy] had received o f her was that o f a being so
devoted to God, that man could have no share in her thoughts or her heart; he
regarded her as something enshrined and sanctified, to whom the mention of
earthly things would have been an insult, and o f earthly passion, almost impiety.
(Women 1:84-85)

‘Enshrined and sanctified’ Eva has been removed from the realm o f ‘earthly passion’.
As a consequence, she is an object of admiration for De Courcy, as is that “part of her
pure nature” - religion - but she is also suffused with an air o f emotional coldness and
rigidity (Women 2:15). Unable to express her emotions without a self-condemnation
“for daring to feel”, Eva confines her love for De Courcy to a “speechless fondness”
(Women 2\\22>).

Scott, ‘Review o f Women' 250.
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To a large extent, Eva’s emotional austerity appears a direct product o f her
religious affiliation. As Zaira explains it, the Methodism practiced by Eva and her
family is too focused on the other world, with the effect that life on earth is turned
into a living hell. God, for them, is not a God o f love, but is instead a God of earthly
deprivation:

Existence with them is only measured, and viewed in a reference to futurity, or,
as they call it, to eternity; and their deity is a being, who, to raise the value o f his
heaven, deprives them o f every enjoyment below, that m ight cause them to
linger in their progress, or cast one longing look behind. (Women 2:141)

In contrast to this religion o f joyless deprivation, Zaira believes that religion should be
a universal, benevolent force, requiring only that humans love one another and God
unconditionally. Such liberal views on religion are a product o f Z aira’s unorthodox
upbringing. Raised by a father who refused to allow her refuge in religion, and later
forced by her husband to perform as an opera singer and actress, Zaira received an
early and thorough grounding in earthly existence. O f her father she observes that he
deprived her o f “heaven” , wishing to multiply Zaira’s “ties to earth”; in so doing, he
denied her her “birth-right” and simultaneously aggrandised it in her view {Women
2:320). The result o f this education is an understanding of religion as a natural
impulse - “The hum an mind may be said naturally to gravitate towards religion”
{Women 3:323) - which, when denied, results in an unnatural connection and tie to
worldly society.
A natural outpouring o f human feeling in relation to the Divine, religion is, for
Zaira, innately a m atter o f emotion. For this reason, Zaira faults the institutions o f
religion investigated in the novel precisely because they deny the natural sensibility at
the root o f all religious b e lie f Certainly, this is the case with M ethodism, as suggested
by Z aira’s gentle condem nation o f the sect’s depriving and oppressive God. Similarly,
Catholicism, and especially the practice o f monasticism, meets Z aira’s disapproval for
its emphasis on deprivation. Shortly after De Courcy leaves her, Zaira contemplates
entering a convent but is dissuaded by her experience with an “old religieuse, in
whose calm demeanour, and placid pallid aspect, there was not a trace of hum an
feeling, or o f hum an suffering” {Women 3:229). The nun exhibits a peaceful calmness
but is also completely devoid o f all emotion and personality. Her monastic life, with
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its restriction o f intellectual pursuits and emotions as well as its emphasis on
monotony and deprivation, has transformed her into an automaton. For Zaira, this
system of faith is astonishingly ‘unnatural’; she cannot believe that God could require
such sacrifices from his believers;

‘Oh, my God!’ she cried, ‘are these beings, desecrated of their humanity
almost - o f the divinity o f reason at least - the objects o f your exclusive
favour? Must we become “temples o f the Holy Ghost” only by ceasing to
become receptacles o f a thinking sp irit... Was that wonderful and admirable
vessel, the soul- that “ship o f Heaven!” constructed only to lie rotting on the
spot where it was launched? Never to spread its sails on a voyage o f
discovery, to traverse the intellectual deep, and touch at the isles o f light? ’
{Women 3:232-233)

As Zaira’s mental illness proceeds almost to the point of suicide, she begins to doubt
her original conception o f religion. Unable to believe in anything after her desertion,
Zaira finds no succour in religion:

When I was happy I believed religion and love to be the same thing; I imagined
that, in worshipping that perfect being, I was paying the most acceptable
homage to my Creator; I looked on him as reflecting the image o f Him who is
love, and whose image ought to be reflected in his creatures. I have been
deceived - 1 have been guilty, perhaps. (Women 3:220)

Although she becomes disillusioned as the novel progresses, her equation o f religion
and love is highly significant, not only because it foreshadows the conception of
religion Maturin later constructed in Melmoth the Wanderer (1820), but also because
o f its import for the reader’s understanding of Eva’s brand o f Methodism.
Inherently distanced from the affective notion o f religion that Zaira proposes,
Eva professes merely a ‘speechless fondness’ for De Courcy precisely because her
religion has taught her not to feel. In contrast to De Courcy’s voluble and visible
sensibility, Eva’s emotional asceticism forcefiilly parallels her with De Stael’s earlier
model of female propriety, Lucile, whose “complete reserve” leaves Oswald “in doubt
and uncertainty about the nature o f her feelings” (Corinne 331). Despite her deep love
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for Oswald, Lucile cannot allow her “trembling heart betray its secret”, and he, like
De Courcy after him, m ust question, “W hat have I done to deserve this cruel silence?”
(Corinne 344, 380).
E va’s ‘cruel silence’ towards De Courcy is indicative of the general
speechlessness w ith which Maturin characterised her. W holly imm ersed in religious
doctrine and teachings by her aunt and uncle, Eva can speak only on that subject:

[S]he had read no books, but those o f Calvinist theology.. .She could speak but
o f the books she had read; those were few, and the habits o f her life reared an
impenetrable barrier against her acquaintance with others. To her, one book, her
Bible, seem ed to contain the substance o f all others; all other prose was futile,
all other poetry falsehood. {Women 1:120)

Her appreciation o f poetry extends to the religiously-minded works o f Isaac W atts
(1674-1748) and W illiam Cowper (1731-1800), and De Courcy’s attempts to instil
appreciation of m ore romantic poetry proves fruitless. W hile Eva is “struck by the
introduction” o f Scott’s The Lay o f the Last M instrel (1805), the chim ing o f the clock
calls her to the evening lecture at Bethesda Chapel. Abandoning Scott’s poetry,
therefore, for her habitual religious sermon, Eva reaffirms her single-minded
dedication to the language o f religion, and thereby, her earthly silence.
Stifled by E va’s speechlessness and fearful o f expressing his thoughts and
feelings, De Courcy soon registers Eva as a drain on his em otional and physical w ell
being. Correspondingly, he envisions Eva in typically Gothic terms as a vampire-like
figure, sucking the life from him in her apparent coldness: “he felt he could no longer
support the sight o f that face whose every glance seemed to be drinking up his blood”
{Women 1:81). Although Eva’s innocence persuades De Courcy to view him self as
her tem pter - his attem pts to introduce her to romantic literature are tellingly
described as “like the attempt o f M ilton’s Satan to introduce into the pure region of
heaven ‘strange fire, his own invented torm ent’” {Women 1:137) - Eva is, in m any
ways, “as much the destroyer as the destroyed” . H e r portrayal as a vampire proves
apt, for, as Lougy has observed, “in her unearthliness she demands o f Charles more
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than is humanly possible to give”. ‘Escaping’ from her, Lougy continues, De Courcy
merely confirms his need for physical, as well as spiritual, nurturing.^'
Eva’s characterisation as a vampire fiindamentally undermining De Courcy’s
identity is, if apparently contradictory to her emblematisation as the ideal
domesticated woman, compelling in its imaging of Eva as equally disruptive as Zaira.
As the cosmopolitan heroine, Zaira embodies what Wohlgemut has called “the
borderless world o f postwar Europe” into which she leads De Courcy.

32
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There, he is

lost, divided just as Zaira threatens to divide Ireland. Yet he is no closer to his ‘true’
identity in Ireland with Eva. Both women have effectively effeminised him, depriving
him o f agency, and preventing him from participating in any kind of public or national
achievement: “How contemptible his past existence appeared to him, whether passed
in the conventicle with Eva, or in the boudoir with Zaira! - Equally contemptible.
Europe had been won and lost, and he had not struck a blow for her safety, or her
ruin!” {Women 3:18-19).
‘Equally contemptible’ as Zaira, Eva is, in other words, only her mother’s
daughter. Although she has no knowledge of her mother, Eva ultimately suffers the
consequences of Zaira’s mothering - both as a daughter and a mother - for, it is that
which is shown to finally negate the novel’s process towards domestic establishment.
Like the unredeemed Lady Delacour in Edgeworth’s Belinda (1801), Zaira symbolises
the monstrous deviation from natural domesticity. In Lady Delacour’s case, maternal
transgression of patriarchal norms of domesticity and femininity become manifest in
her disfigured body. Convinced that she has become infected with breast cancer as a
punishment for the aberrant masculine attire and behaviour she displays in her duel
with another similarly dressed woman. Lady Delacour becomes a slave to her own
fears and those who prey upon them. The supposedly diseased breast is linked back to
Lady Delacour’s ineffectual attempt to nurse her second child, a project she became
“heartily sick o f ’ and which ultimately ended in the child’s death {Belinda 42). Filled
with remorse. Lady Delacour sends her third child, Helena, to a wet nurse in order to
protect the baby from herself and allows her to be raised primarily by Anne Percival,
the novel’s model o f female domesticity. In so doing, however. Lady Delacour
endorses her failure as a mother, a situation later confirmed in her bodily
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m anifestation o f her monstrosity. In this way, Lady D elacour’s “m utilated breast”
5j 33

becomes an “appropriate synecdoche for her failed m aternity.”

Although Zaira’s maternal crim es never reveal themselves as bodily
symptoms, they become all too evident in her legacy to her daughter. In this, Zaira
arguably represents the tainted m aternal line active in another Edgeworth novel
concerned with female domesticity - The Absentee (1812). In fact, the revelation that
Zaira is E va’s m other reverses the narrative trajectory established in The Absentee. In
Edgew orth’s novel, focus centres primarily on Colam bre’s journey to ‘virtue’ by way
o f his active participation in public life, but no less so, on the cultivation o f G race’s
feminine ‘virtue’.^"* Grace must be dissociated from a ‘contam inated’ female line in
order to be proven a worthy candidate for marriage with Colambre; only once she has
been purified can the novel propose an apparently happy ending predicated upon the
em powerm ent o f the Anglo-Irish gentry divested o f its tlireatening Gaelic Irish
associations. By contrast, it is E va’s maternal lineage revealed that irrevocably
underm ines her claim to the title o f national heroine.
Despite these differences, the storylines o f both The Absentee and Women
attest to the authors’ participation in and engagement with what N ancy Armstrong has
identified as “the dissemination o f a new female ideal” . B o t h novels betray their
authors’ tendency to conflate private and public, linking the appropriately
dom esticated female figure with the construction o f an idealised family-politic. In The
Absentee, for instance, the heroine symbolically merges tropes o f sexual and political
m isconduct; coming from a questionable ‘female line’ as well as having connections
to eighteenth-century Jacobite subversion in her name ‘N ugent’, Grace becomes a
sexually and politically threatening character. Her affiliation with ‘St. O m er’ - her
m other’s name as well as an evocative reminder o f the French Catholic seminary, St.
Omar, in which m any Irish priests were educated before the establishment o f
M aynooth College in 1795 - only reinforces this link betw een sexual impropriety and
rebellious family origins by deliberately identifying her ancestors as religious
d i s s i d e n t s . I n the end, G race’s family, though English, retains “ submerged
•

•

associations with France, Jacobite counterrevolution, and Roman Catholicism ”,
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Grace herself, by association, is assumed impure. Accordingly, the discovery of a
marriage certificate between Grace’s mother and a respectable English officer re
establishes Grace’s sexual and political propriety. And it does so precisely by way of
a simultaneous rehabilitation o f Grace’s questionable maternal line, a deliberate
purification o f the French Catholic St. Omer blood with English blood, and a
wholesale dissociation from the rebellious Nugent name.
In Women, a similar concept of female propriety is at work. Tainted by her
own questionable maternal line as well as a threatening link to irrational and
potentially radical Continental sensibility, Zaira is deemed inimical to the ideal Irish
family-politic. Like de Stael’s Corinne, she represents a fundamental obstacle to De
Courcy’s establishment of, in Burkean terms, his own “little platoon”; as such, she is
also considered hostile to the fostering o f “public affections” and a participation in the
love o f country central to Burke’s concept of the modem nation.^^ It is for this reason
that Mr. Asgill exhorts De Courcy, after his flight to Paris with Zaira, “If you are not
[married], leave her, leave her this moment, and for ever! For G od’s sake, for your
country’s sake, and for your own, leave her!” (Women 3:54).
For the good of his country, Mr. Asgill admonishes De Courcy to leave the
damaged and nationally damaging Continental heroine. Yet, in response to Mr.
Asgill’s vehement words, the reader is invited to question to what and, more
importantly, to whom De Courcy should return. If Zaira is unsuitable as a wife, is Eva
any more fitting? In many ways, she has been depicted in direct contrast to Zaira as an
appropriately domesticated female figure, but, in the end, Maturin apparently
wondered, can she ever escape her mother’s legacy? The negative power with which
Maturin invested ‘bad’ mothering in his novel is clear from the many mothers and
daughters featured in the novel, none of whom escape a suggestion of destructive
maternal legacy. So, where The Absentee purposefully rehabilitates Grace Nugent,
and Belinda provides the reader with a favourable image o f the “new-style patriarchal
family” in the Percival family. Women never provides a model o f domestic bliss to
follow.

Instead, not only Zaira, but all the female figures in the novel, including, in

the end, Eva herself, come to represent the failure of the patriarchal domesticity
(problematically) endorsed by Edgeworth, More, and De Stael alike. Fittingly, the
M iller 22.
E dm und Burke, R eflectio n s on the R evolution in F rance, ed. and introd. L.G. M itchell (1790;
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novel is characterised by both an extraordinary lack o f parenting and an abundance of
bad parenting. “Guardians and friends”, for instance, must decide to allow the union
between De Courcy and Eva, “for neither o f them had parents” (Women 1:111). Zaira,
in contrast, first witnesses her father’s ejection o f her mother and then becomes
herself a victim o f his dispossession, but not before she has been taught the singleminded pursuit o f pleasure. And Lady Longwood, whom Scott found extremely
“silly”, raises daughters who are, in Scott’s opinion, “rather too silly for the rank
which they are represented as holding in good society” .'^’
The ‘silliness’ o f Lady Longw ood’s daughters is, M aturin’s narrative suggests,
a direct product o f their m other’s ridiculous inanity. Concerned only with the
cultivation o f her social image and the marriage o f her daughters to “no bad look
out[s]”, Lady Longw ood has seriously neglected her daughters’ education (Women
1:156). In this - the bad example she sets and the bad education she provides - Lady
Longwood has failed in her m aternal responsibility to her daughters; as such, their
absurdity becom es only natural in M aturin’s construction o f the detrimental effects
the lack o f a properly guiding maternal hand might have on a child’s development.
But the Longwoods are minor characters; M aturin’s discussion o f maternal propriety
rests primarily on Z aira’s upbringing and her subsequent failure to conform to the
model o f dom esticity only precariously embodied by Eva. W hile Anne Percival can
successfully inform Lady Delacour o f the appeal and advantage o f domestic life in
Belinda, Zaira has no one on whom she can depend for appropriate images o f wife
and mother. Having sacrificed her virtue to Zaira’s father, Z aira’s m other becam e
m erely one o f his m any infidelities. As a consequence, she personally initiated her
transform ation into the wild hag haunting Zaira throughout the novel, demanding to
know, “Have you no touch o f nature in y e ? ... Do you know who (whom) it is you
drive away? - Have ye no touch o f nature in y e ? .. .Oh, have ye no nature in you, and I
kneeling on the cold stones before my ow nV (Women 2:112-113).
Accusing Zaira o f having ‘no nature’, the hag berates her daughter for not
being able to recognise, by some inherent mother-child bond, the m other she had lost
so long before. In response to this vehement indictment, the novel asserts that, if Zaira
fails to recognise her mother, it is the wild wom an’s own fault. Leaving Zaira to the
devices of her father and his methods of education, the wild woman implicitly failed
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her daughter. Although Zaira’s father took charge of her education, it is largely her
mother’s fault that Zaira soon learned to understand “that to obey our passions was
the only rule o f human life ... [and] that the only tie between parent and child was a
temporary convention formed by mutual interest, and dissoluble when that interest
ceased to exist” {Women 3:326). Forsaking her child and its education in this way,
Zaira’s mother becomes, in Maturin’s construction, completely unnatural, as
manifested by her intermittent insanity, which emblematises her social deviance in
terms o f physical and psychological ‘wildness’.
A product o f her mother’s unnatural deviance, Zaira is shown to be fit only for
a similar domestic failure, a trait she, in turn, passes on to Eva. But, while Zaira is
Eva’s biological mother, there is a sense in which Eva’s education at the hands of
Mrs. Wentworth succeeds where Zaira’s has failed. Although an ‘unnatural’ mother
biologically speaking, Mrs. Wentworth proves the novel’s most viable example o f the
ideally domesticated female, teaching her ‘niece’ the suitable containment o f passion
and the pursuit o f duty. Eva’s Methodism, the source and product o f Mrs.
W entworth’s ‘mothering’, is, at times, faulted for its unnatural restraint o f her
emotions. Nevertheless, it is depicted as modelling Eva into an appropriately domestic
female ready to assume the patriarchal role o f submissive wife and rightfully mindful
mother. The charity school Eva later establishes in order to pass on the education she
has received at Mrs. Wentworth’s knee confirms the importance o f education in the
novel and concomitantly suggests Maturin’s desire to image Eva as an example of
ideal submissiveness to female domestication. Even her dying wish - that her aunt
and uncle should assume the care of her little pupils - attests to her aptitude for
mothering. Gazing at the “poor children” gathered around her deathbed, all eager “to
kiss the dying hand of their benefactress”, Eva makes one last request to the
Wentworths: “ ‘I leave you,’ said she; ‘but’

Her uncle and aunt understood the

appeal; they swallowed the tears that almost choaked them, and exclaimed, ‘God do
so to us, and more also, if your last charge be not cherished by us like the apple o f our
eyes’” (Women 3:382). In other words, good ‘mother’ that she is, Eva ensures that the
education o f her adopted children shall continue, in the hopes that they, too, will one
day assume their ‘proper’ roles in life.
As with other features of Eva’s characterisation, however, Maturin proved
unable to sustain his image of Eva as the properly educated and consequently,
properly submissive, female figure to underwrite the Burkean family-politic. The
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M ethodism so central to her education ultimately becomes inimical to E va’s unifying
potential, as M aturin finally found M ethodism ’s fundamentally divisive nature
destructively detrimental to an idealised vision o f post-Union Ireland. Certainly, at
one level, M aturin’s inclusion o f M ethodism in his novel relates to his desire to
endorse a dom estic structure like that o f Methodism. This was, as David Hempton has
explained, a system that firmly located female agency in the home, thereby
constructing wom en as “angels o f fhigality, temperance and fidelity” as well as “the
day to day guardians o f values, instructors o f children and supporters o f husbands in
the pursuit o f family piety” . W hile women often assumed public roles as religious
leaders, it was nevertheless in the home that they had w hat Hem pton terms “their most
strategic influence” .'*^ W ith women firmly located in a private, domestic sphere, the
Evangelical/M ethodist middle class essentially approximated a similarly structured
family. And, like a family, it was, in Kowaleksi-W allace’s terms, “hierarchical ...
designat[ing] roles according to gender, [and] assigning tasks based on perceptions of
biological difference” .'*^
At another level, however, M aturin’s valorisation o f M ethodism ’s domesticity
falls prey to his condemnation o f its subversive nature, made perhaps most apparent in
his depiction o f its characteristic ‘enthusiasm ’. For anti-M ethodist figures, this
religious fervour was a harbinger of revolutionary discontent, promising “the
unleashing o f all sorts o f desires leading to political upheaval” .''"* As Hempton has
observed, early M ethodists were seen as “disturbers o f the w orld”, and their
enthusiasm as leading to “the collapse o f political, religious, and social stability” .^^
Rather than the “great emotionalism ” Methodists understood as central to their
religion o f the heart, enthusiasm came to be pejoratively defined as “religious
hysteria” by anti-M ethodist figures equating M ethodistic fervour with “the unleashing
o f all sorts o f desires leading to political upheaval” .'*^ In this context, M aturin’s
confinem ent o f his version o f this characteristic enthusiasm to figures such as Mr.
W entworth and M acow en is undoubtedly significant. Their ‘enthusiasm ’ is seen to be
falsely directed, aimed, as it is said o f Macowen, at “the double interest o f his
eloquence and his importance” {Women 1:245). For them, religion is “but a nam e”,
H em pton, R eligion and P olitical Culture 47. See also H em pton, M ethodism 140.
K ow aleski-W allace 60.
Ibid. 90.
H em pton, M ethodism 87.
K ow aleski-W allace 90. See also H em pton, M ethodism 33-41 for a discussion o f John W esley’s
position on and practice o f ‘en thusiasm ’.
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and theology, that which, “having obtained full possession o f [the] head, seemed so
satisfied with its conquest, that it never ventured to invade [the] heart” {Women 2:15,
1:52). What is arguably more significant than the superficial nature o f their religion,
however, in terms o f Methodism’s perceived subversive nature, is the social
‘importance’ it confers on both Wentworth and Macowen.
Although Methodism, and the Evangelical revival in general, appealed to
people across class boundaries, it primarily drew its members from the lower middle
class. In so doing, it sponsored an ethos of “upward social mobility” fiindamentally
threatening to the old order of class distinctions/’ It is clearly this subversiveness that
M aturin’s novel seeks to condemn, largely through the figure o f Macowen. “[T]he son
of a poor labourer” converted to Methodism by the Evangelical wife of his father’s
master, Macowen has moved from “the mud-walls of his native cabin” to the
Wentworths’ parlour {Women 1:59, 60). There he is “the absolute Pope”, holding a
position in the family akin to “the office of director in a Catholic continental family”
(Women 1:237, 62). Far from ending there, Macowen’s history o f social climbing
promises to continue in his search for an Evangelical female “of large fortune ... not
unwilling to share his fate” {Women 1:61). He is thus, in James Kelly’s terms,
Maturin’s “nightmare”, for he represents “a peasantry that does not stay within a
settled hierarchy” .'^* Like Jason Quirk in Edgeworth’s Castle Rackrent (1800),
Macowen embodies the threatening prospect of the breakdown o f the class borders
upon which the Protestant Ascendancy depended for its social and political
dominance.
To all appearances, Macowen’s ridiculous “manners ... habits o f disputation,
and ... pulpit oratory ... strongly tinged with the original vulgarity o f his origin and
nature”, brook no comparison with Eva or her understanding and practice of
Methodism {Women 1:59). Yet, while Maturin may have attempted to construct Eva
in specific contrast to Macowen and Mr. Wentworth as an example of an idealised and
non-threatening Methodist truly practicing what James Kelly aptly terms “a theology
o f the heart”, his hero’s inability to find happiness and domestic contentment with her
reads as an implicit acknowledgment of the inherent failures o f the novel’s domestic
and national idyll. Eva’s sensibility may be denied, her erotic and disruptive energy
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“displaced into religious piety”, as Kelly has argued,"*^ but it proves just as dangerous
as Z aira’s m ore obviously emotive nature. In this way, M aturin’s attempt to elide
enthusiasm as a divisive strategy in Eva’s figure, thereby reinforcing traditional
social, political, and religious power structures in Ireland, finally self-destructs. In the
end, E va’s particular kind o f enthusiasm both vitally reinforces M ethodism ’s threat
and forcefully declares her m other’s legacy.
Finally unable to choose between his two heroines, De Courcy has been
understood to neither wholeheartedly prefer nor entirely reject domesticity.^® But this
is so precisely because Eva finally fails as an appropriate domestic figure. Irrevocably
tainted by her female line and the disruptive feminine sensibility o f her religious
creed, Eva cannot, in the end, be redeemed. Her grandmother m ay be the nightm arish
ontological rem inder o f “an atavistic Catholic nationalism” that continues to haunt the
novel’s more m odem characters,^' but Eva herself possesses, like her m other before
her, an equally disruptive potential. This is ultimately hom e out in De Courcy’s death;
observing the hero’s grave-stone, the narrator poignantly comments, “Perhaps the
date [1814] o f such inscriptions is as profound a lesson as was ever taught - the tom b
stones o f the young are fiill o f instruction” {Women 3:406). Sent to his grave by his
ill-fated love for Eva in the fateful year o f 1814, as the Congress o f Vienna convened
to re-map E urope’s boundaries in the wake o f the Napoleonic wars, De Courcy
symbolises the increasing impossibility o f national consolidation and unification in
52

“the fluid and international climate o f post-Napoleonic Europe”.

Enacting its geographical re-structuring o f Europe, the Congress o f Vienna
engaged in an essentially backward-looking and conservative attempt to redefine
Europe, not so m uch as “new” but “improved”.^^ That this attem pt to revive past
definitions irrevocably fragmented by the divisive energies o f revolutionary and
international w ar in the late-eighteenth and early-nineteenth centuries was somehow
flawed, however, is evident in the literature o f the period. As Eric W alker has recently
argued. Rom antic poets and novelists attempted to imagine peace as a restitution of
the order destroyed by years o f war through an emphasis on “m atrimonial paradise
regained” . Yet, W alker continues, nuptials in Romantic literature are often “strangely
Ibid. 183.
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K elly, ‘Q u estion in g A g e n c y ’ 206.
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lacking”, producing writing neither epithalamic nor anti-conjugal, but instead
“antithalamic”. Unconvinced by the apparent restoration of order sjHubolised by the
Congress o f Vienna, antithalamic writing finds itself “inescapably at sea about
marriage ... confess[ing] itself in a variety o f forms perplexed, stymied or otherwise
balked by the nuptial, for better or for worse”.^'*
This ‘antithalamic’ tendency, as I have been arguing, has been at work in the
texts of Irish authors for decades, suggesting the Irish desire to, but fiindamental
trouble with, envisioning social, political, and national ‘paradise regained’. What we
might call an antithalamic conclusion, Maturin’s ending in Women adds a
consideration of the Napoleonic wars into the already complex mix o f social
disturbances in Ireland, betraying his understanding o f the irreversibly equivocal
nature of an idealised family-politic. If order remains an elusive concept for a Europe
irrevocably damaged by the radical sensibility and fragmentation o f the French
Revolutionary and Napoleonic Wars, happy conjugality remains equally and
concomitantly so. This is especially true, Maturin’s narrative implies, in Ireland,
where religious factionalism remains not only a consistent problem, but one which
seems to be increasing with the growing popularity of Methodism and the wider
Evangelical movement. Dividing the country into more and more oppositional
religious groups, the late-eighteenth and early-nineteenth century Evangelical revival
comes to represent, in Women, an essentially destructive force despite Maturin’s
attempt to ‘rehabilitate’ and ‘redeem’ what he saw as Methodism’s positive qualities.
Splintered in this way, Ireland was, in Maturin’s mind, very much like postNapoleonic Europe - disordered, dis-unified, and strangely borderless, despite the
numerous boundaries being established by the demarcation of religious difference. As
a result, like many o f his fellow authors in the Romantic period, but also many of his
Irish predecessors and contemporaries, Maturin remained fundamentally ‘at sea’
about marriage; unable to concretely envision national union in Ireland, Maturin
correspondingly refrained from endorsing a marriage that was, even ostensibly,
nationally unifying.
Highlighting his troubled perspective on marriage as a symbol o f the Irish
nation rehabilitated after centuries o f divisive religious and political conflict, Maturin
concluded his novel with the image of the two Miss Longwoods, who, “gay and
Eric C. W alker, ‘M arriage and the End o f W ar’, R om antic Wars: Stu d ies in C ulture a n d Conflict,
1793-1822, ed. Philip Shaw (A ldershot: A shgate, 2000) 209, 209-210.
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happy, were escorted by youthful, titled bridegrooms” to their apparent marital bliss
{Women 3:407). This may be, in Kelly’s ternis, “a penultimate scene o f gross
insensibility”, emphasising Maturin’s inability to reconcile sensibility - even that
which has been channelled into religion - with the ideal family-state, but it also
underlines his ‘at sea’ position about marriage and its unifying p o te n tia l.A s they
“tr[ea]d lightly on the graves of De Courcy and Eva”, the Longwood brides suggest
not happy conjugality but merely “the condition of life” (Wome?'i 3:407). They are
simply proof that “marriage keeps limping along, undaunted, like a bad habit
simultaneously unbearable and irresistible”, even as it fails as a unifying symbol.
With this final image. Women suggests that Ireland, too, will simply keep ‘limping
along’, engaging in ‘unbearable and irresistible’ symbolic marriages, like the AngloIrish Union itself True unity, either Irish or Anglo-Irish, however, will ever remain an
elusive concept.
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‘A Country that No One Knows’: The ‘Unhomely’ Ireland in M elmoth the Wanderer

M aturin’s fifth novel, Melmoth the Wanderer (1820), further investigates the
anxiety-ridden question o f Irish national unity, returning to an overtly Gothic style in
order to assert the external and internal divisions o f the modem nation. At first glance,
of course, the novel seems less concerned with Ireland than it does with an explicitly
religious message originally derived from one of M aturin’s own sermons. As Maturin
informed his reader in Melmoth's preface, this sermon had argued that no human
being would ever “resign the hope of his salvation ... were the enemy of mankind to
traverse it with the offer” {Melmoth 5). By these terms, we are invited to understand
the novel’s many interpolated tales as a collective moral fable. Accordingly,
Melmoth, the eponymous wanderer, becomes a diabolical tempter. Enticing victims
with his unspeakable offer at the time of their most extreme duress, Melmoth is,
essentially, evil incarnate. To resist and refuse his offer is to proclaim one’s rejection
of Satan, and, consequently, one’s desire for salvation. That M elmoth’s intended
victims all finally repudiate him and his horrific proposal ostensibly confirms
M aturin’s foundational theological argument.
Yet, by the same terms that Maturin established in his preface, Melmoth is a
“glaring anomaly” : his travels are meant to prove the impossibility o f the very act he
himself has committed.' This strange incongruity suggests a different focus for the
novel. As Rosemary Jackson has cogently argued, Melmoth the Wanderer is not a sort
of religious parable, focused on Melmoth as the devil (or his agent), and his
impossible quest, as indicated by Maturin’s preface. It is instead a work centred on the
individual’s distorted perception o f Melmoth as superhuman. Magnified into
monstrosity, Melmoth obscures the real source o f evil in these characters’ lives - the
greed, ambition, and materialism o f imperial conquest and subjugation underlying the
•

•

2

•

•

social systems M atunn depicted. At root, Melmoth is nothing more than a parasite,
feeding off the weaknesses and divisions already caused by a corrupt world.
Sourcing those already victimised by society for his own victims, Melmoth
indirectly reveals the causes of alienation, estrangement, and division in these
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individuals’ lives. Often silent and even unseen in the text, M elm oth is, in Homi
B habha’s term s, an “unhom ely presence” .^ As such, he is, according to Freud’s Das
Unheimlich (1919) - the earlier text fundamentally inform ing Bhabha’s notion o f the
‘unhom ely’ - an uncanny being precisely because he is both “the opposite o f w hat is
fam iliar” and that which “leads back to what is known o f old and long familiar” ."* As a
result, the “vivid strangeness” M elmoth manifests is not solely that o f his own
unnatural identity, prolonged beyond the bounds o f human existence, but that o f the
reality o f a w orld in which even ‘hom e’ is an estranging experience.^ Fittingly, the
characters M elm oth tem pts are all somehow caught betw ixt and betw een religious and
national identities: Antonio, in the ‘Tale o f the Spaniard’, is both Catholic and Jewish;
Immalee, in the ‘Tale o f the Indians’, is both Indian and pagan as well as Spanish and
Catholic, and Ines, in ‘The Tale o f G uzm an’s Fam ily’, m aintains ties to both
(Protestant) Germ any and (Catholic) Spain. Melmoth himself, like Maturin, is
nationally divided. As an Anglo-Irish man by birth, he claims loyalties to both
England and Ireland. Similarly, M elm oth’s repudiated Christianity retains its power
over him. A lthough he is the apparent enemy of God and m ankind alike, he is also, in
m any ways, G od’s agent. As such, M elm oth is as religiously and nationally tom as
any o f the characters he tempts.
By uniting the novel’s many disparate characters with his presence, M elmoth
exposes their shared experience o f social alienation. Hopelessly trapped by their
experiences o f cultural estrangement, these characters experience ‘hom e’ as neither
welcoming nor embracing. It is instead a strange and nightm arish reality of
ostracisation and social marginalisation. In this way, the worlds M aturin creates in his
novel m ight be seen as fundamentally ‘unhom ely’. As defined by Bhabha, the
unhomely m om ent occurs when “suddenly the home turns into another world” .^ Or, as
Freud earlier articulated it, what produces 'das unheimlisch' is not something “new or
alien”, but rather, something that is fundamentally “fam iliar and old-established in the
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mind” but which has somehow become strange and ahenating7 For Antonio, this
happens when his apparently Catholic father - Don Feman di Nunez, alias Solomon
the Jew - reveals his necessarily hidden Jewish heritage. Insisting that Antonio adopt
his birthright o f Judaism through the symbolic assumption o f a new name Manasseh, meaning “causing to forget” - Solomon forces his son, at an instant, into a
position o f division and bifurcation.* Antonio must forget his old identity and its
world to assume a new one that can be only foreign and strange to him. That this
revelation should occur in Antonio’s own home is significant, for it translates his
emotional turmoil in tangible terms. His father’s preparations for the sacred ceremony
o f his initiation turn Antonio’s home into a peculiarly unfamiliar landscape; he can
only look with “a hollow and wandering glance on the singular furniture o f the room”
(Melmoth 246).
Antonio’s experience of personal upheaval paralleling a moment of
‘unhomeliness’ is one that Maturin had earlier prepared his reader for in the novel’s
first chapter. Outlining the novel’s frame narrative, centred on the W anderer’s
nineteenth-century descendant, John Melmoth, this first chapter implicitly directs our
attention to a focus on the condition of ‘unhomeliness’ animating the text. It
accomplishes this channelling of concentration through vivid descriptions of the
house John travels to in the autumn of 1816 to attend his dying uncle. Although he
has always been “rather a stranger” in this house, John’s homecoming enacts the
process by which he will descend into a bizarre and nightmarish reality, even though
he remains ‘at hom e’ for the rest of the novel {Melmoth 17). Approaching the house,
John finds its grounds in ruins; he traverses “the miry road which had once been the
approach” only after “what had once been the gate” finally yields to persistent force
{Melmoth 9). The domains he passes bear “signs of increasing desolation”, and he
finds the house itself similarly run-down, with “grass-grown steps and boarded
windows” {Melmoth 9, 9-10).
Inside, John finds a scene as disconcerting as the dereliction outside. Around a
roaring turf fire, much too large for the approval o f John’s penurious uncle, sit an old
housekeeper, several peasants and servants, and “a withered Sybil” {Melmoth 10).
John advances among the group, “recognising some, - disliking more, - distrusting
all” {Melmoth 11). He is greeted fondly by the old housekeeper, whom he remembers
■'Freud 241.
* Lew 15.
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from his childhood visits: “he was always her ‘white-headed bo y ,’ she said” {Melmoth
11). Recalling a similar line in Castle Rackrent, the housekeeper’s words invite the
reader to view this domestic scene as one o f social upheaval and class reversal.^ For
John, the situation is a strange one; he is ill at ease and confused. Asking about his
uncle, he receives such answers from the Irish peasants and servants that “ [he] turned
from one to the other, not knowing which or what to believe” {Melmoth 12).
John’s incredulity only grows upon attending at his uncle’s deathbed. The
m ysteriousness of his uncle’s death, the hidden portrait o f the W anderer, its attendant
manuscript, and the appearance o f a man who seems to be the portrait’s seventeenthcentury subject in the flesh, m agnify the house’s strangeness. In the end, the house
itself guides John into a perusal o f the forbidden manuscript. W ishing to read the
m anuscript his uncle’s will has ordered him to destroy, John is delayed by the
necessity o f procuring candles. W hile he waits, he contemplates his uncle’s garden,
where he finds broken down walls, overgrown walkways, an abundance o f nettles and
weeds, and several “dwarfish, doddered, leafless trees” {Melmoth 25). Turning from
this “garden o f death” to the room in which he stands, John finds no relief {Melmoth
25). Instead, he sees “wainscotting dark with dirt”, a “rusty grate”, several “crazy
chairs”, and a chimney-piece “tarnished more by time than by smoke” {Melmoth 25).
The “spectacle o f desolation” drives John back into his thoughts, and, finally, into his
perusal o f the manuscript, whereby he enters a fundamentally fantastical world that
becomes, as the narratives multiply, increasingly more nightm arish and unreal
{Melmoth 25).
M aturin’s description o f this house converts it into the seat o f “an unhomely
stirring” ; it is marked not only by M elm oth’s diabolical quest but also by “a deeper
historical displacem ent” - the reality of subjugated existence.’*’ The place, finally,
where all the narratives are set - insofar as they are narrated there - and to which the
narratives ultimately return, the house becomes a kind o f halfway house. Here the
reality o f nineteenth-century Irish Anglican existence, and its peculiar forms of
suppression and victimisation, merges with the tyrannical oppression o f colonial

’ In C a stle R ackren t, T hady tells the reader that Sir C on dy “w as ever m y w hite-headed b o y ” {C a stle
R ackren t 85). The phrase su ggests the w a y s in w h ich C ondy is reared in loyalty to a destructive
retrospective identity incom patible w ith E dgew orth’s ideal o f the Burkean nation-state. U n able and
u n w illin g to handle the m anagem ent o f the Rackrent estate, C ondy hands the m atter over to T h ad y’s
son, Jason. T his m ove e ffe c tiv e ly translates into a reversal o f roles, in w h ich the Irish-C atholic Jason
assum es the Rackrent estate and the Rackrent fam ily itse lf is disp ossessed.
'“ Bhabha 13.
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politics evident in Maturin’s tales o f Inquisition Spain and an isolated Indian isle. In
turn, the house becomes a symbol for “the disjunctive, displaced, everyday life of the
liberation struggle”, not only in distant colonial or imperial settings, but in Ireland
itse lf" Maturin’s apparent religious parable, through this emphasis on the
‘unhomely’, transforms into a political allegory very much concerned with
nineteenth-century Ireland, that “country that no one knows” {Melmoth 326). In this
condition of unhomeliness lies the answer to the paradox o f Melmoth’s existence. He
is not the devil, the devil’s agent, or even evil incarnate. Rather, he is that unhomely
presence working to reveal that horror and fear reside precisely in the ‘home’.

'Ineffable and Eternal Union

M elm oth’s Underlying Colonial Discourse

Often recognised as the last gasp o f a dying Gothic genre, Maturin’s “marred
masterpiece” is a complicated maze o f interwoven t a l e s . I t opens with the frame
narrative centring on John Melmoth. A student at Trinity College, John travels to his
uncle’s home to find him suffering from a terrible illness that seems less physical than
mental. A terrible fear inspired by a mysterious manuscript and a seventeenth-century
portrait sequestered in his bedroom closet haunts the elder Melmoth. Convinced that
the portrait’s subject, painted in 1646, still, in fact, lives, he can find no peace and
finally dies “o f a fright” {Melmoth 18). Whether from sympathy with his uncle or the
gothic eeriness o f his surroundings, the young John Melmoth improbably sees the
portrait’s subject in flesh as he sits by his uncle’s deathbed. Horrified by this vision

” Ibid.
Kramer 94. Among recent accounts o f M aturin’s most celebrated novel are, Leigh A. Ehlers, ‘The
“Incommunicable Condition” o f M elmoth’, Research Studies o f Washington State University 49
(1981): 171-182; Mark M. Hennelly, Jr., 'Melmoth the Wanderer and Gothic Existentialism’, Studies in
English Literature J500-1900 21 (1981): 665-679; Fowler, ‘Hieroglyphics in Fire’; Coughlan, ‘The
Recycling o f M elm oth’; Amy Elizabeth Smith, ‘Experimentation and “Horrid Curiosity” in M aturin’s
Melmoth the Wanderer', English Studies 74 (1993): 524-535; Lew, ‘“Unprepared for Sudden
Transformations’” ; Joseph Spence, “ ‘The Great Angelic Sin”: The Faust Legend in Irish Literature,
1820-1900’, Bullan: an Irish Studies Journal 1.2 (1994): 47-58; Regina B. Oost, “ ‘Servility and
Command: Authorship in Melmoth the Wanderer’, Papers on Language and Literature 31.3 (1995):
291-312; Richard Dansky, ‘The W anderer and the Scribbler: Maturin, Scott, and Melmoth the
Wanderer', Studies in Weird Fiction 21(1997): 2-10; Linda B. Jones, ‘The Terrors o f a Guilty Sleep”:
Freud’s W olf Man and Dreams of Castration in Melmoth the Wanderer', Gothic Studies 2 (2000): 5060; Julia M. Wright, ‘Devouring the Disinherited: Familial Cannibalism in M aturin’s Melmoth the
Wanderer', Eating Their Words: Cannibalism and the Boundaries o f Cultural Identity, ed. Kristen
Guest (Albany, NY: New York State UP, 2001) 79-105, and Judith Wilt, “ ‘All About the Heart” : The
Material-Theology o f M aturin’s Melmoth the Wanderer', The Fountain Light: Studies in Romanticism
and Religion in H onor o f John L. M ahoney, ed. Robert J. Barth (New York; Fordham UP, 2002) 256273.
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and his uncle’s beliefs, John willingly accepts the directive in his uncle’s will to
destroy both the painting and the manuscript.
The temptation o f appalled fascination, however, proves too much. John
decides he must know the contents of the manuscript before he destroys it. Read in
true Gothic form at midnight by candlelight, it contains the first interpolated tale of
the novel - the ‘Tale o f Stanton’ - concerning an Englishman and his encounters with
Melmoth the Wanderer in late-seventeenth century Spain. One night, Stanton
witnesses the death by lightning o f two lovers, whose bodies inspire wild laughter in
an approaching stranger. Later, Stanton learns from an old woman with whom he
lodges, that this man had also disrupted a wedding that same night and had caused
Father Olavida, an outwardly pious but secretly proud and complacent priest, to fall
dead under the power of his gaze. Stanton again sees Melmoth in a playhouse in
London, when the Wanderer tells him that they will next meet in a madhouse. And so
it proves. Stanton’s fascination with Melmoth seems like madness to his fnends and
relatives, who eventually arrange to have Stanton imprisoned in an insane asylum.
According to his promise, Melmoth appears to Stanton and makes an offer that
agitates the Englishman so much, even in memory, that he cannot write it clearly.
Stanton finally obtains freedom and continues to seek Melmoth, eventually travelling
to Ireland and leaving his manuscript at Melmoth’s home.
The evening after John has read and subsequently burned the manuscript and
its attendant portrait, a terrible storm sweeps the coast. Rushing out to assist the
passengers o f a ship destroyed in the tempest, young Melmoth observes a figure
calmly laughing at the storm’s helpless victims. The man’s terrible laugh recalls
Stanton’s story to John’s mind, and he sets out in pursuit of one who can only be the
Wanderer him self Just as he approaches this mysterious being, however, John loses
his grip on the wet rocks he has been climbing and falls into the sea. He wakes several
days later, having been rescued by the ship’s only survivor, Alonzo Mon9ada, the son
of a Spanish duke. After several days of recovery from his ordeal as well as the
discovery that he convalesced in the house of Melmoth’s descendents, Mongada tells
John his own story. This narrative, and its many embedded tales, constitutes the
remainder o f the novel.
Mon?ada’s tale begins with his own life-story, ‘The Tale o f the Spaniard’.
Bom before the marriage o f his father to his mother, Mon9ada had been promised to
God by his mother in order to atone for her sin. Despite feeling no calling, Mon9ada
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enters the monastery after his appeals to avoid monastic life are violently subdued. He
suffers through his days there, occupying h im self with a legal battle to free h im self
from the m onastery’s grim and unhappy life. Realising he had been m isguided in
allowing M on 9 ada’s confinement, M on 9 ada’s brother attempts to assist this
endeavour from the outside. Their legal efforts, however, fail, and they are forced to
rely on the help o f “an incarnate devil”, a parricide who agrees to lead M onfada
safely out o f the monastery {M elmoth 181). A s M on 9 ada and his guide laboriously
crawl through the cloister’s underground passages, the parricide tells his helpless
charge a threatening tale o f an earlier escape with w hich he had assisted. Charged
with ridding the monastery o f a man and his wife, both disguised as m onks, the
parricide locked the unsuspecting pair into one o f the m onastery’s subterranean
rooms. U nm oved, he waited and listened w hile the lovers slow ly starved to death,
enjoying their attempts to cannibalise each other.
Horrified by this account, M on 9 ada nevertheless em erges unscathed from the
monastery. His release, however, results in his brother’s alm ost simultaneous death
and M on 9 ada’s subsequent imprisonment by the Inquisition. Upon hearing o f the
Wanderer’s appearance to M on 9 ada in his prison cell, the Inquisition sentences
M on 9 ada to death by burning. Ironically, a fire in the prison allow s his escape before
his scheduled auto-da-fe. He finds refuge, much like the escaped hero o f W illiam
G odw in’s St. Leon (1799), with a Jewish man who has ostensibly converted to
Catholicism.'^ Their mutual fear o f the Inquisition im pels each man not to reveal the
other’s secret. Eventually, however, officials detect M on 9 ada, forcing him to find
another safe haven, this time with the ancient Jew, Adonijah, w ho resides somewhere
in the depths o f the first Jew ’s home.
Coerced into assisting Adonijah with the transcription o f manuscripts detailing
the Wanderer’s horrible history, M on 9 ada reveals the ‘Tale o f the Indians’, which
tells o f M elm oth’s discovery o f a European girl living alone on an island o ff the coast
o f India. Immalee, as she is called, inspires “human feelings ... [in] a heart that had
long renounced them” {M elmoth 285). Comparing M elm oth with M ilton’s Satan, the
narrator informs his reader that M elm oth experienced “a sensation like that o f his
See W illiam G odw in, St. Leon: A Tale o f the Sixteenth C entury, ed. P am ela C lem it, C ollected N ovels
and M em oirs o f W illiam Godwin, vol. 4 (1799; London: P ickering and C hatto, 1992) chapter X XX III.
A fter escaping fi'om the Spanish Inquisition w hen a tum ult disturbs the procession leading to his ow n
auto-da-fe, St. L eon tak es refuge w ith an aged m an w hose countenance betrays his Jew ishness, but
who, from necessity, styles h im self a C hristian. E ager not to be betrayed to the Inquisition, M ordecai
agrees to shelter and assist St. Leon.
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m aster when he visited paradise, - pity for the flowers he resolved to wither for ever”
{Melmoth 285).'"* Far from m omentary, these scruples continue to hinder M elm oth’s
tem ptation o f the innocent girl. H alf in love with her and h alf desirous of her
sacrificial fall, M elm oth m arries Immalee after her return to her family in Spain. For
this association, Im m alee is arrested by Inquisition officials and imprisoned. At the
same time that she refuses to betray her lover to the Inquisition, she rejects M elm oth’s
offer for escape. She subsequently dies in prison, along with her newborn baby.
Again, w ithin the ‘Tale o f the Indians’ are two other tales. The first, ‘The Tale
o f G uzm an’s Fam ily’, concerns a mixed Protestant-Catholic family, the W albergs,
and its struggle w ith poverty and despair. Disowned by her brother - the eponymous
Guzman - for her m arriage to a heretic, the Catholic W alberg matriarch, Ines, initially
resides with her fam ily in Germany. There they are impoverished but content. W ith
time, however, an ailing and conscience-stricken Guzm an recalls his sister to Spain,
establishing her fam ily in wealth and luxury. He even revises his will so that his
considerable w ealth will go to his sister and her children, rather than to the Catholic
Church, upon his death. But, when he dies, the new will is hidden by Church
authorities, and the W alberg family is left destitute. Their dire need almost impels the
W alberg patriarch to accept M elm oth’s offer, but he eventually denies the proposal
and its consequences.
The second tale within the ‘Tale o f the Indians’ - ‘The Lovers’ Tale’ - tells o f
the M ortim or fam ily during the Puritan W ars, the Commonwealth, and the
Restoration. M argaret, the heiress o f the estate, is the Anglican daughter o f a
M ortimor son who had died in the cause o f Charles I. Elinor is the daughter o f the
second son, who had turned Puritan and married an Independent. John Sandal, their
cousin, returns from his service to King Charles, and falls in love with Elinor. Their
wedding day is set. His mother, however, learning that the will of the last M ortim or
patriarch leaves John considerably less money if he marries Elinor over M argaret,
tells John that his fiancee is actually his half-sister. W ithout revealing this to Elinor,
John prom ptly cancels the wedding and leaves M ortimor Castle. Years later, he
returns and m arries M argaret, who soon after dies in childbirth. Ruing her lie, John’s
The relevant p assage in P a ra d ise L o st occurs in B ook IV, w hen Satan, first observing A dam and
E ve, says, “O hell, w hat do m ine e y e s w ith gr ie f behold, / Into our room o f b liss thus high advanced /
Creatures o f other m ould, earth-born perhaps, / N ot spirits, yet to h eaven ly spirits bright / Little
inferior; w h om m y thoughts pursue / W ith w onder, and could love, so liv e ly sh in es / In them divine
resem blance, and such grace / The hand that formed them on their shape hath poured” (3 5 8 -3 6 5 ).
T hese hum ans are b ein g s Satan fe e ls he “could pity” (374).
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mother confesses all to him, causing such mental turmoil in her son that he is left
pennanently deranged. Elinor cares for him for the rest of his life. During these bleak
years, Melmoth appears to her and offers her his proposition. Like the others,
however, she reftises and is finally rewarded by John’s dying recognition.
With these many stories revealed, the narrative again returns to Ireland, where
the Wanderer appears to his descendant and Mon9ada. Having reached the end of his
urmatural existence without securing a replacement, Melmoth has come back to
Ireland to die in the house in which he was bom. There he promises a full explanation
of his mysterious existence, for, as he says, “Who can tell so well of Melmoth the
Wanderer as himself, now that he is about to resign that existence which has been the
object of terror and wonder to the world?” {Melmoth 536). Even so, this disclosure is
never given, and the novel ends ambiguously, suggesting but never confirming the
Wanderer’s final demise and damnation.
Left only with “the last trace of the Wanderer” {Melmoth 542) - a
handkerchief he had worn around his neck - the reader remains fundamentally
confused and bewildered. For over five hundred pages, the novel’s dauntingly
elaborate narrative structure has undermined any sense of clear comprehension. In the
last two pages, with an explanation both desired and expected, it finally denies that
satisfaction, insisting instead on continued ambivalence. Why Maturin should
carefully guard this element of confiision is, to a certain extant, more practical than
aesthetic. In writing a novel comprised of a potentially never-ending unfolding of
narratives, Maturin realised that he could continue Melmoth’s story perpetually. In
fact, he projected, though never completed, a continuation of the novel with either
Constable or Heru^ Colburn of London, who had offered him £500 for a second set of
tales.A ccordingly, the novel’s ambiguous ending paves the way for the Wanderer’s
future resurrection.
At the same time, however, Maturin’s labyrinthine organisation is a crucial
narrative strategy. It not only produces confusion and bewilderment for the reader, but
also fundamentally contributes to the reader’s entanglement in the experiences of the
tales’ fictional characters. Drawn irrevocably inward by the interpolation of tales, the
reader becomes lost in the fantastical maze-world created by the novel. In so doing, he

On the novel’s structure as partially determined by the publisher, Constable, in the face o f a
‘recalcitrant’ author, see Sharon Ragaz, ‘Maturin, Archibald Constable, and the Publication o f Melmoth
the Wanderer', R eview o f English Studies 57 (2006): 359-373.
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enters a world of ambivalence, where he is suspended between perspectives and
realities.'^ He becomes, in essence, ‘unhomed’, allowing him to more readily
sympathise with Maturin’s characters and their experiences of estrangement.
Fundamentally alienated himself, the reader understands that it is not merely the
figure of the Wanderer that unites such diverse characters as Mon9ada, Immalee,
Guzman, and Elinor Mortimer. Instead, they are unified by the sense o f doubleness
suffusing both their identities and their narratives.

17

Caught between multiple

identities, these characters, like the reader himself, find themselves adrift, strangers in
a strange world that is both home and not-home.
Nowhere is this emphasis on estrangement more apparent than with the figure
of Immalee in the ‘Tale of the Indians’. Shipwrecked on a deserted Indian island at
the age of three, Immalee believes herself “the daughter of a palm-tree, under whose
shade she had first been conscious o f existence” and has an innocently misguided but
firm sense o f herself and her place in the world (Melmoth 284). Returned to her
family in Spain, however, after being discovered by an off-course ship, Immalee falls
victim to what Victor Sage has recently called Maturin’s “real subject” in Melmoth:
•

* 1 8

•

“the distortion caused to the mdividual psyche by ‘systems of b elief

Culturally

alienated by Spanish Catholicism and its attendant social structure, Immalee becomes
subject to a process of personal fragmentation in which old and new. East and West
compete for predominance in her consciousness. Unable to fit into her new society
because o f her attachment to her island way of life, and yet unable to return to her
island paradise, Immalee finds her sense of self fundamentally shattered: “I cannot be
what I was - Oh, let me then no longer remember it! Let me, if possible, see, feel, and
think as those around me do!” {Melmoth 340).
Immalee’s conflict of identity manifests itself quite clearly in her two names.
On her Indian island, she is known as Immalee, but in Spain she is renamed Isidora.'^
As Joseph Lew has argued, the latter, on the one hand, recalls Isidore o f Seville, the
seventh-century archbishop, encyclopedist, and theologian. It therefore links Immalee
to civilised, Christian society. On the other hand, however, its possible interpretation
as ‘gift o f Isis’ suggests another, more ambivalent meaning, connecting Immalee with

Linda B ayer-B erenbaum , The G oth ic Im agin ation : E xpansion in G o th ic L ite ra tu re a n d A rt
(Rutherford, NJ: Fairleigh D ick in son UP, 1982) 88.
^ L ew 1,
Sage 67.
For ease o f reference, I shall continue to refer to her sim ply as Im m alee.
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a pagan, Eastern religious tradition?® Such conflicting associations in the one name
are only fitting given Immalee’s struggle between the two worlds to which she traces
her roots. That this battle is inherently doomed is intimated by the name Immalee.
Evoking the word ‘immolate’, it suggests one who is immolated or acts as a sacrificial
victim.^' Intrinsically incompatible with life in Spanish society, Immalee can only fail
at finding her place there. For her, as for Armida and Connal in The Milesian C hief
(1812) and Eva and Charles in Women (1818), death is the only recourse.

22

In the context o f the novel’s other interwoven tales, Immalee’s dual nature
poignantly links her with other, similarly doubled figures sprinkled throughout the
text. Just as Immalee is also Isidora, Antonio in the ‘Tale of the Spaniard’ is also
Manasseh. The name ‘John M elmoth’ brings together not only two, but three, distinct
characters - the young John Melmoth, his uncle, and the Wanderer - and, in fact, the
latter might be seen as a curiously doubled creature himself. Said to be “the enemy of
mankind”, he nevertheless professes a faith in God, proclaiming that he is “doomed to
bear [his] attestation on the truth o f the gospel, amid fires that shall bum for ever and
ever” {Melmoth 303, 390). What is more, God, not Satan, apparently restrains his
actions; he is “permitted” by God to wander the world with his “incommunicable
condition” {Melmoth 231, 237). In this way, Melmoth is both intimately connected to
and irreconcilably distanced fi"om God.
By placing an emphasis on this duality shared by many diverse characters,
Immalee’s double identity simultaneously calls the reader’s attention to the structural
similarities among the various embedded tales. Each of the novel’s stories essentially
rehearses the same narrative structure: a hero or heroine falls into the depths of
despair, usually because o f poverty, madness, or imprisonment in the Inquisition.
While the individual suffers, the Wanderer appears and extends his offer o f relief
from worldly suffering. The condition o f this offer is unspeakable, except within the
confessional. In the end, the essence of the outcome reverberates in each tale - the
hero or heroine denies Melmoth’s offer despite his or her despair.
Joseph Lew has understood this narrative repetition as suggesting “strange
affinities” between seemingly disparate characters. He further maintains that this
strategy recalls that which Owenson had employed in such novels as The Wild Irish

Lew 15.
Fow ler 535.
Ibid.
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Girl (1806), Woman, or Ida o f Athens (1809), and The M issionary. An Indian Tale
(1811) to critique colonialism. Calling attention to the ways in which the second half
o f M elmoth resem bles The M issionary, Lew highlights the emphasis on the entwined
•

notions o f “colonialism, dom ination, and forced m odernization” in both novels.

")'K

L ew ’s observations are apt, for, ju st as The M issionary evokes, in Trum pener’s terms,
“the tragedy o f W esternization” , M elmoth calls its characters as witnesses to the
devastating effects o f the colonising impulse.^"* This is particularly apparent in the
‘Tale o f the Indians’, in w hich the novel’s most obvious East-W est colonial dynamic
emerges. Returned to Spain but never at home there, Imm alee, like O w enson’s
Kashm ir princess and priestess, Luxima, endures a process o f cultural alienation that
directly contributes to the fragm entation o f her identity. For both characters, the result
is disastrous: interm ittent bouts o f insanity find relief only in the form o f death at the
hands o f the Inquisition.
The parallel relationship between Immalee and Luxim a invites the reader to
understand the link betw een the novels’ heroes - M elm oth and Hilarion - in a similar
light. Indeed, M elm oth m ight be seen to echo Hilarion as the harbinger o f a Christian,
colonising presence in the East and, consequently, the source o f his lover’s division,
alienation, and estrangem ent. The first European to set grounds on Im m alee’s island
since her arrival, M elm oth introduces Immalee to Christianity. Such is his depiction
and explanation o f the religion that Immalee eagerly adopts the faith: “Christ shall be
my God, and I will be a Christian!” (Melmoth 297). Her adoption o f the Christian
faith is not a conversion as such, but a re-assumption o f a religion “breathed into her
infant lip” {Melmoth 282). All the same, this renewed comm itm ent, like Luxim a’s
conversion and subsequent baptism, remains problematic, for, in its apparent
incompletion, it finally serves to tear Im m alee’s world apart.
W hereas Im m alee view s Christianity as an idealistic and idyllic faith, her
experiences with the harsh reality o f Spanish Catholicism violently deconstruct
Im m alee’s perspective. For her, Christianity is a religion that enjoins its followers to
be “mild, benevolent, and tolerant; and neither to reject or disdain those who have not
attained its purer lig h f ’ {Melmoth 296). Further, its worship lacks “splendour or
m agnificence” because Christians understand that God demands “pure hearts and
crim eless hands”, and will not accept “artificial or picturesque religion” in place o f
“ Lew 1, 2.
Trumpener, B ardic N ationalism 146.
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true devotion (Melmoth 296, 297). In Spain, however, Immalee discovers a very
different understanding of Christianit}'. According to her mother, Donna Clara, true
religion consists in “hearing mass - in going to confession - in performing penance in observing the fasts and vigils - in undergoing mortification and abstinence - in
believing all that the holy church teaches - and hating, detesting, abhorring, and
execrating

{Melmoth 332-333). Against this vision o f Christianity, Immalee’s

belief that religion ought to be “a system whose spirit was universal love” stands in
stark and utter contrast {Melmoth 333). More than that, it places her in suspicion,
highlighting the ways in which she has been irrevocably tainted by her implicitly
heretical Indian existence. Understanding that Immalee can never properly adhere to
Spanish Catholicism because of the unorthodox ideas sponsored by her upbringing.
Father Jose urges Donna Clara that her family’s interests would be best served if
Immalee were to become a nun. In response to the vehement protests o f Immalee’s
brother, Don Feman, Father Jose suggests that Don Feman has forgotten the
“extraordinary circumstances” of Immalee’s early life, circumstances which render
her no less execrable than a member of “the banished Moors, or the proscribed Jews”
{Melmoth 337). As might be expected, Immalee’s past, and its ramifications for her
ability to assimilate into Spanish society, illicit only “distress and consternation”
among her family members {Melmoth 337). It is understood that Immalee, this
“daughter o f nature”, can never wholly or effectively integrate into her new social
milieu {Melmoth 330). Instead, she remains somehow outside, fundamentally
removed fi-om a Spanish identification by her Indian existence.
Only partially converted to Spanish Christianity, Immalee becomes a social
outcast. Like Luxima in Owenson’s The Missionary, she is, in her own native land,
“an apostate from her religion, and an alien to her country, branded with the stamp of
infamy and of shame”.^^ In this way, conversion, for both Maturin and Owenson, fails
to effect assimilation. As Julia M. Wright has argued in reference to The Missionary,
it serves only to isolate individuals and stifle natural emotions and instincts. As a
result, while The Missionary might be seen to imagine, in W right’s words, “a personal
and sentimental solution to institutionalized religious intolerance”,^^ any victory is
hard-won and superficial. Mortally wounded by Inquisition officials, Luxima dies, in
Owenson, The M issionary 188. Future references are to this edition and are given parenthetically in
the text.
Julia M. Wright, ‘Introduction’, The Missionary: An Indian Tale, by Sydney Owenson, Lady Morgan
(Ontario; Broadview Press, 2002) 50, 11.
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her words, “ as Brahmin wom en die ... for him I loved” {The M issionary 257). Her
im m olation, how'ever, is not an instance o f traditional sati\ rather, Luxima dies a
victim o f institutionalised religious intolerance. H ilarion’s subsequent decision to
becom e a hermit, professing no specific religious creed, attests to his rejection o f the
ritualised intolerance and violence of his hereditary Catholicism. Yet, at the same
time, H ilarion rem ains a social outcast. His protest makes no difference to the
continuing intolerance registered by his earlier experiences in India.
Victory, for Imm alee, is a similarly bittersw eet experience. Having finally and
fatally rejected M elm oth’s unspeakable offer, Immalee dies assured o f her personal
salvation. Even so, while “victory is sure” in a spiritual sense, there is little to suggest
a victory over the intolerance that has placed Immalee in her Inquisition cell
(Melmoth 533). Instead, Immalee, like Luxima, both dies for the m an she loves and
dies as a victim o f a religious system that could not tolerate nonconform ity. The fact
that this religious and social unorthodoxy derives from Im m alee’s Indian identity is
crucial, for it conjoins M aturin’s commentary on religious intolerance with one on
related issues o f im perialistic expansion. In this scenario, Im m alee’s Indian island
becomes, like India in O w enson’s The M issionary, a purposefully deployed device. It
is, in other words, “a contrivance for addressing colonialism and the attendant issue o f
religious intolerance” ; at the same time, it dislocates these issues from what was for
M aturin, as it was for Owenson, a main focus o f attention - nineteenth-century
Ireland.^^
M aturin’s desire to direct his reader’s attention to issues o f colonialism, and,
through them, to Ireland, manifests itself in the description o f Im m alee’s island. It is,
by M aturin’s illustration,

an island in the Indian sea, not m any leagues from the m outh o f the Hoogly,
which, from the peculiarity o f its situation and internal circumstances, long
rem ained unknow n to Europeans, and unvisited by the natives o f the
contiguous islands, except on remarkable occasions. (Melmoth 272)

It rem ains so isolated because o f superstition and the natural conditions that render it a
forbiddingly unapproachable terrain. Europeans, the narrator tells us, assured by local

Ibid. 19.
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natives that no monetary gain was to be had by visiting the island, purposely stayed
away.
Asserting the island’s inviolability in this way, Maturin’s narrative attempts to
protect the island’s purity. Nevertheless, the adulterating encroachment of the West
hovers uneasily at the margins. This underlying conflict of representation and reality
transforms the Indian island into a kind of utopia, conjuring for the reader the
•

•

conventional tension between such places as simultaneously idyllic and nonexistent.

28

Taken in by the beauty and innocence o f Immalee and her existence, the reader yearns
to believe in her island’s carefully constructed solitude. Nevertheless, by the time the
Wanderer had begun his quest in the aftermath of the Cromwellian Wars o f 16491653, such isolation was highly improbable. Maturin’s decision to send Melmoth on
his wanderings at this particular time suggests as much, for it implicitly inserts the
Cromwellian conquest of Ireland into the text itself

Confiscating lands from

Catholic owners and subsequently parsing them out to English ‘adventurers’ who
offered financial assistance in the bid to restore government authority in Ireland,
Cromwell essentially instigated a colonial take over of Ireland.

"^0

In this context, the

imperial conquest o f Immalee’s Indian Isle is, the novel indicates, only inevitable. So
the history of the area suggests as well. While the Hoogly itself was still uncharted by
Europeans in the mid-seventeenth century, the area near the river had been
continually traversed by European merchant ships. The inhabitants o f the area
included the Portuguese, who had established a fort on the Hoogly at the beginning of
the sixteenth century, and the British, who came as early as 1584, and established a
trading base for the East India Company.^'
The improbability of Immalee’s sequestered existence on this somehow
‘undiscovered’ island both evades and draws the reader’s attention to the hitherto
avoided but impending intrusion o f Western colonisers and adventurers. At the same
time, it invites the reader to reconsider Maturin’s insistent positioning o f his
narratives in specific places that are, in Toni Wein’s terms, simultaneously “no place”
Lew 8.
O n C rom w ell’s P arliam entarian re-conquest o f Ireland and the harsh anti-C ath o lic settlem ent that
follow ed, see, for exam ple, John P. Prendergast, The Crom wellian S ettlem ent o f Ire la n d (London:
C onstable, 1996); Jam es Scott W heeler, C rom well in Ireland (D ublin: Gill and M acm illan, 1999), and
T.C. B arnard, C rom w ellian Ireland: E nglish G overnm ent and R eform in Ireland, 1649-1660 (Oxford:
C larendon Press, 2000).
See N icholas P. C anny, M aking Ire la n d British 1580-1650 (O xford: O xford U P , 2001) 553 for a
description o f the C rom w ellian p lantation schem e as “the ‘ad v en tu rer’ schem e”, in w hich land was
given to those w ho offered to ‘ad v en tu re’ funds to the C rom w ellian governm ent.
Lew 8.
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and “every place”. By creating such spaces, W ein maintains, M aturin specifically
endowed his narrator with the same skill M elmoth possesses: the transgression of
normal spatial and temporal boundaries.

Politically, this transgressive quality is o f

utm ost importance, for it fundamentally enables M elm oth’’s translation o f its story of
Eastern colonialism and cultural alienation into political allegory. Breaking down the
borders betw een geographical and temporal zones, M elmoth encourages its reader to
do the same; the social issues it investigates, the novel suggests, are not limited to the
specific spaces and times his narrative establishes. Rather, the problem s o f colonial
relationships so central to its m any tales are, the text implies, very m uch alive in
present-day Ireland.
M aturin’s reasons for veiling his political commentary are many. His
comprom ised position in the Anglican Church as well as his standing as a m em ber of
the Anglo-Irish Ascendancy no doubt fuelled his circumspection. Added to these
ongoing considerations, however, was a response to specific legislation warning the
politically-minded author against overt political statements. M elmoth, much like
O w enson’s The M issionary, was published in a period of renewed censorship
crystallised in the 1819 passage o f the infamous Six Acts. Correspondingly, both
M aturin and Owenson displaced their concern with contemporary British politics onto
geographically and tem porally far-removed situations. The M issionary’’s anxiety over
an increasing self-alienation mirroring an ongoing and ultimately destructive cultural
alienation m ight therefore be seen to comment, if indirectly, on the problem atic issues
o f cultural and personal identity and assimilation animating early-nineteenth century
social life in Ireland. Similarly, ’m Melmoth, M aturin’s ostensible concentration on
Civil W ar England, Inquisition Spain, and an isolated Indian island obscures but does
not eliminate his critique o f nineteenth-century Anglo-Irish relations. Instead, his
many footnotes referring both to travel literature and to Ireland constantly remind the
reader o f Ireland’s material, if not geographical, proxim ity to the narrated tales. W ith
these footnotes, M aturin’s aim is twofold: to locate the horrors o f colonialism firmly
within the W est and to extend this commentary on colonialism to Ireland. In so doing,
M aturin underlined his own belief that Ireland was itself the subject o f B ritain’s
colonising efforts.

Wein 226.
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The first such footnote occurs in the ‘Tale o f the Spaniard’, upon Mon 9 ada’s
decision to becom e a monk. B eseeched by his mother, despairing o f her own salvation
should M on 9 ada refuse to com ply, he resigns him self to the monastery. To describe
this state o f resignation, in which “[his] cries and struggles were over”, Mon 9 ada
refers to a story he had read o f “a wretched Jew” (M elmoth 92, 91). Thrown into a
lio n ’s den, the man had fallen “prostrate, stupefied, annihilated”, passively yielding
h im self to death {M elmoth 92). Attached to Mon 9 ada’s description o f this story is a
b rief footnote - “V ide

- Anachronism prepense" {M elm oth 91) - referring the

reader to John B uffa’s Travels through the E m pire o f M orocco (1810). Published
m uch later than the events o f the ‘Tale o f the Spaniard’, this work, as M assim iliano
Demata has recently argued, nevertheless ‘authenticates’ M on 9 ada’s narrative by
investing Maturin’s tale with the authority o f real-life fact documented by Buffa. In
his Travels, Buffa wrote o f a Jew who had been thrown to the lions by the notoriously
anti-sem itic M oroccan ruler, M uley Yezid. Purposely declining to record what
happened to the Jew in B uffa’s account, as Demata further contends, Maturin’s
narrative allow s the reader to assume he was finally killed, though, in fact, he
survived the ordeal. Maturin’s purpose in this deliberate elision is to suggest a parallel
betw een the Jew ’s physical death and M on 9 ada’s spiritual death, as M on 9 ada h im self
suggests: ”

[The Jew] uttered no cry - he did not draw a breath - he did not make an effort he fell contracting his w hole body into a ball, and lay as senseless as a lump o f
earth. - So it fared with me; my cries and struggles were over, - 1 had been
flung into the area, and I lay there. I repeated to m yself, ‘I am to be a m onk,’
and there the debate ended. {M elmoth 92)

In the end, whether the Jew survived or not is irrelevant, for it is the reality o f what
Demata calls “a dark destiny o f slavery and oppression” animating the Jew ’s
existence that resounds in M on 9 ada’s situation. And it is this destiny o f imperial
subjugation Maturin sought to investigate through this footnote and others like it. The
resignation displayed by both Mon 9 ada and B uffa’s Jew denotes the prostrated

M assimiliano Demata, ‘D iscovering Eastern Horrors: Beckford, Maturin and the Discourse o f Travel
Literature’, Em pire an d the G othic: The P olitics o f Genre, ed. Andrew Smith and W illiam Hughes
(Basingstoke: Palgrave M acmillan, 2003) 28-29.
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submission o f the conquered in the presence of, in Demata’s terms, “a conquering
‘beast’ ... hungry for flesh - and power”.M a tu r in ’s deliberate association of
Mon9ada and Buffa’s Jew forges a link between two very real empires - the
‘conquering beasts’ o f the Catholic Church and the Moorish rulers o f eighteenthcentury Morocco. More than that, it highlights Maturin’s own anxiety over imperial
conquest. The underlying knowledge o f the relative collapse o f both the Catholic
Church and the Moors as colonial powers by the nineteenth century finally serves to
highlight the ascendance o f the British Empire.
That Britain, as a civilised Western culture, could be guilty o f such atrocities
as those ascribed to Muley Yezid and the Catholic Church is clear from Maturin’s
next colonialism-related footnote. Occurring near the end o f the ‘Tale o f the
Spaniard’, the note is attached to the story o f two young lovers, disguised as monks,
who had been discovered “locked in each others arms” {Melmoth 207). It is said that
the Superior o f the monastery could not have been more revolted

than if he had seen the horrible loves o f the baboons and the Hottentot women,
at the Cape o f Good Hope; or those still more loathsome unions between the
serpents o f South America and their human victims, when they can catch them,
and twine round them in folds of unnatural and ineffable union. {Melmoth 207)

To this, Maturin appended the note, “Vide Charlevoix’s History o f Paraguay”,
referring his reader to Pierre Francois Xavier de Charlevoix’s History o f Paraguay,
which was published in 1756 and translated into English in 1769 {Melmoth 207). The
‘unnatural and ineffable union’ o f snake and human described in Charlevoix’s outline
of the flora and fauna o f Paraguay, becomes, for the Superior, an apt image o f the
natural union o f husband and wife.

35

For Maturin, in contrast, the ‘unnatural’ union was that between man and
monastic life. As Mon?ada describes it, the monastery is a place characterised not by
spirituality and devotion, but by “imposture, fear, falsehood, and misrepresentation”
{Melmoth 94). It is a “masquerade”, where the monks perform “deliberate mockeries
o f God, as exercises o f devotion” {Melmoth 76, 111). Shocked by this air o f

Ibid. 29.
For a discussion o f Charlevoix, his History o f P araguay, and its description o f the deadly reptiles in
South America, see Demata, ‘Discovering Eastern Horrors’ 26-28.
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artificiality and unnatural conformity, M on 9 ada nevertheless understands that his only
hope lies in compliance. In other words, M on 9 ada submits to the ‘conquering beast’,
as do, ultimately, the two unfortunate lovers. Left to starve to death, the young
husband, “in the agony o f hunger”, attempts to eat his wife: “ [he] fastened his teeth on
her shoulder; - that bosom on which he had so often luxuriated, becam e a meal to him
now” (Melmoth 212-213).
In the parricide’s description o f this event to M on 9 ada, the two young lovers
are accused o f the crudest savagery. Hunger, that “trivial and ordinary w ant”, not only
interrupted the lovers’ “spiritualised intercourse” but rendered it “a source o f torment
and hostility inconceivable, except among cannibals” {Melmoth 213). Driven by “the
rabid despair o f fam ine” , the young lovers become nothing more than brutish
cannibals {Melmoth 213). M uch to the parricide’s chagrin, however, the only visible
sign o f the apparent savagery is “a slight scar” on the young w om an’s shoulder,
hardly evidence o f cannibalism at all {Melmoth 213). Accused o f a cannibalism they
have not committed, the young lovers reverse the accusation; the literal cannibalism
they supposedly engage in becomes the metaphoric cannibalism o f the Catholic
Church. Through these young lovers, M elmoth suggests that the savagery lies not with
the couple but with a Church that has become a monstrous and unnatural entity.
Rather than m erely rehearsing the G othic’s conventional attack on the
Catholic Church, this episode purposely emphasises how close to hom e the savagery
generally associated with ‘uncivilised’ Eastern cultures remained. This atrocious
event, M aturin’s footnote reminds us, occurred not in the wilds o f South America but
in Spain, in the very heart o f European culture. M aturin m ade this proxim ity even
more glaring by revealing that the murdered young wom an was, in fact, the
parricide’s sister. These young lovers are not m erely nameless faces, strangers in a
world o f strange people. They are instead ‘know n’, and, m ore importantly, part o f a
world ‘know n’ to M aturin’s reader. As such, their cannibalism locates within
European society itself a practice normally used in a process o f “colonial ‘othering’”
by which cannibalism was equated to savagery and the lack thereof to advanced
civilisation.^^ Yet, as previously suggested, the European insistence on Eastern
savagery by way o f ritual cannibalistic practices functioned m erely as a displacement
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o f fears. It could not eradicate the attenuated forms o f cannibalism very m uch alive in
eighteenth- and nineteenth-century W estern culture.
Eager to enforce this awareness o f the barbarity within, M aturin first introduced
the idea o f cannibalism in the tale o f the two lovers and then repeated it in ‘The Tale
o f G uzm an’s Fam ily’. Left destitute by Guzm an’s death and a false will forged by
greedy Catholic Church authorities, the W albergs find them selves alm ost fatally
oppressed by a system fundamentally hostile to a foreign family o f the ‘w rong’
religious persuasion. W ithin a short period, their desperation reaches a critical point,
where, like the young lovers, they m ight find cannibalism the only resort. As it is,
their m eagre supplies o f food have becom e objects of contention, tearing the family
apart:

‘Father - father’, cried W alberg, shouting in the ear o f the doting old man, ‘you
are eating heartily, while Ines and her children are starving!’ And he snatched
the food from his father’s hand ... A moment afterwards the old man rose from
his seat, and with horrid unnatural force, tore the untasted m eat from his
grandchildren’s lips, and swallowed it himself, while his rivelled and toothless
mouth grinned at them in m ockery at once infantine and m alicious. {Melmoth
420)

As a desperate last measure to save his family, the eldest son, Everhard, sells his
blood, yoking the tale’s implicit theme o f cannibalism with that o f vampirism.
Though not preyed upon by a vampire in the traditional sense o f the word, Everhard
bodily m anifests the literal and metaphoric demand for blood in European culture. His
“horrible secret” purposefully exposes the obscured and displaced but nevertheless
very real savagery o f W estern ‘civilisation’ {Melmoth 423).
To the exposure o f European barbarity in ‘The Tale o f G uzm an’s Fam ily’,
M aturin appended a comm entary on class politics. Vampirism here serves as a
m etaphor for the exploitative social and commercial relations by which the Catholic
Church maintains its social dom inance at the expense o f the impoverished W alberg
family. Such is the Church’s pow er that the W albergs are im m ediately aware that “a
change o f their heretical opinions” would be the only way to succeed in Spain
{Melmoth 402). G uzm an’s death bears this truth out; despite “the ablest advocates”
and p ro o f o f “undue influence, o f imposition, and o f terror being exercised on the
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mind o f the testator”, the W alberg family are left with nothing (M elmoth 412). This
failure has everything to do with religious politics: “The chance o f a heretic stranger,
against the interests o f churchm en in Spain, may be calculated by the m ost shallow
capacity” {Melmoth 413-414). In the wake o f this decision, the W albergs becom e
nothing more than heretical social climbers; those they appeal to refuse assistance out
o f jealousy for their “form er splendour” {Melmoth 417). Even with their wealth
restored upon the discovery o f G uzm an’s true will, the W albergs m ust return to
Germ any before they can enjoy “prosperous felicity” {Melmoth 434).
Here again, M aturin’s aim was not the wholesale denigration o f Continental
Catholicism. The figure o f “ [t]he good and friendly priest”, who assists the W albergs
despite their heretical tendencies, negates a simplistic equation o f Catholicism and
terrible depravation {Melmoth 407). Nevertheless, M aturin’s severity towards the
CathoHc faith should not be ignored. In his construction, it is a system o f belief
founded upon the idea o f displaced penance: one person’s sins are forgiven because of
another person’s sacrifice. It is a religion, as Mon 9 ada says, that m akes, “our
aggravating the sufferings o f others our mediator with ... God” {Melmoth 147).
Mon 9 ad a’s own m other falls victim to these beliefs, sacrificing her son to the Church
in exchange for her perceived sin. Similarly, the parricide who leads M on 9 ada out o f
the m onastery only to betray him firmly believes in his ability to excuse him self in the
eyes o f God through the deeds o f others: “Every offender may purchase his immunity,
by consenting to becom e the executioner o f the offender whom he betrays and
denounces” {Melmoth 224). In other words, in M elmoth the Wanderer, Catholicism
teaches its believers to feed o ff the lifeblood of fellow human beings.
As an institution, the Catholic Church is seen to equally partake o f these
vampiric qualities. The Inquisition emerges in the text as a program directly aimed at
the m aintenance o f the Church’s power through the sacrifice o f its believers.
Im prisoned for his questioning o f Church authority, M onfada only barely escapes
becoming a sacrificial victim: his death would have served as a forcible rem inder to
his fellow Catholics not to err from the path o f mute compliance. Elsew here in the
novel, the terrors o f the Inquisition become an effective check on apparent
questioning o f Church authority. So, for instance, Don Fem an is fiightened out o f
resistance to Father Jose by the suggestion o f the Inquisition: “B ut why waste I my
Latin and logic on thee, who art incapable o f both? M ark me, I will use but one
unanswerable a rg u m e n t... The Inquisition at Goa knows the truth o f w hat I have
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asserted, and who will dare deny it now?” (Melmoth 337). Terrified by this prospect,
Donna Clara urges her son, “believe what the reverend Father has told you” {Melmoth
337). Don Feman, in turn, proclaims, “I am believing as fast as I can” {Melmoth 337338).
Such scenes are evidence of the anti-Catholicism both characteristic of the
Gothic genre and apparent in M aturin’s life and works. Yet, as Robert Miles has
recently argued, understanding Melmoth as “the high-water mark o f Gothic antiCatholicism and Europhobia” may do injustice to M aturin’s political goal. For Miles,
Maturin’s politics are not so much determined by his Protestantism as by his Irish
nationalism.^^ Certainly, Melmoth establishes the Inquisition as a symbol of
oppression conventionally used in the Gothic as the sign o f the irrational,
superstitious. Catholic Other. In Maturin’s hands, however, the Inquisition is made to
serve a fiirther purpose. Drawing a parallel between his Catholic and Jewish
characters and their suffering at the hands of the Inquisition, on the one hand, and the
suffering of the Irish under the yoke of Britain’s colonial presence, on the other,
Maturin equated the Inquisition with Britain. His implication is clear; echoing
Owenson’s depiction o f the relationship between Britain and Ireland in Patriotic
Sketches o f Ireland (1807), Maturin depicted Britain as a vampiric presence in
Ireland, literally sucking the country dry.

■JQ

This concordance between Britain and Inquisition is most clearly established
in two Ireland-related footnotes contained within Mongada’s description of his stay at
the home o f Solomon the Jew. At first glance, these notes and their references to
specific instances in recent Irish history express only fear and horror at the Catholic
majority. So, for instance, a footnote attached to Mon9ada’s description o f a mob
scene in which the Suprema at the head of an Inquisition procession is violently
beaten and killed, refers to “the murder of the unfortunate Dr. Hamilton” {Melmoth
256). Having secured the Suprema in “their talons”, the angry mob view him with
“thirsty eyes” before beating him to nothing more than “a bloody, formless mass”
{Melmoth 255, 256). An officer responding to the mob’s violence unknowingly trods

Robert M iles, ‘Europhobia: The C atholic Other in H orace W alpole and Charles M aturin’, E u ropean
G othic: A S p irite d E xch an ge ] 7 6 0 -1960, ed. Avril H om er (M anchester: M anchester U P , 2 0 0 2 ) 89, 90.
In P a tr io tic S ketch es, O w en son w rote, “[I]t w as ever, as it is n ow the singular d estin y o f Ireland to
nourish w ithin her ow n b o so m her bitterest enem ies, w h o, w ith a sp ec ies o f political vam pyrism ,
destroyed that sou rce from w h en ce their o w n nutriment flo w ed ” ; quoted in Claire C on n olly, ‘W riting
the U n io n ’ 185.
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on the Suprema’s remains; upon demanding the victim’s whereabouts, he is told,
“Beneath your horse’s feet” (Melmoth 256).
Maturin’s footnote informs the reader that these same circumstances occurred
in Ireland in 1797 in the murder o f Reverend Dr. William Hamilton: “The officer was
answered, on inquiring what was the heap o f mud at his horse’s feet, - ‘The man you
came for’” {Melmoth 256). As magistrate o f Fanaid, County Donegal, Dr. Hamilton
had been a vigilant opponent to the United Irishmen and a firm suppressor of
rebellious agitation. He was in close correspondence with Dublin Castle, warning o f a
potentially dangerous area in the north-west o f Ireland that he had identified as a
hotbed o f United Irishmen a ctivity.H am ilton ’s attempts to control insurgency were
to have a disastrous end. Having detained several local leaders in his home in January
1797, Hamilton had been besieged by a contingent o f United Irishmen seeking the
release o f their comrades. Hamilton escaped unharmed in this incident, but, in March
o f the same year, the United Irishmen caught up with him while he sought refuge with
the Waller family in their home in Newtowncunningham. After a single misplaced
shot killed the pregnant Mrs. Waller, the house’s other occupants surrendered
Hamilton to the mob. He was then brutally beaten to death.
Linking Hamilton’s death at the hands o f the United Irishmen to that o f the
Inquisition Suprema at the hands o f the Spanish peasantry, Maturin expressed his
deep-seated fear o f the native Catholic presence in Ireland. Personally affected by
Hamilton’s death - Maturin’s cousin, the Reverend Henry Maturin, succeeded
Hamilton as Rector o f Clondevaddock, County Donegal, after Hamilton’s murder
Maturin caimot help but voice his horror at the power o f the Irish Catholic mob."*'
This fear becomes all the more pronounced with the addition of a similarly-minded
footnote only a few paragraphs later. Describing Mon9ada’s extreme reaction to the
mob’s decimation o f the Suprema, Melmoth paratextually reminds its readers o f the
death o f Arthur W olfe, Viscount Kilwarden. The Lord Chief Justice o f Ireland at the
time o f Robert Emmet’s abortive rising in 1803, Kilwarden had been overtaken on his

C.W.P. MacArthur, ‘Hamilton, William (1755-1797)’, Oxford DNB Online, M ay 2006, Oxford
Dictionary o f National Biography 31 July 2006 <http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/12140>.
See F.W. Fawcett and D.W.T. Crooks, eds., Clergy o f Derry and Raphoe (Belfast: Ulster Historical
Foundation, 1999) 51. The editors list Henry Maturin as the son o f the Reverend Charles Maturin who
was him self the son o f the Reverend James Maturin. The latter is obviously a reference to the Reverend
Gabriel James Maturin, who was not only father to the Reverend Charles Maturin, but also grandfather
to Charles Robert Maturin.
Luke G ibbons rightly notes this familial link but wrongly identifies Hamilton’s successor as “the Rev
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way from his residence in Clondalkin to Dublin Castle on 23 July 1803. He and his
grandnephew, the Reverend Richard Straubenzie W olfe, were dragged from the
carriage and hacked to death with pikes. Only K ilw arden’s daughter, M arianne,
survived the attack."*^
For M aturin, K ilwarden’s “horrid” murder further attested to the fearful
violence o f the angry Catholic mob (Melmoth 257). Savagely m erciless, K ilw arden’s
m urderers thrust “ [p]ike after pike ... through his body, till at last he was nailed to a
door, and called out to his murderers to ‘put him out o f his p ain ’” {Melmoth 257). Yet,
M aturin’s note further suggests the fearful fascination such a group m ight have for the
innocent bystander. A shoemaker, “drawn to the window by the horrible cries he
heard”, rem ained incomprehensibly transfixed {Melmoth 257). Despite his horror, the
m an continued to stand at his window “as if nailed to it” {Melmoth 257). W hen he
was finally dragged away, he had become “an idiot for life” {Melmoth 257).
Like M aturin’s shoemaker, Mongada exhibits an odd m ixture o f fear and
excitem ent as he watches the m ob’s activities from his window:

I rem ained uttering shout for shout, and scream for scream - offering worlds
in im agination to be able to remove from the window, yet feeling as if every
shriek I uttered was as a nail that fastened me to it - dropping my eye-lids, and
feeling as if a hand held them open, or cut them away - forcing me to gaze on
all that passed below, like Regulus, with his lids cut off, compelled to gaze on
the sun that withered up his eye-balls - till sense, and sight, and soul, failed
me, and I fell grasping by the bars o f the window, and mimicking, in my
horrid trance, the shouts o f the multitude, and the yell o f the devoted.
{Melmoth 356-357)

M on^ada’s terrible compulsion in watching the m ob’s activities purposely breaks
down the distance between perpetrator, spectator, and victim. This collapse o f “optical
distance” , as Luke Gibbons calls it, implicates M on?ada and, by extension, the reader
himself, in the terror o f the scene he witnesses.^^^ Unable to achieve the distance o f

W .N . O sborough, ‘W o lfe, Arthur, first V iscoun t K ilw arden (1 7 3 9 -1 8 0 3 )’, O x ford D N B O n lin e, M ay
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pure spectatorship, Mon9ada and his reader find themselves, involuntarily or not,
caught up in the atrocity, active participants rather than passive observers.
At the same time, however, the painful position shared by Mon9ada and the
reader is one of horrified helplessness. Hidden by necessity in the Jew ’s home,
Mon9ada can do nothing to either impede or advance the crowd’s violent revenge.
Similarly, the reader finds him self helpless to do anything but read on. By involving
his reader in this helplessness, Maturin invited him to understand it in an Irish context.
The footnotes relating to Dr. Hamilton and Lord Kilwarden symbolically align the
fictional crowd’s object o f resentment - the Inquisition - with the governmental
systems in Ireland. In so doing, as Fiona Robertson has contended, they construct
British authority over the Irish individual as equally as oppressive as the Inquisitorial
authority in Spain. Yoking together a symbol of religious oppression with one of
political and social oppression, Robertson further maintains, Maturin suggested his
belief that Ireland suffered from a peculiar kind of helplessness; subdued by a distant
British government, Ireland, like Mongada and, implicitly, the reader, had become the
helpless victim of a repressive and tyrannical institution.'*^
For Maturin, this general Irish helplessness at the hands of an oppressive
political institution assumed a further personal dimension. Repeatedly refused
advancement by the Anglican Church, Maturin no doubt resented Church authorities
and his enforced submission to their apparently overbearing and unjust authority.
With this in mind, Maturin’s depiction of the Inquisition and the Catholic Church
moves beyond a conventionally Gothic condemnation of Catholic excess. Above all,
it expresses M aturin’s feelings for what he saw as a similarly repressive spiritual
institution - the Church o f Ireland.'*^
Forging this link between disparate social, political, and religious institutions,
Maturin re-iterated the peculiar hyphenation of his Anglo-Irish identity. He may have
feared the Catholic mob, as his footnotes suggest, but he nevertheless identified with
the native Irish and their ongoing victimisation. Hovering, in this way, between two
worlds and identities, Maturin voiced his understanding that Anglo-Irish Union had
not effected peaceful synthesis in any real way. Allegorically, Maturin illustrated this
conclusion with his hapless Indian girl and her clandestine marriage to Melmoth.
Although Lew has read this union as “a redemptive marriage between a specifically
R obertson, L egitim ate H istories 105, 106.
“^Ibid, 106.
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Indian O rie n t... and an Anglo-Irisli Occident”, any possibility o f synthesis refuses to
translate from the private, domestic realm to the public realm o f social and political
relations. Lew him self admits that Im m alee’s child, rather than highlighting the
possibility o f redem ption and renewal through the synthesis o f East and W est,
represents merely “a battleground” on which the problem atic issue o f identification is
fought."*^ That the child finally dies, possibly at the hands o f its own mother, fittingly
denies any prospect o f peaceful social fusion.
In fact, Im m alee’s child is destined to live a hyphenated existence. She is, like
her mother, neither truly W estern nor truly Eastern. But her father’s identity equally
dooms her to continual bifurcation. Just as Immalee is a subject tom between national,
religious, and social loyalties and identifications, so too is M elmoth. As a m an o f
Anglo-Irish descent, he symbolises the unhappy and incomplete synthesis o f English
and Irish. The understanding o f this union as equally problem atic as the one between
East and West is clear in the discourse of contamination comm on to both Anglo-Irish
and Anglo-Orient relations. As Alan Bewell has cogently argued, colonialism opened
up “a biological Pandora’s box, a world o f unfamiliar diseases - ‘strange pathologies’
- that constituted the anxiety-ridden horizon o f colonialism ” ."^^ Colonial experiences
in foreign lands convinced W estern colonising powers that fearful new diseases came
from abroad. As a result, the world was divided pathologically, with Europe the seat
o f health and the Eastern colonies that o f infection. Closer to home, Ireland was
understood as an unhealthy region sim ilar to India or China, and the native Irish as, in
Luke G ibbon’s words, “disease-carriers, the pollutants o f the m odem city”. Spreading
cholera, or “the Irish disease”, as Gibbons calls it, along with general filth and
degradation as they m igrated to English industrial centres in the early-nineteenth
century, the Irish threatened to impose their pestilence on Britain.'**
Contamination, however, was not solely an environmental issue. Rather, in both
a colonial and an Irish context, sickliness and an association with “filth, hum an waste,
and starvation” physically m anifested Eastem/Irish racial inferiority.'*^ M iscegenation,
cross-breeding, and cultural assimilation, by introducing this corruption into Britain’s
heart (and, literally, its blood), led directly to racial and cultural degradation. In
Eastem colonies, therefore, marriage to a colonised subject and the subsequent
L ew 9, 18.
B ew ell 30.
G ibbons, G a e lic G o th ic 4 3 , 46.
Ibid, 48.
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introduction o f offspring into the West was frowned upon, for such moves were seen
to guarantee racial degeneration.^® Contaminated by the East, the West stood to lose
its position of racial superiority. A similar situation occurred in Ireland. Indeed, the
fear o f contamination implicitly informed the British presence in Ireland from at least
the sixteenth century. Efforts to convert and integrate the native Irish population were
fraught with anxiety due to the cultural pollution understood to result. Such unease
had reached a critical point by the end o f the sixteenth century, when the growing
acculturation o f the Old English settlers made the threatening prospect of
contamination real. Correspondingly, the goals of conversion and assimilation were
negated. The New English settlers understood that, in order to avoid contamination,
they had to treat both the native Irish and the Old English as subjects fit only for
domination.^'
In the context of this discourse of contamination, Melmoth’s identification as
the Wanderer takes on added weight, for it deliberately establishes Melmoth as a
prototype of the Wandering Jew. Rather oddly, Melmoth's reviewer in the Monthly
Review suggested that Maturin had made no mention or use of the Wandering Jew in
his novel.

Yet the novel’s title purposely conjures the idea of the Wandenng Jew.

More than that, the text itself both contains a Wandering Jew figure - the ancient Jew,
Adonijah - and amalgamates his characteristics in the form o f its own Wanderer.
The significance of Melmoth’s approximation of a Wandering Jew figure relies
on the fundamental ambivalence directed at the Jew in nineteenth-century Britain. As
a literary symbol reflecting basic cultural unease, the Wandering Jew aptly attested to
the Jew ’s perceived threat o f “wholesale disturbance o f the natural order”.^^ Public
discourse on “the Jewish problem” established the Jew as a fearfiil, alien figure: he
threatened to invade Britain, to displace native Englishmen, and to contaminate the
nation with his particular form of racial degeneracy.^'* As a result, he was positioned
within what Sicher Efraim has termed “racist and misogynist perceptions of the other,
the female, the Irish, and the filthy disease-ridden inhabitants of ‘criminal’ dens and
Lew 17.
Cairns and Richards 7.
‘Review o f M elm oth' 82.
Punter 1: 100, 100-101. Further descriptions o f the Christian legend o f the Wandering Jew and the
various forms it has taken throughout the centuries occur in Harold Fisch, The D ual Im age: A Study o f
the Jew in English and Am erican Literature (London: World Jewish Library, 1971) 55-57; Katherine
M. Briggs, ‘The Legends o f Lilith and o f the Wandering Jew in Nineteenth-Century Literature’
Folklore 92.2 (1981): 132-140, and Brian Stableford, ed.. Tales o f "The Wandering J e w ”: A Collection
o f C ontem porary and C lassic Stories (Sawtry: Dedalus, 1991).
^ M alchow 158.
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promiscuous ‘sinks o f antiquity’” . W h a t was most fearful in this prospect o f Jewish
contamination, as with Irish contamination, was the ease w ith w hich an apparently
‘foreign’ or ‘alien’ population could blend into British society. Often unm arked with
outwardly visible signs o f differentiation, the Irish and the Jews could readily
populate Britain, secretly and insidiously contaminating it “to the core” .^^
Aptly illustrating the British hostility towards Jews, E dgew orth’s earlier novel,
Harrington (1817), deliberately addressed the issues o f national incorporation and/or
exclusion attendant to the eighteenth-century consideration o f Jews in Britain.
Purposely designed as a kind o f “novel o f reparation”, produced in response to a letter
chiding the author for her anti-Semitic depiction o f M ordecai in The Absentee (1812),
Harrington highlights the powerful but unjust anti-Semitic feelings anim ating lateC7

eighteenth century London society.

In the end, Edgew orth’s desire to condemn

British enmity toward the Jew is mitigated by a conclusion that rather unexpectedly
and unconvincingly transform s the heroine’s foreign, Jewish identity into one that is
both Protestant and English, thereby allowing her m arriage to the eponymous
Harrington while sim ultaneously diminishing the novel’s insistence on tolerance and
acceptance. Nevertheless, Edgeworth’s portrayal o f the prejudices against the Jewish
characters in the novel is telling, for, it relies first and forem ost on the cultural and
social expressions o f anti-Semitism evident in the reaction to the 1753 Jewish
Naturalisation Bill,^* and in the racial exclusionism o f the Gordon Riots o f 1780 - an
outraged, anti-Catholic response to the Com m ons’ refusal to repeal the Roman
Catholic R elief A ct o f 1778 that Edgeworth expanded to include Catholics and Jews
alike.^^ Further, the novel calls upon much o f the related, sym bolic imagery linking

Efraim Sicher, ‘Im aginin g “the Jew ” : D ic k e n s’ Rom antic H eritage’, B ritish R om an ticism a n d the
Jew s, ed. Sh eila A. Sp ector (B asingstoke: Palgrave M acm illan, 2 0 0 2 ) 139.
G ibbons, G a e lic G o th ic 61.
M arilyn Butler and Susan M anly, ‘Introductory N o te ’, H arrin g to n , by M aria E dgew orth, ed. M arilyn
Butler and Susan M anly, The N o v els an d S e le c te d W orks o f M a ria E dgew orth, vol. 3 (London:
P ickering and Chatto, 1999) xxviii.
The Jew ish N aturalisation B ill sought to m ake naturalisation easier for B ritish Jew s b y rem oving a
Parliam entary stipulation requiring naturalised subjects to profess the religion o f the realm . D espite
vocal and organised op p osition from city m erchants and H igh Church leaders, the B ill passed easily
through both h ou ses o f Parliament; see N e v ille Hoad, ‘Maria E d gew orth ’s H arrin gton : The Price o f
Sym pathetic R epresen tation’, B ritish R om anticism a n d the J ew s, ed. S h eila A . Sp ector (B asingstoke:
Palgrave M acm illan, 2 0 0 2 ) 125-126, and A lan H. Singer, ‘Great Britain or Judea N ova? National
Identity, Property, and the Jew ish Naturalization Controversy o f 1 7 5 3 ’, B ritish R o m a n tic ism a n d the
Jew s, ed. Sh eila A. Sp ector (B asingstoke: Palgrave M acm illan, 2 0 0 2 ) 19-36.
S ee H oad 124 for the argum ent that Edgeworth conflated the ep iso d es o f the 1753 N aturalisation B ill
w ith the G ordon R iots o f 1780 in order to sh ow the latter as a sign o f an ti-S em itic British feelin g,
despite the fact that there w as no evid en ce o f the m ob deflectin g their anti-C ath olic prejudice onto
Jew ish citizen s. For the related argument that the rioters generally adhered to their original political
objective - the repeal o f the R e lie f A ct - despite accusations o f anarchy and sp ec ific targeting o f the
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Jewish people to the threat of racial contamination in the British popular imagination.
So, for instance, H anington’s fierce childhood aversion to Jewish people is ascribed
to his nurse’s wild tales and their association with the figure of the ‘Old-clothes m an’.
Imaged as “an old man with a long white beard and a dark visage” who wanders the
streets with “a great bag slung over one shoulder”, repeating “in a low, abrupt,
mysterious tone” his cry o f “Old-clothes!”,®*’ this Jewish peddler inspires Harrington
with a terrific fear that unconsciously communicates a social and cultural background
in which such figures were suspected of selling contaminated and disease-ridden
clothing to innocent British citizens.®' Indistinguishable from other beggars, except
perhaps for certain notable Jewish features and traits, this duplicitous Jewish fiend
was understood to terrorise the British nation from within.
As it turns out, the Old-clothes man continuously haunting Harrington’s
youthful dreams is also the father of the Jewish boy, Jacob, whom Harrington later
defends from the violence of his school-friend, Mowbray. Identified as '’’the
Wandering Jew” by the bigoted boys at Harrington’s school, Jacob is unfairly driven
away fi'om his place selling the boys miscellaneous goods merely because of his
Jewish heritage and the prejudices it inspires.®^ While this episode deliberately
conflates the two images of the Wandering Jew and the Old-clothes Man in order to
emphasise the deep-rooted British antipathy towards the contaminating Jew, it also
forges an interesting connection with Frances Burney’s earlier novel. The Wanderer;
or, Female Difficulties (1814). Constructed as an orphaned emigre from France who
remains unidentified for the better part of four of the novel’s five volumes, Burney’s
heroine - eventually named Juliet Glanville - enters the novel as “in all senses, an
alien” .A lth o u g h not Jewish, she is, like the Wandering Jew, “cast upon h erself...
unaided and unprotected, though in the midst of the world”.®"* The middle-class

rich, no matter what their religious persuasion, see Nicholas Rogers, Crowds, Culture and Politics in
Georgian Britain (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1998) chapter five, ‘The Gordon Riots’. For a similar
argument, on which Rogers bases his own but from which he differs by de-emphasising the underlying
class hostility o f the riots, see George Rude, Paris and London in the Eighteenth Century: Studies in
Popular Protest (1952; London: William Collins Sons, 1974), part three, section three, ‘The Gordon
Riots: A Study o f the Rioters and their Victims’, and George Rude, Hanoverian London, 1714-1808
(1971; Stroud: Sutton, 2003) 220-227.
° Maria Edgeworth, Harrington, ed. Marilyn Butler and Susan Manly, The Novels and Selected Works
^ M a r ia Edgeworth, vol. 3 (1817; London: Pickering and Chatto, 1999) 167.
^ Sicher 144.
Edgeworth, Harrington 181.
Margaret Anne Doody, Frances Burney: The Life in the Works (Cambridge; Cambridge UP, 1988)
319.
Fanny Bumey, The Wanderer; or. Female Difficulties, ed. Margaret Anne Doody, Robert L. Mack,
and Peter Sabor, introd. Margaret Anne Doody (1814; Oxford: Oxford UP, 1991) 873.
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English characters aboard the ship that brings the heroine from France to England are
revealed to be “snobbish, callous, and prejudiced” ; unhappy with the captain’s
decision to take the emigi'e on board, they regard Juliet with suspicion and contempt
precisely because she is F r e n c h . T h e blackness o f Juliet’s skin at the beginning of
the novel, though eventually transformed into a symbolically brilliant whiteness,
highlights the racial taint she is seen to bring to England.^®
Purposely recalling the tale of the wandering stranger inform ing The
Wanderer as well as the connected story o f the W andering Jew underlying
Harrington, M aturin’s M elmoth the Wanderer forcefully emphasises the racial and
cultural m arginality imposed upon the Irish nation by accusations o f contamination.
Such prejudices against the Irish people are further stressed by M elm oth’s implicit
identification as a vampire or vampire-like figure. O f course, M elm oth’s association
with the W andering Jew embeds the notion o f vampirism within his character: it both
recalls the conventional metaphoric vampirism inherent to the traditional image o f the
Jew as usurer and bloodsucker, and reiterates the curse o f immortality shared by
W andering Jew and vampire a l i k e . M o r e than that, however, M elm oth approximates
a vampire in several ways: he exists in a kind o f half-life or undead state; he both
attracts and repels his victims, and his “burning” eyes exhibit a peculiar lustre “almost
intolerable” to look at {Melmoth 427).^* Although M elm oth never succeeds in his
vampiric quest, his intention to transform ‘norm al’ individuals into an unnatural
creature like him self mirrors that o f more conventional vampire figures.
Surreptitiously replacing his victims with versions o f himself, M elmoth, like all
vampires, threatens to infect the W est with his peculiar form o f racial degeneracy.
Socially and racially degraded in this way, M elm oth cannot help but have a
sim ilarly suspect child. Biological determinism dictates that she will carry the mixed
identities and accom panying social stigmas o f both her parents. This “mingled
m isinheritance” fundam entally transforms the child into a half-breed, hovering at the
D oo d y 326.
U pon her first entrance, Juliet is asked “what part o f the w orld m ight you com e from? The
settlem ents o f the W est Indies? or som ew here o f f the coast o f A frica?” The ‘darkness’ or ‘d u sk in ess’
o f her sk in is con sisten tly a point o f remark to Juliet’s fe llo w passengers, but after her arrival in
England, her skin gradually changes from “a tint nearly black, to the brightest, w h itest, and m ost
d azzlin g fairn ess”; se e B urney 19, 43.
M alch ow 160.
For m ore e x ten siv e accounts o f the characteristics tj^sically associated w ith the vam pire in the lateeighteenth century and throughout the nineteenth, see Jam es B. T w itch ell, The L iv in g D e a d : A S tu dy o f
the V am pire in R o m a n tic L iteratu re (Durham , NC: D uke U P , 1981); Christopher Frayling, V am pyres:
L o rd B yro n to C ou n t D ra cu la (London: Faber and Faber, 1991) ‘Introduction: Lord Byron to Count
D racula’, and Darryl Jones, chapter 3.
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borders o f multiple identifications - Indian and Spanish, Irish and English, Eastern
and Western, colonised and coloniser, good and evil.^^ The contrasts of metaphoric
whiteness - associated with moral goodness and European culture - and blackness associated with moral depravity, Irishness, and Eastern culture - inherent to her many
associations ensure that she will never fit into European society. As a kind of racial
half-caste, she will always be understood, like the vampire and the Jew, as a hidden
threat within, a dangerously contaminating presence.^” Even in death she remains
apart; the “black mark” around her neck only makes visible her inherited social
stigmatisation {Melmoth 530). Interpreted either as the sign of her mother’s murdering
hands or as that “impressed by the evil one” at birth, the mark attests to the legacy of
racial, social, and moral depravity bequeathed to the child {Melmoth 530).
Although the child’s death arguably frees her from the alienation o f her
necessarily hyphenated existence, Melmoth’s return to Ireland brings home this
condition o f estrangement. Melmoth travels to Ireland so that he might die at “home”,
but his transgression of temporal and spatial boundaries throughout the novel ensures
that he remains, like the reader, somehow ‘unhomed’ even in his native land
{Melmoth 537). He is known there only through mysterious and untrustworthy
accounts riddled with elisions and textual lacunae. What Kathleen Fowler understands
as the only “accurate representations” o f Melmoth - two portraits o f Melmoth; the
one John finds in his uncle’s closet and the miniature one Mon?ada wears around his
neck - have both been destroyed in the course of the novel. Along with them, Fowler
contends, go the reader’s access to a faithful description o f Melmoth and his quest.’ ’
To compound matters, M elmoth’s promise for clarification fails to materialise.
Instead, he goes to his apparent death less understood than at the beginning of
Mon?ada’s narration.
Superficially, this end suggests M aturin’s understanding o f a world in which
social and cultural estrangement is the only certainty. Melmoth’s apparent descent
into hell might therefore be read as a quintessentially Gothic conclusion dooming
Melmoth to an eternity of dissolution and fi'agmentation. At the same time, however,
the preservation o f the ‘unhomeliness’ the novel has relentlessly constructed indicates
Maturin’s insistence that the condition o f ‘unhomeliness’ remains despite M elmoth’s
Malchow 169.
For a discussion o f the half-breed as a racial contaminate in nineteenth-century Britain, see
Malchow, chapter 4.
” Fowler 531, 532.
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death. In fact, whether M elm oth is actually dead or alive is irrelevant. His absence in
no way changes, in Punter’s words, “the existence of the ‘enorm ous engine’ of
persecution” described in the n o v e l.I n s te a d , the last line o f the novel reiterates the
notion o f unhomeliness: after viewing the site o f M elm oth’s ostensible death,
M elmoth and Moncjada exchange looks of “ silent and unutterable horror” and slowly
return “hom e” {Melmoth 542). Yet this is a home now perm anently m arked by
M elm oth’s unhomely presence. And it is this knowledge o f enduring unhom eliness
with which M aturin wished to leave his reader. Having experienced unhom eliness
throughout the novel, the reader understands that ‘hom e’ is somehow ‘not-hom e’
anymore and m ust be reclaimed.
Although M aturin finally refrained from counselling his audience on how to
recover ‘hom e’, his subtle emphasis on the strange and estranging nature o f ‘hom e’
urged his readers to reconsider familiar places, relationships, and beliefs. In a wider
British context, M aturin’s conclusion advocates an unforgivingly objective look at the
process of imperial colonisation soon to become the distinguishing characteristic o f
the Victorian British empire. Uncomfortably locating barbaric savagery within the
very heart o f European civilisation, M aturin forced the awkward question, how
civilised are we? In so doing, he undermined self-satisfied complacency, relentlessly
placing his reader in a position o f unfamiliar ambiguity, in which long-held
conceptions are repeatedly questioned, and the familiar rendered fundam entally and
terrifyingly strange. By extension, M aturin’s conclusion exhorts the reader to rethink
Irish subjugation to Britain in colonial terms. Having turned Ireland into a
intrinsically ‘unhom ely’ place, even for its native inhabitants, whether Catholic or
Anglican, British authority has ushered the Irish people into a perm anent state o f
ambiguous ambivalence in which the place they call ‘hom e’ is no longer ‘hom e’ but
the locus o f a continuing process o f alienafion and estrangement. Questioning the
equivalency o f Irish citizens with the ‘contam inants’ o f the British nation, M aturin
transposed the relationship, depicting the British as a tainted and tainting presence in
Ireland. In this way, M elmoth the Wanderer articulates a forceful condem nation o f the
British presence in, and control over, Ireland.

Punter 1:128.
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‘True Catholic Emancipation’: Maturin’s Message for Ireland in The Albigenses

In his fifth and final novel, The Albigenses; A Romance (1824), Maturin once
again turned a critical eye to the British presence in Ireland. Specifically, responding
to the campaign for Catholic Emancipation then increasingly active in the country,
Maturin’s novel condemns what he understood as the fiightening potential for
Catholic ascendancy. In so doing, it urges the British government to refrain from
interfering in Irish affairs by granting Emancipation; to do so, the novel suggests,
would in no way solve the problems of sectarian violence and oppression illustrated in
The Albigenses. In M aturin’s mind, the only way to resolve ongoing tensions between
the Irish Catholic and the Irish Anglican populations was vigorously and ruthlessly to
convert Catholics to Protestantism. To this end, Maturin used the fourth of his Five
Sermons on the Errors o f the Roman Catholic Church (1824) to plead passionately
with the Catholics of Ireland to emancipate and enfranchise themselves. This was not,
it should be stressed, a support of the political campaign for Catholic Emancipation or
the work of Daniel O ’Connell and the Catholic Association. It was, instead, an appeal
to the Irish Catholic community to throw off Catholicism, as “the yoke that has
pressed on [their] intellects and [their] consciences for centuries”. Far more important
than the “the civil restraints” the Catholics complained of, Maturin maintained, were
those they voluntarily assumed in their adherence to Catholicism. By daring to think
for themselves, Maturin advised, Irish Catholics could effectively firee themselves
from this heavy burden. In so doing, they would more concretely attain
enfranchisement - “true Catholic Emancipation, the emancipation o f the intellect and
the conscience” - than any political effort would ever realise.'
Although The Albigenses is ostensibly more concerned with thirteenth-century
France than nineteenth-century Ireland, it is nevertheless fundamentally informed by
Maturin’s understanding o f enfranchisement as articulated in his Five Sermons. As
with Melmoth the Wanderer (1820), however, M aturin’s anxiety over Ireland and
Irish issues is displaced onto apparently far-removed geopolitical settings. Originally
intended as the first book of a trilogy o f historical romances that was to explore the
“feelings and manners” o f Europeans in ancient, middle, and modem times. The

' Mzbxxxn, F iv e S erm on s 123 - 124 , 124 , 2 8 .
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Albigenses begins in the autumn o f 1216, after the first crusade against the
Albigensian heretics.^ A historical M anichean group believing in a dualistic
conception o f God, the Albigenses flourished relatively unchecked in the Languedoc
region o f France during the eleventh and twelfth centuries. The Catholic Church
initially greeted these heretics with a comm itm ent to persuading and coercing them
back into ‘the fold’ but, by the second half o f the twelfth century, had grown
increasingly alarm ed by the group’s continuing popularity and growing authority.
Frustrated by the reluctance o f secular authorities in the area to persecute the heretics
- assistance deem ed absolutely crucial to the Church’s defeat o f heresy - Pope
Innocent III launched a Crusade in 1209 that was to last for the next twenty years.
Peace was finally reached in 1229, but, the Crusade notwithstanding, the Albigenses
remained firmly entrenched in the Languedoc region well into the thirteenth and
early-fourteenth centuries.
Evoking sym pathy for the Albigensian heretics, M aturin’s novel subjects the
Catholic Church to a highly critical treatment.^ In contrast, a marked empathy for
m any A lbigensian characteristics - a proxim ity to nature, a simplistic purity in
contrast to the excess o f many o f the Catholic characters, and the endurance o f severe
persecution at the hands o f the Catholic Church - can be found throughout the novel.
At the same tim e, however, focusing too intently on M aturin’s approval o f the
Albigenses is to ignore the many instances o f his disapproval. In m any ways, in fact,
the Albigenses are no better than the Catholics. Tom by internal dissension, they are
equally prone to the corruption ascribed to the Catholic Church. More than that, in
their cham pioning o f themselves as the ‘true’ Church, they often fall prey to the same
religious intolerance against which they m ust fight.
Rather aptly, M aturin specifically acknowledged the influence o f Sir Walter
Scott’s Ivanhoe (1820) in the creation and completion o f w hat is often misleadingly
understood to be his first and only historical novel."* In an 1822 letter to the publishers
of The Albigenses, M aturin admitted not only that it was m odelled after Scott’s
Ivanhoe, but that he had also attempted “to form m yself on the style o f my friend
^ Charles Robert M aturin, The A lbigen ses: A R om ance, 4 vols. (London: Hurst and R obinson, 1824)
l:v ii. Future referen ces are to this edition and are given parenthetically in the text.
^ On M aturin’s sym p athetic portrayal o f the A lb ig en ses by w a y o f a critical representation o f the
C atholic Church, se e Fierobe, C h arles R o b e rt M aturin 330, and Fierobe, ‘A G othic-H istorical Serm on’
49, 54. For a sim ilar argum ent that Maturin presents the A lb ig en ses in a m ore favourable light, though
on ly sligh tly so, than the C atholics, see Kramer 138-140.
For the su g g estio n that M aturin’s The M ilesian C h ie f w as, in fact, an early articulation o f m any o f the
principles drivin g the historical novel, see Trumpener, B a rd ic N ation alism 147.
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Walter Scott”.^ In Scott’s novel, as in The Albigenses, the subject o f religious
intolerance takes precedence, as the relationship between Catholics and Jews in
twelfth-century England is investigated. Much as Maturin was to do in The
Albigenses, Scott constructed the Catholic Church as a degraded institution peopled
by ambitious and prejudiced anti-Semites. Scott’s Jewish characters, however, are not
necessarily any more enlightened. Rather, as Lionel Lackey has convincingly argued,
neither Jews nor Catholics are entirely without fault.^ Instead, both must learn to
overcome their religious prejudices and live in harmony.
The Albigenses delivers a similar message of religious tolerance. Arguably
drawing from Scott’s Old Mortality (1816) as well as Ivanhoe, the novel depicts
Albigenses and Catholics in a fruitless struggle in which religious intolerance and
prejudice render individual believers blind to their own faults. M aturin’s harmonious
ending suggests the need and, indeed, the ability, to overcome these sectarian interests
and live in peace. Lest we understand this as a conclusion irrelevant to Maturin’s own
situation in nineteenth-century Ireland, it is important to remember that France, in The
Albigenses, serves a very similar function as India in Owenson’s The Missionary
(1811), and Immalee’s Indian Isle in Melmoth the Wanderer. It is, at a basic level, a
contrivance, displacing the issues of religious intolerance and imperial conquest onto
a temporally, if not geographically, distant place in order to safely comment on
nineteenth-century Ireland.
To this end, Maturin constructed his Albigenses as proto-Protestants.
Specifically aligning them with the similarly persecuted French Huguenots of his own
ancestry, Maturin’s narrative depicts the Albigenses as champions o f the true Church,
notwithstanding their evident faults. They are, like the Huguenots in France and the
Irish Anglicans o f the new home many adopted after the Revocation o f the Edict of
Nantes in 1685, a chosen but beleaguered people, largely determined by their
oppression at the hands of Catholicism. Gifted with this ‘chosen’ identity, the
Albigenses retain a sense of superiority and justified difference throughout the novel,
much as the Irish Anglicans themselves deployed their ‘chosenness’ as a symbol of
religious, but also social and even racial, distinction from the native Catholic
population in Ireland. As might be expected, given the importance of maintaining this
^ Quoted in Fierobe, ‘A Gothic-Historical Sermon’ 48. Although The A lbigenses was published in
1824, Maturin had actually completed the novel in 1822.
^ Lionel Lackey, ‘V ainly Expected Messiahs: Christianity, Chivalry and Charity in Ivanhoe', Studies in
Scottish L iterature 27 (1992): 165.
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distinction in support o f Ireland’s religiously-based social hierarchy, the private peace
concluding M aturin’s novel carefully preserves, rather than erases, division along
religious, and, by extension, class lines. W hy it should do so reveals m uch about
M aturin’s understanding o f religious tolerance: clearly, this is not a call for a
generalised equalisation o f religions and classes. Instead, The Albigenses registers a
plea for a kind o f tolerance specifically delimited by M aturin’s understanding o f Irish
society and its hierarchical organisation along religious lines.
In the end, M aturin’s desire for religious tolerance cannot overcom e his
underlying belief that tolerance for the Catholics went hand in hand with the effort to
convert them to the ‘tru e’ Church, or, at least its closest approxim ation on earth. As
his Five Sermons suggests, political emancipation was not the answer to the Catholic
problem in Ireland. Rather, the way forward lay in rationally revealing to the
Catholics their errors in the hope that they m ight embrace Protestantism. Until then,
they m ust not be dangerously indulged with Parliamentary seats and governmental
power, for doing so could very well enable the threatening Catholic majority to
overwhelm the embattled Protestant minority. With this in mind. The Albigenses
m ight be seen as a plea to that other oppressive hegemony protested against in
M elmoth the Wanderer, the British government. Granting Catholic Em ancipation will
only make things worse. The Albigenses opines. Instead, leave us be, M aturin advised,
and Ireland will reach its ow n internal accord.

"Mazes o f E rro r’: History and Catholicism in The Albigenses

Set in thirteenth-century France, The Albigenses centres prim arily on the
adventures o f two noble cavaliers. Sir Paladour de la Croix Sanglante and Sir
Amirald. Although unaware o f their parentage or their heritage, Paladour and
Amirald, friends and fellow crusaders, are brothers, the sons o f Count Raym ond VI o f
Toulouse. Separated after a raid on their father’s castle, they have been raised as
orphans, Amirald in the castle o f the Lord o f Courtenaye, and Paladour in the hom e of
“an obscure burgher” {Albigenses 1:179). For Amirald, this orphaned childhood is
terrible; comm itted to the “charity or cruelty” o f Lord Courtenaye, one-time friend but
current sworn enemy of Count Raymond, Amirald suffers “unworthy” and
“unutterable” usage {Albigenses 1:179). With the help o f the Lady Isabelle, Lord
C ourtenaye’s niece, he escapes from the castle and joins the Crusades. Early in the
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novel, he rescues a young and beautiful Albigensian woman named Genevieve from
harm and returns her safely to her people. Genevieve returns his benevolence by
secretly nursing him to health after he suffers a debilitating wound in the first battle
between the Albigenses and the Crusaders. Inevitably, they fall in love, and, through
the many twists and turns o f the plot, their love endures. Eventually, Amirald converts
to the Albigensian creed, and the two marry.
Paladour’s journey differs extensively from that of Amirald. In his youth,
Paladour swore a sacred oath to kill the last enemy of his family. He trusts to fate that
he will know when he has met this doomed person. He fearfully suspects, however,
that this person will be female. In recurring visions, he sees “a female form, stretched
as on a couch; her bosom bare, and gashed with a deep and mortal wound, her body
and limbs, as the mist floated on, wrapt in a shroud” {Albigenses 1:328). From these
visions and certain “internal intimations”, Paladour believes “that he was bom, and
sworn, to be the sacrificer o f some victim; that that victim was to be a female, young
and beautiful” {Albigenses 1:328).
Paladour never imagines that his intended victim is Lady Isabelle, the woman
he loves. Ignorant o f his parentage, Paladour cannot know that Isabelle is the daughter
of the man responsible for his mother’s murder and the destruction of his ancestral
home. When Simon de Montfort, the leader of the Albigensian Crusade, arrives at
Courtenaye Castle, he informs Isabelle that King Philip, her liege and guardian, has
betrothed her to the Lord o f Auberval. Rather than irrevocably binding, the contract
can be broken if one o f Isabelle’s admirers succeeds in either unhorsing de Montfort
or drawing blood from between the chinks of his armour. While the other knights
quickly fall in combat with de Montfort, Paladour gallantly battles his opponent and
emerges victorious.
Although this instance confirms Paladour’s love for Lady Isabelle, it does not
pave the way to comfortable domesticity. Instead, trial upon trial ensues, preventing
their marriage. Eventually Paladour and Isabelle do wed, only to have the mysterious
sorceress and madwoman, Marie de Mortemar, reveal to Paladour that Isabelle is his
intended victim. Hoping to escape his fate, Paladour attempts suicide, an action that
prompts Isabelle to severely injure herself A repentant Marie de Mortemar nurses
both, and Isabelle, disguised as a disfigured boy, becomes Paladour’s page. Paladour,
however, believing Lady Isabelle to be dead, unsuccessfully seeks death, disguised as
the Black Knight, on the battlefield fighting against the Crusaders. In exchange for his
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valiant and fearless efforts in the battle, Paladour extorts a promise from Count
Raymond to kill him. It is only through the workings o f the M onk o f Montcalm, a
pious ascetic em ployed by the papal legate to negotiate peace betw een the Albigenses
and the Crusaders, that Paladour and Isabelle are reunited shortly before the scheduled
execution. M inutes later, Paladour discovers that the Count of Toulouse is actually his
father, a fact attested to by the mark of an arrow on both their shoulders.
By this same m ark, Paladour realises that Amirald is his brother. He and the
Count o f Toulouse rush to save Amirald from the dangers he has thrown him self into
thinking Genevieve lost to him forever. Reunited with his father and brother, Amirald
learns that Genevieve is safe from the horrors o f the plague to which he had believed
her exposed. Having converted to the Albigensian creed through G enevieve’s
explanations and persuasions, Amirald takes her for his wife. They are m arried by the
Abbot o f N orm outier, despite being considered heretics, and rem ain in happy accord
with Paladour and Isabelle at Raymond o f Toulouse’s castle.
Although detailed, this synopsis can do no more than offer a sketch o f the
intricacies o f M aturin’s novel. In fact. The Albigenses, like M aturin’s other novels, is
rife with m istaken identities, mysterious and seemingly supernatural beings, and
complicated twists in the narrative. In an attempt to clarify the novel’s many
complexities, Dale K ram er has distinguished two simultaneously running plotlines the historical, involving the actual crusades and their historical figures, and the
nonhistorical, focusing on the lives and adventures o f Paladour and Amirald.^ Yet
such a distinction m isleads rather than elucidates, for the fictionality o f the novel is
all-pervasive. M aturin’s re-imagination o f historical figures and events, coupled with
their juxtaposition w ith fictional or nonhistorical characters, underm ines any sense of
impartial historical accuracy. Instead, the boundary between fact and fiction becomes
blurred, as history and rom ance bleed into each other. Correspondingly, K ram er’s
categorisation proves unhelpful; his historical/nonhistorical demarcations insist that
fact and fiction can be clearly and easily separated when ju st the opposite is true.
K ram er him self acknowledged the difficulty one m ight have in arguing for
M aturin’s historical accuracy. As he rightly maintained, “we could not read The
Albigenses as a substitute for a history o f the period” . Yet, Kram er added, M aturin’s
historical description o f the Albigensian sect “essentially accords” with what is

^ K ram er 128-133.
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generally known about the sect.* In fact, Maturin’s understanding o f the Albigenses as
a historical people, as suggested by his presentation o f them, is limited at best. It is
clear that he had studied the Albigensian period from J. Perrin’s Histoire des Vaudois
(1619) and Alexander Rankin’s nine volume History o f France (1801-1822), both of
which appear in the various footnotes scattered throughout the novel. But, as Willem
Scholten has cogently argued, this does not assure Maturin’s accuracy. Rather, his
background reading in no way inhibited the “great liberties” M aturin took with
historical figures and events, not least of which, the Albigenses themselves.^
For his part, Maturin justified his artistic license by acknowledging the
difficulties attendant to describing a little-known historical sect. “O f these men”, he
wrote, “it is difficult to speak; history has said but little o f them; and their characters,
alike exaggerated by friends and foes, has left ‘the middle way,’ if the safest, the very
hardest to take” {Albigenses 1:137). In this difficulty, historians agree with Maturin.
Linda Paterson, for instance, has recently observed that most historical evidence for
the Cathars and the Cathar heresy, of which the Albigensian creed was a part, comes
from Catholic sources. As a result, any ‘facts’ are unreliable at best.'** Nevertheless, it
is agreed that the Cathar heresy arose in an atmosphere of social, political, and
religious turbulence engulfing eleventh- and twelfth-century France. The Cathari,
deriving their name from the Greek Catharoi, meaning ‘pure’, were a Manichean
group, professing a belief in a dualistic religion. They believed the material world the
creation of the Devil or an evil god. The souls of men, created by the good God, came
to earth imprisoned in physical bodies that were created by the Devil. Unless humans
achieved salvation through the Cathar church, their souls were destined to eternally
return to the evil physical world.
According to the Cathar creed, the only way to escape the never-ending round
of reincarnation was by means o f a baptism by the Holy Spirit. This ritual, called
consolamentum, freed the believer to enter heaven. Following the ceremony, the
‘consoled’ person became a Perfect and committed himself to a life o f extreme
austerity that included a renunciation of all property, the adoption o f a vegetarian diet,
*lbid. 129-130, 129.
’ Scholten 137.
Linda Paterson, ‘The South’, France in the Central M iddle Ages, ed. M arcus Bull (Oxford: Oxford
UP, 2002) 130. For other sources on the Cathars, the Albigenses, and the Albigensian Crusade, see
M.D. Costen, The Cathars and the Albigensian Crusade (Manchester: M anchester UP, 1997); Malcolm
Lambert, The Cathars (Oxford: Blackwell, 1998); Mark Gregory Pegg, The Corruption o f Angels: The
Great Inquisition o f 1245-1246 (Princeton, NJ: Princeton UP, 2001), and Sean Martin, The Cathars:
The Most Successfiil Heresy o f the Middle Ages (Harpenden, Pocket Essentials, 2005).
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a com m itm ent to protecting the lives o f humans and animals alike, and a prom ise not
to lie or swear any oaths. What is more, the new Perfect undertook a strict vow o f
chastity, since sex, as the means o f physical procreation, was understood as
intrinsically evil. Ordinary believers were not required to follow the Perfects’
asceticism, but they were nevertheless understood to be working toward the final goal
of consolamentum.
In his description o f the Albigenses, M aturin largely bypassed these religious
tenets. Although he rightly maintained that “their manners were pure, [and] their
disciphne stric f’ {Albigenses 1:137), he less reliably contended that the Albigenses
possessed an “evangelical” creed and had a peculiar and very particular regard for the
Old Testament, one which translated into a singular Jewish identification:

It is also a curious, but indisputable m atter o f fact that the m ajority o f them
were as tenacious o f certain texts and terms o f the Old testament, as their
legitim ate descendants, the English Puritans, were some centuries later; and
that, like them, they assumed Jewish names, fought with Jewish obduracy, and
felt with Jewish hostility. {Albigenses 1:137-138)

Yet, by m ost historical accounts, the Cathar creed overtly rejected much o f the Old
Testament, believing that the God represented therein corresponded to the evil
principle. He was not the God o f Love embraced by the Cathari, but was instead a
tyrannical, unjust, and oppressive God, who purposely imprisoned hum an beings in
the evil physical w orld."
This historical evidence notwithstanding, M aturin’s novel m akes an affinity for
the Old Testam ent and a corresponding Jewish or Israelite identification a prim ary
focus o f its description o f the Albigenses. So, for instance, several o f the Albigensian
leaders are given Biblical names, often culled from the Old T e sta m e n tM ephibosheth, M attathias, and Boanerges.

12

•

M atunn’s Albigenses are further

depicted as referring to specific incidents in the Old Testam ent to describe their own
situations. Pierre thus calls upon the image o f Joseph unjustly imprisoned in Egypt to
describe the comparative softness o f his rude resting place in G enevieve’s arms
" Paterson 131; Fierobe, Charles Robert Maturin 329.
Mephibosheth is taken from a figure in 2 Samuel, and Mattathias from one in 1 M accabees and 2
Maccabees. Boanerges, unlike the other two names, is taken from the N ew Testament. M eaning ‘sons
o f thunder’, it is the name given by Jesus to brothers James and John; see Mark 3:17.
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{Albigenses 1:145).'^ Later, Genevieve relies on the story o f the prophe: EHjah and his
experience of being fed by ravens to distract herself from her own hungjr pangs
{Albigenses liHS).'"*
At times, these various references to the Old Testament deliberate.y highlight
the Albigenses’ understanding o f themselves as God’s chosen people, rruch like the
Israelites of the Old Testament. An illustrative example: Boanerges, doing justice to
his name, delivers a fiery oratory to the Bishop of Toulouse in which he deploys Old
Testament imagery to depict the contest between the Albigenses and the Catholic
Church as that between the Israelites and their oppressors:'^

And who are thou ... that scatterest the fold of the Lord, and pushest them with
shoulder and side from the fat pastures wherein they should dwell safely? Thou
hast thyself eat o f the fat and drunk of the sweet, I warrant me; yea, thy food
hath been o f the kidneys o f wheat and the fat of fat rams, and the crink o f the
vine of Sibmah and the vintage o f Elealeh; and comest thou here to scare the
chosen people who wander in the wilderness, and are fain to feed on manna,
while thou wast feasting amid the flesh-pots of Egypt? {Albigenses 2:72)

Combining several disparate Biblical references, Boanerges’ speech forcefully allies
the Albigenses with the persecuted Israelites and suggests their unjust treatment by a
Catholic Church grown too powerful and corrupt.'^ The “tissue o f biblical phrases”
deployed here and throughout the novel resembles that ascribed by Scot to his
Covenanters in Old Mortality (1816).'^ Jane Stevenson and Peter Davidson have
persuasively maintained that, for Scott, such densely allusive passages attested to the
author’s early grounding in the Old Testament under the tutelage o f his sternly
Calvinist father, and his consequent familiarity with the frequent use of Old

See Genesis 39.
'“ See 1 Kings 17:1-6.
Aside from being the name Jesus gave to two of his followers, the term ‘boanerges’ has come to
mean “a loud vociferous preacher or orator”. The first apparent occurrence o f this usage was in Samuel
Hieron’s Works (1620), which spoke o f “The crying out of some Boanerges, some sonne o f thunder”;
quoted in ‘Boanerges’, Oxford English Dictionary, 1"^ ed., OED Online 1 Sept. 2006
<http://dictionary.oed.com>.
For the Biblical references in this passage, see Deuteronomy 32:14, Jeremiah 16:9, Exodus 16, and
Numbers 11:7-9.
Sir Walter Scott, Old Mortality, ed. and introd. Jane Stevenson and Peter Davidson (1816; Oxford:
Oxford UP, 1999) 496n62.
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Testam ent references in extemporary prayer.'^ In M aturin’s case, B oanerges’ speech
and others like it both bear witness to M aturin’s profound knowledge o f the Bible, as
an Anglican clergyman, and underscore an attempt to parallel the Albigensian creed
with the reforming sects o f early Protestantism. This is a crucial point when
considering M aturin’s message for nineteenth-century Ireland.
First, however, a further signification o f the Albigenses’ Biblically-reliant
speech m ust be rem arked upon. In an episode very similar to Boanerges’ speech in
The Albigenses, a young Covenanting preacher in Old M ortality delivers a rousing
address to his fellow Covenanters after their victory over the royal forces. Following
the “absolute Boanerges”, Kettledrummle, Scott’s youthful preacher, M acbriar,
deploys language that is at once both coarse and eloquent. Only the influence o f “a
good natural taste” saves him from “the grosser and more ludicrous errors o f his
contem poraries”, sim ultaneously ensuring that “the language o f Scripture, which, in
their mouths, was sometim es degraded by misapplication, gave, in M acbriar’s
exhortation, a rich and solemn effect” .'^ For Maturin, the error o f ‘m isapplication’ oftnoted by Scott was key to his description o f the Albigenses. Boanerges’ allusions,
though perhaps appropriate for the situation, highlight a tendency earlier commented
upon: the A lbigenses’ frequent use o f “allusions borrowed from wholly inapplicable
passages in the Jewish dispensation” {Albigenses 1:347).
This was an error Maturin specifically admonished against in his Five Sermons
on the Errors o f the Roman Catholic Church (1824). In the first o f these, preached on
M ark 7:13 and targeting the dangers of tradition, M aturin m aintained that there were
three ways o f erroneously perverting Scripture. The Catholic Church, in M aturin’s
arguments, was guilty o f the third and most grievous method: constructing a system of
doctrines against which the “letter and spirit” o f Scripture “stand in invincible and
immitigable contradiction” . The Albigenses, however, m ight be understood to fall
prey to the less severe mistake o f fixing on obscure or isolated Scriptural passages,
which are then m isunderstood and misapplied.
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As M aturin understood it, this was a great but correctable error.

01

Yet, for the

Albigenses, the tendency toward a dissonance of multiple and often misleading
Biblical references suggestively emerges as a symptom o f internal dissension.
Ibid.
'" ib id . 199, 209.
Maturin, F ive Serm ons 19-21, 21.
Ibid. 20.
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Approached by the Monk o f Montcalm in order to organise conciliatory negotiations
between the Catholic Church and themselves, the Albigenses tellingly reveal the
divisions separating them into two parties - the military leaders and their followers,
and the religious leaders and theirs. With each party “fiercely insisting on their
exclusive right to treat with the crusaders in the name of the whole body”, rhetoric
becomes paramount {Albigenses 1:347). Using the “Jewish phraseology” Maturin
ascribed to them, the Albigenses fight a linguistic battle notable, the narrator suggests,
for its abundantly misapplied Biblical passages {Albigenses 1:155, 347).
Rather than merely attesting to the Albigenses’ Scriptural interpretation errors,
this episode specifically underscores the internal strife undermining the sect’s
cohesiveness. Here, what has generally been understood as a predominantly positive
depiction of the Albigenses begins to break down. For his part, Scholten has
contended that this dependence on so-called Jewish phraseology renders the
Albigenses too much like the Covenanters in Scott’s Old Mortality.

22 .,. i

The fiery

rhetoric common to both the Albigenses and the Covenanters emerges as, in James
Kerr’s words, “a form of self-deception”.^^ Relying on a Biblical vocabulary of
simultaneous victimisation and valorisation, the Albigenses, like Scott’s Covenanters,
vindicate themselves by focusing on the faults o f the opposition, never acknowledging
that such errors equally lie within. Accordingly, language becomes, as Kerr argues in
relation to Old Mortality, a method o f “concealing the ugly truth o f the rebels’ [the
Covenanters] brutality in battle, of patching over the factionalism that divides the
Presbyterian interest, and o f justifying the Whigs’ intolerance for other religious and
political creeds”.^'* The same might be said in relation to the Albigenses; the language
of the Old Testament justifies their cause at the same time that it papers over
underlying contradictions o f violence, sectarian intolerance, and internal dissidence.
In this way, despite sympathetic qualities that appeal to the reader, and
obviously to Maturin himself, the Albigenses prove neither wholly attractive nor
entirely distinct from their persecutors. Instead, they appear equally prone to ongoing
discord, dissension, intolerance, and hypocrisy. Even among “these scriptural and
conscientious men, who had in a good and honest heart received the word”, unChristian tendencies undermine foundational principles o f moral conduct {Albigenses
Scholten 139. In a related argument, Niilo Idman maintains that M aturin’s description o f the
Albigenses is often inspired by that o f the Covenanters in Old Mortality, see Idman 306.
” Kerr 40.
Ibid.48.
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1; 137). As a result, both the Catholic Crusaders and the Albigenses are seen to fall
into a fundamental contradiction o f action and profession. In short, their acts often
belie the basic religious tenets in the name o f which they are committed.
Here, M aturin’s acknowledgem ent o f the influence o f Scott’s Ivanhoe (1820)
is instructive. As Lackey has cogently argued, Ivanhoe shows religion to be
superficial yet pervasive, dominating the mindset o f all characters alike but seldom
affecting personal behaviour. Such circumstances force the enlightened hero and
heroine - Ivanhoe and Rebecca - into continual concealment. By emphasising these
characters’ need for hoods, helmets, veils, and curtains to hide their true identities,
Scott dram atised the need for a society open to “the nonconform ing individual”, who
can then be assim ilated rather than forced into a position o f “ideological fanaticism”
or cultural and social alienation.^^ The Albigenses, too, focuses on the need for
disguise and concealment, suggesting the sense o f alienation and estrangem ent forced
onto M aturin’s characters by an ongoing atmosphere of violent intolerance.
Accordingly, the many instances o f masking and disguising, such as when Genevieve
dresses as the Queen in order to escape the Abbey of Nourm outier, or when Paladour
masquerades as the faceless Black Knight in the novel’s final battle, and when
Isabelle, in her turn, disguises herself as his disfigured page, read as a commentary on
the characters’ perception o f the social scenes they inhabit. Unable to reconcile
themselves to the contradictions o f faith and action animating both the Catholics and
the Albigenses alike, M aturin’s ‘enlightened’ heroes and heroines - Amirald,
Paladour, Genevieve, and Isabelle - must conceal their identities or risk detection as
dangerous noncomformists.
The problem s of intolerance and hypocrisy troubling these four main
characters are nowhere more evident than with G enevieve’s expulsion from her sect.
Having been brutally defeated by the Crusaders in a chance encounter, M attathias
returns to the Albigensian camp vowing revenge:

The Lord hath forsaken us ... and wherefore? Because we have not kept our
vow, - the vow we vowed on the spoiling o f Beziers - on the escape from
Carcassonne - over the bodies o f these saints who sleep let us renew it - and
keep it, as I have kept it with arm and heart to-day, - from henceforth be our

Lackey 151.
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persecutors accursed, body and soul, life and limb; accursed be those who help
or pity them. (Albigenses 1:151)

So strong is this desire for revenge that the Albigenses forcefully expel Genevieve
from their ranks once it has been discovered that she has nursed an injured Crusader
back to health. Much like Owenson’s Luxima in The Missionary (1811), Genevieve
instantly becomes, for this perceived transgression, a solitary wanderer, bereft o f
friend and family.
Genevieve also emerges in this incident as a figure akin to Ivanhoe's Jewess,
Rebecca, who had similarly used her medical skills without consideration of race,
creed, or class. These two ostracised women implicitly symbolise “the religion o f
deeds over creeds”, which both Scott and Maturin appear eager to endorse in their
respective novels.^® At the same time, however, Genevieve and Rebecca attest to the
dangers inherent to an adherence to deed not creed in an atmosphere of dogmatic
intolerance split along sectarian lines. For Rebecca, this translates into abduction and
imprisonment, followed by a trial for witchcraft and a condemnation to death, from
which she is saved only by the last minute arrival of Ivanhoe as her champion. 27
Genevieve suffers through a similar, if even more exaggerated, situation of
hardship and duress. Driven from her fellow Albigenses into an impending blizzard,
she finds herself almost on the brink o f death. She wakes a prisoner in the Abbey of
Nourmoutier, where the Bishop of Toulouse endeavours to seduce her. Escaping this
situation, Genevieve soon finds herself once more in captivity, this time abducted by a
rapacious Lewis, Dauphin of France.^* She is, in both instances, rescued from
potential rape and further violation by the interventions of her knight in shining
armour, Amirald.
Although the abuse Genevieve suffers occurs at the hands o f prominent
Catholic figures, the ruinous course she must follow is first initiated by the people of
her own sect. By banishing Genevieve for her act o f charity, the Albigenses prove
themselves no better than the corrupt and licentious Catholics. As in Ivanhoe, where,
as Lackey maintains, “Christians as a class are no better than Jews, [and] Jews as a
class no better than Christians”, in The Albigenses, both Catholicism and the Cathar
Ibid. 162.
See Sir Walter Scott, Ivanhoe, ed. Ian Duncan (1820; Oxford: Oxford UP, 1998) chapters 37-39, 43.
The eldest son o f King Philipe Auguste, Louis went on to rule France from 1223 to 1226 as Louis
VIII.
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creed come under fire. In the end, for both M aturin and Scott, a lesson o f toleration
was key. Ivanhoe correspondingly undergoes, in Lackey’s phrase, a “thoughtful
pilgrim age” whereby he moves from a position o f “comm itm ent to social unity”
through an additional transcendence o f subtle anti-Semitism, to a final multi-faceted
synthesis o f competing “Saxon and Norm an nationalism, Christian and Jewish
29

sectarianism, m ilitarism and pacifism ” .

Ivanhoe’s counterpart, Amirald, endures a sim ilar developmental process.
Originally com m itted to the Church’s battle against heretics, Amirald finds him self
disillusioned with the pomp and display o f the Catholic cause, especially after
Paladour’s apparent death. “ [MJethinks” , Am irald tells Genevieve, “when I recall the
disastrous fate o f the brave and lovely, when I think o f Paladour and the lady Isabelle,
the world and all it contains grow dim to my eyes. I wonder not that men have fled
from it to these sweet and solitary places” {Albigenses 4:57-58). He is further
persuaded o f the advantages o f a simple life by the representations of Genevieve and
her understanding o f the Albigensian faith. Apprised o f the Albigensian way and its
merits in this way, Amirald turns against the Crusaders in the novel’s final battle in
order to protect the Albigenses and their liberty to live and worship as they choose.
Finally, although A m irald’s conversion from Catholicism is never fully described, it is
concretised by his marriage to Genevieve at the narrative’s conclusion.
In keeping with the novel’s lesson o f tolerance, its conciliatory resolution
relies on A m irald’s adoption o f the Albigensian creed. Far from being ostracised or
alienated, Am irald continues to rest easy in the affection and approval o f his fnends.
No further m ention is made o f the Crusade, and the reader is allowed to assume that
the establishm ent o f peaceful domestic accord between Amirald, Genevieve,
Paladour, and Isabelle, all in one house, symbolises, or at least mirrors, a similar
settlement o f national and religious strife. M aturin’s implication with this ending
seems clear; religious creeds have been set aside in the interest o f tolerance and
reconciliation. The novel’s concluding image cements this idealised vision in the
reader’s mind: the M onk o f Montcalm, returning to Raymond o f Toulouse’s Castle
after a long pilgrim age, discovers Pierre’s grave. He pauses there to “tell a bead or
two, and utter a prayer for him - heretic as he was” {Albigenses 4:276). The next
morning, he is found dead on the grave, having written in the dirt near him a

Lackey 165, 160.
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testament, in Latin, o f “his attachment to the pastor’s character, if not to his creed”
{Albigenses 4:276-277). Leaving us with this vision, the narrator concludes: “May
those of different faiths, like them, imitate their tolerance and embrace their example”
{Albigenses 4:277).
Idyllic as this conclusion may be, a troubling air o f artificiality suffuses the
peace and accord trumpeted by the novel’s final scenes. Amirald’s conversion, upon
closer inspection, emerges problematic at best. In fact, he is, like Owenson’s Luxima,
only partially converted. As Genevieve explains to Pierre, “the first impulse of his
noble heart” induced his conversion, but “every hour he repents the sacrifice”
{Albigenses 4:163). Heaving a sigh each time he passes a castle or a Catholic Church,
Amirald unconsciously expresses his longing for his abjured Catholicism. No longer
allowed “the martial sport of the tourney” or the “pomp o f the ancient faith”, Amirald
cannot help but find his new creed lacking {Albigenses 4:163).
Notwithstanding Amirald’s evident doubts, his conversion underpins the
novel’s conclusion, enabling his marriage to Genevieve and their future o f happiness
with Paladour and Isabelle. Emphasising this domestic accord of husbands, wives, and
friends alike, where difference o f creed is effectively subsumed by tolerant and un
prejudicial affection, the narrative elides the public and political ramifications of
Maturin’s Catholic-Albigensian accord. As is the case with Owenson’s The
Missionary as well as Scott’s Old Mortality and Ivanhoe, Maturin’s synthesis remains
purely private; reconciliation cannot, his conclusion implies, be easily translated from
the private realm o f the family to a public realm o f national and international
relations.
Tellingly, The Albigenses draws to a close before the end o f the actual
Albigensian Crusade. There is no mention of the treaties o f Paris and Meaux, which
ended the Crusade, or of the fact that a Papal Inquisition was put in place to deal with
the remaining heretics throughout the 1230s. Such omissions are particularly
significant when one considers that the Treaty, or Peace, o f Paris (1229) effectively
began the Languedoc’s assimilation into the rest o f France, and that the Inquisition, in
Maturin’s eyes, stood as the penultimate symbol o f tyrannical oppression. The serene
image of the mutual grave of Pierre and the Monk o f Montcalm suggests that the
violence of religious passion animating the text, like the monk’s message traced in
dust, will soon disappear. The grave thus functions very much like those in Old
Mortality. Now almost unreadable, the graves of the martyrs for the Covenant in
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Scott’s frame text emphasise that the rehgious strife disrupting Scotland in the
seventeenth century is “dead and gone”.^*’ The death o f Old M ortality, the itinerant
grave-restorer and the final link connecting past and present, confirms this
understanding o f the past as a historical stage triumphantly overcom e in Scotland’s
new modernity.
Yet, as would be the case with The Bride o f Lam m erm oor (1819) and
Redgauntlet (1824), there remains a suggestion that graves, rather than simply
emblematising the death o f the past, also herald an uneasiness about the ability o f the
past to stay “suitably dead” .^' The same is true in the case o f M aturin’s The
Albigenses. The M onk o f M ontcalm ’s message of peace, tolerance, and reconciliation
is fragile, easily effaced, and transient. Soon destroyed by tram pling feet or unkind
elements, it cannot overcome the fact that turbulence between Catholics and
Albigenses continued throughout the thirteenth century. The knowledge o f the Peace
o f Paris and the impending Papal Inquisition, though omitted here, m akes any sense of
lasting accord m erely superficial.
In terms o f M aturin’s displaced commentary on Anglo-Irish relations, the
fundamentally incomplete and unsatisfying peace o f the novel’s conclusion highlights
M aturin’s understanding o f continued persecution in Ireland. Calling attention to the
Inquisition precisely through its omission, M aturin’s narrative invites his reader to
recall his depiction of the Spanish Inquisition in Melmoth. There, the tyranny of
Catholic authority was aligned with that o f British rule in Ireland. Here, M aturin
accom plished a similar reciprocal relationship by highlighting his perception o f his
own history o f persecution. Tellingly, it is by means o f an apparently insignificant
footnote that M aturin pointed the reader to his attempt to relate his tale o f the
Albigensian Crusade with his own history, and, through it, to nineteenth-century
Ireland. Describing the tower in which Paladour and Isabelle are nursed by M arie de
M ortemar as the tower o f Hugo, or Hugues, Maturin attached a footnote that quite
specifically aligns thirteenth-century Albigenses with seventeenth-century Huguenots
through the common denominator o f “Ugo or Hugues”; this m an was, the footnote
informs us, “a baron of Languedoc, who favoured the Albigeois, and from whom the

Jane Stevenson and Peter D avidson, ‘Introduction’, O ld M ortality, b y Sir W alter Scott (O xford:
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French protestants of a later period derived the name of Huguenots” (Albigenses
4 :34 ).

Maturin’s historical information, it must be noted, is both anachronistic and
misleading, though it does contain a grain of truth. As Raymond Hylton has observed,
the origin of the word ‘Huguenot’ has given rise to “elaborate and exhaustive
theorizing”, but it has been generally accepted that the word derives from the German
'eidgenot’, denoting a subversive, or traitor.^^ It is further agreed that the French term
was most likely altered by an association with Hugues Besan9on, leader of the
Genevan confederates. In this way, '‘eidgenot' or 'eidgenossen' became ‘Huguesgenossen\ which was then shortened to Huguenot.^^ Purposely relocating the
Huguenot namesake geographically and chronologically, Maturin specifically linked
the Albigenses and the French Huguenots of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.
‘Hugues’ thus becomes the intersection point of Albigenses and Huguenots; M aturin’s
re-identification o f this historical figure accordingly implies that Hugues’
championing of the former is entirely connected to his relationship to the latter.
Although M aturin’s footnote is historically inaccurate, its supposition of a link
between the Albigenses and Huguenots is not entirely improbable or unconvincing. In
fact, the geographical distribution o f the Huguenot minority in France in the latesixteenth and early-seventeenth centuries suggests a certain affinity between the two
persecuted groups. As Mack P. Holt has noted, the majority o f Huguenot churches
and believers were located in the Midi, forming what he calls a “crescent o f strength”
in the Guyetme, Provence, Dauphine, and Languedoc regions. In the latter, as Holt
maintains, Protestantism’s spread was largely linked to the struggle for regional
autonomy, which had also been one of the major issues in the Albigensian Crusade.^"*
Although ostensibly initiated to stamp out heresy, the Crusade essentially degenerated
into a power struggle between the north and the south, the Crown and a feudal

Raymond Hylton, Ireland's Huguenots and their Refuge, 1662-1745: An Unlikely Haven (Brighton:
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ed. T.F. Hoad (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1986) 222; ‘Huguenot’, Chambers D ictionary o f Etymology,
ed. Robert K. Barnhart (Edinburgh: Chambers Harrap, 1998) 495, and ‘H uguenot’, Oxford English
Dictionary, 2"“*ed., OED Online 9 Sept. 2006 <http://dictionary.oed.com>. For the nineteenth-century’s
similar understanding o f the word, see the entry for ‘Huguenot’ in the original Oxford English
Dictionary, ‘H uguenot’, A New English Dictionary on Historical Principles, ed. James A. H. Murray,
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Society o f London in 1857, the twelve-volume Dictionary was compiled over the next several decades
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kingdom dom inated by the Counts o f Toulouse.^^ W ith the Treaty o f Paris, the longcoveted region finally fell under the control o f the Crown; Raymond VII, the acting
Count o f Toulouse, swore submission to Church and State and forfeited to the Crown
over two-thirds o f the lands formerly held by his father?® In so doing, he signed away
much of the autonom y previously distinguishing the Languedoc region.
W hether M aturin was aware o f this historical link betw een the Albigenses and
the Huguenots is unclear, but also, in m any ways, irrelevant. For Maturin, the crucial
link betw een the two sects lay in their history o f persecution at the hands o f the
French Crown and the Roman Catholic Church. As the Protestant m inority in France,
the Huguenots, including M aturin’s great-grandfather, had been persecuted
throughout the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries in France. The reforms they
wished to m ake to the Catholic Church prompted a revival o f crusade schemes, much
like the one enacted against the Albigenses, and a series o f Civil Wars between
Catholics and Protestants.

In 1598, the Edict o f Nantes was issued, effectively

compelling Catholics and Protestants “to lay down arms and live in peaceful
38

coexistence, however begrudgm gly” .

■

•

■

But, while the Edict mitiated an extended

period o f peace betw een Catholics and Protestants, it only papered over continued
sectarian tensions. In fact, the last o f the W ars o f Religion was only concluded in
1629, with the final defeat and disarmament o f the Protestants. Persecution o f the
Huguenots continued throughout the seventeenth century and was especially fierce
under the reign o f Louis XIV (r. 1643-1715). Finally, intolerance reached its
culm inating point with the Revocation o f the Edict o f Nantes in 1685.
For his part, M aturin was convinced his own ancestors, as Huguenots, had
been victims o f this ongoing Catholic intolerance. His antipathy toward Catholicism
in M elmoth, The Albigenses, and his published sermons, m ight therefore be seen to
derive, at least in part, from this understanding o f past wrongs comm itted by the
H ans Eberhard M ayer, The C ru sades, trans. John G illingham (2"‘* ed.; O xford; O xford U P, 1990)
214. For a sim ilar argum ent, se e Christopher Tyerm an, F ig h tin g f o r C h risten dom : H o ly W ar a n d the
C ru sa d e s (O xford: O xford U P, 20 0 4 ) 67. For a description o f the political organisation o f the southern
region o f France and its relationship w ith the northern. C row n-controlled region at the tim e o f the
A ib igen sian crusade, see Paterson 102-106.
P egg 13-14.
” On the history o f the W ars o f R eligion in France, see, for instance, J.H.M S alm on, S o c iety in C risis:
F ran ce in th e S ixteenth C en tu ry (London: Benn, 1975); Barbara D iefen dorf, B eneath the C ross:
C a th o lic s a n d H u g u en o ts in S ixteen th -C en tu ry F ran ce (O xford: O xford U P , 1991); Janine Garrison, A
H isto ry o f S ix teen th -C en tu ry F rance, 1 4 8 3 -1 5 9 8 (O xford: O xford U P , 1995), and H olt, The French
W ars o f R e lig io n .
Ruth W helan, ‘The Other ‘9 8 ’, T oleration a n d R e lig io u s Id en tity: The E d ic t o f N a n tes a n d its
Im p lic a tio n s in F ran ce, B ritain a n d Irelan d, ed. Ruth W helan and Carol B axter (Dublin: Four Courts
Press, 2 0 0 3 ) 21.
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Catholic Church. More than that, Maturin’s reference to the Huguenots in The
Albigenses, and through it, their histoiy of persecution, suggests the ways in which he
wished to construct the Albigenses as a kind of “faithful remnant struggling against
the monolithic Roman Catholicism of France”.In d ic a tiv e ly , this was a metaphor
that was often deployed in the Huguenots’ quest to construct a myth o f origins that
would sustain them as an unjustly beleaguered minority. As Ruth Whelan has
cogently argued, the Revocation of the Edict of Nantes, more than any other event in
the history o f the French Reformed tradition, became “the founding event”, for it
allowed for the construction and maintenance of a specific comparative “identity-inopposition”.'*'’ The Huguenots understood themselves as the descendants o f martyrs,
resolutely defending the ‘true’ faith despite the violent opposition o f the Catholic
majority.
It is but a small step from this Huguenot myth of origins to the myth o f origins
espoused by Protestant settlers in Ireland from the seventeenth century onwards. Just
as the Edict of Nantes came to function as the seminal moment in French Reformed
tradition, the rebellion o f 1641 arguably retrospectively assumed this significance in
its sponsoring o f a specific Irish Anglican identity. As I have earlier argued,
seventeenth-century Irish Anglicans came to see themselves as a chosen people,
destined to suffer, and specifically defined by that suffering, at the hands o f the Irish
Catholic population. For the descendants o f this embattled Anglican community,
Protestant confessionalism provided an ideological justification for their privileged
position within Irish society. The maintenance of that confessionalism was therefore
crucial, for it fundamentally underpinned Protestant superiority over the Irish Catholic
majority. As a result, the idea of a hierarchical elite defined solely by its Protestantism
flourished fi'om the late-eighteenth century until Catholic Emancipation in 1829.“^'
This emphasis on the specifically Protestant basis o f an Irish social and
political elite perhaps ironically went hand in hand with the Protestant community’s
increasing identification of itself as ‘Irish’, rather than ‘English’ or ‘British’. While
this tendency attested to the ways in which Protestants in Ireland felt acculturated to

Ruth Whelan, ‘Repressive Toleration: The Huguenots in Early Eighteenth-Century D ublin’,
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Irish society, it also highlighted their fundamental social alienation. As their
compound name suggests, the Irish Anglicans were neither Irish nor English, but an
odd mixture o f the two. Accordingly, the Irish Anglicans were at home neither in
England or Ireland. As result, not only from the perspective of the colonised native
Irish population, eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Irish Anglicans found themselves
a strange presence in their own homeland.
To construct the Albigenses as Jewish or Jewish-like characters as Maturin’s
novel does, is to emphasise this sense of ongoing alienation and estrangement of
which Maturin would have been keenly aware. What is more, the narrative
specifically underlines notions of otherness by highlighting cannibalism and the
accusation o f cannibalism as Maturin had done in Melmoth the Wanderer. For the
Catholic Crusaders in the novel, the Albigenses are no better than savage cannibals.
So, for instance, two of Lady Isabelle’s admirers, De Verac and Semonville, finding
themselves imprisoned by the Albigenses, discuss the possibility of being eaten by the
Albigenses; “Men say, the filthy knaves stick not to eat horse-flesh, and even assflesh; what then mayst thou expect, De Semonville?” {Albigenses 2:129). Accepting
this presentation of the Albigenses as cannibals as both natural and rational,
Semonville replies, “If they devour me ... never trust me an’ I do not make shift to
stick in their throats, let them take it how they will” {Albigenses 2:129).
In this instance, De Verac and Semonville remain unmolested, but the
accusation o f cannibalism lingers. As in Melmoth the Wanderer, however, such
spurious accusations of actual cannibalism among the Albigenses serve to turn the
focus to the Catholic Church and its leaders. With its presentation o f the Bishop of
Toulouse, Maturin’s novel accentuates the metaphoric cannibalism inherent to the
Church’s quest for power and control. The bishop, hungry for power above all things,
feeds on the lives and deaths of those around him; people are consequential to him
only for their perceived usefulness in his own quest for prestige and authority. Thus,
for instance, the bishop undertakes to stage Ingelberg’s murder, so that “should King
Philip deny him [the Bishop] future aid, he may in a moment annul his adulterous
marriage, by producing Queen Ingelberg alive” {Albigenses 3:252). Similarly, he
abducts Genevieve not only to seduce her bodily but to invite her to augment the
power he envisions for him self An example of “loveliest humanity”, Genevieve is, as
the bishop contends, “formed to sparkle in palaces, to control the councils o f the wise,
and direct the arm of the mighty; to rule the rulers o f the earth, and bow to thy will
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those at whose word their species bow down like the reeds of the marsh to the wind in
his wintry sweep” {Albigenses 3: 203). With Genevieve by his side, the bishop feels
he cannot fail at his ultimate goal: “the conquest of the world” {Albigenses 3:203).
The bishop’s hopes o f obtaining this end fundamentally rely on his position in
the Catholic Church. It is this “vast system” of which the bishop is “no feeble or inert
engine” that is quickly realising its ambition to control the world’s populace through
Crusades near and far {Albigenses 3:203). As a member o f the Catholic clergy, the
bishop has “[a]ll knowledge” at his hands and plans to use it accordingly {Albigenses
3:204). In other words, the Church is for him only the avenue to his own personal
success. That the bishop should finally die through a perceived act o f carmibalism is,
in this context, only fitting. Rather than enjoying renewed life through Holy
Communion, the bishop falls to the poison administered therein by Marie de
Mortemar. In this way, the Church is seen to demand retribution from the bishop: the
apparently cannibalistic ritual of Holy Communion accordingly enacts the bishop’s
downfall, rather than his hoped for personal and political ascent.
Returning to the Albigenses, allegations of cannibalism seems ludicrous in
light of the sect’s historical disdain for meat. Yet, at the same time, it is an
unsurprising association to find in connection with a people understood as somehow
Jewish. For many of the Catholic characters in the novel, these cannabilistic Jews are
an infernal Other, representative o f barbaric savagery, contamination, and racial
degeneracy. That they are, in everything but speech, indistinguishable from other
native inhabitants o f the Languedoc region, makes their threat all the more
frightening, for it is one that cannot easily be identified. Maturin’s text purposely
highlights this terrifying savage presence within Languedoc culture by placing a
particular emphasis on the Gothic image of werewolves. Throughout the novel,
wolves can be found running through the countryside, preying on defenseless human
beings. Paladour himself discovers a lycanthrope imprisoned in the dungeons of
L’Aigle sur la Roche. Wearing a wolf-skin and assuming an animalistic, crouched
position, the man believes himself a wolf, and rather reluctantly offers to share his
meal o f human flesh with his fellow prisoner.
While the lycanthrope remains a marginal figure in the novel, his inclusion is
significant in terms o f M aturin’s discourse on colonial relations in the novel. Less
common than the vampire or the cannibal in nineteenth-century British literature, the
werewolf functions similarly as what Malchow terms “a type o f the demonic with a
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human face” . He is, Hke them, “a confusion o f identities’’.'^^ W hile the w erew olf
shares certain characteristics with both the vampire and the cannibal - a lust for
hum an flesh and blood being the m ost obvious - it most closely resem bles the human
half-breed that becam e such a threat during the colonial period. Tellingly, the French
anthropologist Paul Broca (1824-1880) would parallel the hum an half-breed with the
cross between a dog and w o lf in his On the Phenomena o f H ybridity in the Genus
Homo (1846). To his mind, the dog was a tame and obedient pet, whereas the w olf
was the frightful m an-eating beast o f folklore. The cross betw een the two resulted not
in a domesticated wolf, but in a demonised dog.”*^ W orking from B roca’s definition,
the w erew olf becomes a debased and de-humanised being, m ore savage animal than
civilised man.
A confusion o f good and bad, Self and Other, human and animal, the werew olf
assumes the significance o f a disconcerting threat from within. Fittingly, M aturin’s
lycanthrope is discovered in the subterranean maze o f vaults beneath L ’Aigle sur la
Roche, at the very centre o f w hat Claude Fierobe has called one o f the novel’s
“centripetal labyrinths” . Led further and further into this underground warren,
Paladour comes face to face with the projection o f his own fears.'*"' Is he, like the
lycanthrope, destined to prey on other human beings? Does he, too, possess an
overwhelming craving for blood? Paladour’s determination to avenge his fam ily’s
destruction suggests strange affinities between the lycanthrope’s monstrous meal o f
human flesh and Paladour’s commitment to murder. Establishing this reciprocity
between these two seem ingly disparate characters, M aturin invites his reader to
understand Paladour’s scuffle with the werewolf, in which the lycanthrope is mortally
wounded, as a battle w ith himself:

A fierce struggle ensued; in the first attack the fangs o f the lycanthrope drew
blood from the bosom o f the knight, and his hideous yell at the sight might
have stunned and appalled another antagonist, but his m ad bites and desultory
wolfish springs were no match for the adroit vigour o f Paladour, who, when
the wretch had fastened on his shoulder, tore him o ff with the loss o f blood
and flesh, and flung him ... down the aperture from which he had ascended.
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The body fell: Paladour heard the sound; step after step it rolled, a heavy
lifeless weight. (Albigenses 3:97)

Symbolically defeating the evil within, Paladour successfully initiates the process by
which he shall overcome the bloodlust that has heretofore driven him.
The mental and physical maze in which Paladour finds himself lost mirrors
Maturin’s general narrative strategy. Less obviously than Melmoth, but no less
concretely, The Albigenses leads its reader into a confusing labyrinth in which he
more often than not loses his bearings. In Melmoth, Maturin accomplished this
mystification by interpolating tales and narrators to such an extent that the reader lost
sight o f narrator and narrated alike. In The Albigenses, however, Maturin changed his
tactic somewhat. Instead of focusing on constructing a narrative in which the reader is
deliberately confused by a plethora of narratives and narrative voices, Maturin
concentrated on bewildering his reader with historical detail. For Claude Fierobe, the
resulting sense of history is not so much revisionist as continuingly coloured by
Maturin’s “fantastic inclinations”.'*^ Purposely preserving throughout the novel a
sense of history gone awry, Maturin presented his reader with an era essentially
detached from its historicity, more supernatural and diabolical than it is historical. The
novel’s many revisions of historical facts, its various anachronisms, and its dubious
historical elements create a conftision of historical detail in which the reader finds
himself lost and bewildered.
Aside fi'om M aturin’s most obvious deviation fi"om historical fact - the
Albigenses themselves - there are many other instances of his liberal revision of the
past. Simon de Monfort, for instance, is effectively demonised. Much as Scott had
done with Graham o f Claverhouse in Old Mortality, Maturin distinctly re-envisioned
his de Montfort. Where Scott had sanitised the traditional enemy of the Covenanters
in an attempt to render him more sympathetic, however, Maturin blackened de
Montfort’s character, transforming him into his perfect villain. A footnote attached to
an early description of de Montfort purposely justifies M aturin’s revised vision of de
Montfort by way of a reference to historical fact as recorded by Jean Paul Perrin in his
Histoire des Vaudois. Apparently quoting Perrin’s work, the note informs us.

Ibid. 4 9 .
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Le Roy d ’Aragon escrit au Roy de France, que le Conte Simon de M ontfort
avoit I’am e boufie de grandes conceptions, excedens la capacite de son sens, et
de ses forces; que toutes ses intentions n ’estoient que les piastres du pretexte de
religion; et cependant qu’il ne tendoit qu’a ester Roy de fait, et Simon de nom.
(Albigenses 1:4)

The insertion o f this note serves to both support and authenticate M aturin’s general
picture o f de M ontfort as brutally cruel, self-obsessed, foolishly brave, and
dangerously ambitious. This, despite the historical understanding o f de M ontfort as an
experienced soldier who had proven himself, both as a Christian and an able military
commander, in the Fourth Crusade. Consequently, as M.D. Costen has maintained, de
M ontfort easily comm anded the loyalty o f his soldiers, among whom he was regarded
as “an honest and honourable m an”.”*^
At the head o f the Crusaders in The Albigenses, de M ontfort appears anything
but a strong leader. In fact, he is, more often than not, a failure. It is with much
significance that the only two battles depicted in the novel are Albigensian victories.
W ith both, M aturin amalgam ated various different events and circumstances from
actual battles betw een the Crusaders and the heretics to create historically suspect but
ideologically weighty sectarian contests. The first battle, in which Simon de M ontfort
attacks an arm ed heretic fort with only his cavalry, probably grew from the battle of
M uret in 1213, where de M ontfort’s “smaller but m uch more disciplined” army won a
convincing victory over the superior forces led by Raym ond VI o f Toulouse and Peter
II o f Aragon.'*^ M aturin, however, altered details significantly. Rather than gaining the
day, de M ontfort and his men fail miserably, owing, it is implied, to their arrogance
and presumption. De M ontfort receives a serious wound, and a struggle for power
ensues between the Dauphin and the Bishop o f Toulouse to take de M ontfort’s place
as leader o f the Crusades. But de M ontfort refuses to resign his commission,
preferring to fight injured rather than to allow his own usurpation.
The second battle described in the novel combines details from two crucial
instances o f Simon de M ontfort’s defeat: the battle at Beaucaire in 1215 and the siege
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of Toulouse in 121 S."** Before this encounter, the three competing powers reach a
tentative and tenuous agreement, and their combined forces attempt to attack the
Albigenses, whom they believe incapacitated by Raymond’s absence. They are,
however, misled, and de Montfort and his forces are soundly defeated once again. Not
only do these re-imaginations o f history construct de Monfort as an incompetent
military leader, they also reinforce the image of a Catholic party internally tom by
greed, ambition, and an ongoing struggle for power between its leaders. Self-defeated
by this dissension, the Catholics inevitably fall to the inferior Albigensian forces.
Alongside this revised portrait of de Montfort lies a similar re-imagination of
Queen Ingelberg."*^ Historically, Ingelberg of Denmark became King Philip Auguste’s
second wife in 1193, assuming the title of Queen o f France.^® For an unknown reason,
Philip took a disliking to her and obtained a divorce, which was later annulled by
Pope Celestine III in 1195. Nevertheless, Philip married Agnes de Meran the next
year. Celestine’s follower, Innocent III, excommunicated Philip and refused to lift the
ban until the king again recognised Ingelberg. Philip, in turn, promised reconciliation,
but even at Agnes’ death in 1201, he resisted. It was only in 1213, when, as Jim
Bradbury has argued, Philip desired Denmark’s assistance in a potential invasion of
England, that Ingelberg was finally restored as queen.^' Accordingly, M aturin’s
description o f Ingelberg’s exodus firom court, her subsequent imprisonment by the
Bishop of Toulouse, and her eventual reconciliation with the King is historically
anachronistic. Ingelberg would have been already reunited with Philip by the time The
Albigenses begins in 1216. Maturin further upset any sense o f chronological fidelity
by describing Ingelberg as the mother of Lewis, the Dauphin of France.
Here, Maturin paratextually acknowledged his “departure from history”
{Albigenses 3:225). A footnote informs the reader that Ingelberg in fact had no
children, and that Lewis was the son of Philip’s first wife, Isabella of Hainault.
M aturin’s reasons for first undermining historical accuracy and then explaining his
deviation appear motivated by his desire to confuse the reader by deconstructing any
orderly sense o f historical narration. Yet, with Lewis at least, there is a political
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motive. A footnote early in the fourth volume informs us that “ [t]he title o f Dauphin
was not assumed by the eldest sons o f France till, I believe, the year 1343 - more than
a century after the period o f this tale; but it is ascribed by Shakespeare to Prince
Lewis in the play o f King John, and 'quid non ego hum uncio?'” {Albigenses 4; 113).
M aturin is correct in acknowledging his anachronism; the title o f Dauphin only came
to use under the Valois and Bourbon dynasties. But, while M aturin cited Shakespeare
as his inspiration in m isleadingly titling Lewis the Dauphin, he was also very
specifically calling to m ind the list o f French royal sons to bear that title. Included on
this list was, o f course, Louis XIV, the French king under whom persecution o f the
Huguenots escalated in the seventeenth century and the Edict o f Nantes was revoked.
Closer inspection reveals a similar political message to Ingelberg’s appearance
in the novel. Finally freed from her imprisonment with G enevieve’s help and
inform ed o f the king’s desire to reconcile with her, Ingelberg insists on granting a
favour to both Genevieve and Amirald. The lovesick Amirald requests perm ission to
m arry Genevieve. She, in turn, pleads with Ingelberg to intercede so that Philip will
“deal gently with his suffering subjects” {Albigenses 3:308-309). The justification she
offers for such leniency relies on the A lbigenses’ loyalty to the Crown, despite their
differing religious beliefs:

Trust me, my liege, hearts more loyal beat not in living bosoms; hands more
bold never wielded lance in fields o f battle. Let our liege but yield us the grace
to worship Him in whom we trust after the dictates o f our conscience and of
his word, and then shall our sovereign see, all through fair Languedoc, every
m an sitting under his vine and his olive, fearing God and honouring the King.
{Albigenses 3:309)

G enevieve’s emphasis on Albigensian loyalty reverberates in M aturin’s attem pt to
link the Albigenses and the Huguenots. Like Genevieve, the Huguenots in latesixteenth and early-seventeenth century France went to great pains to prove and
display their fealty to the king. In fact, as Ruth W helan has argued. Catholics and
Protestants in early-seventeenth century France were united in loyalty to the m onarch
despite their differences; tim es o f political unrest, rather than disrupting this mutual
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allegiance, prompted ever more ostentatious displays and protestations o f loyalty, as
each party attempted to outdo the other.^^
If, by extending M aturin’s implicit connection of Huguenots and nineteenthcentury Irish Anglicans, this is to suggest Protestant adherence to the Union and its
imposed British govenmient, it also forges a strange link between the Albigenses and
the Catholics campaigning for Emancipation in the early-nineteenth century.
Although the cause’s vocal leader throughout the 1820s, Daniel O ’Connell,
envisioned eventual Home Rule, he was always keen to emphasise the Irish Catholic
population’s fundamental loyalty to the Crown. He accordingly vilified the men
involved in the 1798 rebellion as “irreconciliably violent republicans”.^^ Condemning
this violent radicalism, O ’Connell argued that the majority o f Irish Catholics were
neither inherently rebellious nor hostile to Union and the British government. Catholic
support for the Union of 1801 seemed to warrant this position. Although challenging
the conventional understanding that Catholic support finally carried the Union, Daire
Keogh has persuasively argued that Catholic passivity and compliance did ultimately
contribute to the passage o f Union. One cause for this lack o f opposition, Keogh
maintains, was an understanding that past loyalty to the British crown had effectively
produced results for the Irish Catholic population; following that same course now,
Catholics reasoned, might prove equally beneficial.
Such reasoning was not altogether irrational. Many Catholics believed that
Catholic Emancipation would soon follow the Union, and Prime Minister William
Pitt, as well as several government officials responsible for the implementation of
Union, supported full Catholic relief, believing it necessary to secure the goodwill of
the whole country. Catholic Emancipation, in this thinking, was a measure that would
allow Catholics to reconcile themselves to the permanence of Union. This, in turn,
would sponsor a feeling of security amongst the Protestants, who could. Emancipation
notwithstanding, rest secure in their position of majority within the Protestant United
Kingdom. For his part, George D. Boyce suggests that, in this scenario, the Irish
Catholics would have been placed in the position of the Huguenots in France; as the
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minority population in wider Great Britain, they would have becom e necessarily
subordinate to the m ajority Protestant population.
At the same time, however, Boyce contends that, if the Catholics were truly
understood as comparable to the Huguenots in France, they could also be interpreted
as “an alien body, responsible in the past for civil war, insurrection and maybe even
revolution; an ‘unassim ilable m inority’” . M a n y o f O ’Connell’s argum ents for
Catholic Em ancipation im plicitly encouraged this Protestant understanding o f the
Irish Catholic population as a threatening Other. His idea o f the nation o f Ireland was
not a Protestant one. It was instead a Catholic one, founded upon the belief that the
Catholics were the true m ajority population, oppressed by a Protestant m inority that
maintained its power only through the support o f the British govemment.^^ Beliefs
like these underm ined both O ’Connell’s ostensible support for U nion as well as his
contention that Em ancipation presented no threat to Protestant security in Ireland.
Moreover, they suggested the desire for a reversal of roles. Recognising the Catholics
as the real m ajority in Ireland enacted a political transposition, in w hich the
Protestants, not the Catholics, assumed the minority position and becam e, like the
Huguenots in France, the subordinate population.
Against the social and political upheaval inherent to this understanding o f
Emancipation, The Albigenses establishes a concept o f tolerance that both authorises
and justifies the existing hierarchical socio-political structures in Ireland. M aturin’s
novel, in other words, pleads not for, but decidedly against. Catholic Emancipation. In
arguing this way, M aturin subtly drew from the precedent set by his Huguenot
ancestors in Ireland. Certainly, some Huguenot immigrants in early-eighteenth
century Ireland had sounded a challenge to the politics o f exclusion directed against
Dissenters and Rom an C a th o lic s .Y e t, in her analysis o f two sermons on the subject
of toleration preached in the 1720s by Caspar Caillard, the m inister o f the French
Reformed Church in Peter St., Dublin, Ruth W helan has convincingly argued that the
terms and concepts often used in arguments for religious tolerance implicitly relied on
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a social consciousness o f the ancien regime.^^ If, as C.D.A. Leighton has argued, the
Irish ancien regime in the eighteenth century distinguished itself from other ancien
regimes by its emphasis on membership in the Established Church as a basis for the
distribution o f power, then any notion of tolerance was specifically delimited.^^ In
other words, while ostensibly arguing for general religious tolerance, writers like
Caillard implicitly reconfirmed social division along religious lines.
Maturin continued this vein of thought in both The Albigenses and Five
Sermons on the Errors o f the Roman Catholic Church. The latter, like much religious
writing in the eighteenth century, set out to demonstrate that Roman Catholicism is an
absolute contradiction o f true Christianity.^^ Maturin’s first sermon accordingly
charged the Catholic Church with “erecting a system which the word o f God
expressly and literally contradicts” ; Maturin further argued that it was this
contradiction that he wished to “amply prove from the pages o f the word” in his
following four sermons. In making his case against Catholicism, Maturin implicitly
valorised the Church o f Ireland; although it could not be said to be the ‘true’ Church
as Maturin defined it, it was nevertheless that which most closely resembled the
spiritual unity Maturin envisioned. It was, in comparison to Catholicism’s “mazes of
error, obscurity, and contradiction”, an institution founded upon “sound and
Scriptural articles”. More than that, it was both “genial” and “native”.^'
Maturin’s choice o f the word ‘native’ is instructive. Establishing the Anglican
Church as the natural and true Church of Ireland, Maturin specifically devalued
Catholicism and its claim for privileged authority and legitimacy in Ireland. Political
emancipation, from the perspective of Maturin’s Five Sermons, emerges as an
irrational desire. The only emancipation that matters, in Maturin’s mind, was a
spiritual one comprised o f conversion from Catholicism to Protestantism. Fittingly,
the specific sense o f tolerance Maturin fostered in The Albigenses proceeded directly
from what he conceived o f as his religious responsibility, as suggested by his Five
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Sermons', the conversion o f Catholics and the corresponding suppression o f
Emancipation.
In this context, Genevieve’s passionate plea for religious tolerance must be
read with caution when applied to M aturin’s Ireland. This is not, it should be stressed
again, a demand for Catholic Emancipation. M aturin’s terms o f tolerance insist on the
preservation o f some kind o f inequality. For this reason, the narrator o f The
Albigenses rem inds us that “the difference o f birth and creed was never known to
disturb the affection that subsisted between the high-born Lady o f Courtenaye and the
humble bride o f Am irald” {Albigenses 4:275). In other words, Genevieve and Isabelle
maintain their friendship despite the distinctions o f class and religion which continue
unabated. The final vision o f Pierre’s grave, though championing tolerance, further
insists on continued religious difference. As the narrator informs us, “[h]is body, as a
heretic’s, was not pem iitted to lie in consecrated ground” , and must be instead
interred outside the city walls {Albigenses 4:275-276). Only there can the M onk o f
Montcalm pray for Pierre, “heretic as he was” {Albigenses 4:276). Subtly asserting the
ongoing divide between heretic and Catholic in this way, Pierre’s grave symbolises
M aturin’s notion o f tolerance as necessarily restrictive.
Ending on this m ingled note o f contradictory tolerance and division, M aturin’s
novel distinguishes itself m arkedly from Scott’s Ivanhoe, despite the inspiration
M aturin admitted to finding there. Rather than establishing persistent difference,
Scott’s novel insists on final equality. Ivanhoe'^ picture o f the “m ixed nation”
specifically deconstructs any notion o f ‘native’ and ‘alien’, ‘u s’ and ‘them ’, by
picturing Norm ans, Saxons, and Jews alike as equally alien to English soil.^^ As it
does so, it suggests that these national and religious differences will eventually blend
into a greater, overarching sense o f Englishness.^^ Fittingly, the marriage o f Ivanhoe
and Rowena concluding the narrative is said to stand “as a pledge o f the future peace
and harm ony betw ixt the two races, which, since that period, have been so completely
mingled, that the distinction has become wholly invisible”.®'* For M aturin, however,
‘future peace and harm ony’ relied on the separation o f Catholics and Protestants to
which Catholic Em ancipation would be fundamentally destructive. Displacing its
author’s concern with an Ireland on the very cusp o f a new era o f political and social
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equalisation, The Albigenses apparently registers Maturin’s opposition to what he
understood as the breakdown o f Protestant ascendancy in Ireland. In doing so, it
insists on continued sectarian divisions, despite an overall plea for tolerance. What is
more, it ardently implores a British government grown increasingly sympathetic to
Catholic demands to adopt a laissez-faire attitude. Only then, The Albigenses
suggests, will the Irish be able to find their own kind of peace.
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‘There is Room for More!’: The Future for Maturin Research

The Irish have certainly left M aturin in peace since his death in 1824.
Although m aintaining an impressive presence in France, and even in England and
America, M aturin continues to be m arginalised in Ireland. O f course, in his own
lifetime, with the evident exception o f Bertram (1816) and M elmoth the Wanderer
(1820), M aturin’s works never enjoyed a wide public or critical reception. Dismissed
in his day as the product o f a ‘m ad’, or at the very least, ‘eccentric’, Irish clergyman,
scholarship on nineteenth-century Irish fiction has followed suit. So, underestim ating
the financial pressures prom pting M aturin to write novels that m et the popular taste of
the day,' and ignoring the significant contribution M aturin m ade even to those forms,
Thomas Flanagan’s influential analysis o f Irish novelists in the first h a lf o f the
nineteenth century categorised M atunn as Sydney Ow enson’s m ere imitator.
Similarly, in James C ahalan’s later work, The Irish Novel: A Critical History (1988),
M aturin’s novels were written o ff as “no better artistically than O w enson’s
potboilers”.^
Aside from the im plicit slight on Owenson, who was, in C ahalan’s terms a
“mediocre” novelist, and The Wild Irish Girl (1806), in Flanagan’s estimation, simply
“a bad novel”,"* these opinions aptly illustrate the trivialising stance taken towards
M aturin’s novels. More recently, work on Irish literature, while gesturing towards an
acknowledgm ent o f M aturin’s literary importance, more often than not confirms
M aturin’s peripheral position in the annals of Irish literary history by reproducing him
as a m arginal figure. W hat else can we conclude from the fact that the recently
published The Irish Novel in the Nineteenth Century: Facts and Fictions (2005)
resolutely pushes M aturin to the margins by including only a handful o f references to
him, indexing only three o f his works, and failing to include an analysis o f any o f his
novels? or from the fact that. The Cambridge History o f Irish Literature (2006),
although containing several sections in which a discussion o f M aturin would be
highly relevant, still only m entions M aturin once?
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Such omissions are telling, but arguably no more so than Maturin’s own
perception of the situation. Describing himself as an ‘obscure’ Irishman, Maturin
understood only too well his liminal position in the competition for primacy among
the British readership of the day. This is true to such an extent that a concluding scene
from Melmoth the Wanderer assumes poignant significance. Just before he disappears
from the book, whether alive or dead no one can be fully sure, Melmoth has a dream
in which he teeters on the brink o f hell:

The burning waves boomed over his sinking head, and the clock o f eternity rung
out its awful chime - ‘Room for the soul o f the Wanderer! ’ - and the waves o f
the burning ocean answered as they lashed the adamantine rock - ‘There is room
for more’. {Melmoth 539)

Beyond doubt, there is room for more when it comes to scholarly attention to Maturin
and his literary works - though this thesis aims to avoid the infernal fate awaiting
Melmoth him self Although accused o f imitation and even plagiarism, M aturin’s
works are never servile re-illustrations of novels previously written by authors such as
Owenson, Edgeworth, and Scott. Instead, as Claude Fierobe has rightly maintained,
Maturin’s was an art o f transformation. While often beginning with characters,
themes, and ideas similar to those in recently published and, arguably more
importantly, financially successful works, the novels consistently reveal the writer’s
own spirit and creative hand.^ In so doing, they interact and engage with
contemporary Irish and British authors, while also fiindamentally questioning,
rearranging, and re-imagining existing forms such as the Gothic, the national tale, and
the historical novel. Repeating but also insistently challenging the conventions,
themes, and ideas o f works as diverse as Radcliffe’s The Italian (1797), Edgeworth’s
Ennui (1809), and Scott’s Waverley (1814), Maturin’s novels, though neglected,
undoubtedly ftinction as an integral piece in an understanding o f the literature of
early-nineteenth century Britain. More specifically, as I have argued, they add
significantly to our understanding of the negotiation of intertwined ideas o f private
domesticity and national union that animate much of nineteenth-century Irish
literature.

^ Fierobe, Charles Robert Maturin 680.
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Confirm ing M aturin’s centrality to the literature o f the period, his novels
undeniably possess a great deal o f what Joep Leerssen recently term ed “radiance” .^
By this I m ean that M aturin’s works made themselves continuously felt in nineteenthcentury Ireland and abroad, despite remaining a seemingly negligible contribution to
the canon o f Irish literature. This is not to argue that M aturin’s novels enjoyed a
presence fundam entally contradicted by their publication and circulation history in
Ireland. Published in London and Edinburgh for a wider British audience, M aturin’s
novels were necessarily removed from an Irish audience. This had m uch to do with
the depressed state o f the printing industry in Ireland after the A ct o f Union. Because
o f the introduction o f a Copyright Act in the wake o f the Union, D ublin’s flourishing
trade in books - an industry largely dependent on reprinting books recently published
in England - was, in the words of bookseller W illiam W akem an, “almost
annihilated” .^ As a result, both booksellers and authors were required to turn to
England to supply their needs. In the case o f Irish authors, the dependence on English
presses was so pronounced that, in 1842, W illiam Carleton wrote in his preface to the
new Dublin edition o f his Traits and Stories o f the Irish Peasantry (1830-1833), “In
truth until within the last ten or twelve years an Irish author never thought o f
publishing in his own country” .
This was as true for authors such as Edgeworth and Owenson as it was for
Maturin. In Edgew orth’s case, only Castle Rackrent (1800) and Belinda (1801) were
published in Dublin, presum ably just scraping by before the extension o f English
copyright law to Irish presses. O f Ow enson’s works, none were published in Ireland,
although O'Donnell, A National Tale (1814) was published in London and sold in
Dublin by John Cumming. How, then, do we explain the prevalence granted to
M aturin’s contem poraries and largely refused to him? A cursory glance at several
early-nineteenth century catalogues for various Dublin booksellers suggests that
circulation in Ireland greatly depended on wider British popularity.^ In other words,
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books that were generally deemed popular and had the appeal o f a well-known author
eventually found their way into the hands of Irish readers. So, for instance, although
increasingly respected today, Owenson’s works, like those o f Maturin, are generally
poorly represented in such catalogues. In contrast, Edgeworth’s widely-read and
widely-acclaimed works, though very often published in London, consistently
commanded lengthy listings o f available editions. This does not, o f course, take into
account circulating libraries, which provided books to a wider readership that may not
have been able to afford new or even used copies of contemporary novels. However,
it does suggest that circulation went hand in hand with popularity. Lacking the
popular reception necessary for an extended distribution in Ireland, Maturin
necessarily remained rather a stranger to the early-nineteenth century Irish readership.
Correspondingly, to speak of Maturin’s ‘radiance’ is to argue that,
notwithstanding the apparently limited availability of Maturin’s works in Ireland, his
presence and influence was continuously felt throughout his lifetime and long after his
death. It is for this reason that we might see The Milesian C hief {\%\2) as an early
articulation and crucial foreshadowing of Scott’s later novel, Waverley (1814).
Beginning to anticipate the transformation from tlie national tale’s sense of
geographical and temporal conflict to that of the historical novel made popular by
Scott, The Milesian C hief represents vital reading for the student o f the early historical
novel. Similarly, by investigating and overtly denying the equation o f happy marriage
with happy Union, The Milesian Chief forcefully voices the violence subtly
underpinning works such as The Wild Irish Girl, Ennui (1809), and The Absentee
(1812). United in the only place possible - death - Armida and Connal serve as
poignant testimonials to Maturin’s pessimism about the future of Union, a pessimism
that would become increasingly characteristic of the national tale as it progressed.
More than that, the novel’s conclusion, by finally recalling Connal’s vampiric
presence, not only suggests the ways in which a destructive past continues to haunt
and defy Ireland’s modem consciousness, it also aptly suggests M aturin’s own staying
power. Indeed, like one of his own characters, Maturin remains very much an
unearthly presence haunting the authors and literary works that have followed him.
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This ghostly influence is particularly noticeable when one considers the
situation in France. As I have outlined, M aturin held a strange and long-lasting
fascination for nineteenth-century French authors. At times, this enthralment
manifested itself in the appearance o f M elmoth-like figures, as in B alzac’s Le
Centenaire (1822), or o f M elm oth himself, as in Balzac’s later work M elmoth
Reconcilie (1835). Other times, M aturin’s powerful hold on the French literary
imagination was made apparent by a continued understanding o f the necessity for but
simultaneous difficulty in producing a comprehensive analysis o f M aturin, his life,
and his works. If, in 1833, Gustave Planche was arguing that M elmoth had not yet
been translated for serious readers, despite three existing translations, and was
therefore in need o f ‘rehabilitation’, several decades later Baudelaire was still
contem plating the production o f an edition that would do justice to both M aturin and
his novel. In the end, Baudelaire never translated, edited, or introduced Me/mo//; the
Wanderer himself, arguably because he was, as Rosemary Lloyd has claimed, all too
aware of the demands such a work placed on its author:’**

[I]l faudrait expliquer ce que c ’est que Maturin, quel rang il occupe dans
I’histoire de la litterature m odeme, ce que c ’est que la litterature satanique, par
ou il touche a Byron, etc., etc. - Or, voyez-vous la belle figure que peut faire
une pareille preface, si la traduction ne donne pas une idee suffisam ment haute
de r auteur vantel"

But how exactly, Baudelaire evidently found him self asking, would one explain the
rank M aturin held in the history o f m odem literature? For Baudelaire, M aturin’s
centrality to literary history was both intimidating and awe-inspiring; so pronounced
was it that Baudelaire felt incapable o f turning his hand to the job. Ultimately,
Baudelaire shied away from what he understood as a necessary but daunting project
simply because he saw it as too important to be left to unsteady or unsure hands.
Such scruples have not been entirely set aside in the twentieth and twenty-first
centuries. Although a handful o f reprinted editions o f M aturin’s novels have appeared,
alongside several critical biographies, attention to M aturin has rem ained limited. In a
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very real way, M aturin’s continued marginalisation remains a matter o f puzzlement,
especially when we consider the widespread, if subtle, influence his works had on
Irish literature in the late-nineteenth century. Here, we naturally return again to Oscar
Wilde’s The Picture o f Dorian Gray (1891). This fin de siecle work is particularly
significant in terms of Maturin’s Uterary ‘radiance’, for it forcefully suggest the ways
in which Wilde was indebted to Maturin’s deployment of both the Gothic mode and
the Irish national tale. Although arguably the most famous, W ilde’s decision to adopt
the name ‘Sebastian Melmoth’ during his exile on the Continent, was not the only
instance of W ilde’s fascination with Maturin. In fact, several years before W ilde’s
famous trials, his subsequent imprisonment, and the emigration that followed, Wilde
had provided, or at least assisted with, a preface for the 1892 edition o f Melmoth the
Wander, an edition, it should be noted, that began the still-continuing period in which
Maturin’s novel has never been out of print.
In this preface, divided into a ‘Memoir of Charles Robert Maturin’ and ‘A
Note on Charles Robert Maturin’, Maturin’s tendency for ‘borrowing’ from other
authors is noted. At the same time, it is argued that Maturin’s ideas and characters
were always “peculiarly his own”. The preface further maintains that M aturin’s
‘borrowing’ fails to account for “the familiarity which strikes a reader at the present
time with some of his scenes” . Instead, it is suggested, this familiarity derives from
later authors’ use o f “the masses o f raw material” provided by M aturin’s works,
which, “if disguised in more elegant diction, can be borrowed without fear of
discovery” . In this ‘borrowing’, both Scott and Lord Byron are implicated:

It is not to be supposed that Scott consciously imitated incidents or that Byron
intentionally adopted ideas to the detriment of a man whom both loaded with
kindness, but it must not be forgotten that The Milesian C hief [\%\2] was
written before The Bride o f Lammermoor [1819], and Bertram [1816] before
Manfred [1817]. The influence o f Maturin so evident in Scott and Byron, and
acknowledged with pride by so original an author as Balzac, may well have
affected their lesser successors.’^

‘A Note on Charles Robert M aturin’, Melmoth the Wanderer, by Charles Robert Maturin, 3 vols.
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Intriguingly, just pages before, the bibliographic ‘M em oir o f Charles Robert M aturin’
had concluded by noting that Lady W ilde, Oscar W ilde’s mother, possessed “a fine
bust” o f Maturin. Although portraying M aturin as “an older m an”, this bust seemingly
denied M aturin’s age: “years seemed to have told very little on his face, if we
compare it to the strikingly youthful countenance that appears in the New M onthly
Magazine"}'^ Emphasising, in this way, M aturin’s continued youth, the ‘M em oir’
forcefully underscores M aturin’s apparent eternal appeal to his literary successors, big
and small. N ot only that, but it both recalls the ways in which W ilde’s earlier work,
The Picture o f Dorian Gray, manipulated a similar image o f tim eless youth and
beauty, and suggests the im portant role M aturin played in W ilde’s own literary career.
Tellingly, in The Picture o f Dorian Gray, M elm oth’s legacy is clear. W ilde’s
novel, in fact, takes a very sim ilar religious idea for its base. W hile M aturin had
begun his narrative with the presupposition that no m an would ever willingly resign
his hope for salvation, W ilde began with the premise o f a boy eager to sell his soul for
the gift o f eternal youth and beauty. Responding with despair to the portrait o f him self
that Basil Hallward has presented to him, Dorian Gray exclaims.

How sad it is! I shall grow old, and horrible, and dreadful. But this picture will
rem ain always young. It will never be older than this particular day o f June ...
If it were only the other way! If it were I who was to be always young, and the
picture that was to grow old! For that - for that - 1 w ould give everything!
Yes, there is nothing in the whole world I would not give! I would give my
soul for that!

As D orian’s corruption grows, his decision to sacrifice his soul is repeatedly
questioned by the increasingly grotesque portrait that m ercilessly registers his
‘M em oir o f Charles Robert M aturin’, M elm oth the W anderer, b y C harles Robert Maturin, 3 vols.
(London; R. B entley, 1892) lix x v ii, xxix. For the picture referred to, se e ‘M em oir o f the Rev. C.R.
Maturin (W ith a P o r tr a it}’, The N e w M on th ly M agazin e, o r U n iv e rsa l R e g is te r 1*‘. ser. 11 (1819); 165.
The editors o f the 1892 edition o f M elm oth the W an derer attributed this short m em oir to A laric W atts,
although the portrait its e lf w as com pleted b y W . Brocas.
Oscar W ild e, The P ic tu re o f D o ria n G ra y, ed. Joseph B ristow , The C o m p le te W orks o f O s c a r W ilde,
gen. ed. Ian Sm all, vol. 3 (1890; 1891; Oxford; O xford U P, 2 0 0 5 ) 189. T his ed ition contains tw o texts
o f The P ic tu re o f D o ria n G ra y. The first is the thirteen-chapter n ovella that appeared in the July 1890
issue o f L ip p in c o tt’s M on th ly M agazine-, the second is the considerably expanded, tw enty-chapter novel
that w as published in a sin gle volu m e by Ward, Lock & Co, in both Britain and A m erica. In m y
references to D o ria n G ra y, 1 shall refer to the latter, not only b ecau se it e x te n siv e ly em en ds the earlier
text, but also because it is the text m ost readily available and m ost w id e ly read today; future references
are to this edition and are giv en parenthetically in the text.
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mounting moral depravity and his ensuing descent into base criminality. Dorian
him.self, horrified by the transformation never bodily apparent but all too evident in
his changing portrait, begins to understand the meaning behind the Biblical words
poignantly recalled by Lord Henry; ‘“ what does it profit a man if he gain the whole
world and lose - how does the quotation run? - his own soul’?” {Dorian Gray 350).
Deploying, in this way, a very similar religious basis to that o f Maturin’s
Melmoth the Wanderer, Wilde betrayed his literary debt to his great-uncle. More than
that, in his appearance and manner, Dorian Gray often approximates Maturin’s
Wanderer, who is undoubtedly one o f those “ancestors in literature ... those strange
terrible figures that had passed across the stage o f the world and made sin so
marvellous and evil so full of subtlety” fundamentally underlying W ilde’s
characterisation o f Dorian Gray {Dorian Gray 289). Certainly, Dorian possesses a
striking resemblance to Melmoth; exercising an “indefinable attraction” whenever he
so wishes, Dorian echoes the strangely attractive yet simultaneously repulsive manner
characterising Melmoth and his mesmerising eyes {Dorian Gray 306). What is more,
both novels posit a strange relationship between the hero and the portrait realistically
representing him. In Melmoth, of course, it is the portrait o f the eponymous Wanderer
that alerts John Melmoth to his ancestor’s continuing presence; although painted in
1646, the portrait’s un-ageing subject symbolically represents the Wanderer’s eternal
youth. Dorian Gray presents an inverted version o f this relationship between portrait
and hero; rather than registering pretematurally continued youth, Dorian’s portrait
bears all sign o f his ageing and increasing moral corruption.
Allowing for this inversion, both novels posit a mysterious congruence
between portrait and object. So, for instance, in Melmoth, John Melmoth mercilessly
destroys the portrait o f the Wanderer: “He caught it up, rushed into the next room,
tore, cut, and hacked it in every direction, and eagerly watched the fragments that
burned like tinder in the turf-fire” {Melmoth 60). John’s violence in this destruction
emphasises his desire to not only symbolically, but also physically, annihilate the
Wanderer, who has been haunting both his dreams and his waking hours. Similarly, in
Dorian Gray, Dorian’s destruction o f his portrait registers as a suicidal act; seizing a
knife and plunging it into the “monstrous soul-life” that is the picture, Dorian actually
kills himself {Dorian Gray 357). When the terrified servants find their master, they
see “upon the wall a splendid portrait o f [Dorian] ... in all the wonder o f his exquisite
youth and beauty” {Dorian Gray 357). Next to this portrait lies a “withered, wrinkled.
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and loathsome o f visage” dead man {Dorian Gray 357); it is only with difficulty that
the servants discern their former master.
W hile the similarities between M elm oth and Dorian are certainly compelling,
Melmoth is not the only M aturin ‘ancestor’ to which D orian is indebted. Instead, as
M aureen O ’Connor has persuasively maintained, another im portant influence in the
figure of D orian Gray is Ormsby Bethel from M aturin’s The Wild Irish Boy (1808).
Tracing the sim ilarities betw een Dorian Gray and Orsmby Bethel, O ’Connor argues
that The Wild Irish Boy provided “the pedigree papers, as it w ere” for the generic
transmission o f the national tale to W ilde’s Picture o f Dorian Gray}^ Such arguments
are persuasive, especially given the remarkable resem blance betw een the two heroes.
Described as possessing a “form to make libertinism lovely” , Ormsby Bethel shares
the same “red rose le a f ’ cheek and blond hair as D orian Gray {W ildIrish Boy 1:35,
37). More strikingly, the two heroes are both seen to emanate an air o f “passionate
purity” {Dorian Gray 181) and an angelic “brightness” {Wild Irish Boy 1:34). But, as
it is said o f Ormsby, this is the brightness o f “a fallen angel” {Wild Irish Boy 1:34). In
both cases, m ingled with the heroes’ extreme beauty and “loveliness” is a surprising
and shocking, precisely because apparently incongruous, “depravity” {W ildIrish Boy
1:34).
As m ight be expected, in both cases, this depravity never solely affects the
individual. Instead, lured into vice themselves, Dorian and Orm sby both insistently
lead their friends and lovers astray as well. In The Wild Irish Boy, Orm sby B ethel’s
female adm irers - Elmaide St. Clair and the orphan girl M ary - are driven to despair,
and, in Elm aide’s case, suicide, by what they understand as his strange mixture o f
virtue and vice. As Elmaide laments, “W hy is vice suffered to look so lovely?” {Wild
Irish Boy 1:49). Similarly, in The Picture o f Dorian Gray, the hero is seen to have a
rem arkable, destructive influence on those he befriends. Having been associated with
several young m en who then plumm eted into a course o f self-destruction, Dorian
finds him self being asked, “W hy is your friendship so fatal to young m en?” {Dorian
Gray 293). The same might be asked o f his association with women. His first love,
the actress Sybil Vane, kills herself after being cruelly rejected by Dorian; numerous
other wom en who had once “wildly adored” Dorian, braving “all social censure” for
him, are said to grow “pallid, with shame and horror if Dorian Gray entered the room ”

O ’C onnor 198. For the sim ilarities betw een D orian G ray and O rm sby B ethel, see O ’Connor 197-198.
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{Dorian Gray 287). And, late in the novel, a nameless prostitute accosts James Vane
for not killing the man who had so thoroughly degraded and disgraced her; “He is the
worst one that comes here. They say he has sold himself to the devil for a pretty face”
{Dorian Gray 332).
For her part, O ’Connor insists that the likeness between Ormsby Bethel and
Dorian Gray highlights the ways in which Wilde rewrote the national tale in The
Picture o f Dorian Gray. Rather than ‘unwriting’ The Wild Irish Girl, as O ’Connor
argues Maturin had done in The Wild Irish Boy, Wilde created a parody or ironic
inversion o f The Wild Irish Girl. So, while Horatio Mortimer is awoken to the
wonders of Ireland by Glorvina’s voice, thereby ushering in a process by which he is
taught to feel, Dorian Gray becomes “hardened to feelings” as he undergoes a similar
feminising experience. Despite this difference, Dorian Gray, like Horatio Mortimer,
Armida Fitzalban, Edward Waverley, and other such national hero(in)es, endures a
journey from the centre to the peripheries, though his is not from England to Ireland
but from a centre of moral innocence to, in O ’Connor’s terms, “the savage outreaches
o f the se lf’.'^ Crucially, these ‘savage outreaches’ of Dorian’s own self are paralleled
with an atavistic (Irish) Catholicism, much like the one haunting the works of
Edgeworth, Maturin, and Owenson alike.
As Davis Coakley has observed. The Picture o f Dorian Gray, like Melmoth
the Wanderer before it, was critically influenced by the Irish myth of Oisin, who,
while living in Tir na nOg, or ‘the land of the young’, is granted eternal youth.'’ Upon
return to Ireland, Oisin is warned that he must remain mounted on his enchanted
steed, or else the 300 years that have passed since his departure will catch up with
him. As fate would have it, Oisin accidentally tumbles from his horse’s back and
instantly becomes withered with age. Fundamentally informed by this Irish legend,
The Picture o f Dorian Gray implicitly constructs Ireland as a place of degeneration
and deterioration, and it does so largely through the equation of the Orient with
Ireland. As Dorian travels further into the peripheries of his ‘se lf, he devotes himself
to the study o f a variety o f subjects, including Roman Catholicism, perfumes, music,
jewels, and tapestries. In so doing, he increasingly accumulates aesthetic objects
related to these subjects; so, for instance, he collects “from all parts of the world the

O ’Connor 199, 200.
” Davis Coakley, O scar Wilde: The Im portance o f B eing Irish (Dublin: Town House and Country
House, 1994) 204. See also O ’Connor 203 for D orian G ray's reworking o f the myth o f Tir na nOg.
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strangest instruments that could be found” {Dorian Gray 281). Later, enchanted by
embroidery, he seeks to amass not only “ecclesiastical vestm ents”, for which he has
“a special passion”, but also “the m ost exquisite specimens that he could find o f
textile and embroidered work” from places as far away as India, the East Indies,
China, and Japan {Dorian Gray 285). As O ’Conner maintains, these objects indicate
D orian’s “ontological instability” by way o f an “Oriental register” . W hat is more,
O ’Connor suggests, they posit an aesthetic equivalence between Ireland and the
Orient.
For O ’Connor, the convergence o f the Orient and Ireland occurs m ost notably
when Dorian, agitated by his m urder o f Basil Hallward, experiences a “m ad craving”
for opium {Dorian Gray 322).

18

Although he eventually resorts to a far away opium

den, Dorian first searches out the drug in his own home, finding it in

a small Chinese box o f black and gold-dust lacquer, elaborately wrought, the
sides patterned with curved waves, and the silken cords hung with round
crystals and tasselled in plaited metal threads. He opened it. Inside was a green
paste waxy in lustre, the odour curiously heavy and persistent. {Dorian Gray
322)

O ’Connor persuasively emphasises “the greenness at the heart o f this ornate
chinoiserie, a seductive, powerful, dangerous greenness that opens out into the depths
o f degeneracy and deviance”.'^ In other words, in this instance, green, the symbolic
colour o f Ireland, becomes vitally connected with a degenerate Orientalism,
highlighting Irishness as a dangerous ontological pull into dissolution and corruption.
O f course, this idea o f Ireland’s strange destructive pull on the Anglo-Irish
consciousness - for, in m any ways, Dorian Gray represents his Anglo-Irish creator,
Oscar Wilde - is absolutely vital to the Irish national tale o f the early-nineteenth
century, as we have seen. M aturin’s works, in particular, by overtly grafting the
Gothic - elements of which are evident but simultaneously subdued in the works o f
Edgeworth and Owenson - onto the Irish national tale, powerfully suggest the ways in
which Ireland’s (native. Catholic) past maintains a terrifying and devastating hold on
its m odem population. Although W ilde was influenced by a wide variety o f preceding
O ’Connor 200, 201.

'Mbid. 201.
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authors and works,
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Maturin’s influence unquestionably deserves more attention.

Certainly, Joseph Bristov/’s fleeting mention o f M elm oth the W anderer as one o f the
“[njumerous other sources ... identified over the years” sim ply does not do justice to
the evident congruence o f them es, ideas, and even characters in D orian G ray, The
Wild Irish Boy, and M elm oth the Wanderer?^
Once again dism issed as an inconsequential influence, Maturin in fact
continued to ‘radiate’ long after his death, not only influencing W ilde, but also subtly
inspiring authors such as James Clarence Mangan, Joseph Sheridan LeFanu, and
Bram Stoker. Undoubtedly, these exam ples, confined as they are largely to the Irish
Gothic genre o f the later-nineteenth century, represent only a firaction o f Maturin’s
posthumous influence in Ireland. Nevertheless, they forcefully attest to Maturin’s
evident literary effect, one fundamentally belied by the often-tim es dism issive and
truncated attention awarded to his works. A bove all, what this ‘radiance’ suggests is
Maturin’s integral position in the history o f Irish literature. N ot only interacting with
and transforming works produced in his own lifetim e, Maturin’s novels, in many
ways, set the stage for the works o f future Irish authors. In this context, Maturin
deserves, and indeed demands, so much more critical attention than he has hitherto
been given. D orian G ray's Lord Henry put it aptly when he said, “there is only one
thing in the world worse than being talked about, and that is not being talked about”
{Dorian G ray 170). O nly by reconsidering Maturin’s novels and their contribution
both to contemporary literature and to the literature that follow ed can w e begin to
address the haunting echo o f the hellish voice taunting M elm oth in his dream. There
is, indeed, room for so much more.

On the many sources understood as possible influences on T/ie P icture o f D orian G ray, see Joseph
Bristow, ‘Commentary’, The Picture o f D orian G ray, by Oscar Wilde, ed. Joseph Bristow, The
C om plete Works o f O scar Wilde, gen. ed. Ian Small, vol. 3 (Oxford: Oxford U P, 2005) 359-365.
Bristow 365.
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